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ABSTRACT 

The commercial development of electric traction in the 

late nineteenth century permitted the development of 

underground or overhead railways to meet ever increasing 

demands for efficient urban transport. The high costs of 

constructing such railways means that they were confined to 

a handful of the largest cities. But the same high costs 

meant that the capital formation associated with them was 

considerable and the companies themselves were of major 

significance for the expansion of the electrical industry 

generally, playing a major role in technological 

innovation. 

This work examines the development of such urban 

railways through both technological innovation and the 

supply of capital to the companies. The emphasis is on 

urban railways as business organisations, with comparisons 

drawn between performance and development on both sides of 

the Atlantic. 

Chapters Two and Three show that while the development 

of new technology permitted the expansion of urban railways, 

it was not by itself the over-riding factor in such 

expansion. Indeed, the apparent reluctance of some 

companies to convert to electric traction was a logical 

decision as, initially at least, electric traction did not 

reduce operating costs as much as anticipated. 
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contrary to experiences in other industries, companies 

in Britain were not significantly slower in adopting new 

technology than were their American counterparts. But very 

different rates of growth of traffic in the two countries 

led to different philosophies: in Britain innovation was for 

defensive reasons of maintaining market share; in the USA it 

was for dynamic reasons of expanding capacity to keep pace 

with demand. But the attitude of company managers in the 

two countries was the same. They were sales maximisers 

rather than profit maximisers and operated their companies 

accordingly. 

In Chapter Four the financing of electrification and 

new urban railway construction is examined and it is shown 

that British lines faced great difficultes in raising 

sufficient capital. These difficulties reflected the Poor 

financial prospects of the individual railway companies as 

much as the workings of the London capital market. In 

America lines were either controlled by large financiers or 

received financial backing from municipal authorities. 

American capital also played a significant role in the 

development of the British industry. But as Chapters Five 

and Six show, Americans enjoyed no more success in operating 

British urban railways than did British managers. While 

most lines made operating profits, the returns paid on 

capital were never particularly impressive in Britain. In 
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America capital was easier to obtain and this led to a 

substantial expansion of some companies to the point where 

here, too, the railways were unable to pay proper returns on 

the capital invested. 

This reinforces the idea of a dynamic industry in the 

USA and a defensive one in Britain. In turn, this 

difference reflects more fundamental differences between the 

two economies, the relatively poor performance of the 

British urban railways being due at least in part to Over 

optimistic expectations of traffic growth based on American , 
not British, experience. This in turn tends to reflect the 

overall differences in performance of the two economies at 

the time. 
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CRAnER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

By the late 1870s, the commercial use of electricity for 

lighting had become possible. With further development, 

electricity was shown to be a viable and attractive form of 

power in factories and by 1880 commercial electric traction was 

shown to be feasible. Offering as it did a cleaner, quieter 

and faster mode of power for transportation than steam or horse 

traction, it was quickly adopted by most European and American 

tramway enterprises. 

Developments in the electrical industry also provided a new 

source of power for railways. As with any new technology, 

adoption of the innovation was most rapid where it could show 

the greatest advantages. In the case of railways and electricity, 

the capital cost and physical burden of providing electric power 

meant that these advantages were greatest where journeys were 

short and traffic heavy. Such conditions were primarily found 

on the suburban railway lines surrounding the largest cities. 

But the advent of electricity also meant that entirely new lines, 

within the cities themselves, in the form of underground or 

overhead railways, were practical. 

The development of electric tramways, involving as it did 

the search for new technology to replace horse traction and the 

financing and development of new tramways has been thoroughly 

covered, especially in Europe.(1) The development of urban 
J . 

electric railways has also been well researched. But studies of 

this have generally been less concerned with the specific 

economic issues surrounding the application of electricity to 

1. J. P. McKay: 
Transport in 

- The Rise of Urban Mass 
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railways. For example, in his study of urban transit development 

in major American cities, Cheape focused on the public policy 

issues that promotion of urban railways entailed, examining the 

political arguments surrounding such development. (1) Other 

studies have concentrated on general transport development in 

specific cities, examining both political and economic factors. 

Thus urban electric railways formed only one part of the 

comprehensive study by Barker and Robbins of the development of 

public transport in London.(2) Reflecting the way in which the 

rapid growth of urban population and the consequent growth in 

the size of cities fuelled demands for improved forms of 

transportation, such works have focused on the social and 

political issues involved. 

Similarly, within industry studies, the position of electric 

railways has been examined, not in isolation but as part of a 

wider analysis. Thus the most comprehensive study to date of 

urban electric railway development in Britain forms only part of 

Byatt's exhaustive documentation of the development of the entire 

British electrical industry.(3) Alternatively, the subject has 

been seen as one part of the wider issues facing railway 

management generally, as in Irving's analysis of British railway 

managers' approach to suburban railway electrification.(4) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

C. W. Cheape: Movin 
New York

A 
Bosto~n~a~n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Mas s., 1 '180 
T C Barker & R. M. Robbins: A History of London Transport, 
London, 1963 
I. C. R. Byatt: The British Electrical Industry, 1870-1914, 
Oxford, 1979 
R. J. Irving: 'British Railway Investment and Innovation, 
1900-1914, with Special Reference to the NER and LNWR' 
Business History, XIII, 1971 
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But urban railways were a significant industry within their 

own right. As Cheape has explained, their development reflected 

two dominant themes: 

the constant pressure of rapid growth in city 
population and area and the requirements of the 
technology developed to service that growth.(1) 

There was a third major factor. The substantial costs of 

construction work under or over city streets and the provision of 

equipment required for operating an intensive service meant that 

the capital formation associated with urban railways was 

considerable and cannot therefore be excluded from any economic 

analysis of their development. 

The role of urban growth in railway development has been 

covered in other studies. Cheape for example analyses the inter-

action of political, social and geographical factors in rapid 

transport development. (2) The definitive work on the development 

of Chicago clearly shows the close inter-relationship between the 

expansion of first streetcar lines and later the elevated 

railways, and fluctuations in land prices and real-estate 

development. (3) Other works have demonstrated the close links 

between urban growth and transport development in both Boston 

and London.(4) 

1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 

Cheape: Ope cit. p.1. 
ibid. 
H. Hoyt: One Hundred Years of Land Values in Chicago 
1830-1933, Chicago, 1933 ' 
S. B. Warner: Streetcar Suburbs - The Process of Growth 
in Bostoni 1870-1900, Cambridge, Mass 1962· 
A. I. Jac son: Semi-Detached London, 'Suburban Development, 
Life and Transport, 1900-39, LOndon, 1973. 
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But urban growth was not the sole determinant of urban 

transit development. Equally important were the technological 

innovations that led to newer, more rapid forms of transport and 

the organisation of capital to finance these developments. This 

work concentrates on these two key issues of capital and 

technology, analysing their role in the development of the 

industry on both sides of the Atlantic. Until now, stUdies which 

have included the financial aspects of the development have 

focused on a specific company, such as Latuts study of investment 

in the New York Subway.(1) But the demand for urban rapid transit, 

as represented in the growth of cities was a constant factor. 

Examination of the response to this demand, both through 

technological innovation and the supply of capital, should say 

more about the late nineteenth century economic structure and 

business organisation. Yet until now, there has been no comparison 

of financial performance and technical innovation within the 

industry, much less a trans-atlantic comparison, even though the 

structure of the industry invites one. 

Confined to the largest cities in both Britain and America, 

the individual companies shared common problems and circumstances 

which by their very nature were unique to urban electric 

rail ways. Continuing research and cEvelopment in the electrical 

industry led to a sustained flow of improvements to make 

. electric traction._ steadily more attractive and financially 

viable. The diffusion of such technology was rapid, the bulk of 

the major urban railways being constructed in a period of little 

1. C. M. Latta: The Return on the Investment in the 
Interborou h Rapid Transit Compa , Ph.D thesis (unpublished), 
Columbia University, 1'7). 
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more than fifteen years. This was stimulated by a close inter

change of ideas, development and, as will be shown, even capital 

and management skills throughout the industry. Inevitably 

therefore, technology, operating patterns and even managerial 

attitudes showed great similarity between the companies. 

But while the industry was a homogenous one, the two 

economies in which it op~rated were very different. In America, 

concern about the growth of big business reflected the dynamism 

of the economy which stimulated the rapid application of new 

technology, continuing growth of output and the rise of the 

'robber barons', the new breed of big business financier and 

entrepreneur. In Britain concern reflected the lack of dynamism 

in the economy_ Possibly fortile first time, anxiety was being 

expressed about the country's economic performance and the 

apparent slowness in adopting new methods of technology. The 

role of the capital market was beginning to be questioned, the 

attention paid to foreign loans being seen as unhelpful for 

domestic enterprise. 

This work is an examination of the rise of the urban 

electric railway industry against this background of two 

different economies, in an attempt to gauge the impact of varying 

economic performance on entrepreneurial decision making. The 

economic aspects of the introduction of new technology and the 

financial aspects of company promotion and development are key 

features of this analysis. Assuming entrepreneurs to be 

rational, comparison of the timing of technological innovation, 

the raising of capital and the medium term financial management 

of the companies should provide a further insight into the 

performance of the two economies. 
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The contrast between Britain and America is central to this 

analysis for electric traction was adopted in the two countries 

for different reasons, which mirrored more wide ranging aspects 

of the two economies. In Britain, a low rate of growth of both 

urban population and income meant that electricity was adopted 

by railways as a defensive measure, in an attempt to maintain 

existing market share after the electrification of tramways had 

made inroads into traffic levels. But in America the rapid 

expansion of the cities and the inexorable rise in passenger 

traffic meant that electrification was a dynamic measure which 

permitted a significant increase in capacity for existing 

infrastructure, or made new projects such as the New York Subway 

feasible. The different reasons for adopting electric traction 

serve to emphasise the similarity of approach of entrepreneurs 

in both countries. They were sales maximisers rather than profit 

maximisers. This is highlighted in the later part of the work 

where the return on the investment in the companies and the 

impact of electrification on operating costs is analysed. 

The contrast between defensive and dynamic approaches is 

consistent with other aspects of economic development in the 

two countries at the time. In industry generally, electric 

power provided a relatively cheap way of increasing output by 

using existing resources more intensively or by re-organising 

productive methods. But slow growth of output in Britain 

reduced the attractions of this. Also, the gas industry in 

Britain was extensive and efficient and this reduced the 

incentive for introducing electric lighting.(1) Thus other 

1. Byatt: OPe cit. pp.3, 4. 
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industries had less of an incentive for switching to electric 

power. Railways had an incentive but it was different from the 

incentive for railw~ electrification in America. But the 

contrast between the defensive and dynamic approach was not 

confined to the introduction of new technology. Slower growth 

in Britain meant that on the whole managers were always searching 

for ways of reducing costs while in America they were more 

concerned with expanding capacity. While this inevitably led to 

differences between the companies in terms of performance, these 

differing performances reflected not 50 much the varying 

individual abilities of railway managers as their adaptation to 

the wider economic circumstances within which they had to 

operate. At a company level, there was a high degree of 

consistency in entrepreneurial performance. 

The Role of Technology 

British entrepreneurs have often been criticised for their 

slowness in adopting new teChnOlogy.(1) But the development of 

urban electric railways in the two countries do~not reveal any 

significant time lag. This suggests that where the advantages 

of new technology were apparent, entrepreneurs would not linger 

in adopting it. 

1. This idea is subsumed within a more general theory of poor 
British entrepreneurial performance in the latter nineteenth 
century. The clearest expositions of this are in: 

D. S. Landes: The Unbound Prometheus, Cambridge, 1969, 
esp. pp. 326-358; 
D. H. Aldcroft: 'The Entrepreneur and the British Economy, 
1870-1914', Economic History Review, vol. XVII (1964) 

It is not intended to suggest that this view is in any way 
universally accepted. A different assessment is forcefully 
expounded in: 

D. N. McCloskey (ed): Essays on a Mature Economy: Britain 
after 1840, London, 19'/1. 
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The early advances in electrical technology were made in 

Europe but the basic innovations for electric traction were all 

made in the United States in the late 18805 and by the 18905 

America had indisputably taken the lead, never to lose it.(1) 

More rapid advance in America emphasised the generally slower 

growth in demand for electrical products in Britain which in turn 

was a reflection not only of slower growth in Britain but also of 

the more highly developed infrastructure there. Not until 1933 

did British consumption of electricity reach the level attained 

by the USA in 1907 and in 1927, when California's annual per 

capita consumption of electricity was 1,200 units and Chicago's 

1,000, that of Britain was only 110. Yet as early as the 1890s 

it was estimated that replacing steam engines in manufacturing 

industry by electric power from an outside source could cut power 

costs by seventy to eighty per cent.(2) 

However, the structure of industry in Britain was not always 

suited to the rapid adoption of electric power. Coal mining and 

the cotton industry did not lend themselves readily to 

electrification and these industries were proportionately much 

more important in Britain than in the USA. These two industries 

between them accounted for about half of all power used in 

British industry in 1907. In a textile mill, the layout of 

machinery and its constant use during the day meant an efficient 

central steam engine driving the machinery by shafts offered the 
(3) 

greatest advantage. In coal mines, big economical engines 

1. 

2. 

H. C. Passer: The Electrical Manufacturers, 1875-1900 
Cambridge, Mass, 1953. ' 
Ministry of Transport: Report of Committee on National 
Electrical Energy Situation, 1927; 
R. DuBoff: 'The Introduction of Electric Power in American 
Manufacturing', Economic History Review, vol. XX, 1967. 
Byatt: Ope cit. p.90. 
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were used for winding and ventilation and the low opportunity 

cost of coal meant th at _·fuel saving was not of a high priori ty. 

Electricity offered greater advantages underground but the fire 

risk made it unpopular.(1) Electric power provided a way of 

increasing output by making more intensive use of resources. 

But in Britain, where output was growing relatively slowly, such 

advantages were less obvious. 

In almost every other new industry, America demonstrated a 

marked superiority compared to Britain in the exploitation and 

marketing of new ideas. In 1904 there were 8,000 motor cars in 

the UK compared to 55,000 in the US and by 1912 the figures were 

88,000 and 901,000 respectively.(2) The chemical industry in 

Britain failed to adopt the Solvay process of alkali manufacture, 

relying instead on the traditional Leblanc method.(3) 

There were exceptions in Britain. The shipbuilding industry 

for example adopted electric power fairly quickly. Given the 

size and importance of shipbuilding at the time, by implication 

other industries would also have switched to electric power if 

the investment and return justified it. But a significant 

proportion of the shipbuilding industry was concentrated in the 

North East of England, and much of the reason for its adoption 

of electricity there was due to the influence of Charles Merz, 

who was primarily responsible for the more rapid utilisation of 

electricity in that region than elsewhere in Britain.(4) 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 

ibid: p.92. 
B. R. Mitchell & P. Deane: Abstract of British Historical 
Statistics, Cambridge, 1962, p.230; US Bureau of Census: 
Historical Statistics of the United States Colonial Times 
to 1 0, WaShington DC, 1975, part II, p.716 • 

• S. Landes: The Unbound Prometheus, Cambridge, 1969 p.273. 
Byatt: Ope cit. p.115 et seq. ' 
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Logically, one might expect this disparity to extend to 

electric railways and to see a clear time lag between their 

development in America and development in Britain. This was 

certainly the case with the electric tram, development of which 

in Britain was not only relatively late compared to the United 

States but also when compared with Germany. (1) 

Such expectations would be reinforced by the difficulties 

that early electrical manufacturers had in developing a market 

in Britain. Like their American counterparts, such companies 

had small beginnings. But in America the technological flair of 

electrical pioneers was matched by considerable commercial acumen. 

Resear.ch and development in electric traction could be financed 

through sales of electric motors for industrial use. Initially 

small companies grew rapidly but, as a result of takeovers and 

mergers, by the late 1890s the American electrical manufacturing 

industry was dominated by just two companies - GEC and Westinghouse. 

But in Britain early electrical contracts were piecemeal and 

insufficient to sustain the pioneering manufacturers. This was 

not only because of lack of demand. Unlike their American 

counterparts, there is only limited evidence of the early British 

companies taking much of an initiative to develop a market.(2) 

Of the two leading pioneer electrical companies in Britain one, 

Mather & Platt, was involved in electrical traction as something 

of a sideshow. Although it tried to stimulate demand by offering 

guarantees to purchasers of its equipment, such attempts were 

half-hearted and the company had already decided to withdraw from 

1. 
2. 

ibid. : 
ibid. : 
Ch.5. 

pp.29-30. 
p.33; J. P. McKay: Tramways & Trolleys, OPe cit. 
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the electrical industry before demand for the industry's products 

started to increase. The second pioneer company, the Electric 

Construction Corporation was also prepared to offer guarantees 

in a limited fashion but it was beset by problems with both its 

directors, one of whom was arrested for fraud, and with its 

electrical engineer who left to set up his own company.(1) 

Such difficulties did nothing to encourage the spread of 

electric power and electric traction in Britain. But in spite of 

the setbacks, and in contrast to the development of electric 

tramways, development of urban electric railways in the two 

countries was broadly contemporaneous, with Britain actually 

enjoying a head start. 

In support of the argument that this reflected rational 

decision making by entrepreneurs who would not linEer in adopting 

new technology when they perceived a benefit by doing so, some 

analysis of coal price movements in the UK was undertaken to 

determine whether increases in the cost of coal made electric 

traction relatively more attractive, thereby acting as a spur to 

the changeover. While the evidence is inconclusive, it does show 

that work on the major ele~fication schemes in Britain was 

preceded by rises in the cost of coal, indicating that relative 

costs of differing forms of traction were at least a factor in 

the timing of electrification. If applicable to other industries, 

this suggests that the advantages of electric traction in Britain, 

at least initially, may not have been obvious and that delays in 

1. I. C. R. Byatt: The British Electrical Industr~~ 1875-1914, 
D.Phil. thesis, (unpubl1shed) Oxford, 1962, p.3 • 
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adopting electric power reflected not entrepreneurial inefficiency 

but entrepreneurs' expectations of the expected returns on capital 

and the extra profits that might or might not accrue from adopting 

new technology. Slower growth generally in Britain than America 

accentuated this by lengthening the lag before returns could be 

expected. This is consistent with the hypothesis of defensive 

and dynamic reasons for electrification. 

The Role of Capital 

The contrast between dynamic and defensive attitudes extended 

to the raising of capital but again a consistent performance 

pattern emerges of urban railways being marginal investments and, 

at least in Britain, only marginally profitable. This was 

reflected in the difficulty most companies had in raising adequate 

capital. 

In spite of the importance of technology, electrification 

of urban railways was not an unavoidable occurrence. It was the 

availability of capital and the demand for transportation which 

dictated construction, not the mode of operation, for the 

application of electricity in transport and industry required 

considerable capital resources. To obtain this, the electrical 

industry and the urban railways had to compete, at least in 

Britain, not only with other domestic capital formation but also 

with overseas investment. A clear order of priorities existed 

for channelling investment through the British capital market in 

which new industries came a poor third behind foreign bonds and 

investment in staple industries.(1) 

1. H. W. Richardson: 'Retardation in Britain's Industrial 
Growth, 1870-1913', Scottish Journal of Political Economy, 
vol. XII, 1965, p.148. 
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Although the period 1896-1904 saw a peak in railway investment 

in Britain, urban railway companies faced great difficulty in 

raising capital. This inevitably leads to the question of whether 

urban railways were deprived of capital as a result and whether 

the British capital market was thereby allocating resources 

inefficiently, especially when compared to American capital 

formation. In fact, in direct contradiction to the general trend 

of the nineteenth century, through much of which British capital 

had acted as a catalyst for a significant proportion of American 

development, British urban railway companies were heavily 

dependent on American capital. This provides a useful link ~n 

the international comparison of the industry; more generally, it 

was part of a much larger outflow of capital from the USA at the 

time. Henry Ford's investment in the British motor car industry, 

American investments in British tramways and the entry of 

Westinghouse and GEC into the electrical manufacturing industry 

are other examples.(1) Critics of the performance of the 

British capital market and of British entrepreneurial performance 

would argue that in general terms this investment was in 

precisely those areas where British entrepreneurs, with backing 

from the British capital market, should already have been making 

inroads. But American investment in Britain was not always 

successful. Westinghouse's entry into the British electrical 

industry provided a boost to urban railway electrification but 

was otherwise a failure. Nowhere was this lack of success more 

clearly demonstrated than in American investment in urban 

railways in London. 

1. British financiers were not the only ones to make mistakes. 
When Henry Ford sought $100,000 to establish the Ford Motor 
Company in 1903, he was able to raise only $28,000 in cash. 
The great investment boom in America at the time was in inter
urban railways! A~ an industry, they had the worst financial 

f ecord bfor Rth~l~r s~z~. G.~. H~lton & J.F. Due: The Electric 
=n;...;t_e_r_u_r_an __ a_~_w_a....:y~s_~.;;.n~Am:.=.;:::e.::::.r..:::~~c~a, Stanford, 1964, p. 3.;.;......::.::..:::.:::...::.;::..=.~ 
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The difficulties that urban railways faced, at least in 

Britain, in raising capital were compounded by the problems of 

having to raise capital on a declining market and by competition 

from tramways, not only for passengers but also for funds. A 

major difference in America was that tramways and urban railways 

were generally controlled by the same company, so that this 

problem did not arise. Nevertheless, the capital intensive 

nature of most lines in both countries made them especially 

susceptible to economic fluctuations. If to this is added the 

degree of risk entailed in investing in the new technology of 

electric traction, the reluctance of British investors and the 

initial he~tance of American investors to finance lines in 

their own country is understandable. 

As urban railways were marginal investments, and as the 

capital intensive nature of most lines made them particularly 

susceptible to economic fluctuations, firm control of 

expenditure was essential if the companies were to be profitable. 

But this was not always forthcoming. Promoters were unduly 

sanguine in their expectations of traffic, leading in a number 

of cases to overbuilding of lines. This was especially so in 

Boston where the involvement of the municipality in funding 

development removed constraints on expansion that might otherwise 

have applied, and also in London where American investment in 

unjustified expectation of traffic levels being comparable to 

t hose in America, meant that after the initial burst of 

construction no new underground lines were built until 1968. 
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In America generally, efficient transport structures were 

created but promoters with their 

haste for personal profit, their techniques of finance 
and their underestimation of capital costs saddled 
city transit systems with excessive fixed charges 
(which) drained funds, discouraged additional 
investment ••• 

and contributed to the collapse of many systems after 1914.(1) 

While there was no evidence of similar haste for personal 

profit in American investment in British lines, such investment 

was singularly unsuccessful. This was despite the use of the 

best available managerial talent and access to ample American 

funds in the form of share capital rather than more burdensome 

fixed interest loan stock. In general, locally financed projects 

fared better than other lines and this suggests that imperfect 

investor knowledge was a factor to be taken into consideration in 

examining the poor performance of some companies. 

In the medium term, companies in both countries experienced 

severe difficulties in sustaining payments on capital. But the 

reasons were different. In America, overbuilding and under-

estimation .of capital costs reflected a dynamic economy where it 

was casually assumed that increased fixed costs would be more 

than covered by increased traffic. While this approach was also 

a factor in the failure of American investment in British urban 

railways, the marginal nature of most British lines suggests there 

waS more to the relative stagnation of the British economy than 

entrepreneurial shortcomings or an inefficient capital narket and 

supports the argument of those who see the overall problem of the 

1. C. W. Cheape: Moving the Masses, OPe cit. p.215. 
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British economy as a structural one in which more rapid change 

was possible but did not occur. Inevitably, in such 

circumstances, the approach of entrepreneurs was cautious or 

'defensive'. 

Electrification and Operating Costs 

Once companies adopted electric traction they were quick to 

apply operating patterns which utilised it to maximum advantage. 

This suggests awareness of the importance of fixed costs, which 

formed a much higher proportion of total costs under electric 

working than under steam working. On the other hand, the 

companies were, for the most part, in the forefront of innovation 

but frequently unable to cover capital charges. 

Analysis of operating performance under electric traction 

shows that once adopted, it was primarily seen as a way of 

stimulating passenger growth. Railway managers were more 

concerned with sales than with costs. In America in particular, 

there was a strong assumption based on past performance that 

traffic would continue to grow and that continuing investment and 

increased traffic would mean costs would continue to decline as a 

proportion of revenue. 

But an increase in passengers did not necessarily lead to a 

reduction in costs and urban railways proved to be more 

successful at increasing the overall number of passengers than 

they were at reducing the proportionate cost of carrying them. 

Lines in both countries were faced with rising cost indices but, 

for different reasons, static fares. In America in particular, 

flat-rate fares meant that line extensions often produced little 

in the way of extra revenue, as the length of journeys, rather 
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than the number of passengers, increased. In Britain tramway 

competition led companies to improve and expand services when 

financial returns suggested they should be seeking to reduce 

costs. 

The greater concern shown for sales rather than net returns 

meant that close control of costs came second to capacity 

improvements. Provided funds were available, investment would 

frequently take place without detailed calculations of the likely 

financial benefits. Furthermore, in cost terms, particularly in 

Britain, the initial difference between steam and electric 

traction was probably overstated, once the extra capital costs of 

the latter are taken into account. Over time, however, this 

difference would be reduced as companies sought to utilise to the 

full the extra advantages and flexibility of electric working. 

Thus analysis of the development and operating patterns of 

the urban railways reveals that the significance of structural 

differences in the two economies was mixed. These differences 

had only a marginal impact on the rate of technical innovation. 

The interchange of ideas and information across the Atlantic was 

rapid, so that once a particular innovation had been shown to be 

practical and economic, the great majority of the companies did 

not hesitate in adopting it unless there were sound reasons for 

doing so. Furthermore, analysis of year by year performance of 

the companies reveals no discernible overall difference between 

British and American lines although differences between 

individual companies are apparent. This conformity in operating 

performance reflects the similarity of operating and traffic 

conditions for urban railways. Such similarities were less likely 

to be apparent elsewhere in the two economies, so it is perhaps 

not surprising that structural differences were of marginal 
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direct importance, although they clearly affected the approach 

of managers to everyday operation. 

With the exception of urban railways, the evidence in the 

electrical industry generally for much more rapid uptake of new 

technology in America than in Britain is unambiguous. Part of 

this delay in Britain reflected structural factors but it also 

reflected scientific attitudes. The key to factory electrification 

was alternating current power but British electrical engineers 

concentrated primarily on direct current development. Industrial 

application of this was limited but it was more suited to traction 

requirements. (1) The direction of research did not therefore 

affect the rate of electrification of railways in Britain 

although it may havemndered other applications. But in America, 

electrification in industry played a more positive role, for 

earlier development of industrial electric motors gave 

electrical suppliers more outlets and greater turnover, thereby 

facilitating continuation of expensive development work for 

electric traction requirements. This apart, the spread of 

electric power into industry had no significance for, or impact 

upon, the electrification of urban railways. In both Britain 

and America, for the most part urban railways built their own 

power stations, so the existence or otherwise of public electric 

supply networks also played no part in urban railway 

electrification. 

1. Byatt: op. cit. p.69. 
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The role of municipal authorities 

It is hard to argue that municipal control of most urban 

railway lines would not have been more appropriate. The 

detailed arguments for this have been made elsewhere but 

municipal control did have some bearing on companies' economic 

performance. (1) 

In both Britain and America, the thrusting of the lines out 

into undeveloped subUrban areas brought with it rapid development 

of these previously rural areas. This was achieved much more 

rapidly in America because of the existence of uniform fares 

which were the same, irrespective of the length of the journey. 

The existence of these was a reflection of the interest in rapid 

transit projects shown not just by real estate developers, 

financiers, traction magnates and shopkeepers but also by local 

political organisations. The natural outcome of this political 

support in America was the municipal backing given to the 

subways in New York and Boston, where private enterprise would 

have happily built elevated railways but baulked at the cost of 

subway construction. 

In Britain on the other hand, the underground railways were 

granted powers by private Act of Parliament and there was no 

question of municipal operation.(2) The only control the London 

County Council had was insistence on an adequate number of cheap 

and convenient trains. The basic aim of Parliament was to 

establish a formula which would stop the abuses of monopoly 

without further interference, as in theory, was the case with 

municipal control of electricity supply in general and tramways. 

1. Cheape: Ope cit. 
2. Byatt: Ope cit. p.200. 
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The then newly formed London County Council had wanted to 

influence the original underground railway Acts, seeking the most 

direct routes, bigger tunnels and cheap trains for workmen. But 

it had no way of ensuring that its suggestions were adopted. On 

the other hand, through obstructive intervention it ensured that 

costs could be kept up.(1) 

In America, where traditional preference for private 

enterprise was just as strong, municipal transit commissions in 

New York and Boston planned and built new lines financed and 

owned by the city, with the facilities leased to private 

enterprise for operation. But in each case the initial decision 

for public construction was an ad hoc response to the city's need 

for improved transit. Public enterprise was envisaged as a 

temporary measure until private initiative could resume 

responsibility. Provided controls were established, Americans 

continued to rely on the profit motive as the best incentive for 

efficiency. (2) 

Thus it was left to market forces in Britain to provide the 

necessary capital while municipal backing in America showed a 

more far sighted approach but also reflected the growing anti-

trust mood and public concern over the rise of big business. 

Within this fundamentally different structure, the day to day 

control and operation of the various companies showed only minor 

differences. 

1. ibid. p.201. 
2. Cheape: OPe cit. p.216. 
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The Case Studies 

The cities that could justify the investment required for an 

urban railway were few. Required tomake it worthwhile were 

a well defined central business district, densely 
populated middle to low income tributary areas and 
water or other natural barriers to define the areas 
so as to prevent admixture of residence and 
employment. (1) 

The growing transport needs of the great majority of cities were 

met by tramways - first horsecars, then cable cars and finally 

the electric tram. The high population densities and geographical 

conditions required for urban railways meant that they were 

confined to the four largest cities in the USA and the three 

largest in Britain. These were New York, Chicago, Philadelphia 

and Boston in the USA and London, Glasgow and Liverpool in 

Britain. The lines in Philadelphia and Glasgow are not 

considered in this work. In Philadelphia the lateness of 

development of the transit system places it outside the scope of 

this work while, unique in the development of urban railways, 

the directors of the Glasgow Subway opted for cable power. Not 

until 1935 did Glaswegians enjoy the luxury of electric traction 

on their underground raiIWay.(2) 

Of the cities covered, London presents both the most 

compiicated and most interesting study. As Table 1 shows, there 

were no fewer than nine oompanies here, although three enjoyed 

1. 

2. 

G. W. Hilton: 'Transport Technology and the Urban Pattern' 
Journal,of C9ntemporary Historl, vol. III (1969), pp.129-135. 
Populat~on f1gures for the cit~es were: New York 4.6m, 
Chicago 1.8m, Boston 1.2m (all 1900 census), London 7.2m, 
Liverpool (including suburbs) 1.1m (both 1911 census). 
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TABLE 1 

RAILWAY SYSTEMS COVERED IN THE TEXT 

a. London: 

b. Liverpool: 

c. New York: 

d. Boston: 

e. Chicago: 

Metropolitan Railway 
Metropolitan District Railway 
City & South London Railway 
Waterloo & City Railway 
Central London RaihlaY 
Great Northern & City Railway 
Baker St. & \-la terloo Rly. 
Great Northern, Piccadilly & Brompton Rly. 
Charing Cross, Euston & Hampstead Rly. 
(The latter three were the original members 
of the Underground Electric Railways of 
London Group.) 

Mersey Railway 
Liverpool Overhead Railway 

Manhattan Elevated Railway 
Interborough Rapid Transit Company 
Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company 
Hudson & Manhattan Railroad 

Boston Elevated Railway 

Chicago South Side Railway 
Lake Street Elevated 
Northwestern Elevated 
Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railroad 
Chicago Union Loop 

See also Appendix I. 
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common ownership from the start of operations. The earliest 

lines - the Metropolitan and Metropolitan District - dated from 

the 1860s and were the last to accommodate electric working in 

the capital. While primarily an urban railway, the Metropolitan 

had a long main line out into the depths of the Buckinghamshire 

countryside, some 60 miles from its Baker St. headquarters. 

At the other extreme, the Waterloo and City Railway was the 

shortest of all the urban lines, serving only two stations and 

providing nothing more than an under river shuttle service. 

Conditions in London were further complicated by the 

difficulties associated with construction. The Metropolitan and 

District Railways were both built by excavating city streets and 

constructing the railway lines just beneath the surface. The 

cost of this, and the congestion that resulted while major 

streets were turned into construction sites, meant that 

subsequent lines were built as deep level 'tubes' taking 

advantage of new tunnelling methods. Even so, construction in 

London remained expensive, while legal complications meant that 

lines still had to follow the course of streets which did not 

necessarily provide the most obvious or easiest routes. 

Liverpool provides a marked contrast. There were only two 

lines here, the underground Mersey Railway and the elevated 

Overhead. The Hersey was an excellent example of a line built 

primarily to overcome a geographical barrier by linking two 

substantial communities on either side of the River Mersey, 

while the Overhead was a modest but profitable link along the 

several miles of Liverpool dockland. 
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In America, the steady growth of New York meant that, as 

in London, rapid transit predated electric technology. In this 

case, however, it was provided not by subsurface lines but by 

the elevated lines of the Manhattan Elevated Railway. The 

continued expansion of the city and controversy over environmental 

disfiguration by elevated steam trains made an underground railway 

only a matter of time. But in contrast to London, where 

development was left primarily to individual enterprise, the 

Subway in New York was a careful combination of both municipal 

and free enterprise. Brooklyn also had an elevated system, which 

in the period under view, developed independently of the Manhattan 

lines. There was also a short link across the Hudson River which, 

as with the Mersey Railway, was constructed first and foremost as 

a means of overcoming a geographical barrier. 

Boston was the first major city in the USA to have an 

electrified tram system and was also the first city in America 

to boast an underground railway, although intitially this was 

simply a tunnel for tramcars. Cheape has observed that in Boston 

a strong tradition of public control, a peculiar 
political alliance, and the location of a hallowed 
landmark, the Boston Common, were important 
determinants of technology and public policy.(1) 

These factors helped to make Boston unique among the case studies 

in being the only city in which all public transport was provided 

by a single enterprise, the Boston Elevated Railway. As in 

New York, the geography of the city was_an important determinant 

of the pattern of railway construction. 

1. Cheape: OPe cit. p.17. 
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Alone among the studies, in Chicago rapid transit was 

provided entirely by elevated railways, which were more suited 

to Chicago's wide streets and favourable geographical 

circumstances, there being no water barriers as in the other 

American cities. Unlike Boston and New York, development was 

left to individual promoters rather than the municipality. 

This led not only to the construction of competing lines but 

also meant that the stability essential for sound development 

was lacking and stock watering and receivership were prominent 

features of early development in Chicago. 

Further details of the individual companies are given in 

Appendix I. The geography of each of the cities featured 

prominently in electric railway development as is apparent from 

a study of the maps in Appendix III. The topography of New York, 

Boston and Liverpool, which helped to explain the pattern of 

urban railway development in these cities is noticeable, as is 

the wide variation in the size of the cities, which helped to 

account for substantial variations in the basic characteristics 

of the individual companies, such as the length of the lines 

and the volume of passengers carried. Despite these 

variations, the industry was a remarkably homogeneous one. The 

technical requirements of an urban electric railway were 

fundamentally the same from one line to another while the 

requirement of a rapid, frequent interval service meant that 

operating conditions were also similar. Compared to other forms 

of transport, the capital requirements were consistently high, 

while the geographical barriers that were sometimes the 

raison d'etre of urban railways further helped to distinguish 

them from other forms of transport. 
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Undoubtedly there were differences between the individual 

urban railway companies both within a country and even more so 

if all the individual lines in the two countries are compared. 

How, one may argue, are lines such as the Hersey Railway and the 

New York subway comparable? Above all, the unified centrally 

controlled lines that were effective transport monopolies in the 

major American cities were non-existent in Britain. Nevertheless, 

all the lines shared to a large extent common problems. They 

were pioneers in the use of electric traction, and all of the 

lines studied had either opened for business or converted to 

electric traction in less than two decades from electric traction 

being shown to be a practical proposition. Despite differing 

economic conditions, in both countries elevated railways are 

shown to have been practical propositions for private enterprise 

while, due to the large amounts of capital that had to be 

mobilised, underground railways were not. 

Technologically at least, urban electric railways had been 

a response to growing urban pressures. Solving these through 

alternative systems such as steam or cable operated railways was 

shown to be practically or politically unacceptable. Thus 

electricity was the only viable solution but the way in which it 

was adopted reflects the existing arguments in economic history 

about the pace of technical change and innovation in Britain and 

America. 
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It is apparent that the overall economic environments 

were substantially different, as indeed a number of Americans 

found to their cost. In America the importance of municipally 

controlled public utilities was grasped, whereas in Britain it 

was left to a not very efficient form of free-market allocation 

of resources for essential utilities to be developed in a much 

more haphazard way. In spite of this, the true achievement was 

that work of this nature, calling for the mobilisation of large 

amounts of capital and the adoption of a revolutionary form of 

traction, and which depended for its success on continual 

growth of a city's population, should have been achieved as 

quickly as it was. 
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CRAnER 2 

EIECTRIC TZCHNOLOGY .A:NTI THE URBAN RAIL'v'lAYS 

The application of electricity to the propulsion of street 
cars in the U.S. is unparalleled in the world's history in 
the rapidity of its growth, in its attractiveness as an 
investment, in the revolutionary changes which it has made 
in the character and methods of local transportation and 
in its influence as a redistributor of urban and suburban 

population. 
'vI. J. Clark: 'Cassier's Magazine', 1899, p.518. 

Obviously, one of the more significant variations in 

development ·."as in the actual timing of the opening of electric 

railways. In addition to the patterns of consumer demand, these 

variations were affected by both technical and cost considerations. 

From the technological point, the adoption of electricity in 

multifarious forms and for varied uses was, in America at least, 

unprecedented. In Europe, and Britain especially, the adoption of 

electricity was considerably slower. No full attempt to explain 

this difference will be made here, primarily because it is being 

argued that the urban railway industry was a rather specialised 

industry, the peculiarities of which were the major factors in 

dictating development. 

To test this hypothesis, the relative patterns of technological 

development in the two countries are being examined. T~is is not as 

straightforward as it may appear. Firstly, there was a basic 

difference in the adoption of electric railway technology by 

existing, stean operated, urban railways and in its use by the new 

railways, in that where a line was planned for electric operation 

from the outset, different engineering methods could be employed 

dnd different assumptions made, as will be shown. Secondly, as 
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with other industries, exogenous factors such as the availability 

of capital, economic conditions and local political factors, had 

a bearing on the adoption of technology. For the new underground 

railways there was, with the arguable exception of cable haulage, 

no practical alternative to the adoption of electricity as a form 

of motive power. 

For existing steam work3d lines, however, the situation was 

different for electricity would presumably have to demonstrate a 

convincing reduction in operating costs or produce an increase 

in revenue before being adopted. Furthermore, as with any new 

technology, the established companies would be slower to adopt 

it than the new co~panies, partly because of its unproven nature 

and partly because of the need to write off substantial amounts 

of existing capital. 

Basically, prior to electricity there were two alternative 

forms of technology suitable for train haulage - cable power and 

stean power. Although cable power ultimately proved moderately 

successful in Glasgow, where traffic was light and trains never 

more than two carriages, and was adopted on some five hundred 

miles of street railway in America, other experiments were less 

successful. In London the Tower Subway opened in August 1870, a 

Receiver was appointed in :r-~ovember 1870 ani tre ra:il.waywas removed slnrtly 

~mr. In New York cable operation on the first elevated line 

had demonstrably failed by 1870.(1) Although it was eventually 

1. c. E. Lee: Railway l'1agazine, vol. LXXXIX (1943); 
J. B. Walker: Fifty Years of Rapid Transit - 1864-1917, 
New York, 1918, pp.78-80. 
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proved to have possibilities, it is extremely unlikely that 

cable operation of a twenty mile long subway with heavy trains 

at short intervals could ever have been successful. The 

problems with steam engines, as regards the adequate ventilation 

of tunnels, were similarly insoluble, despite claims to the 

contrary. However, lines which had initially, some years 

previously, commenced operation with steam traction, could be 

expected for a number of reasons to be slower in adopting 

electric traction, if only because of the necessity of writing

off capital equipment. It makes sense therefore, to consider 

the two types of company separately, rather than side by side. 

The first electrically operated urban railway and the 

world's first electric undergroundrailway was the City & South 

London Railway (CSLR) which opened in London in 1890. Although 

not the first electric railway, it was the most significant one 

at the time of opening and its pioneering nature must not be 

under-estimated. Proposals for an electric railway in London 

had been made as early as 1882 when the Charing Cross and 

Waterloo Electric Railway had been formed, with one of the 

Siemens brothers as electrical engineer. This scheme was 

abandoned in July 1885, electricity being considered impractical 

still but in 1884 the City of London & Southwark Railway was 

formed, to be worked by cable traction. In 1888, when electric 

traction was still very much in its infancy, the shareholders 

approved a proposed chanf:'~e to the new form of power, and a 

change of name to the CSLR.(1) 

1. T. S. Lascelles: Cit~ & South London Railway, Lingfield 
Surrey, 1955; Clty &outh London Rly. Shareholders Hinute 
Book No.1. . 
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At about the same time, the large West End Street Railway 

in Boston had become the first major American organisation to 

opt for electric traction. From then on, the comparative rate 

of diffusion of the new technology in Britain and America is of 

interest. At first sight, a notable change appears to have 

taken place in that up to 1890 or so electrical engineering 

appeared to be more advan~ed in Europe but from then on the U.S. 

established itself as the clear leader. For example, while the 

diffusion of the Gramme dynamo into Britain in the early 1870s 

waS rapid, in America the curiosity of university science 

professors was initially more important than industrial 

application. However, in the 18808 the failure of many of the 

early entrepreneurs in Britain may have done much to discourage 

further research and innovation there.(1) 

From then on, the 'propensity to innovate' was more marked 

in the U.S.A. in that it had the two most successful electrical 

manufacturing companies in the form of \-Jestinghouse and G.E.C. 

and in Frank ciprague the leading inventor as far as electric 

railways were concerned. There were notable individuals in 

1. J. E. Brittain: 'The International Diffusion of Electric 
Power Technology', Journal of Economic History, vol. XXXIV 
(1974), p.108; H. J. Habakkuk: American and British 
Technology in the 19th Century, Cambridge, 1967, p.212. 
The early development of electric power was largely a matter 
of relative costs. While the battery had been developed in 
the early 1840s, into the 1850s coal cost 9d per cwt or less, 
while zinc for batteries cost at least 2/6d per cwt. In the 
early 1860s the Italian Pacinotti and later Siemens (of 
Germany) made big improvements in electrical generators, 
which obviated the need for expensive zinc, and Gramme then 
showed that the generator could also be run as a motor. 
M. Mac Laren: The Rise of the Electrical Industry during 
the 19th Centur~, Princeton, 1943, Ch.IV. 
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Britain but the problems were greater. The market for electrical 

products in general was growing more slowly, which made the risks 

of adventure greater. In addition, the more highly developed 

infrastructure of the British economy made innovation more 

difficult and therefore chanre came more slowly. One example of 

this was that on the eve of the introduction of electric lighting, 

England was better lit than the U.S.A., largely because the 

English gas industry was more efficient than its U.S. counterpart 

and the high cost of American coal made gas prices higher there.(1) 

A more direct and relevant example vlaS the problem of tramway 

electrification. The considerable opposition to overhead wires 

prolonged the research into battery power. As far as railways 

were concerned, this was an irrelevance - unlike tramways, they 

could take their power from a live rail beside the track (for 

obvious reasons this was hardly practical for tramways in the 

middle of the public highway) and such a method had been proved 

effective as early as 1883 when it was adopted on the Giant's 

Causeway line at Portrush in Northern Ireland. (2) 

As opposition to overhead wires faded, so did research into 

battery power. However, contemporary observers claimed that a 

further disincentive to innovation in electric traction lay in 

the 1870 Tramways Act. The chief objective of this Act had been 

to facilitate tramway construction by reducing the cost of 

obtaining Parliamentary authority but under the terms of the Act, 

1. H. J. Habakkuk: OPe cit. p. 209. In fact, as will be shown 
later, evidence of comparative coal prices for railways 
suggests that coal was cheaper in the U.S.A. 

2. J. H. I'lcGuigan: The Giant's Causeway Tramway, Lingfield 
Surrey, 196Lt. 
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local authorities were given powers of compulsory purchase at 

current value at the end of twenty-one years after the date of 

opening of a tramway and thereafter every seven years. Many 

operators in the 1890s blamed this clause with bringing the 

industry to a state of stagnation at a time when the tram 

companies should have been proceeding with electrification but 

this allegation has since been shown to have been 

more of a public relations exercise than a sound 
. . (1) buslness grlevance ••• 

Nevertheless, restrictions in the Act meant that tramways were 

laid out in a manner wholly unsuitable for subsequent conversion 

to electric traction. (2) Furthermore, the clause for takeover 

by local authorities was included as a way of defraying the rates 

through the acquisition of profitable tramways. Thus municipal 

socialism meant the further development of proven successes, 

rather than experimenting with new and possibly expensive ideas. 

The net result of this, it was felt, was that 

many perfectly honest and profitable schemes would 

have failed but for the aid of American capital. 

As early as 1901 the backwardness of the English electrical 

manufacturers waS attributed to this lack of opportunity and 

they were expected to take at least a decade to catch up with 

American manufacturers. (3) 

1. 

2. 

3· 

A. D. Ochojna: 'The Influence of Local and National Politics 
on the Development of Urban Passen~er Transport in Britain 
1850-1900', Journal of Transport History, vol. IV, (1978) p.138. 
For example, land could not be taken compulsorily for widening 
roads to accommodate tramways. Promoters tried to overcome 
this problem by s~ngle line systems and sharp curves, which 
were totally unsulted for electric tramway systems. 
E. F. Vesey Knox: 'Economic Effects of the Tramways Act of 
1870', Economic Journal, vol. III (1901), pp.492-510. 
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This argument is made more plausible if explained in the 

more general terms of slow economic growth and innovation in 

Britain at the time, of which it is but one more aspect, so that 

Britain, while keeping pace with France, laFged behind tramway 

electrification in Germany and the U.S.A., although the relative 

growth of electric tramway mileage after 1900 was much faster in 

Britain than in the U.S.A.(1) Although the slow growth of the 

British tramway system in the 1890s was painfully apparent, of 

even more significance is the comparative rate of adoption of 

electric power in industry generally, prior to the 1890s, for it 

was this that laid the foundation of the electrical industry. 

Thus the Sprague Electric Railway and Manufacturing Company was 

formed in 1884 and while Sprague proceeded to concentrate on 

tests on the New York Elevated, until 1887 sales of motors were 

almost entirely for industrial use.(2) Meanwhile the capital of 

the firm ~rew from $100,000 in 1884 to $1m in 1886. By American 

standards, Sprague's was not even a large company, eventually 

merging in 1889 into the newly formed Edison General Electric.(3) 

The early British firms ''lere very small in comparison. Mather 

and Platt was a partnership until 1892, when it bec~e a private 

company with a capital of £400,000. It was not the only British 

electrical manufacturer but in 1888 total output of the industry 

did not reach £200,000. Even by 1892, output does not appear to 

have been much over £500,000.(4) 

1. 

2. 

3· 
4. 

By 1897 88% of American tramway mileage was electrically 
worked, compared to only ~~ in Britain. I. C. R. Byatt: 
OPe cit. p.163. 
H. C. Passer: The Electrical Manufacturers 1875-1900, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1953, p.238. 
ibid. p.248. 
I. G. R. Byatt: OPe cit. p.333; 4E. Mather: Sir William 
Mather 1838-1Q20, London, 1920, Ch. 2. 
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The slow growth of the electrical industry in Britain has 

been noted frequently enough elsewhere - all that is being noted 

here is that whereas the American firms had a sUbstantial demand 

usually from small firms at this stage for electric motors, such 

demand was not apparent in Britain. The problems that such lack 

of defl~~d would cause are apparent and in the traction field the 

slow electrification of tramways can only have compounded them. 

Quite apart from limiting the inflow of funds, the low level of 

demand in Britain hindered companies in other ways. For 

instance, in the U.S.A., guarantees which shifted the risk of 

innovation on to the manufacturer, notably in the case of Sprague 

financin~ the introduction of electrification on the Chicago 

South Side Railway, were an important reason for the rapid 

" It" t t" (1) H B "t" h increase ln e ec rlC rac lone owever, rl lS entrepreneurs 

did likewise. British Thomson Houston (BTH) Has formed in 1894 

from the British agents for GEC of America who had been agents 

for the Thomson-Houston Electric Company of Massachusetts since 

1886 and they took responsibility for the ownership of five 

tramway installations in Britain.(2) BTH subsequently became 

the major traction equipment company in Britain but gro~th of 

electric traction was still much slower than in the U.S.A. 

Despite this early inroad into the British traction market by an 

American fim, the first two electric railway projects of 

significance in Britain were both handled by British firms. 

The third contract (to Siemens and Halske) was part British but 

thereafter American subsidiaries held sway. 

1. 
2. 

H. C. Passer: OPe cit. p.343. 
J. H. Cansdale: Electric Traction Jubilee 18q6-1q46 
BTH Co., 1946, pp~7, 25. Significantly, although BTH'was 
formed from an eXlstin~ British company additional finance 
came from Germany and staff from Americ~, I. C. R. Byatt: 
OPe cit. pp. 172-3. 
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The predominance of the American subsidiaries followed on 

from their expansion into the British market in the late 1890s. 

This highlights in many ways the problem faced by British 

electrical manufacturers in that while the market remained small 

they themselves were severely constrained in size and profit but 

as soon as an expansion of the market appeared probable, the 

larger and better established American firms quickly Eained a 

foothold, effectively restricting further expansion by British 

firms. This is a gross over-simplification of the circumstances -

for one thing the entry of the American firms into the British 

market was stimulated by a domestic depression in the U.G. - but 

it is worth considering whether the earlier development of 

electric tramways and urban railways in Britainmight not have 

helped the domestic British electrical industry.(1) 

Part of the explanation must lie in the different reaction 

to electric traction for tramways and railways. In the U.S.A., 

electrification of the Boston streetcar system marked commercial 

acceptance of its feasibility for urban tramways. However, 

Boston at the time was the largest American city still relying 

entirely on horse cars. Steam trams were rejected as being too 

dangerous in the congested streets and the topography meant that 

cables were also unsuitable. Experiments with storage battery 

power proved unsuccessful and work had actually begun, somewhat 

1. The British industry quickly began to fall technically behind 
the Amer~can and German industries in the mid 1890s, but prior 
to then ~t may be asked why the British companies did not make 
greater efforts to gain access to the European market. In 
fact, at least one company - Cromptons - tried hard to win 
European.order~ ~ithout success. The company blamed this on 
the cred~t pol~c~es of British banks, compared to those of 
German banks. I. C. R. Byatt: OPe cit. p.329. 
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reluctantly, on preparations for installing a cable system 

before electricity was deemed practical. Overhead wires were 

at first opposed strongly and a conduit system was used in 

central Boston until its failure quietened critics and led to 

its replacement by overhead wires.(1) In this respect, 

developments in Boston were similar to those in many European 

cities a decade or so later. From an American viewpoint, the 

success of the Boston conversion established firmly the 

viability of electric traction for tramway use. Its 

applicability to railways was established, as far as J~ericans 

were concerned, in 1892 when the Baltimore Belt Line Tunnel was 

opened. The locomotives here were required to take a 1,200 ton 

freight train up a 1 in 100 ~radient at 15 m.p.h. and up to 200 

trains were expected to use the tunnel each d~y.(2) 

By this time, however, the feasibility of electricity for 

railway traction purposes had been demonstrated in Britain by 

the CSLR which opened in 1890 and it was reinforced when the 

Liverpool Overhead Railway (LOR) opened in 1893. Meanwhile, 

tests and experiments regarding the feasibility of electric 

traction had already been carried out by established urban 

railway companies, without any progress bein~ made. In London, 

the Metropolitan had been conducting trials since 1887, in 

theory at least. With its own right of way, the Metropolitan 

would have had no difficulty in adopting either overhead wires 

1. C. 'J. Cheape: The Evolution of Urban Public Transit ... 
OPe cit. p. 200 •. Under the 'conduit' system, instead of 
using overhead Wlres for the power supply the electric 
current was passed beneath the street in an iron channel 
through which a contact 'shoe' on the tramcar passed. ' 

2. Baltimore News: 26th May 1892. 
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or the 'third rail' system of electrification. Instead, the 

early trials were meant to be with battery, or 'accumulator' 

locomotives. Nothing ever came of these - indeed the trials 

never actually took place and the same was the case with 

proposed trials of a 'direct' system. In each case, the failure 

was on the part of the syndicates supposedly conducting the 

trials and the only result was to reinforce the scepticism of 

the r1etropolitan Raihvay directors concerning the expediency of 
. (1) 

electr1.c power. 

Although the Netropolitan had not been prepared to make any 

financial contribution to these abortive trials, they did take 

the subject seriously enough to send their manager, John Bell, 

to the United States to report on electric traction progress 

there. Two visits were made, the first in 1885, from where the 

idea of electrifying the Metropolitan appears to have stemmed. 

At the time of Bell's second visit, the West End company was 

just about to spend $4.5m on electrification and a number of 

smaller electric lines were operatir..g successfully, notably 

Spra~e's in Richmond, Vir~inia. ~he only railway electrification, 

ho\-.rever, was an experiment by Leo Daft on the New York Elevated. (2) 

1. 

2. 

Corres ondence between Metropolitan 
Lord Bury of Electric Traction Co., 10/49. 
Leo Daft (1843-1922) came to U.S.A. from England 1866. 
"1884 his firm built the first complete central station on a 
commercial scale for electric power generation and 
distribution. He began railway experiments in 1883 and in 
1885 (sic) built the first commercially operated electric 
railway in the U.S. in Baltimore." Scribner's Concise 
Dictionary of American Biography, 2nd ed., New York, 1977, 
p. 222. 
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After trials, the elevated company claimed that the test 

locomotive achieved a speed of only ten m.p.h. and cost at least 

twice as much to operate as the steam engines. 85% of power 

generated was estimated to be lost throu~h friction and wet 

weather supposedly had an adverse effect on operation. Not 

unnaturally all these claims were denied by Daft, who through 

his company had invested $100,000 in the experiment. He claimed 

that electricity was quicker and 3~~ cheaper than steam power. 

An alternative explanation was that Jay Gould had a violent 

dislike of electricity, arising from a severe fright he had 

received when a fuse blew on an earlier experimental locomotive 

on which he was travelling, and for a long time afterwards he 

refused to have anythin~ to do with electric traction.(1) This 

had happened when Sprague was carrying out tests on the 34th 

Street line in May 1886. However, to other observers these 

tests were so impressive that Edison considered buying out 

Sprague there and then.(2) It was another ten years before 

electrification of the elevated finally began and even longer 

before the Metropolitan was electrified.(3) 

1. 

2. 
3· 

Re ort of John Bellon visit t U.S.A - Acc 1297/ 
I"IET 10 49. Jay Gould '1836-1892 was a financier who 
achieved notoriety in 1869 in his attempt to control the 
gold market. At one time controlling the Erie Railroad, 
by 1890 he own~d about half the railway mileage in the 
South Western States, by 1886 he was practically the full 
owner of the New York elevated lines and he also controlled 
the Western Union Telegraph Co. Scribner's DAB, OPe cit. 
p. 364.. -
H. c. Passer: OPe Clt. p. 242. 
In view of subsequent developments it is worth noting that 
the Metropolitan Railway was a British pioneer in the use of 
electric lighting, having adopted it as early as 1882. 
I. C. R. Byatt, OPe cit. p. 318. 
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Meanwhile, neither of the firms involved in the two early 

electrification contracts in Britain established themselves in 

the traction market and diffusion of technology was primarily 

a result of American efforts. This raises further doubts about 

the attitude of British entrepreneurs to electric traction, 

especially in the light of the pioneering approach of the CSLR 

directors. In view of the original plan to use cable haulage, 

an unspecified sum was paid to the Patent Cable Tram~ays 

Corporation for the cable rights. This company went into 

liquidation in January 1888 and this undoubtedly precipit&ted 

the decision to consider electric traction. (1 ) Exactly \vhere 

the idea of electrification originated is not clear but it 

appears that Mather and Platt approached the Board, who were 

probably already contemplating a change, with a suggestion for 

electric wOrking.(2) Given that the cable company had gone into 

liquidation in early 1888 and that details of the agreement with 

Mather and Platt were not published until 1889, it is possible 

that tenders for electrification were invited by the CSLR board; 

if so no details appear to survive. At the time, the Mather and 

Platt partnership was enjoying a modest success in the field of 

electrici ty. In 1883 they had acql~ired the British licence to 

the Edison dynamo and in the same year Dr. Edward Hopkinson, 

formerly chief assistant at Siemens, joined them. In 1885 he 

built the electrical equipment for the Bessbrook and Newry line 

in Northern Ireland.(3) 

1. Barker & Robbins: op_ cit., vol. I, p. 307. 
2. Railway News, vol. LI (1889), p. 316. 
3. Metropolitan Railway records: GLC Acc 1297/MET 10/49. 
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iVhether it was the CSLR board or !,lather & Platt who first 

suggested electric working of the CSLR, Mather & Platt were 

confident enough to offer guarantees to the railway conpany, 

with regard to operating costs under electric traction. Such 

guarantees were common enough in the U.S.A., most of Frank 

Sprague's contracts for innovatory installations beine obtained 

by such an approach, but were less common in Britain. By 

offering these guarantees, electrification of the CSLR could go 

ahead and was looked forward to with anticipation: 

If the plan of Messrs. Mather & Platt ••• proves 

successful ••• there can be no doubt that a most 
important departure will take place in the traffic 
facilities of lar~e towTIS ••• The iron tubular 
subways can be constructed at a very much lower 
figure than an ordinary tunnel ••• Accordin~ to 
their estimates, the locomotive expenses on an 
En~lish steam railway vary from 7~d. to 1s. per 
train mile: with the electric power Messrs. Mather 

& Platt take the figure for the subway at 3d • ••• 
To show their belief in the 3d. a mile cost, 
Messrs. Mather & Platt have guaranteed that should 

it exceed 3*d. they will pay the excess for a period 
~ (1) 

of two years ••• 

While these guarantees were important, it is also worth 

noting that the CSLR had sought out experience in its directors. 

In 1885, after two initial nominees had declined the invitation, 

Charles Mott and Alexander Hubbard of the Great Western Railway 

and Mersey Railway boards joined the CSLR, with !,Iott being 

1. Railwa! News, vol. LI (1889), p. 316. 
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d h · (1) electe c alrman. As Nott was also the director in charge 

of the Severn Tunnel project for the G'WR, his experience was 

presumably considered invaluable by the CSLR. Certainly he 

seems to have regarded the new project with considerable 

enthusiasm, moving from Birkenhead to London in 1886. He became 

an early edvocate of a unified London underground system and was 

actively involved in trying to raise capital for the Brompton & 

Piccadilly Circus line.(2) The importance of Mott in advocating 

electric traction is unclear but overall the decision to opt for 

electric traction was a bold one. 

Unsurprisingly, there were initial problems with the electric 

system. The principal early fault, apart from the problem of 

limi ted physical size which h'as a reflection of the early plans 

for a cable line and the need to limit costs, was concerned with 

the burning out of the armatures on the motors, partly because 'of 

the winding used and partly because of overloading. However, the 

physical limitations soon showed themselves to be a severe 

hindrance. The insufficiency in reserve of electric power meant 

that gas lighting was used in the stations. Although the original 

scheme had been for motor driven coaches, the Board of Trade 

insisted on having separate locomotives. In an attemnt to 

increase the passenger-handling capacity experiments were made with 

a motor coach train in 1894, with subsequent approval from the 

Board of Trade. In service, however, time was lost as the driver 

and assistant had to push through crowds at the City terminus and 

1. 
2. 

CSLR, 11inute B?ok NC?,. 1, (30.12.85) p. 32: GL8 Acc 1297/CSL 1/1. 
A. A. Jackson & D. ~. Croome: Rails Through the Clay, London, 
1962, p. 31. Both r'l<?t~ ~d Hubbard resigned from the Mersey 
Railway board after JOlnlng the CSLR, partly because of oppositionl 
to them from Mersey Railway shareholders who felt local interGst~ 
only shou~d be :epresented. Originally from Plymouth,Hubbard W8S~ 
various tlmes dlrector of a number of small 'west Country Railways.l 

/continued overleaf I 
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no further trains were adapted in this manner.(1) Although 

technically successful, the restricted size of the tunnel and 

other aspects of the system greatly increased operatinr. costs, 

as will be shown later. 

More significantly, the initial impact of the CSLR was only 

limited. There were a number of bills before Parliament for new 

underground railways in London, which led to the setting up of a 

Select Committee in 1892 to consider the issue of transport in 

the city. (2) This cor.imi ttee 'vas to consider six tubular railways, 

(that is, sinil~r in design to the CSLR), two being extensions to 

the CSh~ and the Central London Railway (CLR) - another 'tube' 

railway, the original Act for which had been passed in 1891. The 

others were the '..Jaterloo & City, the Baker St. & Waterloo (BG&'d), 

Hampstead, St. Pancras & Charing Cross (Hampstead) and the Great 

Northern & City (GN&CR). This sudden surge in applications for 

underground railways had little to do with electric traction, 

however, despite the fact that the original Act for the CLR 

"f" d thO t" . (3) 0 J tI G th d spec11e Ll.S as mo l.ve po>ver. ne ames J.enry rea ea was 

engineer for all the projects and had orip,inally been involved in 

promoting the abortive London Brid~e to Elephant & Castle subway 

scheme in 1884.(4) Greathead had patented the, shield method of 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 

In addition, until 1892 he was a Trustee for the Hudson 
Tunnel Bondholders. He was a director of the G'.lR from. 1878 
to 1907 (Deputy Chairman 1891-1906) and died in 1910. 
mm: Directors' Portraits, RAIL 253/487. 
T. s. Lascelles: OPe cit. 
Report from Joint Select Comnittee: Electric & Cable Railways 
(Metropolis), 23.5.1892. 
Central London Railway Records: GLC Acc 1297/CLR 4/1. 
J. Simmons: 'The Pattern of Tube Railways in London' 
Journal of Transport History, vol. VII (1965-6G), pp. 234-9. 
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tunnelling construction which bore his name and provided a 

practical method of tunnelling through the London clay. This 

was of najor significance, for 

the prospect of new cut and cover lines for central 
London had by the middle 1880s become financially 
and politically impossible ••• Fortunately for 
London, the underlying stratum of blue clay was 
the ideal working medium for a method of 
tunnelling which offered an escape from the impasse -
tube tunnellin~ with shields.(1) 

Thus the tube design was a direct result of Greathead's 

innovation which in turn was initially more significant than 

electric traction. That this was so can be seen from the initial 

plans for cable operaticn of the CSLR. More particularly, 

however, even after the successful opening of the CSLR, although 

plans were made for electric working of most of the new tube 

lines, these were by no means firm. f-1ost notably, it was 

intended to work the Hampstead line by cable on account of the 

heavy gradients. (2) Otherwise, electricity \vas intended as the 

motive power although the precise reasoning appears somewhat 

confused. Electricity was held to be particularly advantageous 

in the haulage of heavy trains at relatively infrequent 

intervals, as, for example, in the Baltimore tunnel in the 

U.S.A. Given that the cost of any tunnel was felt to be so great 

that the only justification lay either in public necessity or in 

operating economy, the advantages of electric traction in 

providing a frequent service do not appear to have been fully 

understood. (3) While it was appreciated that the cost of cable 

1. 
2. 
3· 

Jackson & Croome: OPe cit. p. 26. 
Select Committee - Electric & Cable 
ibid. pp. 1038-45, B~lnt0n & Davls: 
& New York, 1922, p. 424 • 

Rlys. Ope cit. pp. 1307-9. 
Hodern Tunneling, London 



traction was very largely a fixed cost, the same fact in 

relation to electric railways does not appear to have been 

realised, conte~porary technical literature showing very much 

I'lOre concern with running costs. ( 1 ) 

This attitude was reinforced by the evidence of electrical 

engineers. Hopkinson felt that running costs for steam and 

electric traction at this time were 'about the same' and 

although he foresaw a number of advantages in electric traction, 

Alexander Siemens did not envisage any great reduction in running 

costs as a result of the introduction of electric traction.(2) 

It was another ten years, at a time when the electricity supply 

industry was expanding rapidly in North East England, before a 

consulting enGineer in that part of the country argued forcefully 

that there had been too little concern ''lith capital costs in the 

industry. (3) Neanwhile, evidence was given to the Select 

Committee that although cable traction was probably less 

expensive than electricity, it was hardly as effective.(4) 

Such a view can only have been reinforced by the opening of 

the Liverpool Overhead Railway (LOR) under electric traction in 

1893. When construction started, it was still intended to 

operate by steam but the decision to electrify was taken in 1891 

and reduced the estimated cost from £585,000 to £466,000. The 

experience of the CSLR was cited as the deciding factor. The 

contract of 1891, like that for the CSLR, went to a British 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 

Byatt: Ope cit. p. 143. 
Railway Hews, vol. LIX (1893) p. 356; Select Comrlittee -
Electric & Cable Rlys. OPe cit. pp. 834-836. 
Byatt: OPe c~t. p. 143. 
S.c. - Electrlc & Cable Rlys. OPe cit. pp. 1103-1106, 1202. 
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firm - the Electric Construction Corporation of Wolverhampton -

who agreed under the terms of the contract to operate the LOR 

for two years for 3~d. per train mile.(1) It will be noted 

that these te~s were almost identical to those on which Mather 

& Platt had agreed to work the CSLR. 

Thus the first two British urban electric railways were 

electrified by British companies, who agreed to shoulder most of 

the risk involved in electrification (in financial terms at 

least). From then on, however, most of the electric traction 

contracts of any note went to the British subsidiaries of foreign 

firms. For exanple, BTH was formed in the mid 1890s and quickly 

won orders for tramway projects in Bristol (1895) and Dublin 

(1896).(2) From this period the British industry began to fall 

noticeably behind the Americans and Germans and after 1900 all 

the major traction contracts went to the American firms, or 

their British subsidiaries. The change may have been affected 

by rapidly falling prices of electrical products from 1891 to 

1895 but English manufacturers made no attempt to develop 

traction equipment after 1891. 

The CSLR stayed loyal to the early British firms, placing 

orders for further locomotives with Siemens (1891), Electric 

Construction Corporation and Thames Iron \-!orks (1897-8) and a 

total of thirty-one from Cromptons and Co. between 1897 and 

1901.(3) Such orders were hardly sufficient to sustain the 

1. C. E. BoX: The Liverpool Overhead Railway, London, 1959. 
2. Byatt: OPe cit. p. 173. 
3. T. 3. Lascelles: OPe cit. 
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British electrical incustry, however. Part of the problem was 

that after the LOR opened in 1893, there was a five year gap 

before the next urban railway, the Waterloo & City, opened. 

There was a similar delay in tramway electrification, 

reflecting the working of the trade cycle which was making the 

raising of money for new schemes difficult. Therefore, the 

manufacturers would have had to create a demand for one to exist 

but most of them had capital difficulties themselves. This was 

not always their own fault. Cromptons noticed that whereas the 

German banks would back their own manufacturers, British banks 

refused to give credit that could be extended to customers.(1) 

The workings of the capital market also left much to be 

desired but this in part reflected earlier speculation and over

optimism which had led, in 1882, to losses by shareholders and 

this made lenders very cautious where electrical enterprises 

were concerned. This meant that electrical manufacturers had 

to borrow at least some of the money they required at fixed 

interest rates even in boom years. However, this was a 

situation that others, notably the railway companies, were also 

. (2) 
fac1ng. 

The general speculative nature of ordinary shares in the 

new coopanies encouraged financial manipulators and the Electric 

Construction Corporation suffered particularly badly in this 

respect. The firm had originally had the idea of providing 

1. Byatt: OPe cit. pp. 170, 329. 
2. ibid. p. 342. 
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finance for electrification in a way similar to that adopted by 

American innovators but preference shares and debentures were 

issued to pay for alleged increases in business. Its chairman 

was one Jabez Spencer Balfour, who had built up a large 

financial empire based on the Liberator Building Society, which 

went bankrupt in late 1892. The E.C.C. was reconstructed but 

in1B94 its chief engineer Thomas Parker left to set up his own 

company. This too he later left in order to become consulting 

electrical engineer to the Metropolitan Railway. (1) Thus 

although the structure of the capital market helped to cause 

problems of illiquidity for Brush, E.C.C. and Cromptons, the 

problem was not purely one of an inefficient capital market. 

Mather & Platt did not become a public company until 1899 but 

had withdrawn from much of the electrical industry in 1891.(2) 

Mather & Platt's withdrawal highli~hts the arrested 

development of the early industry. Originally a textile 

machinery manufacturer, they had quickly realised the potential 

of electric power and in 1883 acquired the English patent rights 

to the Edison dynamo but did not linger in the electrical 

'industry when it failed to develop. Siemens on the other hand 

were one of the earliest dynamo manufacturers, having started 

in the late 1870s and in the early 1880s were enormously 

profitable. However, these profits largely came from their 

1. The impact of the Liberator crash is discussed in more 
detail in Ch. 4. 

2. L. E. Mather: OPe cit. Ch. 2; Byatt: OPe cit. p. 352. 
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sales of submarine cables and were not ploughed back into the 

development of the industry. For example, 1881 dividends formed 

8~~ of profits and exceeded the paid up capital of £300,000. 

This was follo'lled by a 95% dividend in 1884, with the result 

that when the slump came in 1886, the company was in a weak 

position and by 1893 was losing money. Largely because of 

indecision by the Berlin board, the company kept plodding on, 

so that it was still manufacturing by 1900, and able to take 

advanta~e of the upturn in the British market.(1) vThen this 

happened, ho\·mver, the company, with the help of its German 

parent, was able to compete with the big American manufacturers. 

Other British comp~nies however, were generally too small and 

under-capitalised, or like Mather & Platt, had already decided 

to look to other fields. 

After 1895 there was a major boom in electrical manufacturing 

in line with the general recovery throughout the economy. However, 

the surge in demand was not met by the British manufacturers. 

Whereas from 1891 to 1895 there had been no significant demand in 

the U.K. for traction motors, the traction boom in the U.S.A. had 

seen the price of two-motor equipment (for tramcars) fall from 

$4,500 in 1889 to $2,600 in 1891, $1,650 in 1893 and $750 in 

1895. Between 1891 and 1895 the price of a typical 1,500 kw. 

railway generator also fell, from around $48,000 to about 

$26,000 (or by about 465~, compared to the 71% fall in the price 

1. L. E. Mather: Ope cit. Ch. II, J. D. Scott: 
Brothers, 1858-1958, London, 1958, p. 64. 

Siemens 
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of motors). Between 1890 and 1898 \vestinghouse sold about 

20,000 motors and from 1893 to 1898 General Electric (GEC) sold 

about 30,000. (1) By 1895, hmvever, the American economy was 

considerably less buoyant and the traction boom there was largely 

over. The early traction boom in the U.S.A. took place in spite 

of depressed economic conditions, in contrast to the same years 

in the U.K. After a brief recovery in 1895, there was a renewed 

depression coinciding with the 'Silver Campaign' and it was in 

this period that the two largest fl~erican electrical manufacturers 

established themselves in the British market. Both of them (GEC 

and \vestinghouse) had had sales agencies in Britain for some time -

GEC's predecessors since 1886 and Westinghouse since 1889. In the 

1890s both of these agencies (BTH for GEC and British Westinghouse 

Electric & Manufacturing - B\{EM - for ~estinghouse) were 

established on stronger lines but still selling American-produced 

equipment. Later in the decade the decision was taken to 

establish large oanufacturing plants by both companies and in 

1901 Siemens of Germany also started building a pl~~t, after 

discussions had been held in earlier years with BTH about a 

possible merger.(2) 

The construction of plants by three foreign firms has 

frequently been seen as evidence of the failure of British 

entrepreneurs and the British capital market in meeting the 

demands of the new industry. Solely from the viewpoint of 

1. 
2. 

H. c. PaSser: 
J. D. Scott: 

Ope cit. 
OPe cit. 

pp. 264, 269. 
p. 64. 
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electric traction, several points can be noted. Firstly and 

most obviously, electric traction was never so important in the 

U.K. in terms of investment as in the U.S. The peak year for 

gross investment in electric traction was 1904, when £12.87m. 

was invested in electric tramways and the London Underground. 

(The cuoulative total would be somewhat higher because of 

investment by the Lancashire & Yorkshire and North Eastern 

Railways in their own systems. This amounted to about £0.7m. 

before 1904.) This represented over 645b of total investment in 

fixed capital in the industry in 1004 but this was the peak 

year, with electrical investment in general comprising about 1~/o 

of grosS investment in the U.K., the peak year for this being 

1903, when it was 11.35{,.(1) In sharp contrast, in 1897, when 

grosS investment in the electrical industry was only £4m~ or 

3.1~~ of gross U.K. investment, some 34.5% (£1.38m.) went on 

electric traction. Prior to 1897 it is safe to assume that 

investment was even less, yet there were five firms (Brush, 

Siemens, Crompton, E.C.C. and Mather & Platt) competing for 

very limited orders, which were especially infrequent for 

traction purposes. From 1896 Brush began to work in association 

with British Electric Traction who were gradually taking over 

and electrifying tramway systems in a number of towns. 

Excluding tramways, and the pioneer Irish lines at Portrush and 

Bessbrook, the combined demand for railway traction equipment. 

before 1900 was that from the CSLR, LOR and Waterloo & City 

Lines. The latter opened in 1898 using Siemens equipment in 

1. I. c. R. Byatt: OPe cit. p. 465. In 1904 tramway investment 
alone accounted for 65~ of gross domestic investment. Deane 
& Cole: British Economic Growth ••• Cambridge, 1964. 
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American built rolling stock. As with the CSLR, there were 

teething troubles which appear to have had more to do with the 

rolling stock, the engineerin~ of the tunnels and Board of Trade 

restrictions than with the electrical equipment.(1) The 

Waterloo & City was the last new line on which the original 

electrical equipment came from a British source. This was 

partly because of the paucity of subsequent demand, for although 

demand from tramways was somewhat greater than that from the 

railways, the limited size of the ~action market was a major 

factor in ~ather & Platt's withdrawal from the market at an 

early date. 

The limited size of the British traction market is emphasised 

if output is compared with American firms. Although between 1893 

and 1898 GEC sold 30,000 motors in the U.S.A., in fifty years from 

1896 to 1946 their British subsidiary BTH supplied only some 

22,000 motors.(2) Criticisms have been levelled against the 

British industry in that prices were initially high, limiting 

demand (although as shown, this was also the case in the U.S.A. 

where lon~ term demand was not affected) yet it has been shown 

in Britain that firms did not work together to keep up prices 

but cut prices as soon as there was a possibility of working 

under capacity.(3) It is probably in the field of the capital 

market that criticisms were most justified but here again the 

situation was not necessarily straightforward. The output of 

the electricity industry was in effect a derived demand, 

1. 

2. 
3. 

Letter from W.R. Preereto J. Wolfe Barry, 16.11.98 -
Acc 1297/I'3T 10170. 
J. H. Cansdale: OPe cit. p.16. 
Byatt: Ope cit. p. 340. 
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depenGent upon other companies. However, neither railways nor 

tramways were particularly favoured investments in this period. 

Even the electrical companies themselves were at fault here. 

The problems of E.C.C. in 1892 can have hardly endeared them-

selves to investors, while other companies such as the Electric 

Traction Syndicate revealed little in the way of tangible 

results.(1) Such factors may help to explain why Brush and 

Cromptons had such difficulty in raising capital. 

Certainly the capital market does not appear to have been 

well disposed towards the electrical industry, in Britain anyway. 

After reachinF, a respectable peak in the years up to 1886, the 

yields on electrical equipment manufacture declined steadily to 

1913 by when it was, for example, half the yield available from 

investment in food processing. It has been claimed that this 

reflected badly upon the capital market since electrical 

engineering opened up new production possibilities throughout 

the economy, whereas advances in food processing affected only 

a small part of the economy and that this should have been 

reflected by an efficient capital market.(2) In contrast to the 

1. 

2. 

This was a financing, rather than manufacturing company 
although it had intended carrying out tests on'the 
Metropolitan in 1887 and around the same time had an 
experimental battery operated tramway scheme in the East 
End of London as well as some electric cabs on the London 
streets. Correspondence between Metro olitan Railwa and 
Electric Tr8ction vo.: G Acc lET "I 6. 
M. Edelstein: 'Realized Rates of Return on U.K. Home & 
Overseas Portfolio Investment in the Age of Hi~h Imperjalism' -
Exp1or~tis~9 in Economic History, vol. XIII (1976), pp. 292, -
'502-5, 518. 
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position faced by the British manufacturers, the large German 

firms of AEG and Siemens Schuckert were strongly supported by 

the capital market and the large investment banks. In addition, 

scientific kno\dedge, technical skill and high standards of 

performance were felt to weigh mOI'e heavily than capital 

o bOlo 1 (1) avalla 1 lty a one. 

Technical skills were undoubtedly important, for innovation 

was a key aspect in urban railitlay development. At a general 

level, the strons competition between GEC and \Jestinghouse led 

to a steady improvement in the quality and durability of the 

motors produced, which in turn helped to finance the development 

of sui table railway motors. \lhether the British capital market 

would have been any more benevolent to a ~Jestinghouse or a GEC 

is not clear. All the ordinary share capital of B\1.E!1 was held 

entirely by the American parent company and the British market 

was called upon only for preference and debenture issues.(2) 

Althou~h there is no clear evidence of 'dumping' on the British 

market by the American firms, they rapidly achieved a significant 

market penetration, boosted by the upsurge in British demand. 

The necessity for this was emphasised by the severity of the 

American slump, GEC's 1893 sales figures not being passed until 

1899. However, a new British firm was formed at this time, with 

Dick, Kerr buying a factory in Preston in 1897 initially to build 

electric tram bodies although the company quickly won a contract 

to supply additional motor cars to the Waterloo & City Line. 

1. 
2. 

D. S. Landes: The Unb?und Prometheus, Cambridge, 1969, p. 290. 
Railway News: vo~. rnvIV (1900), p. 754. The London capital 
market was, as.p~lnted out, geared more to the issue of fixed 
interest securltles than to ordinary share capital. 
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Management and finance were British, the technical director was 

American. (1) With the two American subsidiaries, Brush and 

Siemens, Dick, Kerr were subsequently responsible for almost all 

traction equipment orders placed in Britain. 

The next underground line to open after the Waterloo & City 

was the Central London Railway (CLR) which opened in 1900. In 

1895 this company had signed a contract with the Electric 

Traction Company for construction work. The latter was a 

subsidiary especially created for this purpose by the 

Exploration Company, which was the driving force behind the CLR 

project. As with the CSLR, James Greathead was the engineer and 

his basic tubular, iron clad tunnel design was used in both 

cases. However, the tubes on the CLR were larger than those 

originally used on the CSLR, being 11 ft. 6 in. in diameter as 

opposed to 10 ft. 6 in. on the CSLR. The contract specifications 

called for thirty-two electric locomotives capable of conveying a 

train seating 336 people at 14 m.p.h. on a 2~ minute frequency. 

In contrast, CSh~ trains held about 100 passengers. The 

carriages were to be 

at least equal in quality to the carriages put upon 
the New York Elevated Railway in 1892.(2) 

The line opened in 1900 with locomotives from the Schenectady 

works of GEC in America; the rest of the equipment was by BTH 

and this was to set the trend for future lines. 

1. Byatt: OPe cit. p. 364; Jackson & Croome: OPe cit. p. 52. 
2. Central London Haill,vay: Contracts: GLC Acc 12<)7/CLR 4/1. 
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The remaining tube lines in London adopted, for the most 

part, BTH e~uipment too. Indeed, in the case of the UnderGround 

Electric Railways of London (UERL) lines, all the initial stock, 

not just the electrical equipment, came from abroad. The Baker 

St. & Waterloo (Bakerloo) line used American stock, the Piccadilly 

line stock from France and Hungary and the Hampstead line 

American stock assembled in Manchester •• This is less surprising 

than in the case of any other lines, if only because the UERL 

lines were American owned.(1) As a result, not only was foreign 

equipment adopted but many features of the original working were 

taken from contemporary American practice although the initial 

plans for an American-style uniform fare and round-the-clock 

operation were not adopted.(2) 

With the opening of the Hampstead line in 1907, the 

construction of new urban railways in Britain came to an end. 

Ignoring the lines which had converted from steam to electric 

operation for the time being, these divide neatly into two 

groups: those lines opened before 1900 (the CSLR, LOR and 

'v/a terloo & City) and those opened subsequently (CLR, GN&CR and 

the UERL lines). Those in the latter group all used American 

equipment whereas the earlier lines were more reliant on 

British equipment. 

1. 

2. 

The same group had by this time also aC(luired control of 
the Metropolitan District Rly. This is "discussed in more 
detail ih Ch. 5. Although the use of American and Ge~an 
equipment was commonplace, there is no apparent reason why 
the UE~L sh?uld ha~e ordered sto?k from France and Hun~ary. 
Intervl.ew \Vl. th C. J.. Yerkes: Ral.lway News, vol. LXXVII 
(1902), p. 20. 
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This apparent split between the I old I and I new' ·was 

accentuated by the collapse of the German electrification boom 

in 1900, which led to a considerable fall in prices and profit 

margins after 1901. Over-capacity in Britain was particularly 

concentrated in Blw'EH and Siemens, both of whom, trying hard to 

achieve full capacity helped to drive prices down.(1) By 1907 

the railway electrification boom - or what there was of it - in 

Britain was largely over and manufacturers would have to rely 

on traffic expansion and stock replacement for future orders. 

One of the reasons that British companies were not strongly 

placed in this fight for future orders lay in the h'orkings of 

the British capital market, as has been suggested and partly 

discounted. These constraints that had apparently been a 

factor in giving the long term advanta~e to the American 

suppliers had also affected the railway companies themselves. 

In their anxiety to keep costs to a minimum, faced as they were 

with severe problems in raising adequate capital, they had 

adopted the 'tube' pattern of tunnel construction. It was 

quickly realised that this actually caused new problems. By 

1905 the Royal Commission on Transport in London felt that so 

far as public convenience was concerned 

1. Byatt: OPe cit. p. 374. 
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the facilities which "shallow" railways afford, for 
all descriptions of traffic, are much greater than 
those which can be given by "tube" railways ••• 
wherever the "shallow" form of construction can be 
satisfactorily em)lOyed in London, preference should 
be given to it.(1 

The Commission thus felt that while from a technical standpoint 

Greathead's shield method of construction was successful, it was 

of too constricting a nature to permit an adequate service and 

furthermore that the construction of deep-level lines was 

inadequate, primarily because the extra time entailed in reaching 

the platform, not to mention the not insubstantial cost of lift 

operation, deterred the short distance travellers who were 

precisely the people Yerkes had sought to encourage. Such a 

conclusion overlooked the fact that the raison d'~tre of the 

small bore tubes was financial. The 1892 Select Committee had 

revealed that if the tubes were built to a diameter of 16 ft. 

thereby being able to accommodate standard size trains, instead 

of 11 ft. 6 ins., the additional cost would be in excess of 

£100,000 per mile.(2) The 1905 Commission did recognise this 

fact, insofar as it was accepted that it would be even more 

difficult to raise capital for new lines if they were to be 

built immediately below the surface, in the fashion of the 

Inner Circle. To circumvent this, it suggested that the local 

authorities mi~ht be authorised to give aSSistance, either 

through the remission of rates or in the form of a direct 

contribution to the capital costs.(3) 

1 Ro al Conmission on Trans . 
2 S.C. - Electric Railwa s • 3. Royal Commission - London 
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The Greathead shield was a technological answer to two 

problems. The political and economic difficulties in digeing up 

the narrow London streets to construct a tunnel, as had been 

done for the Metropolitan and District lines necessitated deep 

level working and the London clay necessitated the shield method 

of construction, whereby the most forward part of the working 

was dug out from within the 'shield', the unsupported gap left 

when the shield advanced being filled by tubular iron casing. 

A similar method of tunnelling was used in the Hudson tunnel in 

New York from 1889, where the river silt l'Vas thought to be of 

the softest kind.(1) The shield was only suited to working in 

such conditions. In contrast, the ~Iersey Railway was tunnelled 

through soft sandstone rock using the Beaumont drilling machine. 

Clearly, given the external constraints in London, the 

method of tunnelling could be an important factor in the overall 

financial viability of a company and in the same way that the 

Greathead shield made relatively economic construction possible 

in London, so the Beaumont machine did for the Mersey Railway. 

The machine was originally patented in 1864, prior to when there 

had been but three patents (all American) for tunnel drills. 

Between 1864 and December 1865 a further seven American patents 

and three British patents were granted, the value of them being 

reflected in the progress achieved in constructing the Mersey 

"1 (2) Ral way. With the exception of the Hudson tunnels, however, 

such factors were far less important in America. The first 

1. Brunton & Davis: Modern Tunneling, Ope cit. p. 545. 
2. ibid. p. 189. 
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subway opened was under Tremont St. in Boston, in Septe~ber 1897 

and was about 1.1/3 miles in length.(1) However, the ex&~ple of 

New York best demonstrates the differences between Britain and 

the U.S.A. In New York, a section of the roadway would be 

opened up to allow a trench giving access to be dug, the road 

would then be restored with a temporary surface while work 

proceeded underneath on the subway. This was made possible 

partly by more favourable geological conditions than existed in 

London but more particularly by better geographical circumstances. 

Upper Broadway in Ne'.v York was between one hundred and one hundred 

and fifty feetwide and lower Broadway eighty feet wide. In London, 

on the other hand, barely twelve streets were over eighty feet 

wide. Furthermore, property ri~hts were rigorously protected, 

which was a further reason for building deep level lines. Even 

at a deep level, however, the London lines were forced to follow 

the streets because of problems with wayleaves. In the case of 

the CSLR in particular, this led to an abundance of sharp curves 

and steep gradients, increasing working costs unduly. Thus there 

was an apparent paradox in construction costs, with the short 

Waterloo & City line and the CLR, both of which had relatively 

favourable routes in terms of construction, costing £483,000 per 

mile and £631,000 per mile re~pectively, while the 25t mile lOTIf" 

four track Nel,v York subway cost about ~50 million, or barely 

£400,000 per mile.(2) 

1. 

2. 

50 Years of Unified Trans Dortation in fletropoli tan Boston, 
Boston, 1938, p. 33. 
Electric Railway Journal, vol. XXXIII (1909), p. 358. 
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In the case of the Inner Circle in London, less than one

third of which ran under the streets, about half the total 

expenditure was estimated to have been for land und indemnities, 

whereas in New York it \vas felt that by placing as much of the 

line as possible under the streets the direct costs for land 

would be minimised and the sCind, gravel and rock through which 

the New York line would run was considered to be very much 

easier material in Vlhich to work than the London Clay.(1) 

The earliest proposals for underground lines in New York 

almost abvays involved a line underneath Broadway, which was 

considered too fine a street to be disfigured by elevated lines 

and too important to be dug up for tram tracks to be laid. The 

first Bill for such a line was introduced in March 1864, by 

someone who had seen the opening of the Metropolitan in London 

but it was another forty years before the subway was finally 

opened in Nevi York. Al though it was claimed by the subway 

pronoters that electricity had made it possible it was also 

claimed that 

it was not power but politics and the war for 

franchise rights which postponed the building of 
the first unc.erground railway. (2) -

In fact, a Bill was passed in New York in 1873 for the 

construction of a steam operated subway but no progress was made 

because by then the first elevated line was in operation and no 

1. w. J. McAlpine: Re ort on 
Arcade Railway an'~d~~o~n~d~o~n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Eg~£ 
1884. 
J. B. Walker: Fifty Years of Rapid Transit - 1864-1917, 
Nevi York, 1918, p. 14. 2. 
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capital was forthcoming for the subway. The "political changes 

that eventually brought about the subway in New York were inspired 

by the 1891 Rapid Transit Act which was amended.to permit cities 

to use their own capital for subway construction, followed by the 

1894 referendum in New York when a large majority voted in favour 

of public ownership.(1) In addition to changing political 

attitudes, the growth of traffic on the Elevated was such as to 

demonstrate the need for additional transit facilities. The 

steady increase in traffic, not only in absolute terms but as a 

proportion of total population meant that there was little doubt 

about the need for a subway as well as elevated railways. To 

take the example of only one route - that along Third Avenue -

the journeys per head of population had increased from 47 in 

1880 to 70 in 1890. The increase for the elevated line alone 

was even more noticeable - fro~ 30 to 73 over the same period. 

As early as 1891, representations were being made to the Rapid 

Transit Commissioners over the desirability of electric traction 

in any new subway. It is difficult to assess how far technical 

factors were the cause of the delay although by the time work 

started in 1900, there was no doubt that electricity was the only 

practical motive power. The steady growth in traffic on both the 

elevated and the horse trams was by 1890 calling into question 

their ability to cope with such large amounts of traffic. On 

Third Avenue alone, by 1890 there were over 106 million journeys 

by the two modes of transport and with such an enormous traffic 

the conditions in a steam worked subway would have been 

appalling. (2) Equally, the problems of atte~pting successful 

1. Walker: OPe cit. pp. 140-146. 
2. Central London Railway records: GLC Acc 1297/CLR 4/1. 
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cable operation with such a volume of traffic would have been 

immense. 

From a technical aspect, however, of more direct relevance 

than the delay in starting work on a subway in New York was the 

opening of the early Chicago elevateds. The South Side line 

opened in 1892 and the Lake Street line the following year but 

both initially relied upon steam locomotives. Even so, by this 

time considerable progress had been Dade in the electric traction 

field in America. In 1890 Westinghouse had brought onto the 

market a double reduction motor and in the same year the single 

reduction motor made its first appearance.(1) The effect of such 

progress was to greatly reduce many of the early problems such as 

the pounding of motors corrugating the track between the 

sleepers.(2) In this respect, these American motors were 

probably in a more advanced state than those initially used on 

the CSLR. However, these motors were primarily for trams, as 

railway electrification was non-existent at this date in America. 

The feasibility of electric traction for railways was amply 

demonstrated when the Baltimore Belt Line Tunnel was electrified 

in 1892 but the first electric urban line was the Metropolitan 

West Side Elevated in Chicago which opened in 1895. 

1. 

2. 

The earliest electric motors had worked at a high speed which 
waS totally unsuitable for tramway operation and was reduced 
to a reasonable level. through a triple reduction gearbox. By 
progressively develop~ng double and then single reduction 
motors, with fewer revolutions per minute, the power needed to 
start an engine was reduced, thereby reducing the demands on 
the power station at the start of each day's operations, the 
size of the gearbox was reduced and therefore the total 
weight and loss of energy was reduced and general efficiency 
was increased. 
Cassier's Magazine: vol XVI no. 4 (1899), p. 362. 
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Although GEC motors were used on this line, additional 

equipment was provided by Siemens and Halske who had opened a 

branch office in Chicago in 1892.(1) This recourse to foreign 

equipment may have simply reflected competitive" tendering by 

Siemens, or it may in fact have reflected limitations in the 

supply capabilities of the American suppliers, at least as far 

as railway electrification was concerned. Support for this 

possibility comes from the introduction of the revolving field 

alternator into the United States in 1896 after being originally 

used in Frankfurt in 1894; while America undoubtedly had the 

major market for electrical supply equipment, the Europeans at 

this date were still competing in terms of product development.(2) 

The Metropolitan line in Chicago used motor coaches of a design 

similar to those in use on the LOR, only larger. With this 

system of operation, one coach in a train would be fitted with 

motors of a necessarily restricted size in order to accommodate 

passengers. The length of the train was therefore governed by 

the number of coaches a motor coach could pull. In the case of 

the LOR this was usually two, so that trains were generally 

three coaches in length, while on the West Side line they were 

slightly longer. The Waterloo & City line also adopted such a 

system which was ideal where traffic was light, or of a steady 

pattern, but unsuitable where there were large variations in the 

traffic flow. It was also ideal for elevated railways, where 

the weight of electric locomotives on the structure would have 

increased maintenance costs. 

1. H. C. Passer: OPe cit. pp. 270, 321. 
2 J. E. Brittain: OPe cit. p. 114 • 

• 
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Two further points about the Metropolitan line in Chicago 

are of interest. Firstly, although the first two elevated lines 

in Chicago both opened with stea~ traction, they were also the 

first urban lines to subsequently change from steam to electric 

traction, secondly opening of the 11etropoli tan coincided with 

the first overhead wire electric tram lines in Chicago city 

centre. As in Boston earlier and n03t other city centres in due 

course, opposition to the overhead wires was strident. The 

newspapers, while avowedly in favour of rapid transit opposed 

the overhead wires and advocated storage battery power instead. 

This delayed the opening of the first electric line in the city 

centre until November 1895.(1) 

Although public opposition has often been cited as a reason 

for the delay in electrification, the cable system in Chicago 

was already extensive. Once the Metropolitan had opened, 

however, the situation changed rapidly and this was reflected in 

the electrification of the other urban lines - the Lake St. in 

1896 and the South Side in 1897-8. Thus the Lake St. line wrote 

off a fleet of almost new steam engines, it having been open only 

two years. In both cases, significantly, the changeover to 

1 (2) electric traction a so came after a change in management. 

1. 

2. 
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The impact on elevated railways overall was impressive. 

Elevateds reached the height of their popularity in America about 

1901, by when there were some 340 miles of line, all of it either 

electrically operated or in the process of being converted. Half 

of the total was in New York and Brooklyn, most of the remainder 

was in Chicago and Boston, with short stretches in Baltimore, 

Kansas City and Jersey City.(1) In all cases the scheme had been 

approved, or work had started, before electricity was necessarily 

a practical proposition yet the conversion was rapid. This 

reflects the peculiar operating conditions of the elevateds. The 

stean locomotives used had to be much lighter than standard steam 

locomotives but suited to far more intensive use. They also had 

to comply with air pollution regulations.(2) That such develop

ments should take place and be so quickly discarded would clearly 

imply that they were only really practical as long as there was 

no alternative. This co~pares with, for instance, the use of 

cable power by street railways or more specifically with the use 

of steam trams which only lasted until electrification had been 

adequately proved. Nevertheless, the speed of the changeover is 

significant, the South Side Railway havinr, to dispose of forty

six almost new locomotives. The Manhattan Railway had to write 

off some 330 locomotives, with an approximate value of $1,650,000, 

so the delay in electrifying its lines is to some extent 

understandable. (3) 

1. Electric Railwa . Journal, vol. L~II (1911), p. 249. 
2. he New ork apld ~ransit Commission estimated that an 

ordinary railway locomotive vitiated the air to the same 
extent as 87,000 people but an elevated railway locomotive 
only to the sRIDe extent as 25,000 people. New York Rapid 
Transit Commission, reprint from Boston newspapers of 
20 February 1895. 

3. Haih.,ray News, vol. LXIX (1898), p. 165. 
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The importance of electric traction in bringing about 

changes in attitude cannot be underestimated. Although it was 

initially opposed for tramway operations in city centres, for 

elevated rail1tlays its attraction was apparent when compared with 

existing operations. Thus, the conditions on existing lines 

could be thought of as tolerable until there was plainly 

something better. For example, the Boston newspapers, in writing 

about the ventilation in the proposed Tremont St. subway, noted 

that 

In the Mersey tunnel, which is operated by steam 
locomotives and lighted by gas, but which has 
artificial ventilation similar to that proposed for 
the subway, the air is reasonably gOOd.(1) 

In fact, as the next section will show, the quality of air in the 

~ersey tunnel was felt to be a major problem and the Tremont St. 

subway was to be electrically operated (by streetcars) anyway. 

The point was that the quality of the air in the Hersey tunnel 

was such that there can be little doubt that steam power was only 

used because of the lack of suitable alternatives at the time of 

opening. The failure of the original cable driven elevated in 

New York has already been mentioned, similarly the first plan for 

an elevated line in Boston called for the use of compressed air.(2) 

Approval for an elevated in Boston was originally granted in 1890 

but suspended the following year, to enable a complete study of 

the rapid transit needs of the city to be made.(3) It is not 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Reprints ~rom Bo~~on newspaners, 20 February 1895, p. 13, 
Scudder Llbrary ~lle 252. 
50 Years of Unified Transportation in Metropolitan Boston, 
Ope cit. p. 33. 
ibid. p. 35. 
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wi thout significance that in both Ne1rl York and Boston, such 

commissions were set up about the SQme time and that this was 

also the time when electric traction was provin~ to be practical. 

Although the Chicago experience strongly suggests that even if 

these lines had been operated by stea~ power initially, the 

change would not have been long delayed, in Boston various 

alternative schemes were mooted. Most notably, the Meigs 

Elevated RaihlaY was incorporated in 1884 and a full size test 

track was operated in Cambrid~e in 1886. Although the Boston 

Elevated RaihlaY was again incorporated by an Act of 1894, the 

Meigs plan failed, presumably because of lack of capital.(1) 

Proposals for a Meigs line in Chicago had also been unsuccessful 

and the technology must have played an important part in this. 

steam power would still be used but the line was to be designed 

as a form of monorail, its principal attraction supposedly being 

the reduced carital outlay this would entail. In all cases, 

however, both subway and elevated, it is apparent that the 

schemes which vlere most successful in attracting capital were 

those where the technology had been suffiCiently proved to be 

the simplest but most adequate form available. In New York, 

Boston and Chicago there were strong reservations as to whether 

electricity met such a requirement. By 1897 attitudes had 

altered sufficiently to lead to a new Act for the Boston 

Elevated under which steam power was specifically excluded. (2) 

When the line opened in 1901, therefore, the rolling stock bore 

marked similarities to that in use on other elevated railways 

1. ibid. p. 45. 
2. ibid. p. 47· 
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at the time. The coaches were wooden bodied, with two 150 hp. 

motors and initially operated in three coach trains, soon 

increased to four.(1) From 1906 steel bodied stock was used 

with larger motors but of greater note is that multiple-unit 

operation was used from the outset although the stock did not 

differ markedly from that in use on the earlier lines, which 

were not yet using multiple-unit trains. 

\,lith multiple-unit operation, every carriage in a train had 

a motor or motors (or one carriage in every group of carriages) 

which could all be controlled from the driving cab. The 

advantages of such a system were numerous. If trains were 

locomotive hauled, the locomotive had to be heavy enough to 

provide the necessary traction weight for the heaviest trains 

likely to be in service. This meant outside the peak hours for 

traffic the engines were not fully utilised but of ~reater 

concern was the wear and tear imposed on the track, and the 

superstructures in the case of elevated railways, by the passing 

of heavy locomotives. By using motor coaches, as the LOR and 

other lines did, this problem was overcome but only at the 

expense of severely restricting the size of trains, thereby 

imposing rigidities in the operating pattern. The major 

advantage of the multiple-unit was that such rigidities could 

be overcome. Beceuse each carriage conveyed its own power 

source, the length of trains was no longer limited by the 

capabilities of a locomotive or motor car. Long trains could 

be run in busy per_~ods and short trains at quieter times. As 

each carriage could be self powered, the entire weight of the 

1. ibid. p. 58. 
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train, including passengers, could be used as traction weight. 

With individually powered cars there was much faster acceleration 

and greater economy in energy consuDption.(1) 

Other things being equal, the invention of the multiple

unit clearly made electric operation of urban railways an even 

more attractive proposition, given the greater operating 

flexibility which it offered. Furthermore, the multiple-unit 

system reinforced the advanta~e in terms of research and 

innovation that lay indisputably in P~erica, largely because of 

the much higher demand for electric traction equipment there. 

Although this superiority was reflected in the size of GEe 

and l,.[estin~house, the bulk of early successful research in 

electric traction was the work of one man - Frank Sprague. It 

was he who invented the multiple-unit and earlier demonstrated 

the practicality of electric traction in America.(2) The 

development of Sprague's reputation as the premier electric 

traction engineer reflects the importance of easy access to 

information in both Europe and America. Up to about 1883, what 

progress there was in the commercial development of electric 

traction had been almost entirely in Europe but from then on it 

was more and more significant in America. It has been suggested 

that this was because Sprague (who at that time was an engineer 

in the U.S. Navy) had been in London in 1882 for the Crystal 

Palace Exhibition and while there obtained information on 

electrification progress in Europe. Sprague himself appears to 

1. H. C. Passer: 
2. H. C. Passer: 

OPe cit. p. 271. 
OPe cit. pp. 273-5. 
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have admitted that some of his ideas about the potential of 

electric traction were developed whilst travelling on the 

Metropolitan District Railway while in London.(1) 

He was subsequently the first person to demonstrate what 

waS an essential feature of railway and tramway traction - the 

use of motors suspended under the body, over the axles, with 

positive gearing to the axles. This idea was originally 

developed for his abortive trials on the New York Elevated in 

1885-6. ~~hile Sprague was without doubt a gifted inventor, of 

equal significance was his commercial success. While he was 

primarily concerned with developing electric motors for traction 

purposes he established a company which in its early years was 

devoted to sales of small motors for industrial use. The 

success of this coopany, which was due at least in part to the 

fast growing demand for electric power in ~~erica, financed 

Sprague's tests and experiments. This was vital to his long 

term success, for his New York Elev5ted trials were expensive, 

but, in terms of orders, unsuccessful. His first co::unercial 

breakthrough was in winninf, a contract to electrify the tramway 

at Richmond, Virginia in 1888. Here again, the importance of 

having a sound company to provide financial support was 

apparent for Sprague almost certainly lost heavily on this 

contract, receiving $90,000 but spending about $160,000.(2) 

1. 

2. 

Cassier's Ma~azine: Ope cit. pp. 339, 362. In a similar 
fashion, the f-Ietr,?politan Railway thought it worth their 
while to send thelr manager to America twice in a few 
years, i~ order to ~nvestigate electrification progress. 
J. P. McKay: Ope Clt. Ch. 2. 
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However, the long te~ ~amble paid off, for the success of the 

conversion enabled him to win many orders, not least that for 

the Boston Hest End RailvlaY conversion shortly aftGr. Such risk 

bearing was by no means confined to Spraf,Ue. In New York, when 

a new cable railway was proposed along Lenox Avenue, GEC offered 

to equip it for electric conduit operation and if operation 

proved unsatisfactory after twelve months, GEC would remove it 

at their own cost, without compensation.(1) 

The comparison with Britain is apparent. Both Mather & 

Platt and the E.C.C. offered financial guarantees on their early 

contracts but new orders were not forthcoming. This reflected 

not only the limited state of the traction market, because of the 

myriad restrictions both real and imaginary, but also the limited 

industrial demand for electric motors. Thus while Sprague could 

concentrate on long term electric traction prospects, Mather & 

Platt and E.C.C. were in the position that while 

No doubt both firms were outstanding ••• electric 
traction ••• was the primary concern of neither ••• 

this above all reflected the lack of an adequate market in which 

. 1. (2) to 8pec1a 18e. The restrictions of the capital market only 

added to this. It is interesting to speculate, for example, 

whether any of the British electrical manufacturers were in a 

position to offer financial guarantees to the promoters of the 

Glasgow subway to persuade them to adopt electric, instead of 

cable, traction. With the much larger market in America, 

Sprague continued to specialise in electric traction, ultimately 

1. Cassier's 11agazine: OPe cit. p. 276. 
2. McKay: OPe cit. Ch. 5. 
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developing multiple-unit control which was subsequently adopted 

almost universally with electric traction. However, as with his 

earlier inventions, the breakthrough for Sprague with multiple

unit control did not come overnight. As before, he offered 

~enerous financial ~~arantees to the South Side management which 

were vital but more significant was the fact that it had taken 

him about seven years to persuade a company to adopt it. 

The first references to it appear in January 1891 when 

George Westinghouse was busy preparing an estimate for 

electrification of the Manhattan Elevated in New York. In 

connection with this, he claimed to have examined Sprague's 

'Unit Control System' closely for possible application in New 

York but dismissed it as involving too great additional 

complication and cost. 

1. 

The 1,100 cars of the Elevated Railway in New York 
will occupy eight miles of track and it therefore has 

become apparent that the fitting of all the cars of 

the Elevated Railroad vii th motors and complicated 

apparatus is entirely out of the question, without 
taking any note whatever of the great additional 
cost ••• ~1r. Sprague is an ingenious and clever 

engineer and tackles very complicated problems. I am 

confident, however, that in such cases as the 
Manhattan. Elevated of New York, or the Metropolitan 
Underground of London, his system is entirely 

t · bl (1) imprac lca e. 

Letter from George Irlestinghouse to Captain Francis Pugh 
of the l'-Ietropoli tan Rly. and·.Jestinghouse, Enp:land, 
1 January 1898. 
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Sprague thus had to fight not only against the basic conservatism 

of railway management but also against the scepticism of fellow 

engineers who were also rivals chasing the same contracts. That 

he triumphed is testimony to his determination and ability. 

Notwithstanding early scepticism, the multiple-unit became 

a very successful refinement in railway operation and this 

success raises interesting questions not only about the rate of 

diffusion of the multiple-unit but also about the early 

development of electric trains in general. Any attempt at 

calculating the precise importance of the multiple-unit is 

difficult for the simple reason that once it had been invented 

and adopted, very few urban systems did not adopt it. This is 

hardly surprising if, as Sprague claimed, it lowered initial 

costs and overall costs thereafter. Furthermore, in America at 

least, the rapid increase in electric traction was in part a 

function of the guarantees which shifted the risk of innovation 

on to the manufacturer. This alone was a strong incentive to 

adopt the most up to date form of technology available. In 

addition, adoption of multiple-unit operation tended to be a 

function of the overall market penetration by the relevant supply 

firms. Trying to derive overall adoption rates based on lines 

which were initially electrified but converted to multiple-unit 

operation would be meaningless because the companies involved 

were so few. After its introduction on the South Side elevated, 

the only line not to use it from the outset was the CLR although 

this quickly chanroed • It is interesting to note th8t while the 

Ch~ soon changed, the already established electric lines (CSLR, 

LOR, l.vaterloo & City and the :Metropolitan West Side in Chicago) 
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were much slower to do so. The major limiting factor in any 

overall study, however, reduces itself to the fact that the 

number of firms is so limited, bearing in mind that most models 

of diffusion theory have considerably larger samples. 

As already explained, the advanta~e of ~ultiple-unit 

operation lay in costs. Instead of the costs of operation being 

represented by a series of short run cost curves, these could be 

'evened out' by a single long run cost curve. Although smaller 

train units cost more to operate, the flexibility in size 

permitted through the multiple-unit enabled fluctuatins traffic 

conditions to be more precisely catered for and by doing so, had 

a long term benefit on costs. With locomotive operation, costs 

would be optimised at a certain level of traffic but as traffic 

increased, extra units (trains) would have to be made available, 

thereby increasing costs. With mutliple-unit operation extra 

cars could be added, initially doubling capacity, then increasing 

it by fifty per cent and so on. The unit could then be split 

into two trains, thus minimising short run costs and allowing 

additions to be made to capacity at a lov/er marginal cost. Thus 

inflexibilities in operation could be minimised and it became 

more realistic to attempt to equate optimal frequency with 

passenger demand. 

While the ~ultiple-unit invention was undoubtedly important, 

it is difficult to say whether it made any difference to the plans 

of companies for electrification. For example, the South Side 

line in Chicago had already taken the decision to convert to 

electric traction and had received tenders from GEe, Westinghouse 
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and Siemens & Halske before being approached by Sprague.(1) 

Of more interest, therefore, is the impact that Spracue's 

invention had on the other supply companies, particularly on 

their success in winning orders for future projects. This is 

a subject which is bette~ examined in the light of its impact 

on the older cOT.'1panies, however, and is therefore left to the 

next chapter. 

Before considering this, it is worth taking stock of the 

general developments in the urban railway field ~nd assessing 

the sif,nificance of the opening of each line. Leaving aside, 

for the time being, the existing lines - the Netropolitan, 

District, Mersey, Manhattan and Brooklyn systems - the CSLR led 

the way by being the \vorld' s first electric underground 

railway. Like most pioneers, it paid the price of innovation. 

The restricted size of the tunnels caused problems and the 

electric equipment was rather rudimentary. Nevertheless, it 

was a technical success, made possible not by the development 

of a suitable form of electric traction but by Greathead's 

patent form of tunnel construction, which set the pattern for 

all subsequent underground lines in London. 

Three years later the LOR became the first electric elevated 

railway in the world. A~ain, electric traction was not vital to 

its success but a noteworthy innovation was the introduction of 

fully automatic signalling, which would subsequently become an 

essential feature of most urban railway operations.(2) The 

1. H. C. Passer: OPe cit. p. 272. 
2. C. E. Box: OPe cit. 
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timing of railway electrification in these years invites 

speculation about the diffusion of technology, for despite the 

Baltimore tunnel electrification and the opening of elevated 

railways in ChicaEo between 1890 and 1893, the first electric 

line in that city and the first urban electric line in America 

was not opened until 1895 and, as noted, some of the equipment 

ca~e from a German firm. In the next few years, however, the 

balance of innovation sl'llUng firmly in favour of the U .D.A. 

This was demonstrated amply by the introduction of electric 

traction on the Chicago South Side Railway in 1898, usin~ the 

. 1 . t t ( 1 ) I k d t t th IDultlP e-unl sys em. n mar e con ras, e next line to 

open in Britain, the CLR in 1900, initially used locomotives in 

the fashion of the CSLR. 

The CLR had benefitted from the Distakes of the CSLR and the 

line was constructed on a more adequate scale as a result but the 

decision not to adopt multiple-unit traction is curious, for 

although this was an American invention, the CLR used American 

equipment supplied by GEC who had acquired the patents to the 

., t' (2) mh d .. multiple-unlt lnven lone ~ e eC1SlOn ~ay have been due to 

Board of Trade reservations about the use of motor cars in 

tunnels although this is unlikely as this practice had by then 

been sanctioned on both the CSLR and the ';{aterloo & City. A 

more likely explanation is that the order for locomotives was 

placed prior to the successful demonstration of ~ultiple-unit 

1. Gassier's Maeazine: OPe cit. p. 450. 
2. H. c. Passer: OPe cit. p. 343. 
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working on the Chicago South Side Railway, given that the CLR 

was originally due to open in 1898, and that the success of 

10coQotive working on the CSLR encouraged the CL~ to adopt a 

similar policy. Whatever the reasons, the decision was an 

expensive one. The desired 2~ minute frequency was simply not 

attainable with the locomotives, which provoked numerous 

complaints from householders about excessive vibration. 

Multiple-unit control \vas introduced from 1903, the CLR having 

the peculiar distinction of being the second and last electric 

underground line to rely exclusively on locomotives and the 

first British line to adopt multiple-unit control.(1) 

After the opening of the CLR, the pattern of innovation 

took a less dramatic form. All the London lines used the 

Greathead shield method of construction and the principle of 

restricted size tunnels to keep costs down was also adhered to. 

Similarly, after 1898 all the new lines used multiple-unit 

control from the outset although, interestingly enough, it was 

not adopted on the LOR or Waterloo & City and only on the CSLR 

after that line was completely rebuilt after the First World 

War. While subsequent innovations did not have the same 

fundamental importance, they were Significant, without 

materially affecting operating patterns. Thus steel coaches 

were introduced shortly after opening by the Boston Elevated 

Railway and were readily adopted by the New York Subway when it 

opened in 1904 and gradually introduced on other lines as 

operating conditions warranted. 

1. Barker & Robbins: OPe cit. vol. II, p.~6; Jackson & 
Croome: Ope cit. p. 55. 
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Within this overall pattern, two pojnts stand out. Firstly, 

innovation not o~ly had to be successful, it had to appear as 

conventional as possible, if the necessary capital was to be 

forthcooing. The Meigs elevated railway was an excellent example 

of an apparently technically sound idea failing because its 

novel approach (which did not appear to offer significant 

operatinG advantages compared with conventional theories) 

frightened off investors. In turn, for an innovation to be 

acceptable, someone had to take the initial risk to finance the 

prototype. This in turn leads to the second point which is that 

there was a steady two way flow of ideas and information across 

the Atlantic, so that diffusion of proven ideas was rapid. 

2-----

The question of electrification of the older urban railway 

lines was rather different from that for the new lines. It has 

been the aim of the preceding section to show that while 

electricity was eventually shown to be the most practical method 

of operating the new urban railway lines, potential alternatives 

did exist, except in the case of New York Sub"my. Demand 

factors and the availability of capital dictated construction, 

rather than the mode of operation. However, as soon as it had 

been shown to be practical there was little advantage in not 

adopting it, especially as the adoption of electric traction 

either complemented other technical developments (the 'tubes' 

in London) or permitted economies in construction (the LOR). 

With existing steam-worked lines such considerations did not 

apply. Firstly, electricity would be useless if it did not 

show economies in operation. Even if it did, conversion might 
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involve the writing off of substantial amounts of capital. 

Secondly, there were problems with converting lines to electric 

operation without interfering with traffic. As with the new 

lines, the money to pay for the conversion had to be found. 

This area therefore offers the possibilities of 

international co~parisons on a more meaningful basis than in the 

case of the new lines. Arguments about relative factor costs 

and relative entrepreneurial ability, frequently made for other 

industries, ought to be applicable here. The examination of the 

steam-worked lines is therefore subdivided. Firstly there is a 

straightforward survey of the pattern of development while a 

more analytical approach to examine the implications of the 

timing of electrification follows in the next chapter. 

Reference has already been made to the early abortive 

attempts at trials on the l'Ietropoli tan and the trials on the 

New York Elevated. These trials took place as early as 1886 but 

it was ten years more before electrification of the elevated 

began and even longer before the ~etropolitan and District 

Railways introduced electric working. A further point is that 

the last lines to open with steam power and therefore those with 

the newest capital equipment, were the first to write off this 

investment and introduce electric working (the Chicago elevated 

lines and the Mersey Railway) in their respective countries. 

Admittedly there were other factors than mere technical 

feasibility to be taken into account but it seems stran~e that 

the delay in electrification, in some cases at least, should 

have been relatively so long. As far as the Metropolitan was 

concerned, part of the problem lay in the utter failure of the 
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early trials. These had concentr2ted on the use of 'accumulator' 

locomotives, ,,,,,here the power was supplied from batteries wi thin 

the locomotives. They were unreliable, lost some 7~~ of the 

power generated and depreciated at 25-L~O?j annually. After 

abortive attempts at trials with battery locomotives by Radcliffe 

I'lard and the Electric Traction Syndicate in 1889-90, no further 

trials or experiments took place until 1896. ( 1 ) l'Tuch of the 

infant British electrical industry had been obsessed with trying 

to develop a practical form of battery locomotive, even when 

'direct current' was proving practical. This involved the supply 

of current to the train either by overhead wires, or by a live 

rail beside the track. 

The unsuccessful trials on the Metropolitan were closely 

linked ''lith experiments in battery traction on the North 

Metropolitan Tramways, where tests had taken place in 1882 and 

again in 1887. To be fair, such tests at this time could be 

seen as legitimate experiments in trying to find the most 

suitable form of power to replace horses on tramways. Other 

attempts were made in various European cities with steam power 

d 
. (2) 

and compresse alr. The 1887 tests on the North Metropolitan 

system were apparently successful and a licence for electric 

operation was obtained from Parliament and the London County 

Council. Plans were thwarted by the objections of ~est Ham 

Corporation, however, and an &ttempt to secure Parliamentary 

support through a special bill was refused 

1. Metropolitan Raih18¥ Records: GLC Acc 1297/IiET 10/49. 
2. J. P. I'~cKay: OPe Clt. Ch. 1. 
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as an attempt on the part: of the tramway authority 
to override the local authorities.(1) 

Failures such as this served to heighten the prejudices of many 

of the Metropolitan Railway directors, leading one to tell the 

company manager that 

You knOvl I have not the slightest belief in its 
(electrification) being done, except at two or three 
times the cost of working in our present way, with 
Coal, but the information may be worth having ••• (2) 

Such a view was not unrealistic for subsequent research in 

the mid-1890s clearly showed that a battery powered tramcar 

required considerably more power to operate than a standard 

tramcar where the power was taken from overhead wires and also 

required larger investment in generating machinery. The greater 

unreliability of battery cars led one engineer to counsel 

unless some form of battery be discovered with 
entirely different characteristics from the lead 
battery, I should advise leaving such experiments 
to those who enjoy spending money on this kind of 

hobby. 

The same observer went on to say that the use of butteries 

would not commend itself to any practical railroad 

manager, except as a makeshift in such Government 
ridden cities as exist in Europe.(3) 

1. 
2. 

ibid. eh. 5· 
Letter from"Pochin to J. Bell, ~lanaFer, Metropolitan, 
7th January 1893, GLC Acc 1297/~lliT 10/49. 
C. Hewitt in paper to American Street Rly. Assoc. in 
Railway News, vol. LXVII (1897), p. 741. 
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The most obvious explanation of why trials with battery 

power should have ever been contemplated by the !1etropolitan 

appears to have been that other parties suggested the trials and 

were prepa~ed to bear the costs of them. The Metropolitan duly 

paid a price in that the failure of attempts at trials increased 

the scepticis~ of many of the directors and delayed progress for 

so~e years. This must have been exacerbated by the all-embracing 

nature of these failures; the Electric Traction Syndicate had 

been given twelve months for trials in 1887 but nothing happened 

until October 1888, when they admitted that 'accumulator 

locomotives' would be impossible. They were then given approval 

for trials of a 'direct system' but negotiations were ultimately 

closed in April 1889 with nothing tangible having been achieved.(1) 

This complete failure to undertake any tests, irrespective 

of the type of power system, can only have had un adverse impact 

on further trials. In February 1889 the Company received a 

letter from Hillia'TI 11ather (whose firm was responsible for the 

electrical installations on the CSLR) in which he said: 

1. 

2. 

I am of the opinion that working under~round trains by 
electrical motive pO\ljer is mt only quite feasible, but 

from my point of view the most economical and simple 
method that can be at present conceived of - I do not 
think any new underground lines will be worked by 
steam locomotives.(2) 

Metropolitan Rly: Correspondence on Electric Traction, 
GLC Acc 1297/MET 10749. 
ibid. 
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With recent experiences very much in mind, the Metropolitan 

directors made much of the technical problems of electric 

traction although many of these were resolved by the time the 

CSLR opened in 1890. A further factor to be taken into account 

was that any electrification of the Inner Circle would have to 

be executed in conjunction with the District Hailway (rIDR) and 

this considerably exacerbated the problem. The rlDR I s directors 

were no less reactionary than those of the 11etropolitan but its 

finances were in such a parlous condition that raising capital 

for electrification would have been difficult. 

The generally difficult conditions for raising capital that 

existed in the early 1890s may also have been in the minds of 

I'letropoli tan directors. In any event, the next signs of progress 

wi th electrification came in 1896 when the Thames Iron ';lorks Co. 

were commissioned to produce a report on a possible conversion. 

This report estimated the total cost of electrification of the 

Inner Circle as £1.033 m., no credit being taken for the obsolete 

steam engines. It was suggested that this could be raised on an 

issue of 39~ Debentures. If immediate action on the report had 

been taken it would have been advantageous, as the money market 

would not be so benign again. The cost of coal for the power 

station waS estimated at 15s. per ton, or £21,600 annually and 

driver costs at 6s. per day each, or £12,960 for a year, 

assuming 120 drivers for 100 locomotives. (1 ) As Table 2 shows, 

the cost of electric energy used was actually expected to be 

greater than that for an equivalent mileage under steru~ power -

1. Electric Traction Proposal of Thames Iron \.jorks Co. 1896, 
GLC Acc 1297/1lET 10/65. 



TABLE 2: COl'iPARATIVE COST OF LOCOHO'l'IVE PO\'JER ]'OR TRAIN HILEAGE OF 2,312,000 P:E:R MNUH (THAHES IRON 
I,ORKS £'s'rU1A'l'E; OF IM~.c;R CIRCU; ~iOI~lNG) 

}'lETROPOLITAN 

Coal & water 
used on locos. 

hages (2 men per 

'l'otal 
(£) 

39,111 

locomotive) 29,863 

Oil & loco. 
stores 

Repairs & cleaning 
(excluding 

3,564 

depreciation) 22,059 

TOTAL 94,957 

Per train 
mile 

(pence) 

4.06 

3·10 

.37 

2.29 

9.82 

DIS'l'RICT 

Total 
(~) 

36,798 

25,238 

2,119 

24,082 

88,237 

Per train 
mile 

(pence) 

3.82 

2.62 

.22 

2.5 

9.16 

INNER CIRCLE ESTIMATE FOR 
ELECTRIC OPERATION 

Electric energy used, 
including power station 
maintenance 

\Jages (1 man per 
loco. ) 

Oil & loco. stores 

Repairs & cleaning 
(excluding 
depreciation) 

TOTAL 

Total 
(£) 

40,820 

12,960 

2,400 

17,500 

73,680 

Per train 
mile 

(pence) 

4.24 

1.34 

.25 

1.82 

7.65 

Source: Electric Traction Proposal of the Thames Ironworks Co., 1896, 
GLC Ace 1297/F£T 10/65. 

ex> 
\Jl 
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by 10.93/6 over the District's costs and by 4.36% over the 

r1etropolitan's OI'in costs. In all other aspects of locomotive 

operation electric traction would show a substantial saving. 

The most spectacular saving would be in wae;e costs, where 

the report suge;ested a likely saving of 56.6% over I1etropolitan 

costs or 48.655; over District costs. The other most significant 

saving would be in the field of repairs and cleaning where 

savings were estimated at 20.67tS over existing Metropolitan 

costs or 27.33% over MDR costs. Overall running costs on an 

a~~ual basis were calculated to show a saving of 22.L~1% on the 

basiS of Netropolitan costs and 16.5% on the basis of l'1DR costs. 

The report thus clearly highlighted the potential cost saving, 

which waS either £14,557 p.a. or £21,277 p.a., depending on the 

company on which the costs were examined. It is apparent that 

the areaS in which most costs would be saved were those directly 

associated with the replacement of labour intensive operations 

connected with steam locomotives by capital intensive electric 

traction. This point will be examined in more detail in the 

next chapter, in the meantime it is worth recalline; Habakkuk's 

hypothesis, that where an i~~ovation pror.J.ised a reduction of 

labour at the cost of an increase in capital, the Americans had 

a sharper incentive than the British to adopt it. (1 ) 

Despite the apparent advantages of electric traction that 

the Thames Iron \Jorks report apparently revealed (which were of 

course dependent on suitable conditions in the capital market 

for raising the money for conversion), there was the difficulty 

1. H. J. Habakkuk: Ope cit. pp. 40-54. 
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that through trains from the Great Western and London & North 

Western Railways ran on to the Inner Circle. All electrification 

schemes up to this time had conveniently overlooked this 

difficulty but it was important, firstly because the financial 

benefits of electric operation would be restricted while stearn 

trains continued to run over the Inner Circle, secondly because 

one of the hoped for improvements from electrification was an 

improved atmosphere in the stations and tunnels and this would 

not be possible while 'foreign' steam engines were allowed to 

work over the 11etropolitan. (1 ) 

Thus despite the apparent financial benefits that would be 

achieved, the Metropolitan Railway directors were not yet 

convinced of the overall advantages. In October 1897, their 

general mana~er claimed that the problem was still a technical 

one - while admitting that plenty of suitable electric loco

motives existed he claimed that there was a difficulty in 

finding sufficient power to start two or three trains 

simultaneously. The Chairman was concerned at the effect the 

capi tal expenditure \'lould have on the dividends although he 

claimed that as soon as a 'responsible syndicate' could be 

found to undertake the work at a 'reasonable rate', the company 

would 'jump at the offer,.(2) 

1. 

2. 
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The Thames Iron 1 • .vorks' findings supported earlier opinions 

that the actual costs of power for steam and electric haulage 

were fairly similar although the Thames Company's calculations 

were based on a figure for coal costs for electric power of 15s. 

per ton which in view of subse~uent fieures seemed excessive. 

Overall, however, some saving in cost is apparent, without 

allowing anything for reduced ventilation costs or the cleaning 

costs of stations and stock, and before allowing for any increase 

in passenger traffic. 

If traffic grew by ~~ as a result of electrification, 

receipts would be £50,000 higher and the total increase in 

revenue £75,000. If the £1 m. capital needed for electrification 

was raised on 3% Debentures, as suggested, this would have left 

a balance of profit of £45,000 p.a. In practice, Railway 

Debenture issues at this time were more likely to be paying 55~ 

interest, where they could be sold at all, and this would have 

left a balance of profit of only £25,000. While the Thames 

Iron l~Jorks Co. were prepared to spend £25, 000 on experiment s to 

demonstrate the practicability of Inner Circle electrification, 

and to form a power company to find the necessary capital, the 

District Railway remained extremely sceptical of such evidence.(1) 

Given the joint nature of the Inner Circle, MDR support for 

conversion was necessary and this impasse highlights the 

difficulties of the early British electrical industry and makes 

it even less surprising that most British co~panies forsook the 

traction field for more promisin~ pastures. Mather & Platt had 

1. Letter from T.I.lv.Co. to Met. Rly., 18 Decer:J.ber 1897. 
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offered generous guarantees to win the CSLR contract but did 

not achieve any significant further orders by doin~ so. The 

same applied to the E.C.C. with the LOR and now there was the 

case of the Thames Iron \vorks, \v'ho could not obtain a contract 

even by offering g~arantees and without facing competition. As 

the British electrical market was showing Signs of a\v'akening at 

this time, a successful contract for electr.ti1cation of the 

Inner Circle might have led to the name of Thames Iron Works 

being more widely known. At a national level, this suggests 

structural difficulties within the British economy; at a company 

level it sUfgests entrepreneurial shortcomings - or more 

specifically shortcomings in company directors. 

There can be no doubt that in this particular case the 

problem was aggravated by the animosity between the Metropolitan 

and District Railway boards, which was one reason for the MDR's 

decision to carry out its own tests in early 1898. The 

Metropolitan, however, agreed to join on equal terms, with each 

company contributing £10,000 towards the cost. ~Ieanwhile, 

immediately following the Thames IronWorks report, the 

I'letropolitan commissioned a further report to investigate 

possible conversion of the Inner Circle. The findings of this 

report, presented in early 1898, suggested that a service of 

steam and electric trains could be run if necessary but 'the 

one great advantage of electricity... - the purity of the air 

would be lost.(1) The evidence within the report contradicted 

this to some extent pointing out that trains would be faster , 

1. Metropolitan Rly: Renort on conversion of Inner Circle to 
electric operation, W. H. Preece & T. Parker, 26 I1arch 18gB. 
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traffic capacity would be increased and operating costs would 

be reduced but this rather betrays thinking about the value of 

electric traction, it being seen as a way of increasing traffic 

through providing pleasanter travelling conditions, rather than 

a means of reducing costs. 

After receiving this report, the two railways agreed to hold 

their own trials of electric operation and a test train 

eventually entered service in April 1900. As a benchmark of 

progress, the C3LR had by then been open almost ten years, the 

CLR was on the point of opening and the first section of the 

Paris Metro which like the CSLR was electrically operated from 

the outset, had opened to the public. The slow progress on the 

Inner Circle was typified by the compromise of these latest 

trials which came to an end in November 1900 with little having 

been achieved. Indeed, the Joint Committee on Electric Traction 

which the Metropolitan and District companies set up appears to 

have denonstrated the worst features of such organisations. The 

test train produced was little better. It weighed 164 tons 

compared to the 54 tons of a Liverpool Overhead train yet its 

carrying capacity was no greater. The result was higher fuel 

consumption, heavier wear and tear and ~enerally less impressive 

performance. Unsurprisingly, the committee concluded that such 

a train would be unsuitable for Inner Circle working. 

Furthermore, while the advantages of multiple-unit control had 

not been forGotten it was felt that the utilisation of existing 

stock was initially at least, of paramount importance and 
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outweighed any possible advantages that multiple-unit control 

could offer.(1) 

Despite this, real progress appeared to have been made for 

the committee pursued its intention of inviting tenders for the 

electrification of the Inner Circle and by the end of 1900 nine 

such tenders had been received.(2) After the years of lack of 

procress, ostensibly on the grounds of technical difficulties, 

the committee rather surprisingly accepted the tender of a 

Hungarian firm, Messrs. Ganz & Co. of BUdapest.
(3

)The surprise 

was due to the fact that the form of polt/er to be used by Ganz 

was unconventional. All previous raihvay electrification 

projects had used the direct current system where electricity 

was fed, at a level between 400 and 700 volts, to the train, 

usually by means of a third rail beside the track froID where it 

would be picked up by a shoe on the motor coach or locomotive. 

1. 

2. 

3,. 

Metropolitan and Metropolitan District Rly. Electric Traction 
Joint Committee: Hinutes 13.6.1900, Acc 1297/M+DJ1/53. 
ibid. Given that criticism has been made of the early 
British electrical industry for lack of co-operation between 
manufacturers, it is interesting to note that Mather & Platt 
Siemens and Thames Electrical Engineering Works submitted a ' 
joint tender. Tenders were also received from E.C.C., 
Q.L. Kummer & Co. of Dresden, BTH, Brush, Dick, Kerr, B.H.E.l'1. 
and.J. G. White & Co., in conjunction with F. J. Sprague. 
Ganz & Co. were a well established firm in the electrical 
industry, said to be the strongest industrial house in 
Hungary with a labour force of 6,000, paying average dividends 
of 25?,j and backed by the Hungarian Credit Bank - "virtually a 
branch of Rothschilds of Vienna". - Report by flessrs. Preece 
& Parker following visit to Budapest, 7.2.01, Ace 1297/fiET 
10/78. 
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The current returned either through the running rails or 

through an insulated fourth rail, the two systems being very 

similar. It was a very simple system and very effective but one 

of the major drawbacks was that at such relatively low voltages 

the voltage drop in trans~ission was high, necessitating tlle use 

of substations every few miles. On the other hand, great 

economy could be obtained by alternating between series and 

parallel control, the demand for power being much lower when the 

motors were wired in series but adequate power beinf, available 

by switching to parallel wiring for starting and accelerating. 

The Ganz system, however, used alternating current. The 

major advantages of this were that the much higher tension 

(3,000 volts being the current) mea~that the power loss was much 

smaller and as this was the normal lighting frequency it could be 

taken from an external power station if need be. The major 

objections to usin~ alternating current were firstly that two 

insulated conductors were needed - this would be objectionable 

on a public street but of little consequence on a private right 

of way; secondly the frequency did not give high efficiency or 

sufficient torque and finally the great economy possible through 

series/parallel control was unattainable with three phase motors 

which were necessary with alternating current systems, because 

of the large current required for starting and acceleration. 

The first of these objections was hardly applicable to the 

Inner Circle and the other two were both overcome by Ganz. By 

designing motors for a much lower frequency, they were of an 

efficiency equal to that of direct current motors and with a 

high torque. By arranging the motors in pairs in 'cascade' the 
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problem of series/parallel switching was overcome. l~rthermore, 

the motors hEld no corunutators or brushes, these being two of the 

main problem areas with early dc motors, and no sparking. The 

transformers that vfOuld be needed to reduce the current pressure 

would occupy no more space . . . than Smith's book-stall at 

possibly five stations' and the maximum current needed in 

starting and accelerating would be 250 amperes, whereas 500 volts 

dc would require ten times that. The motors would be lighter in 

weight than equivalent dc motors and would maintain uniform 

speed up grades and with varying loads. Given that the novel 

features in the system were all familiar in other areas of 

electrical engineering, it was felt that there would be no 

problem in obtaining Board of Trade sanction for the system.(1) 

Before the contract could be referred to the Board of Trade 

for approval, however, the District Railway was taken over by 

the American financier Charles Tyson Yerkes. Yerkes was anxious 

that the District should be electrified as soon as possible but 

waS unconvinced about the utility of three phase operation. The 

MDR therefore insisted that their portion of the Inner Circle be 

fi tted with their m·m system in addition to the Ganz system, the 

problem being that it Has highly unlikely that the Bo&rd of 

Trade would agree to two separate systems on any portion of the 

line and the Inner Circle section only formed 26% of the total 

District system. Following a request from the two companies to 

the Board of Trade to receive a joint deputation, the Joint 

Committee broke up in June, 1901.(2) 

1. 

2. 

Report b !-1essrs. Preece r Parker on Inner Circle 
followinp: visit to udapest, 7 February 1 j 01. Acc 
10/78. 
Acc 1297 /I'l~DJ 1/53. 
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Eventually the Board of Trade ruled in favour of a direct 

current system, which was what the American backers of the 

District wanted. Although technically the Ganz system may have 

been superior it was still in a somewhat experimental stage, it 

was less practical and less easy to maintain than the more 

straichtforward direct current system, espeCially in conditions 

felt to be the most complicated in Europe and experience 

certainly vindicated the Board of Trade's decision. The whole 

dispute gave the Railway NeHs more ammunition for its claim that 

What really clogs the wheels of action in London is 
the host of different authorities and vested interests 
that exist.(1) 

Their claim that the importation of business en~rgy from abroad 

Ivas not needed was \vide of the mark, however. Yerkes had actually 

visited Budapest to inspect the Ganz system, which would at least 

imply that he approached the affair with an open mind but the 

Board of Trade concluded their report by saying that the 

f1etropolitan were fully justified in going to arbitration, as the 

manner in which the District had conducted preliminary 

negotiations was most embarrassing to the r-Ietropolitan.(2) 

After this the two companies effectively went their own 

separate ways. In July 1901 the Metropolitan District Electric 

Traction Company was formed for the purpose of electrifying the 

!"IDR. The capital issue was £1 m., none of this being publicly 

offered. Yerkes subscribed £336,000 and only one subscriber was 

Am
· (3) 

not an erlcan. The District proceeded to hold tests between 

1. Railway NeiJS',vol. LXXVI (1901), p. 566. 
2. ibid. vol. LXXVII((190~), p. 855. 
3. ibid. vol. LXXVI 1901 , p. 144. 
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Westinghouse and GEe equipment before awarding the contract for 

train equipment to the latter company in late 1903. Earlier in 

the year the Metropolitan had placed an order for stock with 

British Westinghouse. 

By this time the Mersey Railway - the only other British 

urban line to convert to electric operation - had commenced 

electric working. The tlersey was already something of a pioneer. 

Opened in 1886, it was the first deep-level underground railway 

line, with an impressive but not very successful system of 

ventilation. The stea~ 10coDotives designed for it were the 

most powerful in the country, similar designs not appearing 

elsewhere in Britain for another fifteen years. Unfortunately, 

the various heavy expenses for ventilation, drainage, loco

motives and lift operation meant that the line was soon in 

Receivership. While this created severe financial difficulties, 

it also led to an early search to reduce the costs of operation, 

includin~ the suggestion that 

we must seriously consider whether we cannot work the 
tunnel by electricity and do away with ••• artificial 
ventilation, for if this was so there is no doubt we 
could increase our fares considerably both in summer 
and winter and reduce our costs for the ventilation 
in itself comes to something ••• per mile per train ••• (1) 

An enabling bill for electrification i:as approved by the 

proprietors in March 1895 but nothing further happened until 

October 1898 when the Receivers reported that 

1. Letter from G. \-Jaddell, director, to Earl of Iddesleigh, 
receiver, Mersey Railway Co., 14 November 1892 
Northcote Papers 51/24/21. 
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we have not seen our way, 
of traction ••• to effect 
(in operating costs) ••• 

with the present system 
any substantial reduction 
\ve think that the time 

has come when your Board might with advantage 

consider the advisability of SUbstitutin~ cable 
or electric, for locomotive traction ••• 1) 

The argument for electrification had now switched from improving 

the atmosphere to the need to reduce costs, although it was 

recognised that the unpleasant atmosphere was a factor affecting 

the high operating costs. Total receipts had risen from £70,748 

in 1895 to £74,172 in 1898 but over the same period working 

expenses rose by 10.71%, leading to a 5.7% fall in net receipts. 

As ventilation accounted for nearly 1~~ of expenses, the benefit 

that could be derived from electrification was obvious.(2) It 

is interesting to note, however, that as late as 1898 cable 

traction was still being suggested as a viable fonn of power. 

A report published the following year concluded that for 

the Mcrsey Railway the saving in working expenses as a result of 

using electricity would be £11,540 annually and the increase in 

gross receipts after one year £18,943. With the existing net 

revenue that made a total of £41,873. The maximum new capital 

required waS estimated at £428,750. Interest on this at 4j~ 

would involve an annual charge of £17,510, giving a net 

improvement after one year of over £24,000, rising to over 

£41,000 after three years.(3) A new mood of optimism came over 

the Company after an Act was passed in 1900 giving the necessary 

1. I'lersey Railway: 
2. Board of Trade: 

Reoorts. 
3. Nerscy Railway: 

p.175. 

Bo~rd Minutes, 31 October 1898, p. 141. 
Rallway Returns; Mersey Rail~: Annual 

Board Minutes, vol. VII, 29 September 1899, 
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powers for raising capital for electrification. The exact nature 

of developments after this is unclear but on 15th July 1901 a 

contract for the electrification of the railway was sealed with 

the Bri tish Westinghouse Company (m-lEM). 

The terms of the contract were onerous. Although the total 

price payable to B\·JEH was set at £635,303, £620,000 of this was 

to be paid in 4% perpetual 1st debentures and the rest in cash. 

B'vfEI'1 were to operate the line for a twelve month trial period for 

a cost of not more than 6.75d. per train-mile, against the 

d t ' '1 ( 1 ) G' h existing 1s. 3 • per raln-ml e. lven t at the Metropolitan, 

without the exceptional operating costs of the Mersey (primarily 

pumping but also lift operation and ventilation which taken 

together were around 18% of total operating expenditure) had not 

been offered anything better than 6.62d. per train-mile, the 

offer of m'lEI1 was clearly very tempting. The exact role of B',JEM 

must remain hypothesis rather than hard fact, however. That 

B~~1 were anxious to sign as many contracts as possible to 

obtain worle for their new Trafford Park plant is clear. It is 

also clear that the expected rush of orders was simply not 

materialising and it was now looking unlikely that B·\.JE1VI would be 

awarded the Inner Circle contract in view of the confusion 

reigning there. The I"lersey RaiLJay had obtained smction for 

electrification but had no money to pay for conversion and there 

is no evidence that any firms were ever invited to submit 

tenders for the work. The financial aspect of the B'm1 contract 

was obviously important but would not have been impossible for 

1. Railway News: vol. LXXVI (1901), p. 465. 
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other consortiums to match. One can only conclude that B\VEI"I 

approached the Mersey with the scheme and, given their parlous 

financial situation, they were delighted to accept. Electric 

working on the Nersey started in May 1903. 

Thus after comparing the switch to electric working on the 

British lines, a number of factors are apparent. Firstly, 

capital was a problem but by no means an insuperable one. 

Political difficulties were also apparent, whether they were the 

animosity between the Metropolitan and District companies or the 

time consuning process of obtaining Parliamentary and Chancery 

Court approval for progress in the case of the Hersey. 

I'le anwhi Ie , in the field of technical competence, ideas still 

appeared to be in a state of confusion. After procrastinating 

for over ten ye8rs about making any decision, ostensibly on the 

grounds of the technical problems of electric traction, the 

Hetropolitan opted for the newest, least tried, least known 

and least practical method of traction, before the Board of 

Trade intervened. Similarly, although battery power was 

finally - apparently - out of favour, cable power was actually 

suggested as a possible form of traction for the Mersey in 1898 

(admittedly further studies suggested it would be impractical). 

Running like a thread through the arguments for 

electrification as the major factor for its adoption was not its 

cost saving attraction but its value in producing a cleaner 

atmosphere. ~~ile this was no doubt a good reason - the 

argument wa3 that cleaner tunnels would produce more traffic and 

therefore more revenue, it does not appear to have been wholly 

sound. Ventilation was not, of course, a problem for the 
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American elevateds, but the Americans were apparently prepared 

to build steam operated subways, if necessary, and seemed to 

think that the ventilation in the Mersey tunnel was adequate 

for such purposes as studies for the Boston subway showed. In 

contrast, one of the reasons for electrification of the I~~er 

Circle was the pressure being brought to bear on the companies 

over the problem of ventilation. This pressure intensified 

after 1897, when the Board of Trade issued a 'blue book' on the 

ventilation problen in t-lhich it was declared that electric 

traction was the only real cure for the foul air.(1) The Board 

of Trade were prepared to accept a tenporary compromise, urging 

the companies in 1900 to improve ventilation by constructing 

more 'blo"!'", holes' to allow smoke to escape from the tunnels. 

The t-letropolitan were reluctant to agree to this, citing early 

electrification as the excuse. In the case of the District, one 

journal asked if 

the shareholders really believe that - other matters 

being equal - a traveller would pass a District 

Railvvay station, and reach his destination by some 
other means, merely because the trains are propelled 
by steam locomotives?(2) 

By this time the evidence was that passengers were doing 

just that. Indeed, this was an exceptional view for it was 

frequent complaints in the Press about the quality of air on the 

Inner Circle that led to the Board of Trade inquiry in the first 

place. Nevertheless, visitors from the Boston Rapid Transit 

1. 
2. 

!'letropolitan Railway Records: Acc 1297/T1ET 10/69. 
'Electrification of the District', Railway Magazine: 
vol. VIII (1901). 
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Commission in 1891 complained of a 'buried alive' feeling and 

noise 

like the roaring of the ocean after a storm 

on the (electric) CSLR and actually found the air fresher on the 

!'Tetropoli tan. (1) This may sUF,gest that the issue was 

exaggerated in Britain but a more probable explanation is that 

it was an attempt at reassuring Bostonians if, for any reason, a 

steam worked subway was built in that city. }Taybe the visitors 

were potential sufferers of claustrophobia for the conditions on 

the CSLR remained unchanged until after the li'irst 'l'JorJd \-Jar, 

without apparently provoking much adverse comment. It is also 

worth noting that most of the adverse publicity about conditions 

on the Inner Circle came after the opening of the C8LR provided 

the public with a more favourable comparison and that Sprague's 

ideas about electric traction received a boost fron his 

travelling on the lines of the District Hailway, while in London. 

The invention of the multiple-unit does not appear to have 

had a great impact on these companies although it was adopted by 

all of them when they commenced electric working. The reason 

for this is fairly straightforward. The Hersey Railway was 

already com~itted in principle to electric working before 

Spra~e's invention was shown to the world but it was anxious to 

operate heavy goods traffic and through expresses (it never did) 

for which such an invention was inappropriate. For local traffic, 

motor coaches like those on the LOR would have sufficed. The 

advanta~es of multiple-units would have been ~ore obvious on the 

1. C. W. Cheape: OPe cit.
T 

p. 162, quoting. Report of the Rapid 
Transit Commission to l\gssachusetts Leg~slature, 5 April 1892. 
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Inner Circle but here one of the major problems was the 'foreign' 

trains, for which electric locomotives were obtained. In no 

case, therefore, did the invention of the multiple-unit make a 

crucial difference. 

The same was true even of the pioneer line in this respect -

the Chicago South Side. Like the Mersey, this line had quickly 

gone into receivership and after reorganisation the decision was 

taken to electrify in spring, 1897, by which time the other steru~ 

operated Chicago line - the Lake St. - was changing to electric 

working. The South Side received tenders from GEC, Westinghouse 

and Sienens & Halske, all of whom advocated the use of powerful 

motor cars, before Sprague's offer to convert to multiple-unit 

opera tion vTi th the risk borne by himself, was received. Sprague 

only provided the tecr~ical services and equipment for the 

control system, the remainder of the equipment coming fror:t GEC 

and ~stinghouse, but the success of his conversion meant that by 

27th July 1898 the steam service had been entirely abandoned.(1) 

Including the Chicago 'Loop', 19.44 r:tiles of track were 

operated and the average duty of the equipr:tent was claimed to be 

more intensive than on any other elevated railway. The total 

operating expenses per car in Nover:tber 1898 were less than 

7.5 cents for an average schedule of 15 m.p.h. with stations 

every 0.4 niles. Based on this performance, the Manhattan 

elevated could have been operated at 16.5 m.p.h. for not more 

than nine cents per car, a saving (after deducting interest 

charges) of $0.75 m. each year. As Table 3. shows, within one 

1. Gassier's Magazine: OPe cit. vol. XVI, pp. 439-462. 
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year of having started electric working, net earnings of the 

South Sice Railway had increased by over 27~:', reflecting both 

increased traffic and reduced operatinG eA~enditure. 

TABLE 3. 

CD:ICAGO SOUTH SIDE R.·ULiJAY: COKPARATIVE P:=RFORl'1ANCE 
millER STSAr-l AND UNDEr{ EL!:CTRIC OPERATION 

STEAM 

Nover::tber 1897 

December 1897 

ELECTRIC 

November 1898 

December 1898 

Source: 

Ratio of expenses 
to earnings 

including 'Loop' 
rental, taxes & 

licences 

87.3 

83.6 

57.3 

55.0 

Ratio of expenses 
excludinG 'Loop' 

rental, but 
including taxes & 

licences 

77.7 

73.8 

47.7 

45.4 

Net earnings 

$10,603.80 

$14,691.69 

$39,~8.56 

$45,355.68 

~assier's Mag ... azine, Vol. XVI, No.4 (1899) P 460 ~ ,. . 
While the information in Table 3 is somewhat limited, it does 

clearly demonstrate the immensely improved returns that could be 

gained from electric traction. Sprague was paid $300,000 for his 

South Side work and the stock, which before reorganisation was 

$32 per share, rose to $105 after electrification.(1) With the 

success of multiple-unit operation in Chicago, similar systems 

were soon afterwards adopted on the Brooklyn and Boston elevated, 

the latter beinr, a new line and the former a steam-worked line 

where preliminary conversion work for electric traction had 

already started. 

1. ibid.; Passer: OPe cit. pp. 272-5. 
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~Dile the rest of America took to the multiple-unit, 

progress towards electrification of the ~anhattan elevated in 

New York was so slow as to be effectively non-existent. The 

conditions certainly warranted it. The Third Avenue line alone 

was carrying some seventy-three million passengers each year by 

1890 and after 1889 the total system never carried fewer than 

180 o. passengers in anyone year. The volume of traffic was 

causing increasing congestion which was not helped by the general 

unpopularity of the steam locomotives as cinders, oil, water, 

tyre shavings and, at least once, a locomotive, fell into the 

streets below. (1) Public pressure was certainly strong in New 

York in advocating electrification but reports in 1895 that the 

company had signed a contract with l,-lestinghouse proved to be 

nothing more than rumour.(2) Eventually, in January 1898 George 

Gould was forced to make a statement. In reply to a demand from 

J'1ayor Van vlyck that the Manhattan Railway Company chanp:e to 

electric working without delay and 'continue the present routes 

to the more sparsely settled and distant localities' he said 

We have decided to introduce electricity on the 
elevated system and we will now proceed to effect a 
general installation with as little delay as possible. 

As Sprar,ue had made offers to instal electric trains on the 

Second Avenue line in 1891, 1895 and 1896, all of which had been 

refused, it would have been reasonable to treat Gould's remarks 

sceptically.(3) However, tests duly took place in 1898, not of 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Railway Ne1:.Js: vol. LXI (1894), p. 365. 
ibid., vol. L~IV (1895), p. 100. 
ibid., vol. LXIX (1898), p. 165; Passer OPe cit. p. 272. 
George GJuid (1864-1923) was the "son and unsuccessful 
successor of Jay Gould". i;cribner's DAB, OPe cit. p. 364. 
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direct current or even alternating current equipment but of 

battery locomotives. ~fuy this form of traction, which by this 

time had been seemingly discredited as inefficient and costly, 

should have even been considered is surprising in the least as 

until then batteries had proved constant failures. Its likely 

practicality WaS summed up by one observer thus: 

No results of this experiment have been made public 
yet, but it is difficult to see how much is expected ••• 
It subjects the battery to usage which history has 
proved to be disastrous to its life and efficiency.(1) 

Nothin5 more was heard of this trial and surmise would sug~est 

the only reason it ever took place was because of Jay Gould's 

earlier dislike of conventional electric traction. Alternatively, 

it might have been a way of pacifying the public and thereby 

paving the way for new franchise agreements without actually taking 

any irrevocable steps towards electrification. 

That this seems reasonable is apparent from another statement 

by George Gould the following year when he informed stockholders 

that electrification would be delayed 'in view of the large expense' 

and the 'uncertainty as to the practicality of electricity as a 

motive power'. The cost of changeover at this time was estimated 

at $7-10 m. and would have also involved writing off 330 steam 

engines worth 51.65 m. On the credit side coal costs and track 

repairs would be reduced by 5a;~ and the speed increased by 33%. (2) 

The issue of electrification was connected with efforts to 

improve the overall service of rapid transit in New York and build 

new extensions but the Rapid Transit Commissioners and the railway 

1. c. Hewitt, OP~tcit. ~72742. 
2. Passer, OPe Cl • p. • 
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management repeatedly failed to reach agreement. George Gould 

and Russell Sag;e v.-ere prepared to expand only with guarantees 

against risk which the Rapid Transit Commission could not ~ive.(1) 
Thus although the public were informed of the intention of 

electrifying, actual practice was different. Not two months 

after George Gould announced the decision to introduce electric 

operation, a committee of the Rapid Transit Commissioners heavily 

criticised the ~anhattan Co~pany for their lack of precision in 

applications and tardiness in commenting on suggestions and 

reco~~ended that the city should not grant the company an open

ended option to build. In particular, the conmittee observed 

that 
It has been public understanding for a long time past 

that the r'1anhattan Coopany proposed to substitute 

electricity for steam, and we were disappointed that 
such change was not mentioned in the Hanhattan 
application (for new routes) ••• it will be best not 
to insist on the condition of a change of motive 
power ••• because in our opinion it will very soon be 

to the plain interest of the Manhattan Co. to make 
the change without regard to the great advantage to 

the PUblic.(2) 

Little more appears to have happened until the Vanderbilts 

were rumoured to have taken a leading interest in the company in 

mid 1898, with the appointment of a new vice president long 

identified with them. It was widely expected that this would 

1. 

2. 

Cheape, Ope cit. p. 113; To the Stockholders of the ~anhattan 
Raih18;Y Co.,' ?othIebruary 1899, :p.2. ltussell Sage (1816-1906), 
financ1.er, ,·Ill1.g congressman, bus1.ness associate of Jay Gould 
~s one of thr; Sh::ewd:st" a...1J.~ r:lOst conservative money , 
manipulators of h1.s t1.me w1.th an estimated fortune on death 
of $70 m. Scribner's DAB, Ope cit. p. 88G. 
Collection of Documents and He orts submitted to the N.Y. 

ap1. ranSl OTnInlSSloners. OIIllll ee repo 0 

17 I'Ic:rch 1898. 
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lead to an improvement in the service, presumably because their 

opinions of electric traction were more advanced than those of 

George Gould. ( 1) \fuatever the precise facts, at almost exactly 

the same time that Gould was advising the shareholders of the 

expense and uncertainty of electrification, an associate went on 

record as saying that a saving of 2~ cents per mile, equivalent 

to a saving of $1 m. p.a., as a result of electrification would 

be a 'conservative estimate'. As such a saving would make it 

possible to pay 5% on new capital and an additional 1% on 

existing capital thereby raising the interest on it to. 5% as 

well, without one new passenger being carried, it is difficult 

to explain Gould's pronouncements to the shareholders. The fact 

that speed would be increased by 16% to 18% end rush hour capacity 

by 2mG, due to a 1~ minute headway between trains being possible 

instead of the existing 6 minutes, makes his attitude even less 

understandable. 'Whatever Gould's personal opinion, however, at 

a meeting on 28th February 1899, at which 8~~ of the stock was 

represented a vote to increase the capitul stocl: from ~30 m. to 

. d (2) 
$48 m. was carrle • 

Once this decision had been taken, work progressed more 

quickly. By Aucu.st, Westinghouse had been awarded the contract 

for the stationary power plant - the eight 6,650 hp generators 

would be the largest in the world.(3) One factor which was 

undoubtedlY inportant in the decision to proceed with 

1. 
2. 

3. 

Railway News: vol ~{X (1898), p. 802. 
ibid. vol. LXXI (1899), p. 323; t-TanhRttan Railway file 
Scudder Library. There were 1,418 stockholders in all' 
Railway ne~.~s: vol. ~c{II (1899), p. 885. • 
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electrification was the imminent awarding of a contract for the 

rapid transit subway. Otherwise, the conservatism of the 

controlling group remained much in evidence - most notably in 

the initial decision not to adopt multiple-unit control. 

Instead, it was planned to use a 'double-end' system with a 

motor car at each end of six car trains although this decision 

was later changed in favour of multiple-unit control prior to 

the chan~eover.(1) As by that time multiple-~nit control was 

in use in Boston und Brooklyn, as well as in Chicago, it could 

hardly be said to show any great adventurous enterprise by the 

r':anhattaIl board. It is hardly nt.,,;cessary to add that the 

electrical equipment was considered an 'unqualified success'. 

As passenger traffic was frowing at an average annual rate of 

1Z;j prior to electrification, its precise effect is not as clear 

as it might have been but the first three months of electric 

workinfo showed a daily average increase of over 92,000 in the 
. d (2) 

number of passengers carrle • 

Immediately prior to electrification an important 

development became public. This was the leasing of the 

Manhattan Elevated by the Interborough Rapid ~ransit Company for 

999 years fro:n 1st April 1903. After January 1906 an annual 

rental of 7}'o on the ~60 m. capital stock was guaranteed. The 

Gould and Rockefeller faI'1ilies acquired lRrge interests in the 

InT through the transaction but the net effect wa~) to make 

August Belmont and his associates the major power in New York 

1. 
2. 

ibid. 
ibid. 

vol. L~JCIII (1900), p. 970. 
vol. LXXVII (1902), p. 13L~; vol. L:ca: (1903), p. 342. 
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transit. ~s he had earlier been active in the promotion and 

organisation of the Brooklyn elevated, he could clai~ to be the 

most influential fiVlre in Nelrl York transit development. (1) 

The takeover can also be seen as marking the decline of the 

Gould interests as they had effectively forsaken the 

possibilities of risk taking and innovation, and the rewards 

therefrom, in exchange for an assured annual income although the 

doubling of the capital stock in the previous four years could 

be seen as a way of ensuring this. The delay in electrification 

was an important factor for this, along with the years of 

argument \'lith the Hapid Transit Commission, meant that once the 

subway was opened the position of the ~anhattan Company would 

become considerably less secure. 

On the other hand, the huge annual growth in per capita 

journeys in the city meant that it would only be a matter of 

time before any temporary shortfall in the elevated's prosperity 

waS recovered. How far the Gould interests were prepared to 

accept this is not clear. However, even as late as l'iay 1900, 

senior management of the company appeared to be almost totally 

ignorant of the advantages of electric operation, at a time 1rlhen 

the I"1anhattan was still negotiating for the possibility of a 

share in the new tr3nsit contracts. (2) As the possibility of 

this becaTIe increasingly unlikely with opposition, especially in 

the Bronx, to it, so the long term independence of the 

Manhattan must have appeared increaSingly in doubt. The leasing 

1. ibid. vol. LXXVIII (1902), pp. 787,850; J. B. ';lalker: 
OPe cit. pp. 167, 185-90. 
William Blrclay Parsons: Diaries, vol. 1 22 Mav 1900 
4 June, 1900. ' " , 

2. 
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could then be seen as 8u.Y). astute move. by the Gould faction so 

as to naximise their long term incorae. 'Jha tever the reasons 

behind the leasing, it brought unification of ull rapid transit 

lines in H2-nhattan and. the Bronx - a situation that was barely 

beyond the stage of wishful thinking in London. 

This appr8isal of attitudes to electrification of the 

Manhattan suggests that the directors were more cautious as 

regards electrifying their property than the directors of other 

elevated raih:ays in .America \'lTere. The result was that in both 

Britain and P~erica the largest urban railway systems were the 

last to electrify - ~~ unsurprising conclusion, given that the 

complexities of electrification would obviously be greater in 

these cases. This relative slowness was not merely due to 

technical factors. In both cases directors expressed strong 

personal reservations about the likelihood of electrification. 

Sometimes this was straightforward scepticism - as in the case 

of the !1etropolitan director who told his general manager that 

he had 

no belief that rail~ays will be worked by Electricity 
in either your lifetime or mine.(1) 

Such views did not prevail for by 1903 - thirteen years after 

the opening of the world's first electric underr;round railway -

all the significant urban railways in Britain (excluding, as 

ever, Glasgow) and America had either converted to electric 

traction, or were at an advanced stap;e in doing so. In the 

intervening years there had clearly been a change in attitude, 

1. Letter fron P?c~in, director, to J. Bell, mana~er, 
I-Ietropoli tan Rall\./ay, 3rd February 1894. 
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hastened by the opening of several new electrically worked 

urban railways. These changes in attitude developed at almost 

identical times on both sides of the Atlantic and as a result, 

the actual chanreover followed a similar timing in both 

countries. Such a pattern is not always found in other 

industries and here it probably reflects the specialised 

conditions of the urban railway industry. 

The chanr,e also came about through the combination of 

external pressures: the unpleasant atmosphc)re on the Inner 

Circle was apparently driving passengers away and the I1anhattan 

Rail~'lay waS operating at very near full capacity. Frank Sprague 

suggested that a reduction in the age limit of British railway 

directors might have increased the pace of the changeover to 

electricity and this is one key to the issue.(1) The change was 

made but could, technically, have been made earlier. If the 

change had been made earlier, might electricity have been more 

widely applied on British railways? This is not merely a 

question of the age of directors. The Habakkuk thesis was that, 

other things being equal, Americans had more to gain than the 

British from capital-intensive investment and others have 

reached the same conclusion. 

Therefore we must ask ,'{hether British urban raihvay 

companies were justified, on financial grounds, in using 

electric power. Did the fact that they adopted it so quickly 

reflect more enlightened management ideas or merely that the 

1. Frank Sprague, in speech at International Electrical 
con~ress, St. Louis, 1904 - papers published in New York 
190 • ' 
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the special conditions of urban railways warranted it? Could 

they have made the change earlier? Similar questions can be 

asked of the 'nel'l' urban railways. For exar.rple, did the C3LH. 

pay a price for pioneering, were the later lines able to 

utilise to full advantage cost-reducing technical developments? 

The next chapter will try to develop some elementary theoretical 

ideas on the timing of electrification p~d analyse the benefits 

that technical developments offered. 
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CH.AnER 3 

INNOVATION AN]) PRODUCTIVITY ON URBAN RAIL\1AYS 

It is easy to overlook the absence of appreciable 
advance in an industry. Inventions that are not made, 
like babies that are not born, are rarely missed. 

J. K. Galbraith: The Affluent Society 

Through all the permutations of electric traction research 

and development covered in the previous chapter - from trials 

with battery locomotives to the abortive attempt to introduce 

the Ganz system on the Inner Circle - two innovations can be seen 

as having an importance outweighing others - the actual develop

ment of commercially viable electric traction and Frank Sprague's 

invention of the multiple-unit system. Subsequent to these 

developments, however, there was a myriad of less obvious but 

almost as important innovations such as automatic signalling, 

automatic carriage doors, steel bodied carriages and escalators 

at stations. As with electric traction itself, such inventions 

could not be expected to be adopted unless they yielded commercial 

returns. Before examining them, therefore, further analysis of 

the timing of electric traction development is in order. After 

all, if Sprague was right and the a~e of British railway 

directors had an adverse effect on electric traction diffusion 

in Britain, then British urban railways would presumably 

demonstrate a permanently slower rate of innovation, with 

presumably adverse financial consequences, than their American 

counterparts. 

In seeking to develop a theoretical approach to analyse 

electric railway development, the initial idea has been taken 

from David's work on grain prices and the adoption of the 
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mechanical reaper in the American Middle West.(1) His thesis 

established a link between the cost of labour, the rate of 

mechanization and the size of the farm, showing that as the price 

of grain rose, so the size of farms expanded, increasing the 

demand for mechanical reapers and reducing the demand for labour. 

The approach for electric railways is somewhat different. 

Firstly, considering the conversion of existing lines, the 

factors to be accounted for are the increase in coal costs, the 

saving in ventilation costs (in Britain) and in labour costs and 

the burden of new capital costs. Although ventilation costs 

were not a direct problem for the r1anhattan Elevated, there was 

the attraction of increased capacity as a result of the change 

(this probably being the major reason for the change) and, if 

Sprague's multiple-unit system was used, reduced maintenance 

costs for the elevated structure as a result of the lower weight 

of the electric stock. 

In developing the hypothesis it has been assumed that costs 

are related to revenue per passenger mile. Figure 1 depicts 

the hypothesis in terms of long run cost curves for both steam 

and electric operation. In both cases - curve CsCs for steam 

traction and curve CeCe for electric traction - fixed costs 

represent the cost of motive power but the additional fixed cost 

of power station investment causes curve CeCe to continue to 

fall after costs begin to rise under steam traction. The rise 

in unit costs results from the limitations not so much in line 

capacity (although this was the case for the Manhattan Elevated) 

1. P. A. David: 'The l'Iechanization of Reaning in the Ante-BAllum 
Midwest1in Industrialisation in Two Systems: Essays in Honor 
of Alexander Gerschenkron, H. Rosovsky ed., New York 1966, 
pp. 3-39. 
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as in the utilisation of available steam locomotives. At a 

larger scale of operation the CeCe curve would also rise as the 

limits in either line capacity or power station capacity were 

reached. In the graph, the railway operating under steam 

traction is taken to be at equilibrium performance at l"10 with 

passenger revenue equal to minimum costs at Po. Mt lies beyond 

Mo and is the threshold mileage at which unit costs under steam 

are equal to those under electricity. In other words, it is a 

point of indifference. Unless the company can operate at least 

T'It miles per year at a revenue level of Po, the interest on the 

extra capital cost that would be incurred by electrification 

would not be covered. 

The precise location of Mt is determined by the various cost 

and revenue factors which will influence the relative position of 

the two curves. Thus in Figure 1 curve CeCe represents the 

cost curve for electric operation for a conventional railway. 

For an underground railway, however, with the additional prospect 

of reduced ventilation costs and other costs associated with 

underground steam working, curve CeCe represents the position, 

the additional incentive reducing the point of indifference. 

For British lines, the contention is that the rise in coal prices 

at the turn of the century drove the threshold mileage down so 

that electrification became feasible at a lower annual mileage. 

This is shown in Figure 1 as a downward shift in the long run 

electrified cost curve relative to OsOs, lowering the threshold 

size to the optimum mileage under steam operation, although it 

is not actually suggested that the rise in coal costs was ever 

great enough to reduce it to this level. 
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The main drawback with this graphical representation is that 

it does not take sufficient account of the widely differing 

market conditions of the companies. The rIanhattan Elevated was 

operating under a re~~latory constraint on the fares it could 

charge and the level of service it had to provide but within 

these constraints it could seemingly sell as many units of 

product, namely seats per mile, as it could offer. At the other 

extrene, under existing conditions, the Hersey Railway and the 

South Side Elevated could not earn sufficient income to meet the 

necessary returns on capital invested. Although none of the 

lines were competing aoongst themselves for traffic, most were 

in an oligopoly or duopoly position, sharin~ traffic with some 

other form of transport~1)What the conpanies did have in common 

was regulatory control over the fares they were allowed to 

charge although the I1ersey was unable to charge these fares 

because of the competition it encountered. It has been assumed 

that this fare regulation acted as a profit constraint in that 

the companies would endeavour to achieve a reasonable rate of 

return on the investment and, other things being equal, then 

seek to maximise passenger revenue at that level. This is 

consistent with the theory of the oligopolistic firm where 

1. 

2. 

So long as profits are high enough to keep stockholders 
satisfied and contribute adequately to the financing of 
company growth, management will bend its efforts to the 
au~entation of sales revenues rather than to further 

o . f. t (2) 
increases 1n pro 1 s. 

In London the po~iti?n was more complex for the growth of 
motor bus compan1es 1n the early 1900s, with few restrictions 
led to a situation. more akin to imperfect competition. ' 
vJ. J. Baumol: Buslness Behavior, Value roc GroHth, New York 
1959, p. 50. 
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The graphical illustration of this is shown in Figure 2a. 

1\ is the profit curve of the company cnd r and r' are rate of 

return curves, showing the profit and output levels at which 

those rates of return can be achieved. Thus a company with 

profit curve ~ can either seek to maximise profits by aiming for 

rate of return r, in which case it will operate at Po r'10, or it 

can seek to maximise passenger traffic, subject to a minimum 

return of r', in ,{hich case it will operate at P' r1' • (Although 

revenue per passenger mile is lower, fare levels are the same in -both cases.) Curve 1T would represent the position of the f'lersey 

and District Railways, where minimum rates of return were not 

being attained. 

Assume that the company is operating along profit curve n 
giving a rate of return of r', with annual train mileage of Ii'. 

If it is to contemplate electrification two conditions will be 

apparent. Firstly, its profit curve must shift so as to meet a 

higher rate of return curve, to account for the interest charges 

on the cnpital to pay for electrification. Secondly, because of 

the much higher element of fixed costs present with electric 

traction, the profit curve will move to the right. Thus the 

1f e,. represents the new situation. curve 
In this particular case 

I1' is once again shown to be the threshold, or point of 

indifference, because r is the minimum rate of return curve at 

which the costs of electrification can be met. Therefore, unless 

circumstances change, a chance to electric traction is unlikely. 
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If, however, there is a rise in coal costs, these 

circumstances will be altered. If it is assumed that the 

company's prior objective will be to earn an adequate rate of 

return, then the train mileaGe will fall. The new situation is 

shown more clearly in Figure 2b. If Po is constant (fares do 

not chanGe) the higher fixed cost element of electric traction 

means that e higher rate of return can be achieved and at a 

higher milea~e (attempting to maximise sales) than is possible 

under steam. The important criterion for the company is that 

the difference bebleen r and r' (.6. r) should be lare;e enough to 

pay for the :w~ual charges on the cost of electrifying. To 

accept this and the first graph of the threshold, shown in 

Figure 1, it must be assumed that there was a relationship 

between passenger receipts and train mileage. If the figures in 

Table L~ are examined this c&n be seen to be reasonable - what 

is readily noticeable from. the figures is the sir.;nificant 

increase in train mileage but not in receipts following 

electrification. Thus the relationship would appear to hold. 

Similarly, in the case of the lIanhattun Elevated, passengers 

rose frofl 194 million in 1900-01 to 215 million in 1901-02 (when 

the system vms partially electrified) and 2L~8 million in 1902-03 

and thereafter grew steadily. (See Appendix 2 Table 2.) Before 

electrification they had never been higher than 219 million, 

reached in 1892-3. Such a r.;rowth in traffic would obviously 

imply increased train mileage and this lends credence to the 

argument eiven for electrification in New York; what is now 

needed is evidence to support the view that changes in costs 

accelerated or justified the change in Britain. 
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TABLE 4· PF_SS31\TGER RECEIP1'~3 l,\N~ T:<AIli l''IILEAGE UHDZH STEAJI , 
A~W .ELt~~Y~RIC OPSrt.iTIO:\ POrt I'1"'-JCn BRITIGH URRjI..l~ 

.rUI L.J.i~ Y i3 

r-e-=tSEY HETROPOLITAN 11. D.R. 

Receipts Hileage Receipts l'1ileaf;e Receipts 1'1ileage 

1891 £62,637 238,488 £655,456 1,855,020 £A16,803 1,367,686 

1892 76,102 297,822 662,688 2,070,448 422,037 1,367,864 

1893 72,856 290,981 654,730 2,142,309 406,163 1,351,343 

1894 67,520 273,272 672,491 1,938,810 1+23,533 1,367,243 

1895 68,504 279,166 672,201 1,980,781 421,762 1,377,604 

1896 71,078 282,309 694,689 2,057,280 425,LJ81 1,386,257 

1897 71,537 283,702 724,825 2,196,383 '~39, 528 1,385,984 

1898 71,576 290,854 717,081 2,308,887 426,920 1,401,088 

1899 73,867 307,966 743,648 2,278,738 428,402 1,401,647 

1900 75,817 313,505 735,026 2,295,640 '~10,319 1,380,996 

1901 70,051 311,360 681,746 2,276,48G 372,416 1,346,722 

1902 58,491 309,109 685,502 2,336,643 386,732 1,368,187 

1903 66,864* 619,354 * 6<)6,006 2,398,838 385,334 1,539,584 

1904 79,743 827,308 703,880* 2,535,524* 382,321 1,615,669 

1905 84,025 829,898 711,377* 2,698,487 379,118* 1,885,055* 

1906 90,6LI-3 829,188 669,397 2,806,189 413,252 2,426,317 

1907 96,974 827,553 666,60L{- 3,526,751 416,954 2,452,260 

1908 99,946 811,773 709,903 4,097,371 483,758 3,022,128 

1909 103,264 722,492 718,508 3,911,429 526,712 3,206,257 

1910 105,555 662,785 741,883 4,077,737 573,935 3,415,514 

*electric traction introduced over a 
significant portion of nileage. 

Source: Board of Trade: Red hva;y Returns 
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TABLE 5: E,STII'LltTED VALUE OF COAL (PRICE PER TON) BASED 
on PITHS:\D PRICES IN U.K., 1890-1911 

1890 £0.41 

1891 £0.40 

1892 £0.36 

1893 £0.34 

1894 £0.33 

1895 £0.30 

1896 £0.29 

1897 £0.29 

1898 £0.32 

1899 £0.38 

1900 £0.54 

1901 £0.47 

1902 £0.41 

1903 £0.38 

1904 £0.36 

1905 £'0.35 

1906 £0.36 

1907 £0.45 

1908 £0.44 

1909 £'0.40 

1910 £'0.41 

1911 £0.41 

Source: Statistical Abstract for the 
U.K., nos. 52, 59 (1905, 1912) 

TABLE 6: Threshold nileaR'e for conversion of f1etropolitan 
R::tilway to electric operation, assuf11inrr annual 
int,?1"'est and deIJreciation ch3rr:es of £112,000. 

1895 2,1 4 9,712 1900 1,992,882 

1896 2,814,070 1901 1,908,006 

1897 3,002,680 1902 1,854,304 

1898 3,284,457 1903 2,166,344 

1899 2,466,960 1904 2,580,645 

Source: lletropoli tan Railway I{ecords. 
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One factor would be coal costs as a rise or fall in the 

price of coal vlOuId affect the relative attractiveness of steam 

and electric power. While this contradicts Table 2 on page 85 

which shows costs of povver for steam and electric haulage to be 

similar, as did earlier evidence on the subject, by 1910 tlle 

Hersey Railway was able to produce figures showing that with 

electric traction one pound of fuel costing 8s. 9d. per ton moved 

one ton 2.29 miles at an average speed of 22~ m.p.h. while with 

steam power the same weir;ht of coal, but costing 16'3. per ton 

moved one ton 2.21 miles at an average speed of 17-~ m.p.h. ( 1) 

Discounting the attractions that electric traction showed in 

energy utilisation and speed, the cost of coal showed a distinct 

advantage in using electric traction. Therefore, if coal prices 

generally were rising, as lon~ as the cost of relatively cheap 

power station coal was not rising disproportionately, electric 

traction would look more attractive. Even if the price rise were 

only temporary it is feasible that management and directors, 

believin~ the rise to be of a longer term nature, might commit 

themselves to converting to electric traction. 

Hhile Table 5 . shows a marked rise in coal value and 

therefore presumably cost, in 1900 and 1901 it seems highly 

dubious that this alone can have led to the decision to electrify. 

On the other hand, there is no evidence that, in Britain, high 

wages or substantial savings in the labour force were ever 

considered to be important on an overall basis. Indeed the total 

labour force of any given British company fell only marginally 

1. Joshua Shaw, Mersey Rly. Manager: Electric R~ilway Journal, 
vol. XXXV, 1910. 
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with electrification but their productivity would rise in terms 

. d d (1) of train-ffilles pro.uce • 

In Britain at least, what would be important, rather than 

fluctuations in coal costs, would be the cost of electrification 

in terms of annual interest charr,es. If it is assumed that the 

net cost of electric operation was less than that of steam 

operation which is rational, for otherwise railways would be 

unlikely to consider a chanGe then the threshold mileaF,e will 

clearly be related to annual interest char~es and the savinGS as 

a result of the change. Obviously any rise in coal costs would 

make electrification more attractive while any rise in the cost 

of borrowing would possibly delay it and evidence for both has 

been suggested in the previous chapter. The relationship can be 

expressed concisely in the simple form 

(1 ) 

for 
where k = annual interest charge on capital electrification 

s = per train-mile running costs under steam operation 

e = per train-mile ru.nning costs under electric operation. 

s and e are functions of a whole series of costs such as coal and 

water used, vlages, power station maintenance, repairs and cleaning. 

1. 
For American companies the position was different. While one 
must be cautious about trying to make international cost 
comparisons, the proportion of costs going in labour charges 
was much higher in the U.S.A. while power costs were 
significantly less. On a direct comparison at any given time, 
wage rat~s fo~ a~l classes of employees were usually twice as 
high as ln Brltaln, whereas power costs - that is, the cost of 
coal - were only about half as much. (E. B. Dorsey: English 
and A.rnerican Railroads Compared, New York, 1887' 
G. R. Blanchard: Address on Railway Pooling, C~nvention of 
the New York Board of Trade and Transportation New York 
26.10.1897) •. This sh?uld.com~ as.no surprise, 'given the 
Habakkuk thesl s , but ltS lmpllcatlons will be discussed later.) 
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The attraction of the equation's simplicity is that it can be 

easily adapted to fit any company. The major flaw is that 

electric running costs will include a far higher element of 

fixed costs and will therefore continue to decline on a train-

mile basis after steam running costs have started to rise and 

this will not be sufficiently taken into account. 

However, if the model is used on the basis of forecast 

costs, the results are quite effective. For the Mersey Railway, 

the equation is 

£24,800 = Mt (15 - 6.75) 

or I'!t = 5Q52000· 
8.25 

(2) 

This gives a threshold mileage of 721,454, which although 

considerably above the mileage operated at any time under steam 

traction, was exceeded in every full year of electric operation. 

This implies that not only was the company operating as near to 

the optimum milea~e as possible previously but also that the high 

fixed cost element of electric operation was appreciated. ~he 

equation makes no allowances for any increases in passenger 

receipts but for urban railways an increase in the frequency of 

service such as this obviously demonstrates would in itself 

attract more passengers. The main limitation of the equation is 

that no account is taken of the depreciation of the equipment. 

Three different factors must be accounted for here: wear and 

tear resulting from the level of use, wear and tear due to 

exposure to the elements, which is essentially a function of time 

but related to the maximum capacity for which the equipment is 

provided, and anticipated changes in future demands.(1) 

* Railway News: Vol. ~II (28.9.01), p. 465. 1: Ponsonby: 'Depreciation with Special Reference to Transport', 
Economic Jou~~l 1956. 
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No satisfactory rules exist for electric railway depreciation 

though tramway depreciation was adequately covered. In Britain 

track was written down at differing levels depending on the 

intensity of service, rolling stock could be depreciated at 7/0 

annually and general plant and machinery at 5%. In the U.S.A. 

however, rolling stock was depreciated over twelve to thirty 

years, with the scrap value of the car varying from 2(1;') of cost 

to nothing.(1) However, the British depreciation rate of 7/0 for 

tramway rolling stock is insufficiently precise for our purposes 

although equipment can probably be written down over twenty years 

in a straight line - that is, at a constant level of depreciation. 

For rolling stock some allowance must be made for the intensity 

of its use and this is done by using the 'load factor'. This is 

a constant figure defined as the average load per train and varies 

therefore from company to company. The problem with its 

application is in gauging the total proportion of capital affected 

by it - should it only be applied to the cost of rollin~ stock or 

also to the cost of generators and other equipment? A further 

problem is in seeking to ascertain its value, as to be accurate 

it should be based on the average occupancy level of all trains. 

Ideally, using the load factor, the equation for establishing the 

threshold would be 

r (K + ~) = Mt(s - e) (3) 

where K is the new fixed capital, 10'1 is the new capital which 

would be affected by the load factor A and r is the rate of interest. 

The idea of the load factor is important, for as it becomes smaller, 

so the savings in working costs through the use of highly efficient 

1. Electric Railway Journal: vol. XA~IV (1909), pp. 476, 839. 
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plant would become steadily less important. Unfortunately, 

however the issue of depreciation is treated, the effects are 

very different. Any increase in the actual annual cost for the 

Mersey Railway would increase the threshold to impractical 

proportions, al thou!jh in the case of the I"letropoli tan it would 

take the figures to a higher level but nearer the actual annual 

mileaF,e after electrification. The problem is that no account 

is taken in the model of anticipated growth in passenger revenue, 

which would help to reduce the difference. Although this can 

obviously be made on an ex-poot basis there can be no real 

indication of the accuracy or otherwise of ex-post estimates. As 

it stands therefore, the model is crude and linli ted but fairly 

effective. If, for example, the figures for the Thames Iron 

works' proposals for Inner Circle electrification are used, the 

threshold mileafe is 3,317,972, on the basis of Metropolitan 

Railway costs. For all its limitations, the model does reveal 

the effect of changes in coal prices on the threshold, as Table 

6 8ho\v8. 

The annual capital charge was arrived at as follows. 

Although the actual increase in capital over the period was over 

£3 m. the net cost of electrification was approximately £1.3 m., 

£352 ,000 of which represented the cost of motors and generating 

. (1) equl.pment. All new capital v.,ras raised on 3~% Debentures. 

For depreciation, the km/A notation was used for the £352,000 on 

capacity affected stock. ~he remaining capital was depreciated 

1. Metropolitan Rly. Records, Acc. 1297~~ 1/66. 
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in straight line form, using David's method over a twenty year 

o d (1) perlo • The somewhat clumsy equation used, therefore, was 

(d + 0.5(r)) Ko + r.kM = Mt(s - e) 
A 

(4) 

where d is the rate of depreciation. \..Ji th figures for charges 

substituted, the equation becomes 

(0.0675)1000000 + 0.035.352000 = Mt(s - e) (5) 
0.275 

The figure of 0.275 for the load factor was derived by multiplying 

train mileage by average train length and dividing by number of 

passen~ers for the observed results in the first year of electric 

operation. The figures for (s - e) have been substituted by 

taking the actual train mile operating costs for the relevant 

year and subtracting the nearest contemporary estim~te of electric 

operation. If the figures are compared with the actual annual 

01 ~e shown in Table 4 IDl eaf) 
the result appears reasonable. 

In the U.S.A. the effect of coal costs was ~lch less 

significant. In 1904 about 86% of the total cost of moving a 

ton-mile went in investment and fixed Charges represented by 

the equipment and oaintenance of a single mile of railway and 

for steam raih.rays, of every $100 in earnings, only about $7 vlent 

(2) 
in fuel. By itself, this would greatly extend the threshold 

for existing raihvays, demonstrating further that the reason for 

the change on the l'1anhattan \vas due to increasing the capacity. 

In the first six months of electric operation, traffic grew by 

13.89~ where it had previously stagnated. In addition to a growth 

in receipts, however, operating expenses fell by t115,921 in the 

1. 
2. 

P. A. David: OPe cit. p. 30. 
H. \.Jard Leonard: El~ctric Railways - International Electrical 
Congress 1904, Ope Clt. 
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same six months. The chan~eover was estimated to have cost ~~7.2 m. 

and the overall improvement in results was equal to 28% on this 

additional capital. The ne'wv capital was all raised on ordinary 

stock, so that calculating the actual cost to the Manhattan 

company is impossible, but earnings were equivalent to 8.56~G on 

the capital stock of $55.2 m. as opposed to 6.93% on tAB m. in 

1902. ( 1 ) 

The relatively low fuel costs in America would tend to make 

the threshold idea of limited relevance there and this tends to 

be borne out by evidence from the early experimental electric 

lines. In 1896, for example, the New Haven Railway equipped its 

Nantasket Beach Line with electric traction using General Electric 

equipment. \fhile the railway company was pleased with the success 

of the trials, no significant saving in the overall use of coal 

was achieved. Previously the two steam locomotives on the line 

used four tons of coal each day and the same amount was consumed 

in generating electricity for the branch.(2) Coal costs may have 

been a factor in the timing of the changeover certainly, but not a 

major one - certainly not in America. If it was a factor, it was 

certainly more important in Britain but even there it cannot be 

used to defend railway management and directors from the 

traditional accusations of conservatism. The clearest example of 

this, insofar as it directly affected urban railways, was in a 

discussion over the positioning of conductor rails on electrified 

tracks. 

1. 
2. 

Railway News: vol. LXXX (1903) 
ibid. vol. LXVI (1896) p. 68. 

p. 775. 
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In early 1903 - by when the commitment to electrification 

had already been oade by the urban companies - the (English) 

Great Northern Raih.ray announced that it Was actively consid ering 

electrifying its suburban lines and contacted the Metropolitan 

Railway for details. The Metropolitan's reply did not exactly 

support the theory that close analysis of fuel costs might have 

influenced the company's directors in their decisions: 

You will understand that we are committed to electricity 
for a certain portion of our line whatever it may cost ••• 
We have no very preCise information of what the cost 
altogether of equipping the line will be but as you know 
we are bound to have electricity and the only thing we 
can look after is to get it as economically as Possible.(1) 

The Great Northern went on to suggest that a conference should be 

held of all railway companies with electrification plans, so as 

to adopt a uniform system, common to all the companies. They 

suggested that the Metropolitan should arrange such a meeting, so 

it was duly arrane;ed to coincide with the District Railway's half 

yearly meeting, somewhat limiting its effectiveness. In due 

course another meeting was arranged at which discussions centred 

round the positioning of conductor rails as the other key 

features - current and voltage - were already unofficially taken 

as standard. At yet another meeting twelve companies being 

basically all those interested in electric traction, between them 

suggested three different positions for the conductor rail, all 

of which differed from that on the Mersey, I.vhich was the only one 

of the companies actually to have commenced electric working. 

1. Letter fro~ A. C. Ellis of 
of G.N .R., February 1 03, 

Oakle 
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The Metropolitan's engineer pointed out that even if common 

measurements were adopted, differences between the various 

companies would still prevent through runnin~ of trains. The 

conference did conclude with a recommended position for the live 

rail but it differed from the position adopted on the Nersey 

Railway whilst the Metropolitan, District and two other companies 

refused to adopt it, despite the fact that the Metropolitan's 

consulting engineer and contractors both supported the recommended 

measurements. The Great \,Jestern Railway attempted a compromise 

by suggesting the use of a moveable contact shoe, enabling their 

stock to work over both systems but this was rejected by the 

Metropolitan as potentially time-consuming and dangerous. 

Unsurprisingly the conference was hailed in the press as u 
I 

vindication of railway managers lack of enterprise and antipathy 

to moving with the times.(1) In fairness to the British manafers, 

however, American practice in this matter was equally diverse. 

ThUS, while evidence for the often argued conservatism of 

British railway boards it apparent, it would also appear, from the 

fiGUres available, that investment in electric traction would have 

brought about only a marginal reduction, if any, in power costs 

before 1900. On the other hand, the significant reduction in 

other costs, not to mention the likely increase in passenger 

traffic, should have been sufficient to demonstrate the value of 

electric traction. In the U.S.A. however, power costs were much 

lower for both steam and electric traction. Here it appeurs to 

have been the development of multiple unit control that inspired 

1. Letter to A. C. Ellis, 2.3.03 - Acc 1297/~mT 10/68. 
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the change, both for the tremendous improvement in operational 

flexibility and the reduction in costs it brouf,ht. In Britain, 

the multiple unit system, while welcomed, does not appenr to have 

been important in the change. Instead, there was a Eeneral 

feeling that electricity was still impractical and would show few 

savings in costs and this feeling undoubtedly delayed development, 

even if only marginally. In addition, there were two very 

important factors. One was the growth in surface omnibus and 

tram traffic and the other was the actua.l availability of 

electrical equipment from suppliers. It was no coincidence that 

the major electrification programmes in Britain should have 

followed so soon after the two major American electrical 

manufacturers had established works in the country. This 

therefore suggests consideration of two further issues: firstly 

the success or otherwise of the electrical manufacturers, 

secondly the attitude of railway mana~ement to further innovation 

after electrification - was electrification merely a 'once for 

all' innovation or did it pave the way for a series of subsequent 

improvements in operation? 

2 

Taking the first of these, the success or otherwise of the 

electrical manufacturers is worth analysing for a successful 

manufacturer would obviously influence railway mana~ement more 

easily and would presumably have easier access to capital markets 

for finance. More noteworthy still is the success that General 

Electric (GSe) of America, as subsequent owner of the Sprague 

multiple unit patents, had as opposed to its rivals. 
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By 1903 there were still only four lines in Britain (the 

CLR, GN&CR, I1ersey and the North Eastern Raihlay) with a firm 

commitment to ~ultiple unit operation. In all of these cases 

except the !1ersey, GEe equipment was used. In the whole of 

Europe at this time, five railways were beinr, equipped with GEe 

multiple unit equipment while in the U.S.A. no fewer than twenty~ 

one lines had adopted such operation, only one of them using 

equipment produced by GEe I s major rival, \.Jestinghouse. This 

company waS the Brooklyn Elevated, which chose its equipment 

after conducting tests of a rather rudimentary nature, which 

engineers from both Westinghouse and GEe agreed were unreliable 

but which the general manaf,er of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit sytem 

insisted upon. These involved races between cars equipped with 

different motors and then a tug of war between them. The 

'.lestinghouse motor had the better gear ratio, better commutation 

and better te~perature characteristics for tests of this nature 

and they were awarded the contract. Having equipped their street 

cars thus, the company were presumably content to equip their 

elevated trains with motors from the same source.(1) Both the 

District Railway in London and the IRT in New York conducted 

tests of rival equipment before opting for contracts with GEC but 

no details of these tests appear to have survived.(2) 

While the majority of the American lines that had ordered 

multiple unit eGuipment '-Jere little more than glorified tramways 

the seven most important lines had a total of 1823 multiple unit 

fittings, of which only 74 (4.05;0) were by Westinghouse.(3) All 

1. 
2. 
3· 

H. C. Passer: Ope cit. p. 270. 
Barker & Robbins: OPe cit. Vol II, p. 107 et seq. 
Railway News: vol. LXXIX, UIarch 1903), p. 528. 
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these were accounted for by the single Brooklyn order. The 

breakdown of l~erican and European orders for multiple unit 

equipment at this time is given in Table 7.· As almost 50% of 

major orders in America were accounted for by the r1anhattan 

Elevated, the significance of this contract is apparent. ~ven 

if all the American lines are taken tOf,ether, they represent 

far from all the P~erican electrification projects, and if 

Europ~an projects are taken, their importance is further reduced. 

In the case of the prussian Railways the equipment was provided 

by the lIlaln contractors (UEG) but in all other cases listed here, 

the local Thomson Houston company (~homson Houston being the 

subsidiary in the relevant countries of GEe) was aiVarded the 

contract. 

However, the relative importance of multiple unit control 

in Britain is to some extent a reflection of the low overall rate 

of electrification, which was mainly confined to urban and 

suburban conditions where multiple unit control also happened to 

be most valuable. A study of developments in electric traction 

in Europe to 1907 revealed not only the dominance of European 

firms (Ganz, Brm-m Boveri, Oerlikon, ABG, UEG and Siemens & Halske) 

but alsO the relative absence of multiple unit control systems in 

(1) the schemes. This tends to underline the fact that although 

nominally equipment might be similar in terms of motors and power 

supply, the needs of lines varied enormously and unlike tram\'laYs, 

where standard motors could be supplied, contracts were still 

largely filled on an individual basis. This is underlined by 

the comparative data for various railways f,iven in Table 8. 

1. p~rAhall & Hobart: 
1~O(, p. 57':;. 

Electric Railway EnejneerinC, London 
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TABLE 7: ADOPTION OF MULTIPLE UNIT SYSTEM IN U.S.A. AND 
EUROPE, 1903 

(only major American lines are included but all 
other American lines adopted the GE system) 

General Electric 

Interborough R.T., New York 
Manhattan Elevated, New York 
Boston Elevated 
South Side El., Chicago 
North Western El., Chicago 
Brooklyn Elevated 
Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Rly. 

Central London Rly. 
Great Northern & City Rly. 
North Eastern Rly. 

prussian Rlys. 
Western Rly. (France) 
Orleans Rly. (France) 
Mediterranean Rly. Co. (France) 
Athens-Piraeus Rly. (Greece) 

340 units 
goo " 
150 " 
200 " 

67 " 
54 " 
38 " 

18 units 

Westinghouse 

Brooklyn Elevated 
74 units 

Mersey Rly. 

In addition, the Metropolitan District Rly. in London was 
conducting trials with both ~estinghouse and GEC equipment (it 
subsequently ordered GEC equlpment) and the Metropolitan Rly. 
in London initially ordered Westinghouse equipment. 

Source: Railway News, March 1903, p. 528. 
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TABLE 8: COhPARATIVE ROLLING STOCK DATA, ELECTRIC RAILV~'AYS 

Seats Length Weight Geats Loaded Seats 
Line of Weight 

per (Tonnes) per per 

Train train (Loaded) foot per Tonne 
(feet) foot (Loaded) 

Mersey Railway 292 300 138 0.97 0.46 2.10 
Hanhattan Elevated 286 282 125 1.01 0.44 2.29 
(4 motor cars, 2 trailers) 

422 GN & CR 7 car train 355 195 1.19 0.55 2.16 
CSLR 4 car train & loco. 128 141 41 0.91 0.35 3.12 
Liverpool Overhead Rly. 57 45 38 1.27 0.84 1.5 
Metropolitan El. Chicago 40 40 1.00 
CLR 7 car train 324 330 133 0.98 0.41 2.42 

Met. (London) 6 car train 322 320 165 0.99 0.52 1.95 

District Rly. 7 car train 328 347 160 1.06 0.49 2.05 

~Jaterloo & City 4 car train 220 164 72 1.34 0.44 3.06 

source: Parshall & Hobart: Electric Railwal Engineering, 
London, 1907, p. 14. 

TABLE 9: CONTINUOUS CURREHT MOTOR E~UIPMENT ENPLOYE;D ON TYPICAL RAILWAYS 

Line 

Metropolitan District 
Nanhattan Elevated 
Interborough RT 
Liverpool Overhead 
Central London 

Scheduled 
speed, 
mph, 

inc. stops 

15.7 
14.7 
16.2 
19.0 
14.0 

Stops 
per 

mile 

2.1 
3.0 
2.6 
2.5 
2.1 

Weight of 
Train 

(Tonnes) 

175 
127 
162 
55 

120 

Rated Horse-power 
of Motors 

per Tonne ~'Jeight 

of Train 

6.8 
7.9 
7.4 
7.3 
4.2 

Source: Parshall & Hobart: Electric Railway Engineering, 
London, 1907, p. 91. 
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The different designs of stock for each railway are apparent 

fro~ the varying figures although it is noticeable that the 

highest seat to weight ratio was achieved by two of the earlier 

lines, the CSL..L? and Waterloo & City. However, it should be 

noted that seat capacity bears little relation to overall 

capacity and in this sense the figures are only a rough guide. 

Indeed, fewer seats in a coach would - usually - mean nore room 

for standing passengers, thereby maximisinG loading capacity 

during peak travelling hours. Taken with the figures in Table 

9 however, the operatinh differences of the various railways 

are underlined. Table 9 alone would tend to sugrest that 

conditions were similar, but of the lines in Table 8, only the 

L.O.TI. did not use GEC equipment. The evidence would sug~est 

that GEC were probably nearer to the production of standard 

railway equipment than other manufacturers. This would be 

partially explained by their early success and would help to 

explain their continuing successes. It is sif,nificant that 

although the New York subway did hold trials between GEC and 

Westin~house equipment, the contractors and engineers were 

having discussions with GEC as early as 1900.(1) 

subsequently, evaluation tests of a more sophisticated 

nature than those undertaken in Brooklyn were carried out in 

London in 1911 between District and r-1etropolitan Huilway trains 

to establish each conpany's current consumption over the Inner 

Circle, for the purposes of compensation and payment. Tests in 

1909 had shown that the Netropolitan trains, which mostly used 

\vestinghouse equipment, used rather more of the current than the 

1. 'vI. B. Parsons: Diaries, 29 thy 1900. 
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GEC equipped District ones and this led the manar-er of the 

Metropolitan to suggest that the issue should be dropped. As 

the question had arisen through their claim for compensation 

following the apparent revelation that District locomotive-hauled 

trains consumed up to 12. 39~ more current than I"letropoli tan trains 

did on Circle trips, the District, not unnaturally, refused to 

drop the matter. 

Therefore detailed consumption tests were carried out in 

late 1911, the results of which are shown in Table 10.(1) In 

terms of energy consunption alone the British \Jestinghouse (B':JEH) 

trains were inferior, using up to 2C1i~ more current than a 

standard District train. The reasons for the District adopting 

GEC (British Thomson Houston) equipment are not known, but if 

their earlier equipment trials had produced similar results, 

this alone would have been a powerful reason. Apart from the 

Hersey Railway, the 11etropoli tan was the only British company to 

order l"'estinghouse train equipment, although several (including 

the District) did order \Jestinghouse eenerating equipment. 

In terms of energy consumption, the superiority of BTH (GEe) 

equipment over \1estinghouse equipment, at least on the Inner 

Circle, is apparent. However, if this superiority manifested 

itself in other ways, one miCht reasonably ask how \Jestinchouse 

managed to obtain orders at all. Part of the explanation lay in 

GEe's holding of the Sprague patent for multiple unit control -

1. Metropolitan Rly.: Inner Circle Current Consumption Tests; 
Acc 1297/KET 10/10LJ-. 
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TABLE 10: INNER CIRCLE CURRENT CONSUMPTION TESTS 
OCTOBER-NOVEMBER 1911 

METROPOLITAN 

Weight of train 

BTH train 
1 motor, 
3 trailers 

112.65 tons 

BWEM train 
2 motors, 

2 trailers 

124.65 tons 

Total running 
time 45m. 48 sees. 42m. 57 secs. 

Average stops 
(signals) 20 sees. 24 sees. 

Total current 
consumed 103.2kw. hrs. 115.2kw. hrs. 

Mean current 
consumed 
(2 trips) 100.7kw. hrs. 118.28kw. hrs. 

WattS/ton-mile 70.0 70.5 

Kw.hrs./ear-mile 

Mean Kw.hrs/ 
car-mile 

1.971 

1.921 

2.198 

2.257 

DISTRICT 

Standard train 
2 motors, 

2 trailers 

97.16 tons 

42m. 50 secs. 

23 sees. 

83.38kw. hrs. 

93.97kw. hrs. 

65.7 

1.595 

1.794 

Source: Metropolitan Rly.-Inner Circle current 
consumption tests, Acc 1297/MET 10/104. 
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while 1destinghouse would be unlikely to admit it, their own 

control system was generally accepted to be somewhat inferior -

but in Britain at least, 1.·vestinghouse obtained orders by 

quotinC tenders that were consistently cheaper, with quicker 

delivery dates promised, than those of other companies and even, 

as in the case of the MerseY,by providing the capital for 

electrification. Unfortunately, the mJEIJl contracts were usually 

of a substandard quality and the company soon acquired a 

reputation for late delivery and shoddy workmanship. Having 

built new works at Trafford Park, I-lanchester, twice the size of 

the original plant in Pittsburgh, the company was naturally 

anxious to obtain orders to fill the new plant. Before the plant 

was even complete, however, the problem of late deliveries had 

arisen. While the Pittsburgh plant was still supplying the 

British market an upturn in the American economy at the turn of 

the century had led to a waitine; list for overseas orders. By 

the time the Trafford Park works were open, any boom in the 

British economy from tramway electrification (in anticipation of 

which the enormous works had been planned) was largely over. 

Therefore, in a desperate attempt to obtain orders, mvEl'l quoted 

contracts which undercut those of other suppliers. Desperate to 

improve their cash flow, the work was turned out as quickly as 

possible, almost always to the general dissatisfaction of the 

purchaser. The l'Iersey, the 1'1etropoli tan and Underground 

Electric Railways of London (UEHL), in whom the District was 

amalgamated, all had complaints against BWEH which ended in 

arbi tration and in the I'letropoli tan I s case very nearly to the 

complete cancellation of the contract. (1) 

1. Metropoli tan Rly.: Electric Traction Cornrni ttee I'Tinutes 
Books 1-3, Acc 1297~iET 1/66. 
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In the first five months of electric workinr; on the Mersey 

alone, 134 faults caused delays to trains. Particularly serious 

was the faulty working of the Westinghouse multiple unit control 

system which on six occasions failed to switch off the current, 

leading to at least one fairly serious accident. Similarly, the 

~Ietropolitan gave formal notice in late 1905 that unless the 

motors and trailers were brought up to standard in three months, 

they would be rejected. (This notice \Vas subsequently extended by 

three months.) The Mersey eventually opened for electric 

working on 5th ~ay 1903 and electric workinG on the Inner Circle 

was partially inaugurated on 1st July 1905, although the 

!1etropolitan had by then been running electric trains between 

Baker St. and Harrovl for some months. (1 ) 

Westinghouse's difficulties in Britain were compounded by 

the relative slowness of the adoption of electric traction in 

other sectors of the railway industry, where the uptake of 

electric traction would provide a further market. Indeed, 

\lestinghouse was quite successful in winning such orders in the 

American market and had such orders been forthcomin~ in Britain, 

their position might have been easier. In America, the original 

96 ton locomotives of the Baltimore and Ohio Railway were 

joined in 1903 by a 150 ton version which GEC claimed was the 

largest electric railway engine in the world. It was, in effect, 

two separate engines, with a total of four motors, joined 

together as an articulated unit and run on Sprague's multiple 
(2) 

unit system. Although such a desi~n incorporated little, if 

anything, in the way of new technology, eXisting GEC production 

1. ibid.; Barker & Robbins: ~p. cit. II, p. 107; Mersey Rly. 
Reports on B~~M contract; (ERJ vol. XY~II (1911) p. 218. 

2. lZallway hew~: vol. LXX:/\. September 1903) p. 474. 
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line motors being used, by 1910 over sixty such locomotives had 

been supplied by GEe to railways in the U.S.A., and one to 

France. Westinghouse, who favoured alternatin~ current, had 

provided some 73 locomotives, using one or other current systems, 

to three American companies by the same date.(1) In Europe too, 

companies were tending to become identified with a specific form 

of traction, the most notable example bein~ Ganz and the three 

phase system. Single phase was one of the more popular systems, 

with AEG having provided 245 such motor cars or 

locomotives and Siemens 188 by 1911. (2) Although single phase 

and three phase systems did not survive long in terms of 

popularity, they are a reflection of the steady technical progress 

that was taking place in the electric traction field. In turn 

thiS is a reflection of the initial demand for railway traction 

equipment, leading to further developments, and of the ensuing 

demand for further electric traction equipment. 

After the electrification of high density urban rail systems, 

the next major field for electrification was seen as main line 

tunnels or mountain worked lines. Thus, in America, with the 

notable exception of the main line electrification of the New 

Haven Railway, most other orders were for short stretches of 

electrified line, either in and out of major termini or through 

tunnels. In Europe, there was much greater electrification of 

main lines but in Britain main line electrification before 1914 

1. Electric Railway JouRnal: vol. XXXVI (July 1910) p. 13. 
2. ibid. 'Single Phase ailways in Europe', vol. XXXVIII (1911). 
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was almost non-existent. This is clearly revealed in the rate 

of adoption of single phase traction. ny November 1908, 

including interurban installations, there were 966.5 miles of 

single phase electrified line in the U.S.A., 662.5 of them 

equipped by ':Jestinghouse, operating 236 motor cars and 66 

locomotives. In Europe there were 877.5 miles of such line but 

. E 1 d (1) E b 9 only 18 of these were ln ng an • ven y 1 11, only seventy-

five of the 433 single-phase traction units in Europe were used 

in Britain, on just two lines - the Midland Railway and the 

London, Brighton & South Coast Railway. Thus the market for 

traction equipment generally in Britain WaS considerably smaller 

than in any comparable country, for whereas in the U.S.A. the 

early success of electric traction on urban railways was rapidly 

followed by at least limited main line electrification, this was 

not the case in Britain. 

i'lhen electrification was undertaken in Britain, it was 

usually suburban in nature and frequently in response to the 

growing competition from short distance electric tramways, this 

being the case both with the North Eastern Railway's Tyneside 

electrification, started in 1902, and the London, Brighton & 

South Coast's South London scheme of 1909. Both these were 

successful, yet uptake of electric traction was limited. To 

some extent this must have been a reflection of the increasing 

export of capital, making the raising of new capital a problem 

1. ibid. vol. XXXII (November 1908) p. 1423. 
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of timing, as has been suggested.(1) It is noteworthy in this 

respect that the rate of electrification was beginning to grow 

again, prior to the outbreak of World \Jar I but other factors 

are also important. Although British railway management 

conservatism is a likely (and popular) factor, the Lancashire 

& Yorkshire Raihlay was one of the earliest 'main-line' companies 

with a large-scale electrification project - that from Liverpool 

to Southport. However, apart from some short distance projects 

in the I"Ianchester region, the company embarked upon no further 

schemes. Although boardroom divisions in the N.E.R. may have 

delayed further progress there, especially after Sir George Gibb 

left to join the U~~L group in early 1906, there is no evidence 

that such a situation also prevailed on the L. & Y.R.(2) 

Clearly, further study of the factors behind early railway 

electrification in Britain is needed. Before leaving this 

subject, it is worthwhile noting that contemporary attitudes 

towards it felt that in America 

1. 

2. 

in many if not most cases, electrification is looked 
upon in the light either of a necessity to avoid 
combustion in tunnel operation or of a luxury for 
which the suburban passen~er or the city resident 
must pay ••• But by the stearn railro ads in the 
British metropolis electrification is considered 

R. J. Irving: 'British Railway Investment & Innovation 1900-14 
with special reference to the N.E.R. & L.N.W.R.' - Business ' 
History, vol. XIII (1971) p. 57; B. Thomas: I'1igration & 
Economlc Growth, 1954, pp. 22-30. 
George Gibb, as mana~er Of. the North Eastern Railway,was one 
of the most progres~lve rallway managers in the country and 
was largely responslble for the N.E.R.'s electrification 
schemes. His resigna~ion in 1906 \"Ias apparently at least 
partially due to tenSlons between himself and the Board over 
improveI!lents. 
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more as a means of salvation from present 
difficulties, involving sacrifices it is true, but 
providing perhaps the only way by which these roads 
can win back the fickle commuter and the short 
distance rider and can restore the suburban traffic 
to its old standards.(1) 

Another possible factor in the reasons for the slower rate 

of adoption of electric traction in Britain may have been the 

price of coal. After the rise in prices around the turn of the 

century, the price of coal fell somewhat, although subsequent 

price increases, coupled with improvements in power generation 

technique meant that by 1914 the relative attraction of electric 

power was increasing, as was the number of new electrification 

schemes. Coupled with relatively low labour costs compared to 

America, the overall advantages to be gained from electric 

traction may not have appeared too obvious to most British 

railway directors. However, the rate of electrification was 

lagging not only if compared with the U.S.A. but even, as one 

engineer pointed out, compared to Germany, Japan and even the 

. (2) 
colonles. 

Again, some of this progress could be explained by the cost 

and availability of coal. Italy, for example, was an early 

leader in construction of single-phase electrified railways 

largely because the lack of natural resources meant that all 

1. 
2. 

Electric Railway Jour~al: vol. ~II (1911), p. 362. 
Railway News, v~l. LXXII p. 709 - Slr Douglas Fox in an 
address as Presldent of the Institute of Civil Engineers. 
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coal had to be imported, whereas electrified lines could use 

domestic hydro-electric supplies. One other significant factor 

was the availability of capital. The next chapter covers this 

in more detail, but basically by 1900 it was becoming 

increasingly difficult for railways to borrow in the capital 

market and therefore there was increasing reluctance to commit 

money for new projects. Against this, prior to 1900, rapid 

increases in passenger growth had led to the railways spending 

large amounts of money on improving passenger services.(1) 

Much of this was spent on improvements in suburban traffic 

operations and it might have seemed logical to electrify a 

number of lines as part of these overall improvements. That it 

did not appear so, especially at a time when coal prices were 

rising, means that the finger of blame returns once af,ain to the 

railway directors. 

3-----

Development of suitable equipment was not confined to 

electrical engineering but included factors such as rolling 

stock design. The changes in attitude re~arding what was 

considered to be the best form of design are important. In 

Britain, the adoption of the American style cars, with gates at 

either end of each carriage, opened and closed by conductors 

travelling on the cars, was adopted initially on the C3LR and 

subsequently copied by every other line, except the LOR, where 

1. R. J. Irving: T~e ~orth.Eastern Railway Co. 1870-1g14, 
Leicester 1975; A. h. Ca1rncross: Home and Forei~n 
Inves tment, 1870-1913, Cambridge 1953. ! ! 
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the traditional series of doors along each carriage side was 

adopted. Initially, the intention was undoubtedly to follow a 

similar pattern on the Interborough subway, and to run trains 

of a size similar to those then in use on the Manhattan 

Elevated. Had this been the case, many of the advances made 

possible through the building of a large subway, with adequate 

public capital, designed for intensive operation, would have 

been negated. If platforos had been designed for five car 

trains, as was at first mooted, the capacity of the subway 

would have been greatly reduced, owinG to the limited train 

length and the time taken in loading and unloading at stations. 

Fortunately, largely through the foresight of the city's 

engineer, Parsons, this was avoided. He successfully made 

representations to omit the end platforms for the gates from 

the cars and to instal sliding doors in the sides of each car 

instead. 
(1) SimilarlY, the proposed length of trains was 

increased from five to eight cars, despite \'i'hich there were soon 

capacity problems, leading to further alterations. 

Parsons' far-sighted attitude was also influential in 

persuading the subway to use carriages built of steel from an 

early date although steel cars also quickly found favour for 

the London lines, because of the reduced fire risk that they 

represented. Parsons' influence notwithstanding, however, the 

New York subway, along with the Boston Elevated, used wooden 

1. w. B. Parsons: Diaries; OPe cit. 13 November 1900, 
30 December 1901. W. B. Parsons (1859-1932) was chief 
engineer of New ~ork ~ity Transit Commission 1894-8 and 
subsequently englneerlng consultant for the Panama Canal 
and several other projects. Scribner's D.A.B., OPe cit. 
p.758 • 
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bodied cars originally, although a prototype steel car was 

produced for the subway in December 1903. They were not adopted 

at the outset in New York because of the refusal of American 

works to construct them at the time, due to concested order 

books.(1) 

Despite this, the urban railways generally were pioneers in 

the use of steel carriaGes and this development, irl its way, was 

of almost as TIuch significance as progress in electric traction. 

This is shown in the weight of electric trains, which although 

in some cases was a function of the strength of the elevated 

structure, was even more a function of early electric technology. 

The first trains on the CSL~ weighed 35 tons, while those on the 

first three electric elevated railways - the LOR, the 

Metropolitan ('.vest Side) and the Lake St. all weic;hed 40 tons. 

The impact of multiple unit control is apparent, with the 

overall weiEht of South Si~e trains jQ~ping over 507j of this 

figure to 65 tons. Reflecting the much e;reater passenger demand, 

the rIanhattan trains were heavier still, at 85 tons. In 

contrast, weie;ht problems for the underground lines were far 

less of a problem, jlli~ping from the 35 tons of the CSLR to 

105 tons for the \vaterloo &. City and 150 tons for the original 

eLB. trains.(2) 

The weight of the original CLR trains is mainly a 

reflection of the heavy and unpopular locomotives used initially, 

1. 

2. 

Interborough Rapid Transit: The SllbWa~ in New York - Its 
Construction and Eouipment; NeVI York 1 64, pp. 131-2. 
Metropolitan Railway: Acc 1297/MET 10/74 (April 1900). 
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but the adoption of steel cars made such a weight seem almost 

trivial. A 5 car train of steel bodied coaches on the IRT would 

weight 150 tons, while the more usual 8 and 10 car trains 

weighed 242 tons and 312 tons respectively.(1) Even on elevated 

lines there was a marked increase in weight, the Brooklyn Rapid 

Transit operating 6 car trains weighinr, 158 tons, and when it 

won the contract for building and operatin~ a new subway system 

in New York in 1914, the new designs called for the operation of 

8 car trains weighing 304 tons over the elevated structure.(2) 

The significance of steel cars lay not only in the weight, 

however, but also in the cost and desicn of cars. 

At first glance the cost of steel cars appeared enormous, 

a Chicago Elevated steel car costing some $11,000 in 1914 and 

one of the new New York cars of the saIne year $15,000. Against 

this have to be set the not insubstantial savings that accrued. 

steel stock could be expected to have a longer life and 

maintenance costs were also reduced, the average C8.r maintenance 

costs on the IIudson & Manhattan being just 1.48 cents per car 

mile for the years 1910-13.(3) However, of greater sicnificance 

was the chanre in design permitted by the new material. The 

greater strength of the material meant that doors could be 

incorporated in the body without unduly weakening the structure. 

As a result, a movement away from the end gates, in line with 

Parsons' original thinking, was possible. In the period under 

review, the ultimate in car design was reached with the new cars 

Electric Railway Journal: vol. XLIII (1914) p. 1266. 
~: lbid. vol. XLI~ ~~§14~ p. 1234. 
3. ibid. vol. XLI 14 p. 159. 
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for the Hew York Municipal RaihlaYs (thenew Brooklyn Elevated 

subway system) introduced in 1914. There was the additional 

advantage here that in planning an entire system from first 

principles, larger stock than hitherto used could be desi~ned, 

and full advanta~e wastaken of this. Thus cars with an overall 

length of 67 feet were desi~ned for this new subway, soon to be 

follO\~ed by cars of 69-~ feet for the new C!1mbridf,e subway in 

Boston. This compared with existing car lengths of 49 feet on 

the Brooklyn Rapid Transit, 52 feet on the IRT and 4B feet on 

the Hudson and i'lanhattan. ( 1) 

By using side doors instead of end doors the car could be 

split up into sections to take passen~ers more evenly. The 

overall results of such planning were that a car could be 

designed with higher passenger capacity, but a ~reater number 

of doors giving faster entry and exit. Comparisons are given 

in Table 11, which shows the considerable progress made by the 

1914 design cars, compared with earlier cars. A much greater 

number of passengers were carried, whilst actually reducing the 

distance from the entrance. The most significant saving in 

this respect was over the Brooklyn stock, where the traditional 

car-end entrances were still used. The greater capacity of the 

cars could mean the adoption either of trains of fewer 

carriages or of reduced frequency, leading, it was estimated, 

on comparisons with existing Brooklyn stock, to savings of 

about $200,000 annually in train wage costs, whilst increasing 

the ultimate track capacity by 2a;~ to 25;6. It was further 

found that the maximum capacity of six hundred of the new cars, 

1. ibid. vol. XLIII (1914) p. 1263. 
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costinr; tCJ m., would require 1070 Brooklyn Rapid Transit cars 

which would cost $13. 4 m., or about 900 IRT cars costing 

t10.98 m. (1) Effectively there would also be a savine in the 

energy consumption per passenger carried. 

Because of the increased width and length of the cars such 

a car design could only be incorporated at the planning stage of 

any new line, another example being the large cars built for the 

opening of the Cambridge subway in Boston. However, the rather 

conservative design of the Hudson nnd Manhattan cars prompts 

further examination of this particular company. The adoption 

of such relatively small cars is in large measure explained by 

the earlier work on the tunnels, which at one sta~e had been 

planned for tr@mcar use. By adopting multiple unit trains 

instead, higher speeds were possible but this Vias countered by 

heavier gradients and sharper curves than would have been the 

case had the tunnel alignment been planned for railway operation 

from the start.(2) The major innovation in tunnelling adopted 

for the Hudson tubes involved the use of shields and high 

pressure jacks. It was found that using high pressure jacks, 

the shield could be pushed forward at a rate of one-half of an 

inch per minute, without the need to excavate any silt.(3) 
This considerably increased the rate of progress. However, the 

general construction techniques did not differ markedly from 

existing practice. As with all other new electric lines, 

automatic signalling was adopted by the Hudson &. Manhattan. 

1. 
2. 

3. 

ibid. vol. XLIII (1914) p. 1267 
C. M. JacobS: 'The Hudson Hiver Tunnels of the Hudson & 
Manhattan R.R.Co.', Minutes of the Proceedinps of Institution 
of Civil En~ineers, vol. CLXXXI, 1910, p. 10. 
ibid. 
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COMPARATIVE CAR DESIGN, 1q14 
(Latest Stock in Each Case) 

Company 

Boston Elevated 
New York Municipal Rly. 

Brooklyn R.T. Elevated· 

Interborough 
Hudson & Manhattan 

Pas~g~~~rs 
per Car 

266 
270 
154 
169 
158 

Per Cent of 
Train Length 

taken by doors 

16.2 
22.8 
12.2 
24 
20.4 

·Wooden bodied, steel framed, stock. 

Avera~e Distance 
to doors per 

passenger (insJ 

91.6 
83.6 

146 

90.5 
87 

Source: Electric Railway Journal, vol. XLIII (1914) 
p. 1263. 

TABLE 12: HOURLY CAPACITY COMPARISONS, VARIOUS RAILWAYS, 1910 

Company Cars/Train Trains/Hour Total Cars/Hour 

Manhattan Elevated 7 60 420 

IRT Subway 8 32 256 

Hudson Tunnels· 8 40 320 

Brooklyn Elevated 6 60 360 

Boston Elevated· 8 35 290 
Chicago + 5 85 Union Loop, 388 

Bakerloo 
1 6 36 216 

Piccadilly1 6 30 180 

Charing Cross 
1 5 40 200 

. . t 2 10 42 420 D~str~c 

CSLR 5 24 120 

.Ultimate capacity 
+Some trains less than 5 cars, due to traffic conditions. 
1 _ rush hour service. Actual capacity 40 trains of 7 cars per hour. 
2 _ rush hour service at Earls Court. 

Source: Electric Railwa~ Journal, vol. XXXV, p. 291, 
vol. XXXVI, p. 13, vol. XLIII, p. 299. 
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First adopted by the LOR, such practice was considerably 

improved on the New York Subway. r:ore than any other aspect, 

however, the intricacy of the signalling system adopted was a 

direct function of the level of train service and the complexities 

of operation although on the elevated in New York prior to 

electrification signalling was almost non-existent, with trains 

following one another by sight. 

I1eam'lhile, carriage design displayed a far more standardised 

pattern, with the American end-door design becoming universal in 

Britain, except on the LOR. This was a radical change in 

procedure. The Metropolitan, District and I1ersey lines in steam 

days, and the LOR alvlays, used the traditional British pattern of 

a series of doors along each side, opened and closed by the 

passenger. To change so readily to a design which necessitated 

an increase in the staff on each train, as the doors were opened 

and closed by gatemen, &nd reduced the nunber of doors per 

carriage, yet apparently worked well, is a tribute to the 

spread of American ideas and British receptiveness to them, 

rather than to the success of the design as such. Admittedly, 

this was essentially practical for the 'tube' railways, where 

the narrow width' of the carriafes made lonf,itudinal seating 

necessary and prevented the use of a series of side doors. Its 

adoption by the r1ersey, l"Ietropoli tan and Distri ct lines was 

partly a result of this, partly a reflection of the Amorican 

influence. Either way, they do not appear to have been popular, 

the I1ersey at any rate replacing them with sliding doors within 
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(1) a few years. On the 'tube' lines, trials with centre-entrance 

cars commenced in 1913, althou~h centre-entrance CRrs (with the 

doors operated manually by the passengers) had been in use since 

the start of regular electric service on the Metropolitan and 

District lines. However, even in 1913, cars for the ~istrict 

line were predo!:linantly wooden bodied, rather than steel, the 

t 1 .. 11"\ 0 (2) first orders for s ee cars copnnr. ln ,,1. UERL cars were 

built of steel, the avera~e train weight not exceeding 121.2 tons, 

this being the weifoht of trains used in Bakerloo peak hour 

services. 

District trains,which were of ten coaches in length, were 

rather heavier.(3) However, in most respects the Similarity 

bet"..Jeen London and. American operations was readily apparent, 

down to the use of identical General Electric motors by most 

companies. The major differences between companies reduced 

themselves to that of varying hourly capacity. ~he capacity of 

the various lines is shown in Table 12 for 1910 (by when 

capacity on some of the London lines had been increased). The 

table does not eive seating capacity per coach, although the 

reduced dimensions of the 'tube' rolling stock undoubtedly also 

reduced total capacity, particularly because at this stage the 

motors on the carriages were carried within the body, whereas on 

the larger systems they could be carried underneath the body. 

1. 

2. 

3· 

J. Shaw:. 'N~te~ on the Mersey Rly.' paper to Liverpool 
En~ineerln- ooclet ,1st December 1915. 
'lectric Hailway oumal, vol. XXXVI pp. 212-3, vol. XLIII 
pp. 298-9. ~ 
ibid. vol. ~GavI pp. 212-3. 
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The Liverpool lines have been left out of the table because the 

evidence sU~Gests they were never operatinf, at this date anywhere 

near capacity. Even in pea~-{ hour periods by 1910, the I-Iersey 

was filling only 66)~ of its seating capacity.(1) The apparent 

high capacity of the older elevated systems is a reflection of 

operQting conditions, average speeds being much lower th~n on the 

underground lines. Similarly, the District fie;ure is high, 

representing total departures in two different directions. 

Actual capacity would be nearer half the figure given. 

Ignoring the different size of coaches, however, and using the 

UERL capacity fi~~re of 280 cars per hour, it can be seen that, 

with the exception of the original CSLR, physical capacity of the 

various underground lines did not VB.ry as widely as the overall 

figureS would sugGest. Furthermore, the limited capacity of the 

CSLR demonstrates clearly that the ultimate operating capacity 

was a function of the original desif,n for a railway. This is 

apparent in every case. For example, the design weight of an 

elevated structure limited both train weig:ht and train frequency 

while on an underground line capacity was set by the overall 

size of the tunnels, which dictated the maximun carriae;e size. 

As with the CGLR, after the opening of the first subway, 

subsequent lines were built with larger tunnels, which thereby 

could take larger coaches, with larger doors, which would occupy 

longer platforms. Thus automatic signalling could allow improved 

frequencies of train operation and escalators could improve the 

flow to and from the platforms of passengers but such 

innovations were only of value Itlhere they yielded a benefit in 

1. J. Shaw: 'Notes on the Mersey Rly.' OPe cit. 
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terms of overall operations, which were dictated by the original 

design and any attempt to measure technical pro~ress, 

particularly in underground railways, must take account of this. 

This is particularly important if any attempt is to be made 

at developing a theory of diffusion for underground electric 

railways. Indeed, it can easily be seen that such an attempt is 

scarcely practical, the overall importance of style of railway 

construction bein~ the limi tinr; factor. Nevertheless, t here are 

a number of new innovations which would have been prnctical in 

most cases, the problem here is that the number of companies is 

so limited that an attempt at measuring diffusion is clearly 

pointless. Such ideas as the hypothesis that the probability of 

a firm introducing a new technique is an increasin~ function of 

the proportion of firms already using it and the profitability 

of doing so but a decreasing function of the size of the 

investment required are barely applicable.(1) It would be 

interestinb to test the rates of innovation between the 

different companies to test the hypothesis that the rG,te of 

imitation is faster in more competitive circumstances but a~ain, 

the results would not be general conclusions but speoific 

instances for the respective firms. 

Even over such aShort period, the actual list of 

innovations is impressive, even if electric traction is taken as 

the factor which made underground railways feasible, rather than 

as a major innovation in urban railways. To reiterate, the 

other innovations would include multiple unit control, automatic 

1. E. f1ansfield: 'Technical Chance and the Rate of Imitation' , 
Econometrica, Ocobter 1961, pp. 741-66. 
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signallin~, steel bodied carria~es and sliding doors instead of 

gates, to be followed by automatic slidine; doors, on the 

railway side. In addition, a number of improvements were made 

to the desi~n of turbines and generators throuGhout the period, 

increasin~ t~e overall efficiency and economy of power station 

working. This last aspect clearly demonstrates economies of 

scale. The original C3LR power station was producing electricity 

by 1913 at a Pcross cost of O.538d. per kilowatt hour and 

producing about 9.5 ID. Kw. hours annually, compared to the CLR 

generatin~ station cost of O.380d. which was producing about 

18.8 m. Kw. hours annUally.(1) Yerkes and his advisers were 

aware of this - hence their decision to build one large power 

station to supply all their lines and other users if need be -

but this was also a reflection of a more general lack of concern 

with capital costs. Although investment decisions may h~ve been 

deferred by high interest rates, there was little attempt to 

reduce these by purchasing electric power from an outside supplier. 

This was not helped by the technical literature which showed much 

more concern with ~ing costs than with capital costs. 

The first company to move away from having its own power 

station was the North Eastern Raihvay, for its North Tyneside 

electrification. The 1lliR had employed Charles Merz as a 

consultin~ en5ineer and he was a great opponent of railway 

generated power - to him one of the main virtues of electric 

traction was that it eased the load problems of large central 

power stations but this advice was generally i~nored until an 

1. City & Douth London Rly: Power Station Comparisons, 
Acc 1297/CSL 4/1. 
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Act of 1919 prevented further duplication of power generating 

facilities. (1) All the independent urban lines hovvever, in 

both Britain and the U.S.A., provided their own power station 

facilities. In some cases, notably those of the rlanhattan, the 

CSLR and the CLR, there was little alternative. For the NEH to 

buy power from a central company was admirable but it was 

fortunate in havinG a local company in a position to sell it 

power. Thus, although the output of electricity sold by supply 

undertakinf,s rose fifteen-fold between 1899 and 1914, very 

little of this growth was attributable to railway dernand.(2) A 

major exception, in America, was the Brooklyn Rapid Transit 

system, which was the major buyer of outside power among the 

urban raihvays. 

Despite this factor, the improvement in the efficiency of 

use of electricity by the railways \vas marked. The improvement 

in generating costs, with regard to power station construction 

over time, has been observed already. In overall terms, 

however, there was also an increase in the proportion of train

miles or car-miles obtained for a fixed amount of electric 

power used, as is revealed by Table 13. This shows only the 

total number of Board of Trade Units of electric energy used 

by the railvlaYs, for total car mileage and train mileage and 

therefore does not reveal any intra-company improvements but the 

1. 

2. 

I. C. R. Byatt: OPe cit. p. 143; R. A. S. Hennessey: 
The Electric Revolution, Newcastle on Tyne, 1971. 
'Charles Herz was born in 1874, joined I3T1I in 1894 and in 
1899 became a consulting engineer in the partnership of 
I'1erz and I1cLellan. Byatt, p. 136. -
E. H. Phelps-Brown & S. J. Handfield Jones: 'The Climacteric 
of the 1890s' - Oxford Economic Papers, 1952, p. 276. 
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overall improvement is still apparent. This can be seen if the 

fiVUres in columns 3 to 5 in Table 13 are converted to index 

form, with 1906 as the base yenr. PassenGer train milea~e grows 

from 70.6 (1905) to 197.04 in 1913 and car-mileage from 100 

(1906) to 181.51 in 1913, while electricity used grew only from 

63.28 in 1005 to 168.12 in 1913. Thus, this reveals not only an 

increase in the efficiency of use of electricity but also of 

train operation in general. This was further tested by 

regressing logarithmiC values for the ratio of train mileage 

to car-mileage against those of electricity used. The results 

of this showed that over the period in question, for every one 

per cent growth in electric power used, the ratio of train 

mileage to car mileage increased by 0.167S. This suggests not 

only that power was being used more effectively but also that 

rolling stock was being used more efficiently, shorter, more 

freauent trains being operated and therefore better advanta~e 

of multiple-unit operation being obtained. From 1Q06 to 1913, 

the average train length fell from 4.14 cars to 3.82 cars, 

althOugh it did fall as low as 3.75 cars in 1909. By itself, 

however, this is an insufficient guide to improvement in 

productivity and must be compared with the growth in the number 

of passengers carried and, ideally, the distance they were 

carried, and with chan~es in the labour force. 

A similar method of comparing passenger figures with both 

train mileage and car mileage was then undertaken. Again, this 

waS rather a limited approach as passengers were only one 

variable and no account was taken of passen~er miles travelled, 

which would be a better comparison but for which figures are 



TABLE 13: ELECTRIC 

(1 ) 
Track mileage 

Year 
Wholl: 

electrlc 
worked 

1905 140l-

1906 197i 
1907 196i 

1908 204-t 

1909 204-t 

1910 205 

191 1 206-l-

1912 21011-

1913 205i 

Source: 
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WORKING
2 

ALL U.K. 
1<)05-1913 

ELECTRIC LINES, 

(2) (3) (4) (5) 
Mileage Passenger Electric 
partly· train- Car-miles energy 
electric miles used (BofT 
worked units) 

170~ 9,640,921 100,977,467 
157~ 13,653,771 56,581,060 159,581,401 
182i 18,742,535 74,468,969 213,675,447 
200-t 21,632,149 85,110,845 249,287,308 
229i- 22,919,653 86,048,316 253,294,628 
229-!- 23,724,344 89,984,526 235,933,706 
258 24,214,484 93,860,790 250,296,470 
281 24,981,766 95,758,532 252,925,833 
314-t 26,903,376 102,698,032 268,289,293 

Board of Trade, Railwat Returns, 
relevant years, p. 961913, p. 148) • 

• The table includes mileage of all electric worked lines in the U.K. 

However, all urban railway milea~e was included in Column 1, with 
the exception of 16-17 miles of the Metropolitan Railway and a 
short section of the Hammersmith & City Railway (worked as a branch 
of the ~etropolitan). The remaining milea~e in Column 2 belonged 
to the NER, L&YR, Midland Railway and LB&SCR. In Column 1, apart 
from 15 miles of the Blackpool & Fleetwood Tramroad, 9 miles of the 
London, Tilbury & Southend Railway, 3 miles of the Bessbrook & 
Newry Railway and (1913 only) 8-t miles of the Great Central 
Railway, all the mileage was worked by urban railways. By 1914, 
153,919,644 units of electricity - 57.3~fo of the 1913 total - were 
used by four London lines - the MDR, UERL, CSLR and CLR. 
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unavailable. Table 14 e;i ves the indices for the relevant 

data (these figures are for urban electric railways only, unlike 

those in Table 13 ' which Here for all electric railways) from 

which it appears that the overall increase in both train mileare 

and car mileage was p,reater than the growth in passenr,ers. A 

major problem with this is that much of the growth in train 

mileage and car mileage reflects longer r~nninf, distances as 

extensions were opened and existing traffic r,oing further over 

such extensions is not revealed by the data as it stands. Even· 

if this problem is altered slie;htly, by examinin~ train miles 

per passene;er carried, as in Table 15, no discernible trend 

is apparent, although there is a slight movement towards a more 

favourable ratio between Car miles and passengers. However, it 

should be remembered that in all these cases, all that is being 

looked for is an improvement in productivity (in its broadest 

sense) after electrification. Although not typical, train 

miles per passenger on the :r-lersey Railway fell from .044 in the 

last year of steam operation (1902) to .033 in 1913, while 

overall train milear,e rose from 310,944 to 556,906 over the 

same period. (1 ) 

Although such noticeable changes were not obvious purely 

under electric traction, specific cases of improvements in 

productivity throUGh technical innovation are numerous. Ar;ain 

in the case of the l"Iersey Railway, it was estinated that 

1. J. Shaw: 'Notes on the Mersey Rly.' OPe cit. To give a 
very rough guide to the.Mersey's ~elative importance, in 
1906 it consumed approxlmately 3Cfj'u of total railway-used 
electrical energy and accounted for some 27.5% of car 
milear;e. 
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TABLE 14: URBAN RAILWAYS - MILEAGE WORKED BY ELECTRICITY 
AND PASSENGERS PER ANNUM21900-13. 
Index Nos., 1906 = 100 

Year Train Mileage Car Mileage Passengers 

1900 20.5 14.89 
1901 31.51 28.05 
1902 34.47 32.35 
1903 40.71 35.79 
1904 41.96 35.83 
1905 64.67 91.67 
1906 100 100 100 
1907 148.78 138.37 112.49 
1908 175.71 158.88 137.82 
1909 187.33 160.06 142.21 
1910 190.81 164.92 142.46 
1911 192.08 169.02 150.08 
1912 193.69 166.47 147.92 
1913 206.97 177.14 162.15 

Source: Board of Trade 
p • 96 (191 3 p. 

returns, relevant 
148) 

years, 

TABLE 15:· . URBAN ELECTRIC RAILWAYS IN U.K. TRAIN MILES PER 
PASSENGER AND CAR MILEB PER PASSENGEH, >1900->13. 

Year 

1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 

Train 1'liles/Passenger 

0.0606 
0.0494 
0.0469 
0.0500 
0.0515 
0.0310 
0.0440 
0.0582 
0.0561 
0.0579 
0.0589 
0.0563 
0.0576 
0.0561 

Source: As for Table .14. 

Car Miles/Passenger 

0.1996 
0.2455 
0.2301 
0.2246 
0.2310 
0.2248 
0.2246 
0.2180 
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although enclosint'; the platform ends of cars would cost £750 to 

£800, the annual saving in conductors' WD€eS would be £350.(1) 

The burden of wage costs of conductors and gatemen can be 

gaur:ed from the District Rail\1ay's figures. In 1906 the wages 

of its conductors and gatemen, on averu~e Ll.76d. per hour, were 

equivalent to a cost of 0.417d. per car mile and would 

incidentally be more directly proportional to any increase or 

decrease in car mileage than those of motormen. In comparison, 

electric energy used cost some 1.810d. per car mile but 

motormen's wages were only 0.197d. per car mile (8.52d. per 

hour).(2) The effect of the introduction of passenger-operated 

or semi-automatic sliding doors is revealed in the District's 

wages bill. While the wage bill for motormen rose from £12,768 

in 1906 to £19,051 in 1914 (up 49.21%) for conductors and 

gatemen it fell from £27,042 to £25,772 (a drop of 4.?;~). r:r:'his 

should, hovvever, be treated with some caution for chanr)"es in the 

methods of calculation made the figures for 1914 not strictly 

comparable with earlier years. The overall wa~es bill for 

trainmen, no distinction between the groups being made, rose by 

22. 75~(; from 1906 to 1913 - from £39,810 to £48, 868. For 1914 

the figure was given as £Ll4,823, representing only a 12.6?1, increase on 

the 1906 figure. As a comparison, also from 1906 to 1914 the 

number of electricity units used per train mile fell from 13.98 

to 13.91, while from 1Q06 to 1913 the amount used per car mile 

increased from 2.793 to 3.233 units.(3) 

1. 
2. 
3· 

11ersey Railway: P~O RAI~ 475/11 p. 180, 11 December 1913. 
!'1etropolitan Dlstrlct Rallway: Ace 1297/MDR 4/3. 
ibid. Acc 1297iI':DR LJ/3; I"lDR '+/1 L1-; LER 4. 
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The cost of eMployinr conductors and ~atemen, while not 

insignificant, was a burden borne by all the urban railways in 

both Britain and the U.S.A., except for the LOR. However, only 

four systems (UERL, CLR, CSLR and T1t:rsey) had to employ 

liftmen and here ar;ain there was scope for innovation vii th the 

introduction of escalators. The UERL e;roup, for instance, h'as 

spending almost as much on lift staff waGes (£17,304 in 1914) 

as on gatemen (£17,657) as VJaS the CLR (£6,296 and ££,307 

respectively, in the same year). ·\f:hile the CSLR did not 

distinguish between conductors and ~atemen, even its lift staff 

war;e costs at £5,995 in 1914 were not insir;nificant.(1) AGain 

there are problems with comparing earlier fir,ures but the wages 

of liftmen cost the UERL about £17,180 in 1908, compared to 

£18,980 in 1907. Individual average earninf,s for liftmen were 

alSO hi~her than those of conductors and gatemen, \oJhich in turn 

were lower than those of all other cater;ories except porters.(2) 

I .. l though in monetary terms the performance may have been cood , 

in terms of total expenditure there was little chan~e in the 

proportion spent on lift operation and maintenance. Despite 

thiS, use of escalators remained extremely limited. The LOR 

did instal one as early as 1901 which was only the second in the 

U.K. but this was taken out of service in 1906.(3) The London 

lines did not instal an escalator until 1911 and even by 1914 

fev-I had been installed. However, the proportionate savin~s in 

1. 
') c.--. 

ibid. LER 4/1. 
TIoard of Trade: Ear~inp;s.& HouT's Enguiry - VII Hailwc"iY 
Service 1c)07, Ele~trlc Hallways, p. xxvii. c. E. Box: The Llverpool Overhead Hoil\oJay, London 1959. 
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labour costs were substantial. In 191 Lt, the UE~L croup used 

some 625,000 units of electricity to drive its escalators, 

compared with some three million units for its lifts, yet the 

staff costs "vere £L~01 and £17,300 respectively.(1) 

However, the slow adoption of escalators cnn be explained 

largely by the capital costs involved. The original Mersey 

Railway lifts had cost some £24,000 (£3,330 each) and the cost 

of workinc them was £1,800 annually in 189Lt.(2) Furthermore, 

these costs excluded the initial capital cost of constructing 

a lift shaft. If escalators were installed, the lift shafts 

would be unsuitable and new shafts would have to have been 

sunk. On a line like the CLR, with a minimum depth below the 

surface of twenty feet, the cost of escalators at every station 

would be clearly substantial and not justify the larc;e scale 

replacement of lifts, unless it could be shown that more 

passengers would be attracted by escalators, which is doubtful. 

Thus, as \I'/ith carriaGe design, installation of escalators 

largely depended upon the original design of the stations. 

The only line which was in a position to incorporate them in 

the design stages was the IRT but here also costs appear to have 

been important. ~ost of the stations were just below surface 

level but in a few cases lifts were installed. The r-1anhattan 

Elevated also had lifts at its 116th St. station. Here there 

were four hydraulic lifts, each with a capacity of fifteen 
(3) people plus operator. In co~parison, the hydraulic lifts on 

1. 
2. 

3· 

Und ere;round Electric Railways of London: Ace 1297/LER LI/1. 
Letter from. Fox brothers to H. Oakley of CLR, May 189Lt. 
Acc 1297/CLH 4/1.. . 
~. B. Parsons: Dlarles, OPe cit. 22/6/1900. 
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the Hersey Railway had a capacity of 150 people.(1) Guch a 

design seems to have been generally accepted as being far too 

large for economical worldne; - the James St. station lifts had 

a maximum capacity of 3532 passenGers per hour which was almost 

identical to th3t of the Manhattan lifts. On tho I~T subway, 

it was decided to instal lifts at the deeper under~round 

stations, althouc;h at the 125th St. station, Ivhich was on a 

viaduct over the street, an escalator was installed - further 

evidence that the cost of constructing shafts was the major 

determining factor. However, the possibility of installing 

escalators at the underground stations was certainly discussed. 

Originally lifts costing between t12,000 and t15,OOO had been 

suggested but some months later plans for installine; an 

escalator in a lift shaft of the CLR were explained to the City's 

engineer, Parsons. The intention was to use two lift shafts, 

each having a thirty foot diameter. This was not possible in 

the IRT stations which had only one shaft, fifteen feet by 

thirty-two, and it was not considered possible to instal an 

. h (2) escalator ln suc a space. This discussion appears somewhat 

curious, firstly because there is no record of tho CLR 

contemplating the installation of escalators at this time (1901) 

and secondly because the level of achievement in construction 

of the subway at the time would have made enlargin~ the lift 

shafts a comparatively straightforward matter, r,iven that the 

1. British 1,Jestinghouse Electric e: Hanufacturinr;: The 
Electrification of the Hersev Railway, 1903. 

2. Pursons: Diaries, OPe cit. 25/6/1900, 5/3/1901. 
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precise station designs had not been finalised. Thus the only 

escalator on the subway in New York was at 125th St. and here 

August Belmont refused to allow the projected cost of n10,OOO 

to be spent on it and accused the &rchitects of havinG 

'positively silly ideas,.(1) 

Such attitudes aside, the diffusion of this particular 

innovation was slower than that of any other relevant 

improvement. By 1Q05-6 automatic sif,nallin~ in one form or 

another was being or had been introduced by every line in 

Bri tain and every line in Britain (with the arguable exception 

of the CSLR) had, by 1Q13, introduced major chanp;es in either 

train motors (the CLR, LOR and the Metropolitan) or in 

e;eneratinp; station facilities (the District, UERL, Hersey and 

Metropolitan) which although in some cases were the consequences 

of unsatisfactory orir;inal equipment \"V'ere always introduced in 

an attempt to improve efficiency. 

How far can such proe;ress be quantified? A3 has been shown, 

this can be done in several different ways, none of them 

particularly satisfacto~J. Ideally, a production function should 

be used to attempt to obtain a measure of teclmical pro~ress but 

any attempt at using this runs into problems of comparability, 

given that there is no satisfactory measure of output. 

Passen~er mileage is the most obvious measure but there are 

problems in measuring it where no records of it are kept, notably 

in the case of companies employinp: a flat fare, as in America. 

1. Belmont papers: 4/11/1<)OL1. 
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Passen~ers per car mile, or miles run per passenver, would be 

possible alternatives. However, as Table· 15' has shown, with 

the data available it is difficult to draw any meaningful 

conclusions. The only valuable way of anclysin~ miles per 

passenr:er would be to examine traffic flow between specific 

stations, and the correspondin~ train service. This would be 

difficult to do for British lines, and impossible for American 

ones, where the statistics are not available. The fi~ures for 

car-miles per passenger are similarly unpromising but in a 

later chapter this problem is eXar:1ined in a slir;htly different 

way by compdrin~ the optimum train service with the actual 

train service. \lhile this has been analysed on t he basis of 

equatinr; supply and demand for profit considerutions, it would 

give an indication of inprovements in overall productivity, if 

comparisons were made over time. 

In the meantime, measurement of labour productivity would 

give at least some indication of relative progress, althour,h 

even here there are problems with accurate statistics beinG 

comparable over time. In 1907 the averave total workforce on 

U.K. electric railways was 6,859 but this excluded station

masters, booking clerks and salaried staff.(1) However, it 

was the latter category - salaried staff - which seems to have 

shown the most apparent e;rowth up to 1914,. iffiere it was 

feasible to do so, staffin~ levels appear to have been reduced 

in other sectors. The advent of automatic sir,nallinp;, for 

1. Board of Trade: Wares & Hours Enguiry, 1C)07, Ope cit. p. 237. 
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instance, meant that as early as 1907 more liftmen were 

employed in the U.K. industry as a whole than signalmen (383 to 

203). Even the disparity between motormen and other train 

staff was not so great as might have been expected - 604 to 

1199 - sug~esting either that conductors and f,atemen worked 

longer shifts or that an excessive number of motormen were 

employed. (1) 

How far labour productivity improved or deteriorated over 

the -period cannot be said \vi th any accuracy, although for the 

British railway industry as a whole the averare annual rate of 

labour productivity fell by 0.58% from 1900/01 to 190LI/5. 

From 1905/6 to 1909/10 it grew by about 0.78% per annum.(2) 

For the U.S.A. output per worker firures are ~iven in Table 

.16. The different methods of calculation serve to emphasise 

that the columns are complementary rather than comparable. 

'vJhu t is of irnnedic.te note in the table is the column 3 fifUres, 

showing very little increase in the number of passengers per 

worker. If the comparison was made in terms of passenEers per 

mile operated -per worker, the fi~ures would show a steady and 

marked decline from 1890 onwards. The problem with the figures 

is that this decline would be a reflection of the state of 

interurban railways in 1-Unerica, rather than urban rapid trnnsi t 

companies, although the same problem applies to the rapid 

transit lines, especially because any extensions built relied 

solely on new passengers for increased revenue, given their 

1. ibid. p. xxvii. 
2. D. H. Aldcroft: 'EffiCiency & Enterprise of British 

Railways 1870-1914', Explorations in Economic History 
1967-8, vol. V/.II p. 159. 



1890 

1902 

1907 

1912 

*1899 

TABLE 16: 

(1 ) 

H.I3.E.R. Output 
per \Jorker, All 
Transportation 

42.3* 

56.6 

59.6 

64.3 
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OUTPUT PEt{ WORKEH, U.S.A. 

(2) (3) 

H.B.E.R. Output 
per ilorl<::er, 
Railroads 

64.4 

70.2 

l?ussene;er per 
'\vorker, Electric 

Ro.ilways 

62.13 

73.70 

73.03 

73.44 

Columns 1 & 2: index numbers, 1929 
1927 = 100. 

100, column 3 index, 

Source: U.s. Bureau of Census: Historical Statistics of the 
United States Colonial ~[limes to 1C) 0; Bicentennial 
Edition, art II, Washington DC, 1 75, pp. 727, 952. 

(Electric Railways in c,?l1:lrnn 3 in?ludes all elect::-ically operated 
railways but not electrlfled sectlons of steam rallroads, in the 
U .G.A.) 
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fixed fare structure. Indeed, given that the index is unweighted, 

that passenger fi~ures are merely the aF,gregate of figures for all 

U.S. electric lines and that the companies in this study were 

among the five largest U.S. electric railway companies, the 

figures are perhaps not too inaccurate. If this is the case, the 

stagnation after 1902 makes an interesting comparison with 

contemporary circumstances in Britain. 

In this respect, it must be seen that in terms of technical 

innovation, for newly built lines, the similarities in rate of 

uptake were greater than the differences and the timinf~ was 

fairly rapid. Obviously there were major differences, conditioned 

largely by design limitations at the construction stage, most 

notably in the design of high capacity cars. In all other 

respects, however - the adoption of multiple unit control, of 

automatic si~nallinr-;, of steel bodied cars and sliding doors, 

progress was both substantial and widely dispersed, althou~h 

initially the two lines on which innovation was least were the 

CSLR and LOR - the two earliest lines. In both these cases the 

relative lack of progress can be explained in fairly strai~ht

forward terms - for the CSLR the original tunnel desif,n was the 

maj or restricting factor, in the case of the L01:~ traffic 

conditions never justified alterations such as sliding doors or 

steel bodied carriages, although the line had had automatic 

signalling from its opening and installed up to date equipment 

in a successful attempt to meet the competition from electric 

tramS when that arose. What is noteworthy about innovation in 

general here is that it. has been claimed that for American 

railways in general, in the early 1900s the possible influence 
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of innovations was overpowered by the great demand for increased 

capacity.(1) This was obviously the case for both the Manhattan 

Elevated and the IRT but less so for other lines, yet there is 

no evidence of any major difference between the IRT and other 

lines in investment in innovative ideas, (is opposed to investment 

in increasing capacity alone. Conversely, investment by British 

lines could, in many cases, be seen as a response to 

competitive pressure. 

In conclusion, one idea - that of the conservatism and 

ability of entrepreneurs - is worthy of consideration. It has, 

after all, been claimed that the speed with which a p8rticular 

firm begins usinf u new technique is directly related to its 

size and the profitability of its investment in the technique 

but that a fi~'s rate of growth, its profit level, its liquidity, 

its profit trend or the age of its manabement seem to have no 

consistent or close relationship with how rapidly a firm adopts an 

innovation. (2) The evidence for railway electrification would, 

on the whole, bear this out although the cases of individual 

directors who were sceptical about its practicality are certainly 

numerous enough to question the claim, without necessarily 

agreeing with Frank Sprague's view that the problem lay in the 

average age of British railway directors. There were directors 

of the Metropolitan, Mersey and District who were opposed to 

electric traction at some stage althou~h there is no evidence 

that their opposition alone would have prevented electrification 

at any given time. Similarly, the first two elevated railways in 

1 • 

2. 

K. T. Healy: 'Regularization of Capital Investment in 
Railroads' in ReGUlarization of Business Investment, NBER 
Special Conference, Princeton, 1954, p. 162. 
E. nan~3field: Transnortation Econooics, NBER Conference, 
New York, 1965, p. 187. 
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Chicago were initially steam operated and it took a chante of 

ownership or management for electricity to be introduced while 

the opposition of Jay Gould to electrification of the Manhattan 

Elevated has been noted. 

The contrast with lines electrically operated from the 

outset is marked. The CSLR led the way by employinr, people who 

were then recognised experts in their fields and this pattern 

was expanded by the CLR, which reGularly souGht advice from 

leadin~ railway mana~ers and electrical experts. In Britain the 

pattern reached its logical conclusion with the experts employed 

by the UERL. T1en such as Albert Stanley from the Public Service 

Corporation, New Jersey, and George Gibb from the North Eastern 

Railway were sought for their proven ability. In the same way, 

Theodore Shonts became manager of the Interborou~h Metropolitan 

COUlpany in New York. HO'.vever, (and it is not intended to impute 

any siGnificance into technical innovation from this) rapid 

transit enterprises appear to have held considerable appeal to 

affluent and eminent p~erican businessmen, for public prestir,e 

as well as financial motives. The most obvious example of this 

was C. T. Yerkes, his nearest British eouivalent being perhaps 

Charles Bott, although in earlier years Edward ~Jatkin of the 

Metropolitan and James Forbes of the District were prominent. 

In comparison, the Interborough tletropoli tan had directors such 

as Au~ust Belmont, Cornelius Vanderbilt, Seth Low and Solomon 

Guggenheim. (1) This active participation by prominent local 

1. Edward. ilatkin and James Forbes were prominent British railway 
directors who apparently held a certain antipathy towards one 
another. Cornel~us Vanderbilt, .1UDlst Belmont, .:Jeth Low and. 
SoloMon Gugc;enhelm were all prominent New York bankers or 
financiers. Seth Lo"v was also at one time rIayor of New York. 
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businessmen in transit affairs was la~~ely lackinG in ~ritain. 

It is important not for any direct implications fo~ technical 

innovation but for its sif,nificance in raisin~ capital which in 

turn must obviously have an impact on innovation. How far 

technical innovation can be attributed to the policies of 

manar~ement or directors cannot be determined precisely but it is 

significant that overall innovation on both sides of the 

Atlantic followed a closely defined pattern which must be lar~ely 

attributable to the influx of American technolop;y and capital into 

Britain at the turn of the century. 

If a picture is tendins to enerce then, it is one of no 

obvious differences in the rate of irulovation on either side of 

the Atlantic • Given the Habaklruk thesis, this is perhaps 

surprisinG, even more surprisinG if the criticisms of British 

railway manarement are accepted. Even more important, however, 

is that if the British urban railway companies, havin~ decided 

to electrify, were then proceeding with further innovations, this 

is an apparent exception to the possible existence of a major 

structural impasse in the British economy at the time. That 

such innovation may have been undertaken out of necessity, in an 

attempt to reduce operating costs is a point which will be 

examined in u later chapter. f'~eanwhile, it is appropriate to 

turn to an examination of the capital ore;anisation of the urban 

railways, and the functionin~ of the capital market in supplying 

them with funds. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE RAISING OF CAPITAL 

There is nothing on earth so inert and gullible as 

the average American stockholder. He lacks the most 

primitive instinct of self-preservation. The same group 

of financial bucc~eers can ex?loit him with impunity, 

just as often as they choose, by a trifling shift in the 

scenery each time. The whole equipment consists of a 

few names of men who represent financial power and a 

press bureau. 

Anonymous New York lawyer. 

As has just been shown, technological innovation on the 

railways spread far beyond the introduction of electric traction -

indeed, at times one may wonder whether some of the innovations 

were of real significance. Certainly there appears to have been 

no lack of desire to introduce a steady series of improvements 

most of which were more concerned with railway operation from the 

technical and practical side, rather than from the financial side. 

In some ways this is surprising, as for most of the lines the 

problem tended to be one of raising sufficient capital, rather 

than being able to operate effectively. Before askin~ how well 

the companies used their capital, however, it is more appropriate 

to turn to the actual problem of raising capital. 

This ought to be one of the most interestinG and fruitful 

areas of comparison between Britain and Am,=rica as one of the 

dominant features of the British capital market in the nineteenth 

century was the outflow of funds abroad, which has led to 

continued argument as to whether domestic projects were starved 

of capital. However, it is not simply a matter of domestic 
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investment versus foreign investment. Before 1914 34% of all 

British overseas investment went to North America (£1,400 million), 

while at the same time 41% of the total went into railway 

investment. (1) Admittedly, most of this was directed towards the 

major rail network but the size of the investment meant that 

British investors were at least familiar with American ~eography 

and American economic fluctuations.(2) 

The link went far beyond this. As Habakkuk put it 

The argument is that the periods of most rapid growth 
and intensive use of resources in the two economies 
were inversely related to each other ••• this 
alternation was established because there existed a 
common stock of resourGes, so that \'lhen one area drew 
rapidly on the stock it was at the expense of the 
other.(3) 

Taking this argument to its extreme, one would expect a high 

degree of interdependence between urban railways in both countries, 

as was apparant in the field of technology. In fact a 

disproportionate amount of capital for lines in both Britain and 

America came from America. This may have been due to differing 

ideas about the value of investing in urban railways or to 

differences in the relevant capital markets. 

1. 

2. 

M. Simon: 'The pattern of New British Portfolio Forei~n 
Investment, 1865-1914' in A. R. Hall (ed): The Export of 
Capital from Brit~i~. 1870 - 1g14: London, 1968, pp. 23725 • 
For 1913 total Brltlsh overseas lnvestment has been est~mated 
at £3,780 m., of which £755 m. went to the United States 
(exceeded only by Latin America - £760 m.) - S. B. Saul: 
Studies in British Overseas Trade 18 0-1 14, Liverpool, 
1 60, p. • 
H. J. Habakkuk: Fluctuations in House-Building in Britain 
and the United States in the 19th Century. - Journal of 
Economic History, Vol. XXII, No.2 (1962). 
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This importance of American capital in urban railway 

construction played a crucial role in some cases and this chnpter 

examines this role, both in general terms and from more specific 

aspects. The latter include comparinG economic conditions at 

given timGs in the two countries and analyses of shareholdings 

and the sorts of funds that companies had access to. The aim of 

the chapter is to show that while economic con~itions were one 

factor, the over-riding one was the predominance of American 

capital on both sides of the Atlantic, which was the result of a 

combination of rational decisions by British investors and the 

role played by American financiers. 

The predominance of American capital reflected a change in 

existing capital flows for in the years after 1870 the American 

railroad market had become fully developed on the London stock 

exchange. This interest in American railroads was one result of 

the financial crash and panic of 1866 which had 

put an end to the ascendancy of the contractor, of 

Railway Finance, of Cosmopolitan Enterprise, in the 
London money market.(1) 

The panic hit railways badly, one of the worst affected being 

the then under construction District Railway which because of the 

crash was faced with having to raise a disproportionate amount of 

capital through expensive fixed interest loans. The Mersey 

Railway Company, which had just been formed, was also badly 

affected as it lay dormant for nearly twenty years and even when 

1. L. H. Jenks: The Mi~ration of British Canital to 1875, 
New York, 1927, p. 2 2. ! 
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construction did start, progress was only possible throuEh the 

Contractor receiving payment in share capital.(1) 

The interest in American railroads that succeeded the panic 

was sustained throughout the 1880s during which decade a 

preference for shares rather than bonds developed. The market 

value of total British investment in American railroads grew from 

£160 m. in 1881 to £300 m. in 1890, when it was brought to a halt 

by the Baring crisis.(2) This crisis effectively brought major 

British interest in American lines to an end as London investors 

sold their American railroad investments so as to maintain their 

South American investments through the crisis.(3) Even after the 

end of the crisis, interest in the American lines did not revive. 

The Baring crisis and subsequent contraction in Britain 

affected capital exports just as it did domestic investment 

patterns while in America commercial bank failures and a 11'lall 

Street panic in 1893, coupled with a lack of confidence in the 

maintenance of the gold stan lard, exacerbated the effect. Partly 

in consequence, world gold prices fell by some 11% between 1891 

and 1897.(4) 

In Britain, the Baring crisis shook confidence in foreign 

securities and overseas investment consequently fell to a low ebb 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 

l"Iersey Railway: 
P. L. Cottrell: 

Board Minutes, 27.7.81 (RAIL 475/4 p. 1) 
British Overseas Investment jn the Nineteenth 

1975, pp. 36-38. Century, London 
ibid. p. 39. 
M. Friedman & A. J. Schwartz: A Monetary History of the 
United Ctates 1867-1960, Prince~t~o~n~,~1~9~6~3~,~p~.~1~0~5~.~~~~ 
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in the 1890s. This was reinforced by domestic American economic 

difficulties. Coupled with the fallinG off in capital imports 

substantial exports of gold from the United States had started in 

1888, largely due to distrust of American intentions in maintaining 

the gold standard.(1) 

The silver campaign in the States led to a run on the banks 

and to a move to hold cash rather than depOSits, currency held by 

the public being 6% higher in June 1893 than a year earlier, while 

deposits had fallen 9~%. In July the Erie Railroad called in a 

Receiver, the stock market suffered a severe decline and the economy 

stagnated for the next three years. (2) This period also saw the 

growth of populist discontent with 'Big Business' and the growth of 

a rich group of monopolists. This discontent was particularly 

directed against the power of the railroad 'robber barons' and the 

Erie bankruptcy did nothing to quell it. 

In sharp contrast to the American economy there was a 

considerable improvement in British economic performance dated from 

about 1894. In that year the percentage of unemployed trade 

unionists was 6.9, compared to 7.5 in the previous year. By 1896, 

it was 3.3% and. by 1899 only 2%. Similarly, figures for trade, 

railway freight and capital issues all show a 'low' in 1893 with 

improvement thereafter. At the same time, British overseas 

investment fell from the peak which it had reached in 1890 to le3s 

than half that level in 1894 and remained depressed until 1904.(3) 

1 • 
2. 
3. 

ibid. p. 102. 
ibid. p. 109. 
E. r,:. Gigs'worth & J. Blackman: 'The Home Boom of the 1890s', 
Yorkshire Bulletin vol. XVII, 1965, p. 74. 
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Of new capital issues in Britain in 1895, £39.7 m. was for home 

investment and £58.5 m. was for overseas investment. By 1901 the 

respective figures were £118.4 m. and £38.3 m. This was the peak 

year - from then on overseas investment ~rew while domestic 

investment declined.(1) 

There appears to be little doubt that within this period the 

building industry predominated in new capital issues but the 

availability of 'cheap money' must have helped other sectors. 

This included increased expenditure by 100a1 authorities on, for 

example, electricity and tramways. Although as a percentage of 

Gross Domestic Fixed Capital Formation railway investment peaked 

at 1~6 in 1895, the actual money spent on investment increased to 

1900, as it did for electrical engineering, although this only 
(2) 

formed 2.8% of Gross Domestic Capital Formation in 1900. 

Given the increase in domestic investment relative to 

overseas investment in the years 1895 to 1901 the increase in 

railway investment in this period is not unnatural. This increase 

supports the thesis that throughout the period 1886-1903, massive 

outflows of funds abroad notwithstanding, money was more readily 

available for suburban development, especially land transport.(3) 

If money was in fact more readily available, a substantial 

proportion of it was accounted for by tramway projects. Between 

1890 and 1901, a total of £199 m. was invested in such operdtions, 

1. 

2. 
3. 

A. R. Hall: 'A Note on the English Capital 1'1arket as a 
Source of Funds for Home Investment before 1914', Econornica 
vol. XXIV, February 1957, p. 62. 
Sigsworth & Blackman: OPe cit. p. 84. 
A. K. Cairncross: Home and Forei~n Investment, 1870-1913, 
Cambridge, 1953. 
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the bulk of it in private companies. Over the same period total 

tramway mileage increased from 954 to 1,184, the real growth in 

mileage coming after 1900, reaching 2,720 niles by 1913.(1) The 

increase in paid up capital of all railway companies over the 

period was £184.6 m.(2) 

Undoubtedly some of this was spent on suburban traffic but it 

is not likely to have been SUbstantial given the supposed 

conservatism of British railway directors, who arf,Ued that 

suburban traffic was at best barely profitable - somethinG that the 

underground railways' profit figures tended to support. Hmvever, 

the years 1896-1904 were a period of peak railway investment for 

both urban railways and their main-line counterparts. Like the 

earlier railway investment peak in the mid 1870s this was a period 

in which the yield on railway capital was stationary or declining 

but both these peaks succeeded periods in which profits were 

abnormally high. According to Cairncross the railway companies 

had the encouragement of past profits, expanding revenue and a 

favourable stock market and continued to invest even when capital 

was not so cheap. The price of railway stock was at its highest 

in 1897-8 and had fallen at least 2~/v below the peak by 1903; yet 

railway investment was higher in the later years.(3) 

None of the reasons that Cairncross outlined for this seem 

particularly applicable to urban railways. These reasons were the 

intractable nature of new construction; once started new work 1,tVould 

1. 

2. 

3. 

J. P. Mckay: Tramwa s & Trolle s - The Hi.se of Urbnn Mass 
Transport in Eurore, Princeton, 1 7 , pp. 9, 83. 
c. Douglas Campbe 1: 'Cyclical Fluctuations in the Railway 
Industry', Transactlons of the Manchester Statistical Society, 
1929, p. 39. 
A. K. Cairncross: OPe cit. pp. 139-141. 
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have to be finished and new rollin~ stock acquired. For evidence 

he cites the large increases in new mileage in 1883 and 1891. 

Secondly receipts were increasing rapidly in the two periods, with 

a~ increasing volume of traffic being carried at fixed prices. 

Throughout the 1890s there was a substantial rise in debenture 

prices, the yield on which fell from about 319~ in 1888 to 2i% in 

1896 and did not return to the 1888 level until 1904. Consequently, 

even on a falling market, the terms on which capital could be 

raised were comparatively favourable. Finally, Cairncross draws 

attention to the rapid increase in passenger traffic which he 

attributes largely to the growth of population and of sUburbs.(1) 

None of these factors would have affected new urban railway 

projects. Nevertheless, promoters thought it a favourable time 

for raising capital as in 1893 four ne'.'l underp;round lines were 

authorised in London. These were the Baker St& Waterloo, the 

Charing Cross, Euston & Hampstead, the Great Northern & City and 

the Waterloo & City railways. Of these, the Waterloo & City Was 

promoted by the London and SOllth '"J8stern Railway to provide access 

from their l"Jaterloo station south of the Thames to the heart of 

the city. Although proLloted as a separate COT"1pany, the ffiS',.ffi 'Nas 

able to guarantee payment of 3% on share capital during 

t
. (2) 

construc Ion. After opening in 1898 the line was fully 

integrated into the L&SWR. 

1. ibid. pp. 139-141. 
2. This was specifically authorised by the 1893 CompaQies Act, 

but restrictions on doing so had reen lifted in 1886. 
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This was an exceptional case as the other companies formed ~t 

this time faced great difficulties in raising capital which in 

part were a reflection of the financial difficulties of earlier 

urban railway schemes, the Mersey Railway in particular having 

been quick to go into receivership. The City & South London 

Railway, which opened in 1890 had also faced difficulties in 

raisin~ capital and like the Mersey and District Railways before 

it, it had to resort to paying its contractor partly in stock. 

Prior to its opening a succession of earlier schemes for electric 

or cable-powered underground railways in London had all failed 

through an inability to raise sufficient capital.(1) Ifhile the 

C&SLR avoided the fate of the Mersey Railway, its early financial 

performance was unspectacular. 

The generally disappointing returns from early projects such 

as this, coupled with prevailing trends and conditions in the 

capital market meant that this was not a good time to be seeking 

capi tal for an urban raihmy, where the prospect of good returns 

was limited. The Central London Rai1 1vay, authorised in 1890 with 

a capital of £3.6 m. had by 1894 succ2eded in raising only £600.(2) 

Apart from the C&SLR the only other line to open in the first 

half of the decade was the Liverpool Overhead Railway which opened 

in 1893. Cheaper to construct than ~~ underground line, using 

electricity which was now proven in its effectiveness, with a 

large traffiC flow already existinG and some financial support from 

the Mersey Docks and Harbour B02.rd, the company had few problems. 

1. 
2. 

CSLR: Directors' Ninute Book No. 1, 1886, Acc 1297/CSL1/1. 
Board of Trade: Railway Returns, 1891-1895. 
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As overseas investment declined and domestic railway 

investment increased so after 1895 did circumstances become more 

favourable for urban railways. In that yt~ar the C&Sh-q increased 

its paid up capital substantially and the eta's capital leapt from 

£600 to over £'0.5 m., enabling work to start on the project.(1) 

The upturn did not immediately affect the 1893 schemes. In 

March 1894 the Charing Cross, Euston and Ha:npstead line hed invited 

subscriptions for the entire £1.41 m. authorised as its paid-up 

capital but only £802 waS raised. This was insufficient to justify 

allotment and was returned. In 1897 an extension of time was 

obtained. Similarly, the Baker St. and Waterloo lay dorcant until 

1900. 

The performance of the early railways gen . ..'rally appears to 

have been sufficiently questionable to deter investment in new 

schemes. Of the three companies formed in 1893, although their 

combined authorised capital was £5.55 m., increasing to £5.68 m. 

in 1897, total paid up capital in the latter year was only £902.(2) 

Nevertheless, these dormant London schemes were joined in 

1897 by the Brompton & Piccadilly Circus Railway, with authorised 

capital of £800,000. Considering that the paid up capital of the 

Liverpool Overhead at this time was £740,000, this appears to have 

been a somewhat optimi:;tic fir;ure but it succeeded in rai sing 

£4,100 by 1898. By the same year the Great Northern and City 

(G.N. & C.) had also raised £244,738.(3) In 1898 also the Waterloo 

1. Board of Trade: Railway Ri~turns, 1891-1895. 
2. ibid. 
3. ibid. 
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& City opened under the control of the London & South Western and 

the partial success of the G.N. & C. was due to similar factors. 

The Great Northern Railway encouraged its promoters to plan a 

railway with larger and more expensive tunnels so that it could 

operate through suburban trains to the heart of the city but 

having supplied two directors for its board, the Great Northern's 

enthusiasm for the project waned and it declined to guarantee 

dividends. By paying dividends out of capital, however, enough 

waS raised to enable the line to be opened in 1904. Presumably 

a substantial amount of this was in the belief that the Great 

Northern would eventually take over the line. In fnct relations 

between the bITo co:upanies steadily deteriorated and the Great 

Northern & City was never profitable. (1) 

Towards the end of the century, as domestic investment grew, 

so did investment in urban railway projects. By 1900 the 

subscribed capital of the Baker St. & \Jaterloo had grown to 

£184,000 and construction work had started, the Brompton & 

Piccadilly Circus had raised £29,000 but the Charing Cross, Euston 

& Hampstead had raised just £902.(2) June of 1900 saw the opening 

of the Central London Railway, which by that time had raised 

£2.85 m. but the same year saw work on the Baker St. & Waterloo 

halted. Much of the investment in this line was made by the 

London and Globe Finance Corporation, which with twenty-seven 

associated companies announced its insolvency in December. 

1. 

2. 

T. C. Barker & R. M. Rdbins: A History of London Transport, 
Ope cit., vol. II, p. 48. 
Board of Trade: Railway Returns. 
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Thus, despite the steady increase in domestic investment up 

to 1900 which made aCcess to capital easier, capital remained a 

problem for a nun:.ber of lines. In theory the raising of capital 

should have been even more difficult after 1900 as domestic 

investment fell off and as the economic boom came to an end. As 

money spent on investment was increasing to 1900, some expansion 

of new facilities might have been expected up to 1902 or 1903, 

reflecting the lag between raising money and the completion of 

new facilities. 

Cairncross claimed that after 1900 a good deal of the capital 

expenditure of the railways was incurred for electrification and 

for the building of underground railways. The number of main line 

companies which undertook electrification projects was minimal and 

the problems of underground railways during the 1890s have been 

outlined. Despite investment peaking in 1900 and these difficulties, 

the peak years for investment in this field were 1903 and 1904, 

with the completion of the four outstanding London projects and 

the electrification of the old steam lines - the Metropolitan, 

District and Mersey Railways. In 1903 11% of capital spent by all 

British railway companies went on underground railways and in 1904 

the proportion was 15.95%. Although capital spending was not 

actually in a trough at this time the peak year of 1901 was past 

and annual new spending was falling dramatically.(1) 

The answer to why investment should have reached its peak at 

a time when domestic investment levels were falling rapidly is 

simple. A large proportion of the capital came from America. 

1. Board of Trade: Railway Returns, OPe ci~.; C. D. Campbell: 
OPe cit., p. 39. 
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Between 1900 and 1902 the Chicago traction m8gnate Charles Tyson 

Yerkes bought the Charing Cross, Euston and Hampstead line for 

£100,000, the Bak2r St. & T~Jaterloo for £360,000, the Piccadilly 

line and the District Railway. With mainly American backing he 

proceeded to spend £2i m. on the electrification of the District 

Railway. (1) Also in this period the British subsidiary of 

Westinghouse of America financed the electrification of the Mersey 

Railway, this costing them something in excess of £600,000.(2) 

This influx of American capital reflected a dramatic reversal 

in the position of the United States' capital account as it became 

a net exporter of capital from 1897 to 1Q02. This sudden switch 

to exporting capital by the United States, which until 1896 had 

been a traditional capital importer, was due to a number of 

factors. These included the repatriation of foreign held funds in 

stocks and bonds following the improvement in stock market prices 

after 1896, the war with Spain in 1898 and the outbreak of the 

Boer War in 1899, the latter leading to a recall of British held 

American investments. In addition, fortuitously large 

agricultural exports in 1897 and 1898 plus the Dingley Tariff may 

have boosted capital exports further. The difference in the yield 

between American and British bonds also narrowed considerably, 

making American investments less attractive to the British and 

British investments more attractive to the Americans.(3) 

After the electrification of the District and Metropolitan 

Railways, there was no further major investment in British urban 

1. 

2. 

3. 

T. C. Barker & R. r·I. Robbins: A History of London Transport, 
Ope cit. vol. II, pp. 75-84. 
Merse~ Railway: Directors' M~etinb Minutes 475/8 pp 141 

2 274 -" • , 201, 0, • 
Friedman & Schwartz: OPe cit. pp. 147-8. 
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railways prior to 1914 although investment for specific projects 

such as improvements and extensions did continue. The bulk of 

the investment occurred over a nine year period which encompassed 

a boom in domestic investment and a surge in outflows of capital 

from America. The latter appears to have been especially 

important as a source of finance for more marginal projects, that 

is those which were not able to raise sufficient capital during 

the immediately preceding period of heavy domestic investment 

d~ring the 'Home Boom'. As a result, investment in urban 

raihvays peaked slightly later - in 1903 and 1904 - than most 

other indicators for domestic capital formation. 

How does this compare with the American experience? \fuile 

American urban railway development was spread over a rather longer 

period, certain key years stand out. The first half of the 1890s 

sal.v the expansion of the elevated railways in Chicago and the turn 

of the century witnessed more significant expansion, with the 

electrification of the New York elevated lines, opening of subways 

in Boston and New York and general consolidation of existing 

systems. 

The expansion around the turn of the century fits into the 

general pattern of the t~erican economy where cyclical 

contraction from 1882 to 1885 was followed by relative stability 

to 1891 and then by the 'disturbed' years of 1891 to 1897. From 

1897 to 1902 came a sharp recovery, with relatively stable growth 

from 1903 to 1907. In the years between 1893 and 1896 prices 

declined, especially relative to those in Great Britain, but from 

1897 to 1900 prices in the two countries rose at about the same 

rate. This rise in prices waG accompanied by a sharp reversal in 
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business activity, per capita output between 1896 and 1902 growing 

almost 4~% per yeo.r.(1) 

This latter period is particularly interesting for it 

coincided with the large outflow of American capital which has 

already been noted. At least until this time, it has been suggested 

that with anything up to 8~G of American securities sold overseas 

being either state and municipal bonds sold for transport 

development, or railroad stocks and bonds, trade deficits generated 

in a period of rapid growth would be financed by development of the 

transport network which in turn was related to rates of income and 

output growth.(2) Not only did this lead to the full development 

of the American railroad security market in London in the 18708 and 

1880s but the 1880s and'1890s saw record proportions of British 

exports going to the United States, with the marginal share of 

British exports going to the United States reaching a peak in the 

1890s.(3) British capital exports to the U.S. had peaked earlier, 

the overall peak in American capital imports coming in the late 

1880s. By the time of the Baring crisis, the level of such imports 

was already falling. There were two recoveries in the years after 

the Baring crisis but after 1596 it was almost ten years before 

the U.S. capital account showed a surplus. This was followed by 

sustained and heavy capital imports in the year3 1907-10.(4) 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 

Friedman & Schwartz: OPe cit. pp. 138-9. 
J. G. Hilliamson: 'The Long Swing: Comp3risons and 
Interactions between British and American Balance of Payments 
1820-1913', in A. R. Hall, ed: The Export of Capital from ' 
Britain, 1870-1914, London 1968, p. 60. 
ibid. p. 73. 
ibid. p. 79. 
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One could immediately deduce from this that whatever the 

overall importance of British capital for American railways, the 

timing of urban railway development was wron~ for British capital 

to have had much impact in this field. Indeed, this would also 

apply to the initial phase of elevated railway construction in 

America, for in the period 1875-1880 America was also a net capital 

exporter. (1) It should come as no surprise then that the only 

British investment of any note in an American urban railway 

project came in 1889. In that year, the Hudson and Manhattan 

Railroad, upon which work had earlier come to a stop, floated 

$1.5 m. of bonds in Britain. Thi3 enabled further work to start 

on the project, only for this to come to a halt in August 1891, 

as an almost direct result of the Baring crisis.(2) 

While this was the only notable exception to the ~eneral 

absence of foreign funds from American urban railways, other 

attempts to attract such funds were made, all of which appear to 

have been unsuccessful. Chief among these were an unsuccessful 

appeal by Chicago elevated railway promoters in the early 18908 

and a vain attempt by the Interborough Rapid Transit Company in 

1913 to obtain funds from the Rothschilds in London.(3) The 

early 1890s saw the collapse of interest in American railway 

securities following the B:3ring crisis while 1913 saw a short 

term deficit in the American capital account but as British capital 

exports remained high it is not immediately apparent why 

Rothschilds were unable to oblige. 

1. 
2. 

3· 

ibid. p. 79. 
Railway News, vol. LXI (1394), pp. 158, 801, vol. LXXII 
( '1899), p • S • 
H. C. Harlan: Charles T son Yerkes & the Chica~o 
Transportation System, 1886-1901, Ph.D. unpublished) 
University of Chicago, 1975, p. 161; Belmont Papers, , 
October 1913. 
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Logically, therefore, if foreir:n capital was neither soup.;ht 

nor forthcoming, American lines were primarily dependent on 

domestic capital. The early 1890s were a particularly unpropitious 

period, with bank suspensions, the Erie Railroad receivership and 

populist agitation over 'big business' and the Silver Question. 

Obviously this was not a good time for raising capital. This 

clearly affected the early elevRted railway schemes in Chicago on 

most of which construction started in the early or middle 1890s. 

Even in the more favourable circumstances prior to 1891 these 

projects experienced extreme difficulty in raising capital and 

most of what was raised was highly speculative. Between 1894 and 

1898, when the elevated lines were at last showin~ signs of 

progress, there were further panics on the Chicago stock exchange.(1) 

These panics reflected the particular local conditions of 

Chicago as much as national circumstances in that there was intense 

speculative excitement concentrated on real estate development. 

The end of the ',"orld Fair in 1893 led to an im.rnediate depression 

in land prices which intensified as the decade wore on, the trough 

coming in 1897 when land values declined 25% and real est8te was 

felt to be a liability rather than an asset.(2) 

Chicago was especially hard hit in the real estate market, 

which was closely tied to the viability of new transport links. 

When the crowds who hJd flocked to the 1893 ~orld's Fair but who had 

failed to come in the numbers expected had gone, the almost empty 

1. 

2. 

Homer Hoyt: One Hundred Years of Land ValUes in Chicago, 
OPe cit. p. 179. 
ibid. pp. 180-1. 
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flats and hotels near the fairgrounds quic~dy passed into the 

hands of receivers. The rapid increase in unemployment as 

factories curtailed operations reduced the demand for housing 

whilst the terrnin3tion of World F:oir projects and the 

contraction of firms into smaller quarters ri,~duced the demand for 

office space at the very time when its supply was being greatly 

increased by the completion of a number of new skyscrapers.(1) 

Such local difficulties made life very difficult for the elevated 

railway companies but the only one which was actually unable to 

raise sufficient capital to open was the Northwestern line, which 

remained in a half-completed state for two years from Au~st 1896.(2) 

In New York the depression of the mid 1890s was marked by a 

steady decline in stock exchange quotations of the Manhattan 

elevated company, from a high of 174i in 1893 to 113 in 1897. 

However, not until the financial year 1896-7 was there any reduction 

in interest payments - from 6% to 4~5G - which would support the idea 

that the effect of the depression would be felt most notably in 

attempts to raise new capital. Nevertheless, in 1896 end 1897 

some $19.8 m. of bonds were retired by the company, largely in 

advance of the upturn in business activity.(3) 

1. ibid. 
2. R. D. 
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Thus the impact of the recession appears to have been varied, 

Chicago being very badly hit, New York rather less so. 

Nevertheless, ev~n in Chicago new elevated lines were able to open 

in the earlier part of the recession, the Lake St. line opening in 

1893 and the Metropolitan west Side in 1895. This suggests that 

urban railways in America did not have the same difficulties in 

raising funds which seemed to be apparent in Britain. 

A major exception appears to have been the projected New York 

subway. In New York a Board of Rapid Transit Railroad Commissioners 

was established in 1891 under a State Act of th~t year and proceeded 

to draw up plans for a rubway. It was af':reed at this time that the 

most difficult problem was that of capital, the Commissioners saying 

that hardly a single good system had been proposed that could be 

built cheaply enough to attract capitalists.(1) In a 1894 

referendum a large majority voted in favour of municipal ownership 

of the projected new subway.(2) 

Progress after 1894 appears to have been hindered by the 

possible preoccupation of the Ra,id Transit Commissioners in 

frui tless negotiations with the Manhattan Raihmy over the 

construction of elevated railway extensions.(3) By 1898 when 

attention was again focused on subway construction it was found 

that the city was not in a position to finance the construction. 

1. Ra id Transit Act of New York State 
c:. •• • 

2. Board of Rapid Transit R.R. Commissioners: 
vol. II, 1899-1901, p. 769. 
ibid. 

The Sun, New York 

Proceedinr;s, 
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By law, the debt burden of New York City was limited to 1a}~ of 

the assessed value of real estate in the city but in 1898 this 

limit had been exceeded. There were three possible courses of 

action: to wait until the city's borrowing capacity had been 

enlarged, to obtain legislative authority to issue bonds or to 

obtain le~islative authority to offer the franchise to private 

enterprise. The latter proposal had stron~ support as the 

Commissioners noted that financial conditions were by th8n much 

more favourable to construction and operation by private enterprise 

than they had been at any time previously.(1) 

As has already been noted, from 1896 there was a sharp 

reversal in business activity in the United States, which should 

have meant that funds were more readily available, as the New York 

Commissioners noted. This economic recovery coincided with 

increased activity in the urban railway sector. The contract for 

the New York subway was finally signed in 1900, and by that time 

work On electrifyin~ the Manhattan Elevated was well under way, 

as was expansion of the Chicago elevated system, construction of 

the Boston Elevo.ted and. expansion of the sub1,vay thr.}re and 

consolidation and electrification of the Brooklyn elevated lines. 

Thus by the end of the century an upturn in investment in 

the American urban railway industry was apparent, this upturn 

coinciding roughly with the upturn in British urban railway 

investment which peaked in 1903. The American upturn is more 

noteworthy for this period was one of heavy capital exports from 

the United States, as has been noted. British lines benefitted 

1. ibid. p. 774. 
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markedly from this flight of capital but it does not appear to 

have unduly hampered fund raising efforts in America. 

The peak in America was considerably less pronounced than 

that in Britain. In part this was because the previous years of 

uncertainty in America had seen continued investment in urban 

railways, albeit on a lesser scale. It was also due to the 

continuing long term volatility of the American economy, the 

recovery quickly bein~ followed by another depression. The trough came 

in the 'Rich Man's Panic' of 1903 but the depression itself had 

started in 1901 with both the assassination of McKinley and a stock 

market collapse following attempts to corner Northern Pacific stock 

and the revelations that more stock had been sold than actually 

existed. The panic was marked by the suspension of dividends on 

common stock by many firms, notably U.S. Steel, and the difficulty 

railways encountered in borrowing on their usual terms.(1) It was 

a relatively mild depression but on the long side and must have 

hampered attempts at raising funds for construction of the New 

York subway. 

This depression was followed by a sharp recovery from 1904 

to 1907 during which America again became a small-scale ireporter 

of capital. This particular period of expansion was the most 

vigorous since the boom of 1879-82 but it was brought to an end 

by the financial panic of 1907. This recession in turn was 

followed by a sharp rebound to 1910. However, the 1907 panic had 

marked the end of the private building of rapid transit lines, 

the last such case being a combined sub\oJ'ay and elevated line which 

opened in Philadelphia in 1908.(2) 

1. Friedman & Schwartz: OPe cit. pp. 151-2. 
2. G. Hilton: 'Tran~port Technology & the Urban Pattern', Journal 

of Contemporary Ihstory, OPe cit., vol. III (1969), pp. 123-35. 
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The 1910 rebound was followed by another sharp downturn to 

1913. In contrast, after the early 1900s, the British economy was 

generally in a recession although recovery was more noticeable 

towards 1913 - a high yes..r for British capital exports and American 

capital imports.(1) British urban railway development reflected 

this, the only expansion being a certain amount of construction in 

London, undertaken to take the lines out of the city centre into 

the suburbs. 

Thus urban railway development \iaS highly concentrated, the 

only major expansion after 1908 being in Boston and to a much 

greater extent New York, in both of which cities municipal financing 

of construction was undertaken. In Ne\i York in purticular, demands 

for new facilities led to the signing in 1913 of what were referred 

to as the 'co-operative contracts'. These called for the 

construction of 360 miles of new line to be constructed at a total 

cost of $320 m., half to be provided by the city and the remainder 

by the respective transit companies.(2) 

The difficulties of raising money in 1913 and the even greater 

difficulties after 1914 had a disastrous effect on the companies 

as by 1919 both the New York transit companies were in 

. h' (3) recelverS.lp. Despite the receivership, the ability of the 

companies, albeit with municipal support, to raise money in a 

time of economic recession is noteworthy. 

1. 
2. 
3· 
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This was a marked difference between the American and British 

cases. As has just been shown the ~eneral ability to raise canital 

was a variable directly dependent upon overall economic activity, 

but far more so in Britain than in America. Even in a boom, with 

a high level of domestic activity and low capital exports British 

companies found fund raising difficult. On the other hand, at 

least until 1907, most American companies had access to funds even 

in a recession. 

International capital flows do not appear to have been 

important for American lines, the Hudson & Manhattan being the 

sole exception. Again this is in marked contrast to the British 

experience where the bulk of investment and construction occurred 

in a short period which was also one of heavy capital inflows into 

Britain. This goes much of the way to explaining the pronounced 

peak that was evident in British investment but not in American 

investment. Thus British companies in general seem to have had 

difficulties in raising capital due to economic conditions while 

American companies do not appear to h8ve been so affected. These 

contrasts in raising capital lead to the question of what funds 

companies had access to and whether imperfections in the financial 

markets caused undue difficulties in fund raising. 

2 

In Britain, the apparent lack of interest in urban railway 

companies demonstrated by inveo3tors and financial markets led to 

a heavy reliance on debenture issues in raising sufficient capital. 

In this, some companies at least were acting contrary to the 

spiri t, if not the actl~al letter of Board of Trade regulations on 

the matter. Strictly speaking, railway companies had the power to 
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borrow on mortga~e up to one quarter of total paid up capital but 

such borrowing powers were not to be exercised until all the 

shares had been taken and were at least one-half paid up. The 

strict limitation of loans was deemed necessary to give creditors 

adequate security but it was only by over-borrowing that many 

companies continued to pay a reasonable dividend. The requirement 

of having onehalf of share capital paid up was nominally 

fulfilled not 'VIi th payments by bona fide subscribers but through 

financial contributions or advances made by financial agents.(1) 

Both these practices were adopted by the Mersey and one or other 

by several other companies. 

There was a major fault in this system - namely that the 

severe restriction in the proportion of loans to capital meant that 

most companies were almost always at the limit of their borrowin~ 

powers. Consequently the directors \'iere placed under an 

obligation at a certain time to meet a large amount of debts 

falling due, whatever might then be the state of the money market. 

In actual fact, the great majority of railway companies exceeded 

these quasi-official borrowing restrictions. In this respect the 

Metropolitan scarcely counted as a culprit - certainly before 1907 

its borrowings never rose above a proportion of 2o/;G of total paid 

up capital, compared to the hapless Mersey, where by 1907 the 

similar proportion was 44%.(2) The lonr; term implications of this 

were SUbstantial as interest payments always constituted a heavy 

burden on annual income and for the Mersey and the Underground 

Group in London eventually led to short term insolvency. This 

caused complications, not least because a debenture issue was a 

1. 

2. 

C. C. Wang: Ler:;islation of Railwa~ Finance in En::land, 
University of 1111no1s, 1918, pp. 3-104. 
ibid. p. 101. 
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loan, not a subscription. As such, it manaF,ed to attract funds 

which otherwise would not have been forthcoming. Thus debenture 

issues were exploited to the full in attempts to raise capital 

from a reluctant public but this in itself created problems. One 

of these was the requirement that half of the total capital to be 

subscribed by ordinary shares had to be paid up before any 

debentures could be issued. This alone was a major problem 

throughout the 1890s and the difficulties in raising sufficient 

capital had a considerable bearing on the restricted size of new 

underground lines in London. Secondly, even where companies were 

able to float debenture issues, the interest charges added further 

to the fixed charges already burdening the companies. 

As British companies relied heavily on debenture issues so 

did American companies rely heavily on bond issues. This was by 

no means confined to urban electric railways as bond issues were 

important for many American public utilities after 1880. In 

theory this was largely due to the increased security the investor 

possessed, in practice such increased security was often 

hypothetical. Although like debentures, bonds created a burden of 

regular interest payments, in most other respects the similarities 

between the two forms of finance were few, largely due to different 

interepretptions arrived at by the respective company legislature. 

In Britain, the Court of Chancery would not undertake to 

manage a railway for debenture holders since a railway was classed 

as an unending business and the court could not wind it up. In 

America, on the other hond, an undertaking could be foreclosed on 

bondholders' rights and sold, or a new company formed to take over 
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and work the enterprise.(1) In the case of the Hudson Tunnels, 

steps were taken in 1897 to foreclose the mort~a~e, sell the 

property and franchises of the company at auction, re-organise, 

issue new bonds and complete the tunnel.(2) Similarly, the 

original Greenwich elevated line in New York ,.,ras sold to a 

representative of the bondholders by the receiver. Debenture 

holders were not a corporate body and could not manage the 

railway in case their interest and principal were in arrears, even 

if they wanted to do so, and they could not ai!point directors to 

manage for them.(3) Bondholders were far more of a corporate body, 

insofar as trustees could be appointed to protect their interests. 

Debenture holders did not have a preferential claim or 

mortgage on any outlying surplus land and they certainly could not 

sell the railway. The right of buildinD the railway was given by 

Parliament to a certain specific company and neither that company 

nor any court of law could sell it save by the assent of 

Parliament. Bondholders could and did sell comp~ies, usually in 

the context of winding up although they did not have a prior 

claim on income accruing from such a sale. In Britain, mortgagees 

could not split their securities, debentures representing lump 

sums of money being the most common form of securities issued by 

railway companies. Thus the investors had to take the security 

"t (4) as a whole unl • 

1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 

Rail'Nay Ne'ds: vol. !XV (1896), p. 936. 
ibld. vol. LXVIII, (1897), p. 306. 
The Me~sey Railway, as ~lways, proved the exception. Following 
its fallure to pay any lnterest on debentures, debenture 
holders were ~llowed ~o protect their holdings by appointing 
directors untll the Ilne was solvent. 
The Economist: 2.2.1867; c. c. ~Jang: op • cit. pp. 67-8. 
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For companies, income raised from debentures and bonds was 

basically very similar. It had to be repaid at a fixed date and 

a regular fixed interest was payable. There was one essential 

difference. In Britain, no railway company could borrow until 

half of its share capital had been paid up. American entre-

preneurs were not burdened with such a requirement. They could 

issue bonds more or less freely and at will, although certain 

institutions were prevented from holding less well secured bones. 

Public utility developers ,were, however, restricted by franchises.(1) 

These varied from state to state, I1assachusetts having some of the 

tightest controls which effectively deterred the wilder schemes. 

In theory, in a city like Chicago restrictions were almost minimal 

but the renowned corruption of the city council meant that 

substantial sums of money had to be found in advance to line the 

pockets of aldermen if franchises were to be successfully granted. 

Franchises were important simply because a long franchise was 

looked upon more favourably in the ffipital market which meant 

construction could be financed more easily. Mortgage bonds Were 

then sold to the public. Stock was issued but all too often given 

away to bondholders as an additional inducement to invest, thus 

increasing fixed charges further. The initial capital structures 

were inflated by the arbitrary and excessive values assigned to 

stock, otherwise known as 'capital waterine,.(2) Nevertheless, 

the sometimes peculiar expectations of American investors 

aided such quasi-fraudulent methods. ~itness the engineer who 

said that: 

1. 

2. 

Under the 1870 Tramways .Act in Great Britain tramway 
developers there were similarly affected. ' 
G. 1.{. Hilton & J. F. Due: InterUroan Railways in America, 
Stanford, 1960. 
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Americans are still far too apt to esteem a 
transportation system Great in direct 
proportion to its bonded indebtedness.(1) 

This view notwithstandinf" the major problems in raising 

capital at this time appear to have been faced by British 

companies. Th0se difficulties in turn led to th0 undue reliance 

on debenture and other loan capital which in turn created a heavy 

burden of interest, which in at least two cases proved too heavy. 

ldhy thouf,h, at a time when fund raisinf, was supposedly becoming 

easier, especially with interest rates falling, should such a 

problem have been so general?(2) For urban electric railways the 

answer appears to have been that investors were doing nothing 

more than acting rationally. 

This hypothesis is apparent in the raising of capital for the 

Mersey Railway. It is difficult to assess now the importance and 

future of this tunnel as envisaged by contemporaries. i."mat is 

without doubt is that the Victorian press r,ave the project 

sustained and complimentary publicity but that this enthusiasm 

was not matched by any overwhelming eagerness on the part of 

investors to sink their money into the venture. Indeed, there is 

irony in the fact that this publicity was greater and more 

sustained, the more local the press, whereas investment by local 

interests in the project was little more than minimal. The 

Southport Guardian info~ed its readers that 

had the &ttention of home investors in the past been 
absorbed by such legitimate speculations (as the Hersey 
Railway) instead of by foreign loans, there would be 
less complaining in Ent,land tOday. 

1. Dr. Louis Bell: CRssier's Ma~azine, Vol. XVI, No. 4(1899), p. 433. 
2. From 1894-6 Bank.l{ate ~8.S only 2;~' - ;:)i~sworth & Blackman: 

Yorkshire Bulletln, 1905, p. 93. 
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Legitimate it might have been but Merseyside interests held barely 

101~ of capital stock in the railway. (1) 

Such a statement by a local newspaper was nothing to what 

national publications were saying. Undoubtedly some journalists 

had little or no financial knowledge but statements such as 

this enterprise in its vast importance, viewed 
financially and as a means of communication, will 
bear comparison with the Suez Canal while the value 
of the Mersey Railway Company as an investment must 
be patent to everyone and cannot be overestimated 

must have been regarded with considerable scepticism given the 

limited effect they had.(2) In the event, either the influence 

or the readership of the Bullionist was minimal, for there was 

never any rush to roy the company's shares and at an early date a 

number of financial journals were beginning to outline the highly 

speculative nature of such an investment. 

The difficulties faced by the Mersey Railway led to its 

chairman Cecil Raikes campaigning hard for a change in regulations 

so that companies which were under construction but had not yet 

opened for traffic might nevertheless pay an annual dividend to 

their shareholders. (3 ) If a company was not open for traffic, 

1. 

2. 
3. 

South50rt Guard ian, June 1885, Rai 1 way News, Vol. XLVII (1887), 
p. 38 • 
Bullionist, 3.12.83. 
Henry Cecil Raikes, 1838-91, ~ for Chester 1868-82 and then 
for Cambridge University. In 1886 he became Postmaster General 
and introduced a telephone link with Paris in 1891 
(Diction8r of National Biogra h , vol. XLVII, p. 167). 
A t oug. chalrman 0 hree.otbt:;r companies, the 112rsey was the 
only rallway company of WhlCh he was a director. 
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there was no income and therefore such a dividend could only be 

paid out of capital. After several notable cases of railway 

companies indulging in such dubious activities the law had been 

passed, primarily for the protection of shareholders. 

Raikes claimed that 

The ••• operation of the standing order was that the 
only investment denied to the small capitalist was 
the small English railway.(1) 

Despite the opposition of several larger railway companies Raikes 

was ultimately successful as the relevant standing order was 

repealed in 1886. The repeal appears to have come too late to 

have had any significant impact on subse~uent railway 

development although a number of the urban lines made use of it. 

There is no evidence that this change in regulations made it 

any easier for companies to raise capital. The chan~e probably 

came too late to be of much help to the Hersey Railway but the 

City and South London had its fair share of difficulties in 

raising capital. In all subsequent cases where companies chose 

to pay such a dividend in advance of opening, the Central London 

being a notable example, capital was in any case tending to 

remain in the country and to be more readily available for such 

projects. 

Indeed, the case of the Hudson and Manhattan project, 

forming as it does a comparison with the contemporary Hersey 

project, suggests that the general flow of capital at any given 

time may have played a dominant r61e in determining companies' 

1. The Times, 7.6.83. 
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access to capital. The bllk of British investment in the Hudson 

and Hanhattan came in 188'1 at a time when outflows of British 

capital were at a peak but when the Hudson and Manhattan company 

was already insolvent. 

That British investors should have been prepared to buy bonds 

in this project but not shares in domestic underground projects is 

perhaps not as surprising as it at first appears. Not only was 

the rate of interest on the bonds 5%, compared to the 3~% then 

more or less standard on English railways but the average price of 

debenture stock for the Greu.t \.Jestern, I-lidland and North Eastern 

Railways at this time was 127.(1) However had English investors 

known as much about the Hudson Tunnel as they appeared to about 

the Mersey, or indeed as Americans did about the Hudson Tu:mel, 

it is doubtful whether this bond issue would have been so 

successful. As it was, the 1888 issue provided for ~1.5 m. of 

bonds to be raised in Britain and only $1 m. in America. 

The economic problems of this period meant that the Hudson 

and ~anhattan wasmt alone in America in facing difficulties in 

raising share-capital; difficulties which led to over-reliance on 

bond issues, the interest on which became impossible to pay when 

traffic did not materialise as expected. 

In Chicago this was exacerbated by the depression following 

the World Fair in 1893 and widespread corruption in the city 

council made the business of obtaining a franchise somewhat more 

1. Railwa~ News, vol. L (1886), p. 144; A. K. Cairncross: OPe cit. 
pp. '13, 140. The I'1ersey Railway was forced to pay 5X on new 
debenture issues at this time. 
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expensive thon elsewhere. Here, too, the companies first in the 

field appeared to suffer the greatest difficulty. In Chicago 

the pioneer line was the South Side, on which work only started 

when the street railway company which had initially opposed the 

project fiercely, acquired half the stock. In desperation to 

have the line opened to Jackson Park in time for the opening of 

the World's Fair more and more bonds were issued and problems of 

debt servicing grew~rger. This would have occurred anyway 

because of the fall-off in traffic once the Fair ended but was 

heightened when it was discovered that much of the money paid for 

South Side stock had never f,one into the line, whilst the street 

railway had cleverly placed itself in a le8al1y impeccable 

position. By 1895 the line was in receivership. It was sold 

eleven months later for $4 m. but as the nominal capital at this 

time was ~10.5 m. in bonds and t7.5 m. in shares, this left the 

ordinary shareholders nothin~.(1) 

The next eleVated project in the city, the Lake Street line, 

originally held an ordinance for the Meig's elevated system which 

was at that time being t,~sted in Boston but unsurprisingly 

investors were reluctant to gamble on an untried system. After 

some two years of trying to sell $3 m. worth of bonr]s at 6% the 

Meigs system was abandoned by the backers in favour of a more 

conventional line. A board re-organisation in 1892 was followed 

by an increase in the capital stock from $5 m. to 510 m. and the 

6% mortgage was replaced by 5% bonds, repayable after forty years. 

1. li. C. Harlan, OPe cit. pp. 134-147. 
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The depressed economic conditions hindered bond sales, the market 

price of which was 65 in January 1894. It never rose above 70 

until July 1897, with a low of 45~ in betwcen.(1) 

There was a change of management in 1894 and the new managers 

estimated that the line should have cost $3.317 m. at the 

outside ($518,281 per mile) but the previous manacern8nt had issued 

96.24 m. in bonds, owed $0.35 m. to contractors and had a floatin5 

debt of $1.067 m. On the existing bonded debt of the main road 

meetin~ interest payments alone would hnve required almo,3t double 

the existinG tr\iffic. The takeover heralded a dramatic 

improvement with bonds beinr, rescheduled, salaries cut, the line 

electrified and extensions opened.(2) 

The problems of the South Side and Lake St. lines in Chicago 

highlight the practice of "capital-watering"; that is the 

construction of a line for a vastly inflated sum, mOGt of the 

excess capital goinG straight into the pockets of the original 

financiers. The company would then be saddled \vi th an (cnormous 

capital burden, the servicing of which in most cases proved 

impossible without restructuring the debt. Certain l~erican 

financiers had a particular reputation for such sharp practice 

1. 
2. 

ibid. 
ibid. 

pp. 165-8. 
pp. 173-6. 
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although it was by no means confined to Americans.(1) 

The early elevated railways in America suffered 

particularly, if not from "capital-waterine;" then from other 

financial sharp practices which usually related to battles 

between rival financiers for control. Notable among these was 

the p3rsonal battle between Jay Gould and Cyrus Field for control 

of the Manhattan Elevated Railway. (2) This battle dated from the 

formation of the Manhattan Elevated in 1875 in a merger of the 

New York and Metropolitan Elevated lines. The struggle for 

control was a protracted one and it was 1887 before Gould's 

control was anything like complete. The price of stock soared as 

Gould's takeover became more apparent with stock exchanr~e 

Quotations for Manhattan common stock increasing from a high of 
:.L 

53 and low of 38 in 1883 to a high of 175 and low of 120 in 1886 

before falling back to a high of 975/8thsin 1889. This was in 

line with, and no more excessive than, many share price movements 

during the contemporary railroad boom.(3) The num.ber of stock

holders fell from 808 in 1883 to 730 in 1885 but by 1891 had risen 

to 1002 and by 1897 to 1698. 

1. 

2. 
3. 

One of the most notorious cases was that of the Atlantic and 
Great 1,vestern Railroad in which Cecil Haikes of the Mersey 
Railway and T. B. Forwood of the Liverpool Overhead Hailway were 
involved as trustee and member of the Committee of Bondholders 
respectively. This line, conceived and constructed by a ' 
Liverpool based capitalist, James ~cHenry, was basically built 
upon the contractor~s.cred~t an~ its bankruptcy severely 
affected several Brltlsh flnanclal houses and was quickly 
followed by the crash of Overend, Gurney & Co. - L. H. Jenks: 
The Mi~ration of British Ca ital to 18 ,New York, 1927 
pp. -; ra shaw s a1 way l'1anual, ~)hareholders' Guide and 
DirectorY' 1886. 
J. Grodlnsky: Jay ?ould 1867-92, Philadelphia, 1957, pp. 288-314. 
Manhattan Ra11way flle, no. 2691.07, Scudder Library. 
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Although the Manhattan company was authorised to issue bonds 

up to the value of $67.8 m., by 1894 only some $35.8 m. had been 

used. (1) By 1896 the total capitalisation of the company per 

mile was ~0.83 m. in stocks and $1.1 m. in bonds. By this time 

both net earnings and passengers were declining, largely because 

of the improved competition offered by surface lines. This in 

turn led to increased irritation with the company's finances'. In 

1896 one Mortimer Hendricks, a bondholder of New York, charged 

that in the previous financial year some $277, 951 had been paid 

in excess of surplus profits and that although income in the first 

quarter of 1896 was only $147,000, some $450,000 had been paid in 

dividends. As a result, he claimed the company had a debt of 

$1 m. contracted from paying unearned dividends.(2) Hendricks 

was unsuccessful in his attempt to have the directors removed, 

although by 1899 there had been a marginal reduction in funded 

debt. By standards of the time the Manhattan's mortgage was not 

excessive, nor was it obviously overcapitalised, in spite of an 

increase from $30 m. to $48 m. in the capital stock in 1899 to pay 

for electrification. 

Of the many apparent problems for rapid transit projects in 

New York, and the views of the Rapid Transit Commissioners 

notwithstanding, capital was overshadowed by the battle between 

the differing vested interests. Reference has already been made 

to the protracted negotiations between the Transit Commissioners 

and the Manhattan Railroad which lasted until 1898, without any 

solution. During the 1890s there was steadily growing 

1. ibid. 
2. ibid. 
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dissatisfaction with the inadequacies of the Manhattan company 

and this dissatisfaction vias reflected in a campaign that united 

the business co~munity and social organisations such as trade 

unions, immigrant associations and religious groups in demanding 

an efficient new transit system.(1) This grass roots campaign 

led to an overwhelming vote in favour of a municipally owned 

subway system in 1894 but fulfilment of this idea took another 

nine years. 

The continued delay was not due to any problems in finding 

the necessary capital but to sustained opposition from priv~te 

interests, rejection of an 1896 Rapid Transit Commission proposal 

by the Supreme Court and to attempts by the !1etropoli tan Street 

Railway and the Manhattan Elevated Railway to block the new 

scheme. The Manhattan company was consider,~bly helped by 

oPPosition from Tammany politicians, who were regarded as the 

long time ally of the Manhattan company.(2) It was Tammany 

politicians who first raised the issue of the city debt being 

insufficient to support the construction of the subway.(3) It 

waS these stalling tactics that led to the Rapid Transit 

Commission continuing its negotiations with the Manhattan 

Elevated Company until 1898. 

The negotiations at no time appear to have been a realistic 

attempt by the I'lanhattan company to provide an alternative to a 

new subway. The elevated company was heavily criticised for its 

1. C. W. Cheape: Movin the Masses UrbAn Public TrBnsit in 
New York, Boston and Philadelphia, 1880-191_, Harvard, 1 80, 
p. 80. 

2. ibid. p. 87. 
3. ibid. p. 87. 
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lack of precision in applications an~ to its tardiness in 

commentin~ on sug~estions, in particular its failure to put 

forward any plan for changing to electric traction. The 

Commissioners were forced to conclude that 

The public announcement of an intention on the part 
of the Elevated Railway Company to apply for 
additional facilities, or for extensions of its 
existing routes, operates to deter responsible 
bidders from undertaking the construction and 
operation of the rapid transit road laid out by this 
Board. (1) 

This failure was followed by the upturn in economic 

conditions which led the Commissioners to consider private 

construction of a subway but in the end overwhelmine public 

pressure for a city-owned subway, together with a split between 

Tammany and the ~anhattan company, led to the construction of a 

city owned line.(2) 

A contract for this was drawn up under which the city's 

cost for the subway was to be the cost of the successful 

contractor's bid plus an additional $1.5 m. for real estate and 

terminals. This would be financed by the sale of municipal bonds 

and the successful bidder was to compensate the city by an annual 

rental equal to the annual bond interest plus 1% of the 

construction cost, which was to go into a sinking fund to 

amortize the bonds. The contract was for fifty years although 

the bidder had the option of renewing for a further twenty-five 

years. 
(3) 

1. Collection of Documents and Reports Submitted to the New York 
Ra id rrransi t RI':lilroad Commissioners on the Manhattan .r.:levoted 
Railwae, -Ii. B. ar~ons ollection, NevI ark 141bllC Llbrary, p. 16. 
c. ~. heap~: Mov~nG.the M~sses, Ope ci~. p. 89. 
Rapld Translt CO~lss10n: Contract for ~onstruction and 
Operation of a Rapid Transit Hailroad, New York, 1900. 
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Despite misgivings that there would not be any bidders, 

these terms attracted tvlO firm bids but the successful 

contractor, John B. McDonald, faced a temporary crisis when his 

bankers demanded considerably mo~e onerous terms. He successfully 

pleaded for more time to obtain backing which was then forthcoming 

from Au~ust Belmont.(1) 

August Belmont appears to have been painted as something of a 

hero for this action and was praised for relying heavily at first 

on McDonald's integrity, in his apparent anxiety to see the subway 

built.(2) Belmont generally appears to have been painted as an 

altruist but his background does not suggest a radical breakaway 

from kmerica's powerful elite of oligopolists. As an influential 

member of the Democratic Party, Belmont had considerable political 

influence and as an experienced banker, being the American 

representative of Rothschilds, there was no problem in securing 

access to funds. Indeed, the Belmont banking interests provided 

major support to the U.S. Treasury in the 1890s.(3) Thus the 

1. 

2. 

3· 

Board of Rapid Transit RR Co~missioners: Ope cit. 1900, 
pp. 862-3, 873-~. 
J. B. Walker: 50 Years of RaDid Transit, 1864-1g17, New York, 
p. 169. 
Amidst political agitation the U.S. Treasury's gold reserve 
had declined to a low of $45 m. in January 1895. In an attempt 
to replenish these reserves, in February 1895 the Treasury . 
signed a contract with a banking syndicate headed by J. P. 
Morgan and AUfust Belmont which provided for the syndicate to 
supply $65 m. of gold to the Treasury, in return for 30 year 
4?~ bonds at 10Lt-t, which the syndicate marketed at 112i. The 
allegedly onerous contract terms, arranged through agents 
long identified in Populist literature as "the conspiracy of 
international bankers" became an issue in the 1896 election 
campaign. After this was vvon by the Hepublicans, domestic 
accumulation of gold ceased and the pressure on the dollar 
eased.,- Friedman &.Gchwartz: A Monetary History of the 
United States, OPe Clt. p. 111. 
Other indicators of Belmont's affluence were the naming of 
Belmont Park raceco~rse in his honour, his patronage of the 
.America's Cup yachtlng competition and his private railroad 
car Mineola. 
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growing concern over the rise of big business monopolies had 

little real impact, at least as far as urban transport was 

concerned. Certainly Belmont was opposed to the principle of 

municipal ownership, at one stage even paying a (London) Times 

editorial writer to undertake research on municipal ownership 

and control in Britain.(1) Already financially involved with 

the New Haven Railroad and more significantly from the New York 

transport point the Brooklyn elevated lines, Belmont at the time 

did appear to be the saviour, finan~ially" anyway, of the New 

York SUbway.(2) 

The feeling in New York in favour of a municipally owned 

subwey was summed up by the Transit Commissioners when they said 

The striking success of the subway in Boston removed 

1. 

2. 
3. 

doubts which formerly existed in some quarters, both 
as to the practicability of such a road and as to the 
possibility of calculating the cost ••• In the City 
of New York in particular, such franchises as those 
for the construction of the elevated railways ••• 
have proved the sources of enormous private ~ains 
without corresponding returns to the City.(3 

Belmont Papers: copy of letter from Dixon H. Davies of Great 
Central Railway (En~land) to Robert Porter, 8.6.06. In 1906 
Porter received $10,117 from Belmont and his associates for 
his research, ~8,000 cominp; from the Interborough Rapid 
Transit Operating Account and $2,117 from the Equipment 
Account - note from IRT Treasurer to Belmont, 20.2.07. 
J. B. Walker: OPe cit. p. 167; Belmont Papers, Box 6. 
Board of Rapid Transit RH Commissioners: OPe cit. p. 774. 
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Like the New York subway the Boston subway which was the first 

of its kind in the United 3tates was municipally owned. At the 

time municipal ownership of transport facilities was still rare 

in America but Massachusetts had a stronger tradition of 

government investment in public enterprises than did most 

states.(1) As in New York, public ownership was a result not 

only of public hostility towards transit monopolies but also a 

refl(~ction of the risks an: 3. costs of innovation. \Jhile private 

capital was readily available for construction of elevated 

railways, construction of such lines was unacceptable in the 

crowded city centre. Subway constp~ction meant much greater 

investment but without the prospect of a higher return on the 

investment. As in New York, public construction had the support 

of major business interests.(2) 

The najor difference with New York was that the Boston 

subway was built to remove street-cars from the crowded central 

district streets. It was thus much smaller than the New York 

line and the capital required was correspondingly less. 'Jhile 

the subway was to be financed by City bonds bearing not more than 

49b interest, the construction of elevated railways to the suburbs 

was left to private capital.(3) Although private capital was not 

forthcoming for the subway ]roject, major investors including 

prominent local politicians and bankers such as J. P. Morgan & Co. 

and Kidder Peabody and Co. conbined to take over the existing 

street railway operations and to construct new elevated lines. 

1. 
') 
c-. 

3. 

C. W. Cheape: Moving the Masses, OPe cit. 
ibid. pp. 133, 137. 
ibid. pp. 138-9. 

p. 132. 
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With a unified transport company, and a Transit CoTI@ission as a 

watchdog, policy in Boston was for the Commission to plan and 

construct facilities which the Elevated Company then rented. 

The combin~tion of public ownership and construction with private 

operation served Boston well, at least until 1918.(1) 

The popular demand for municipal ownership of rapid transit 

systems in New York and Boston was a direct reflection of the 

unpopularity of existing transport companies in those two cities -

the Manhattan Elevated and Metropolitan Street Railway in New York 

and the Hest End Street :tailway COr.Jpany in Boston. The same 

popular mistrust existed in Chicago where Charles Tyson Yerkes, 

a Philadelphian financier had succeeded by 1890 in gaininf> 

control of most of the city's street railway systems. 

These systems were highly profitable. The annual dividend 

of the Chicago City Railway Company never fell below 10;'; from 

1870 to 1900 and between 1884 and 1900, notwithstanding the 

national depression and an even more severe local depression 

following the collapse of a real estate boom on the South Side, 

was a constant 12%. Between 1886 and 1898 the \vest Bide Street 

Rail'day paid a minimum of 5% and over the same time the North Side 

a minimum of 5% and a maximuI:l of 32%. Given the actual capital 

structure of these companies, these rates are probably largely 

meaningless, although between one-fifth and one-quarter of all 

money probably went to investors. In the case of the City 

company, earnings before payment of bond interest rose from 

to.68 m. in 1888 to $1.89 m. in 1900.(2) 

1. ibid. pp. 147-151. 
2. L. r1. Zingler: Financial History of the Chica ,0 Street 

~{ailways - Ph.D. unpubllshed , nlverslty of .11 lnOH;, 
1931, pp. 233-4 • 
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The bulk of these paper profits accrued to Yerkes (the City 

company remained outside his control) and ten years after 

enterinE the Chicago traction field in 1P86 he was estimated to 

have made a personal fort~ne of ~29 n. However 

Despite his entrepreneurial workmanship his entire 
over-capitalized und overcomplicated street railway 
system would have toppled instantly had it not been 
for municipal grants of monopoly ri~hts.(1) 

Yerkes' downfall was an attempt to secure lonser franchises 

before the existing franchises expired in 1903. There were wild 

demonstrations in Chicago in 1897 before Yerkes' bid Was finally 

defeated. Blaming his defeat on 'socialists, an~rchists and 

newspapers' in 1901 he sold out his interests in Chicago to two 

friends from Philadelphia - Peter \{iclener and 'v'iilliamElkins. (2) 

widener and Elkins were connected with a laree number of 

street railway concerns in America while all three of them, more 

often in rumour than in fact, were linked with almost every new 

rapid transit project in America and ~urope. To give but two 

examples, the Franco-Belgian Traction Company, formed in 1896, 

which played a leading r6le in the creation of the Paris Metro 

in 1898 was 'apparently linked to the American streetcar magnate 

Charles Yerkes' and the same interests were expected to finance 

a subway in Philadelphia in 1910 although Yerkes and Elkins were 

by then dead. (3) 

1. 

2. 
3. 

s. I. Roberts: 'Portrait of a Robbe~ Baron - C. T. Yerkes' 
Business History Heview, vol. X.£XV 1961. ' 
ibld. 
J. P. McKay: Tr8IDw8YS 8nd Trolleys - The Rise of Urban !'Tass 
TransDort in EU:::~Be, OPe cit. Ch. IV; .t:lectric Railway 
Journal: vol. AAAV (1910), p. 422. 
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The opposition to Yerkes in Chicago had come about primarily 

through his buccaneerinf:; and fraudulent tactics. 

'l'he record of his corporate acti vi ty was a palimpsest 
on which was written reorganisation after 
reorganisation, with a heavy admixture of stock
waterinp, in each.(1) 

His attempts to extend his franchise in the 1890s cost him around 

$1 m. in bribes and were unsuccessful, with the very real threat 

of maj or riots in Chicago h,-id the ordinances been passed. 

With further progress in Chicago impossible, Yerkes decided 

to look elsewhere for opportunities to build up a personal 

transport empire. With his reputation in Chicago well-known, no 

city in America was likely to welcome him, so it is perhaps not 

unnatural that, in line with much of the American capital market, 

he should look abroad. At this time the underground railways in 

London were very much in a state of limbo. In contrast to the 

American situation where large financiers were prepared to back 

most projects in return for the prospect of obtaining a transport 

monopoly, such support in England was greatly lacking. By 1901, 

the year Yerkes sold out in Chicago, the Central London Railway 

(CLR) and the Waterloo and City Railway had opened, but the Baker 

St. and Waterloo, Charing Cross, Euston and Hampstead, and the 

Great Northern Piccadilly and Brompton projects were still 

hindered by a lack of capital. The City and South London (CSL~) 

had been operating successfullY since 1890. 

1. Dictionary of American Biography, vol. XX, 1936. 
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Around this time, Yerkes acquired control of the incomplete 

B.S. & W., Hampstead and Piccadilly tubes and of the District 

Railway. Whatever the personal motives for this, the move can be 

seen as another aspect of the outflow of funds from America but 

it is worth asking the hypothetical question as to whether, ~iven 

the improvement in the British economy especially with regard to 

raising capital, these lines could have been completed and the 

District electrified without Yerkes' intervention. The importance 

of underground investment in 1903 and 190~ has already been noted 

and much of this was attributable to Yerkes. 

The District was a problem railway and always had been. The 

problems had been exacerbated by the Inner Circle, the completion 

of which had absorbed excessive amounts of capital and even thou~h 

the City of London contributed £800,000 to its completion, it 

placed the District under an enormous burden.(1) By 1891 it was 

capitalised at the rate of £383,684 per mile. The only British 

railway which exceeded t~is was the Hersey, at £640,250 per mile, 

while the Metropolitan had only cost £235,780 per mile.(2) 

Unsurprisingly, in the adverse economic conditions of the early 

1890s the District failed to pay an ordinary dividend but it 

further failed to pay anything before 'dorld ' .. Jar I. It fared 

marginally better on its Preference shares. These bore a nominal 

rate of 5% and 33/8% was paid in the v,enerally e;ood year of 1897, 

but from 1901 to 1909 nothing was paid on Preference shares 

either.(3) 

1. 
2. 

Barker & Robbins: Ope cit. vol. I, p. 237. 
Because the Metropolitan had a long main line out into the 
country, the capital cost of Which was lo:v this should not 
be regarded as an accurate comparison. 
Board of 'l'rLide: Railway Returns. 
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It was therefore hardly surprising that betVleen June 1882 

and June 1896 the capital value of District Ordinary stock fell 

by 50/~ while Metropolitan stock improved 31;:; over the same 

period. In spite of the line's poor performance, from 1896 to 

1898 ordinary shares were bein~ bought up in large blocks.(1) 

This appears to have been an action by the Metropolitan District 

Railway Shareholders' Association, which claimed to have been 

given £1 m. by the District to construct a deep level line frem 

Earls Court to the :Mansion House.(2) Yerkes did not actually 

acquire the District until 1901, but by this time he had already 

become chairman of the Hampstead tube, his syndicate having 

formally taken it over in October 1900. It was 1903 before work 

actually started on the project. (3) \{ith the ac<}uisition of the 

Piccadilly line Yerkes' plans were complete for the time being, 

although there is little doubt that he would also have liked to 

secure control of the ~etropolitan. 

Yerkes' syndicate was said to include his friends 1didener 

and Elkins and Marshall Field from Chicago.(~) There is no 

evidence for the inclusion of 'vJidener and Elkins and it seems 

highly unlikely. From the outset Yerkes was anxious to avoid 

conflict in Britain and as far as possible used British contacts. 

It would hardly have helped his caUSe had Widener and Elkins 

been involved, apart from which their heavy involvement in transit 

enterprises in the United States is likely to have ruled them out 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

The total Ordinary stock at this time was £2~m., out of total 
paid up capital of £12.8 m. 
Metropolitan District Railway Shareholders' Association: 
circulars etc., 1897-8,. .Acc 1297/HDR ~/17. 
Jackson & Croome= o~. c~t. p. 63. 
ibid. p. 63; Dally Lxpress 15.3.01. 
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as interested partners in London. Furthermore, as ~arshall Field 

waS about this time representing a J. P. T-Torgan syndicate in 

Chicago, his inclusion too is open to ouestion.(1) 

Even before Yerkes had acquired control of the 'tube' lines 

he had drawn up plans for electrification of the District. In 

July 1901 the Metropolitan District Electric Traction Co. (MDET) 

was formed to provide electric traction for the District. Yer~es 

purchased £433,000 of District ordinary stock for the company 

which was capitalised at £1 m. in £20 shares. Yerkes took a 

large nunber of these and most of the rest went to P~erica. Of 

the five directors, two were Londoners and the others, includin~ 

Yerkes, were American although none of them appear to have been 

involved in any of his previous ventures in Chicago.(2) Once he 

had acquired control of the 'tubes', Yerkes set up a joint 

company to control the three of them plus the District and the 

MDET was wound up in Au~st 1902 when its assets were vested in 

the oew company. To finance the new compa}'y Yerkes had approached 

the banking house of Speyer Bros. who agreed to raise £5 m. for it. 

Initially all the shares issued were privately subscribed. Of the 

400,000 £10 shares eventually placed on open offer about half were 

subscribed for in Britain and the other half in New York and 

Boston.(3) 

One of the fears widely expressed re~arding Yerkes was that 

he would indulge in stock-waterin~ on an American scale, 

especially if he could acquire a monopoly of transport in London. 

1. 
2. 

L. M. Zingler: OPe cit. p. 68. 
Metropolitan & District Electric Traction Committee: 
Minutes - Acc 1297/MDET 1/1; Jackson & Croome: OPe cit. p. 71. 
Jackson & Croome: Ope cit. p. 73. 
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Pierpont Mor~an was interested in opening tubes in London and the 

way Yerkes tricked Parliament into rejecting Morf,an's schemes did 

nothing to allay the fears.(1) Despite this and numerous 

allegations made in the popular press, stock watering under 

Yerkes was effectively non-existent. Adnittedly following his 

takeover there were large increases in the wlthorised capital of 

the Piccadilly and Hampstead tubes, which probably reflected 

earlier optimism about construction costs more than anything. 

The first debenture issue under Yerkes was not made until 1905, 

for the B. S. & ',oJ. .l!'rom 1906 debenture issues did in fact 

become SUbstantial but by then Yerkes was dead and the new issues 

were made under the direction of Edgar Gpeyer and Gir George 

Gibb, formerly of the North Eastern Hailway, who ·vJas one of the 

most respected railway managers in the country.(2) 

Nevertheless, once the London lines were electrified their 

financial performance lived up to rational expectations. By 

1906 the Metropolitan, which had financed electrification 

itself, was only managing to pay 1% on its ordinary shares and 

the following year this rate was halved. The District had not 

been paying anything even on its preference shares since 1900. 

In spite of this obvious over-capitalisation, in 1905 the 

securities of both the Metropolitan and the District were in 

considerable demand because of the anticipated benefits to be 

gained from electrification. With a dividend of 3%, the 

Metropolitan ordinary shares rose to par while the District 

1. ibid. p. 79, Barker & Robbins: Ope cit. vol. II, p. 84. 
2. Jackson & Croome: OPe cit. p. 104; Board of Trade: 

Railway Returns. 
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ordinarys, which had scarcely seen a dividend, rose to 42i 

although it was suggested that this was merely manipulation by 

UERL who held most of the shares. 

T..Jhen the results for 1905 were announced, with a drop in 

the l":etropolitan dividend to 23/8%, its ordinary stock fell to 

66 and that of the District to 22. This was largely attributed 

to the transition to electric workinr, being incomplete but there 

was no doubt that electricity was extremely costly in terms of 

capital. The Metropolitan had issued £1i m. of convertible 

stock to pay for electrification, the annual charge on which was 

equivalent to -t% of the ordinary dividend. The District was not 

so seriously affected as electrification was paid for largely by 

the issue of ordinary and second preference stock, mostly to 

Yerkes and his associates.(1) 

Given its past financial performance, it was extremely 

unlikely that investors would have been tempted by the District 

at all. Similar problems of capital afflicted the other me~bers 

of the UERL, with the Piccadilly Line capitalised at around 

£800,000 per mile - more even than the unfortunate Mersey 

Railway. (2) By 1907 the District was bankrupt. Electrification 

had brought it to the end of its financial resources and it had 

been unable to raise any new capital since 1905. A series of 

temporary loans had been made on the security of surplus lands 

and Parliamentary approval was now to be sought for the issue of 

£750,000 of prior lien redeemable debenture stOCk.(3) 

1. The Economist: vol. LXIV (1906). 
2. ibid. p. 2047. ( 
3. ibid. vol. LXV 1907), p. 2027. 
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It would be easy to say that the problems of the District 

and the rest of the UERL group were the result of 'watering' but 

it would also be unfair. After all, Yerkes himself had invested 

a large part of his fortune in the ordinary stock of the 

enterprises. Admittedly cost~ had been excessive with 

electrification of the District costing £2; m. compared to 

£1~ m. for the Metropolitan but this could easily be attributed 

to Yerkes' grand designs for a first class electric railway. 

The question then remains: if the returns were so 

disastrous why did Yerkes make the investment in the first place? 

Given the American public's wariness towards him, he would have 

had extreme difficulty in developing new enterprises there 

unhindered. London therefore provided an opportunity which was 

facilitated by the existence on paper of three companies, all 

with Parliamentary approval. Yerkes made two basic mistakes. 

Firstly he failed to notice that although capital was being 

raised in record amounts for domestic investment in Britain, 

underground railway companies in London were having extreme 

difficulty in raising capital. The performance of existin~ 

urban railways was sufficient to explain this to the average 

investor but Yerkes' second mistake was to believe that the 

f&ult here was the lack of unification o~ the transport 

organiSations. His grand design had called for the eventual 

unification of transport in London but he made the seemingly 

elementary error of basing financial forecasts on the traffic 

conditions of American cities. By 1908 Speyer admitted: 
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Our experts were wrong, as experts often are ••• 
The experts were over-s~~gQine concerning the 
development of London traffic and did not fully 
appreciate the difference between London and New 

York or Chicago.(1) 

One of the Jroblems in London was that the Yerkes group were 

unable to achieve the organisation of a single transport enterprise 

for the whole of the city as they had hoped. In sharp contrast, 

after 1906 96% of passengers in New York were carried by just two 

organisations - the Interborough Netropolitan Group and the 

Brooklyn Ra?id Transit Co., both of \vhich had practical monopolies 

in their respe~tive boroughs.(2) 

One other line in the New York area was the Hudson and 

Manhattan, a project on which little work took place between 1891 

and 1907. In the latter year a newly formed company, the New York 

and Jersey Railroad Co. bought the organisation from the bond

holders for a nominal sum. The company had the considerable 

advantage for fund raising purposes of a perpetual franchise but 

made its first mistake when it was decided to build a second link 

in 1903, under a separate company, to be known as the Hudson

Manhattan Railroad. In 1906 the two organisations were 

consolidated into the rtu'lson and r-Ianhattan rtailroad Company and 

operations started in 1908. The whole enterprise was being 

underwritten by Harvey Fisk and ~ons but over $70 m. had so far 

. . t (3) 
invested In l • 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Barker & Robbins: OPe cit. vol. II, p. 141 (quote from 
Railway Times 16.5.08). 
'C. H. Latta: The Return on the Investment in the Interborol1p'h 
Ranid Transit Co., OPe cit. pp. 90-110. 
'oJ. f G. tJ.c_i,.doo: 0ro\.,rded Years - CambridQ:e I'lass (no date) 
p. 74; J. B. ~alker, Ope cit. ~ , , 
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Following the reorganisation there was little difficulty in 

attractin~ sufficient capital although traditional transit 

financiers were not involved to any great 8xtent~1)The company 

did not escape the other disease of urban railways - inability 

to earn sufficient to meet its obliGations. Early in 1913 a 

scheme was announced for the readjustment of its debt as it had 

failed even to earn interest on outstanding first mortgage bonds. 

A syndicate of bankers was formed and a plan drawn up which 

provided for the surrender of the existinc first mortgage ~~) 

bonds in exchange for half of the principal in new 5% bonds and 

the other half in 5~( adjustment income bonds. Stockholders were 

to pay $8.50 per share, for which they would receive ne1N 5% first 

mortgage bonds at a rate of $900 for each ~1,000 paid.(2) 

The slow growth in traffic and the steadily riGing tax 

burden were blamed for the financial difficulties although the 

company was undoubtedly ~~ilty of over-optimism in deciding to 

construct a second, independent, tunnel system given the pitfalls 

the first one had encountered over the previous 20 years. The 

early financial history of this company a~ain demonstrates all 

too clearly the narrow margin between success and failure in 

raising finance that coincided with fluctuations in business 

confidence. 

1. 

2. 

\..J. G. Oakman of the IRT and later Inter-I'let did hold Some 
7,400 shares in 1908 and at one stage was chairman. 
Electric Railway Journal: vol. XXXIII (1909), p. 889, 
vol. XLI (1913). 
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A comparable line with the H. & M. was the Mersey, which had 

already faced problems in raising capital for initial 

. construction. '.men completed it had promptly gone into 

receivership as receipts were insufficient to pay interest on 

all debenturas. Over the next ten years the line struggled on 

but by 1897 it was apparent that electrification would be only 

a matter of time.(1) Before this could happen it was clear that 

some form of capital reorganisation would have to take place. 

Under the I1ersey Raihvay Act 1900, this was to be provided for 

by a reduction of interest rates on debentures from 5% to 4% 

and from ~% to 3%, by paying arrears of interest on preference 

shares or ordinary shares and by making debenture interest 

contingent upon revenue. The £55,000 due to creditors was to be 

met by the issue of IBI Debenture Stock.(2) The solution 

effectively increased the capital issued while reducing the 

annual burden of the capital charges but it \",as clear that under 

the circumstances the company would have extreme difficulty in 

financing electrification. 

It had good reason to be grateful to the British -\vestinp;house 

Company (Bl/v"EI"l) with whom the contract was eventually placed. The 

Hersey Company only h&d to find some £15,000 to pay for 

electrification, the remainder of the payment bein~ made through 

a debenture issue. B"'lEI1 were to guarantee the interest on the 

existing Redeema~le 1st Debenture Stock until the line was 

1. 

2. 

The first mention of electric working was in March 1894 
notin~ that replies to inquiries had been received from' 
Mather & Platt and the Electric Construction Company. 
This was followed by a report submitted by Siemens and 
Greathead in.1895 on cable and electric working and 
eventually, 1n 1898, a recommendation from the Receivers 
to cS>nsicv~r electric/working. Mersey Railway: Directors I 
~:eetln;r Llnutes, 475 7, pp. 133, 192, 475/8, p • .;;>1.:;:;4.;;1...;; • ..;;;..;;....:::-;:;~ 

ibid. 475/6, pp. 201, 220. 
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electrified. In its place £703,750 of new stock was to be created. 

£249,000 was to be reserved for issue when the existin~ Redeemable 

1st Debenture stock \'las paid off. Of the total price paid to B'dEr1, 

.£.620,000 was paid in 4% perpetual 1st debentures and the rest in 

cash.(1) The Mersey Railway undoubtedly obtained a bargain and 

mffiM may have had cause to regret their generosity although 

payments on the new debentures were maintained, but no British 

elec trical manufacturer \"'8S in a strong enough position to have 

been able to do the same. Even if they had been the existing 

over-cCJ.pitalisation of the Mersey was an awesome disincentive. 

Given developments in London, it is not surprising that while 

the British capital market was raising more money for domestic use 

at this time th~ ever before, it was P~erican capital exports that 

were indirectly responsible for Mersey Railway electrification. 

This overall analysis does tend to show that the pattern of 

raising capital for urban raihlaYs fitted into the pattern of 

general trends in the capital markets, ''''hich in turn were affected 

by economic activity in general. The outflow of capital from the 

U.J.A. in the late 1890s was apparent in the case of Yerkes' 

investments in London but also in the expansion of electrical 

engineering, with both GEe and westinghouse establishing British 

subsidiaries in the late 1890s. As shown, the WestinEhouse 

subsidiary played a major role in financin~ electrification of 

the Mersey Railway. westinfohouse and GEe both made their decision 

on economic grounds and although -,.Jestinghouse later had cause to 

regret their move, this was primarily because of their optimistic 

1. ibid. 475/8, p. 274. 
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views on the size of the market.(1) GZC's subsidiury on the 

other hand proved to be profitable. 

The ~ovement of American capital into the London railways 

is a more interesting phenomenon, largely because it was 

apparently the decision of a single person and personal motives 

may have been more important than economic judgement. Had 

private capital under Yerkes not been forthco~inG it is unlikely 

that it would have come from elsewhere for British investors had 

by this time de~onstrated their reluctance to be involved in 

such enterprises. 

3 ____ _ 

Given this apparent reluctance, a deeper analysis of who 

did invest in urban railways and why is appropriate, as this may 

help to explain attitudes to urban railways as an investment. 

It also provides further information on the sources of capital 

for the companies. 

The first major consideration is that these were completely 

new railway companies, seeking to raise money against the 

competition of established companies. Because of this they were 

1. Westinghouse and GEe had cornered the electrical market in 
the U.S.A. Between 1890 and 1898 Westin~house sold some 
20,000 motors and GEe 30,000 but from 1891 to 1895 the price 
of GEe's two-motor equipment fell from $2,600 to $750. In 
spite Of this, ~emandowas f~ag~i~g, largely due to the 
depre~slon'odurlng ~hlCh U.u. pr~ces ~er~ cenerally declining, 
especlally ln relatlon to those ln Brltaln. The decision to 
look overseas for continued growth was a logical one sh~red 
by many Am~rican ?ompanies at the time. T. C. Barke; & 
R. :r-:. Robblns: Hlstory of Lor..don Transoort, OPe ClOt. vol II - . , 
p. 19. 
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exceptional; the raisin5 of capital for new companies in Britain 

was done largely in the provinces, sometimes by private 

negotiation between business associates and generally by the 

investment of their own capital by the directors or owners and 

their friends.(1) In these circumstances the cost of obtaining 

~uotations on the London Stock Exchange was an additional 

burden, with no guarantee of success. The Hersey Railway for 

many years maintained a London office while the crucial capital 

enabling work to start was from the contractor's personal funds.(2) 

~eanwhile, the pattern of shareholding in Britain was 

changing. In 1902, not taking into account share holdings in 

different companies, there were some 800,000 holders of railway 

shares of whom 4~b were holders of ordinary shares, the average 

holdin~ of debenture stock being about £2,000 and of ordinary 

stock about half that. But by 1912 one-third of the shareholders 

in the Midland Railway held less than £500 of stoCk.(3) 

In Britain the Central London Railway appears to have been 

regarded by investors with considerably more favour than the 

other lines. This may have been due to the growing success of 

electric tEaction and the fact that its proposed route underneath 

London from west to east along the principal thoroughfares seemed 

1. 
2. 

3. 

A. K. Cairncross: Ope cit. p. 96. 
In 1881 the contractor, Najor Isaac, undertook to place 

£25,000 of shares on t~e London Stock Exchange, in order to 
obtain a London quotatlon. Subscription to two-thirds of 
authorised capital h~d to be achieved for such a quotation. 
Ner~ey R~y: Bo::.rd rhnut~s, 1881, RAIL 475/4, p. 6. 
A. K. Calrncross: OPe Clt. p. 85n. 
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the most likely to generate a large traffic. More important 

than this was the apparent seal of approval given to the 

company by the imposing list of joint stock companies who 

invested in the enterprise. These were headed by the 

Exploration Company which formed a subsidiary, The Electric 

Traction Co. Ltd., to build and equip the line in return for 

£700,000 of 4% Debenture Stock and £2.54 m. in cash.(1) 

lNhether the Exploration Company's backing provided the security 

that other companies were looking for or whether the situation 

waS reversed is not clear but either way by 1st December 1895 

seven important companies had decided to back the project. 

Apart from the Exploration Company and its subsidiary these 

included other mining concerns - Consolidated Deep Levels Ltd 

and the Transvaal & General Association Ltd. More important 

perhaps were the banks which backed the project, notably two 

foreign banks - Banque Internationale de Paris and the Banque 

de Paris et des Pays-Ba3 - but also N. ~. Rothschild & Sons 

and the Consolidated Bank. \,Ji th such names supporting it, 

once the upturn in economic conditions came the company had no 

problems in obtaining financial support, a substantial anount 

of which was foreign. 

Al though numerically Europeans comprised under 5~'b of total 

shareholders theirs were above averace holdin~s - of those 

sh8.reholders w~ose investment was substantial enough to qualify 

them for directorships, over 14% were foreigners. Even more 

1. A. A. Jackson & D. F. Croome: OPe cit. p. 44. 
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revealing is a breakdown of shareholders by occupation. 

Unsurprisingly, individuals calling themselves either '~entlemen' 

or 'managers' formed over 30% of total investors in 1895 but the 

Company was also a source of attraction for the s~all investors 

who were presumably looking for a steady income from a safe 

enterprise. Thus the second largest social grouping was 

spinsters, wr:o fomed 11.32% of total shareholders. 4.26% of 

shareholders were widows but there is no record of those 

unfortunates who might have been orphaned. (1) 

The importance of the line as a secure investment can be 

seen from further study of the occupations of the shareholders. 

It waS a popular investment with clergymen and clerks but Gome 

of the less likely investors included artists, students, 

signalmen and a pig keeper. On the other hand although European 

interest in the line was substantial there were only two Arne~ican 

investors, both from Ne':l York. ( 2 ) This appears especially 

strange given the heavy American investment in London lines 

that was soon to follow. 

Conversely, the investment in the company by foreign banks 

must have helped enormously in givinG the CLR a seal of approval. 

Whatever the reasons, their optimism was certainly justified as 

from 1Q01 to 1918 dividends only once fell below 3}S and in this 

respect its performance was better t~-Lan that of any other London 

1. 

2. 

eLR: Shareholders' Address Book 189 - Acc 1297/CLR 4/1. 
There 0 not appear to be any figures of actual shareholdings. 
ibid. 
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line. But if the line with the best route in the capital and the 

first line constructed ade~uately enough to cope with the expected 

traffic could only show a return of 3 to 4';)~ on its capital which 

was certainly a long way from being excessive, then it demonstrates 

that the public were justified in their reluctance to invest in 

urban railways. 

This reluctance was apparent in the case of the Nersey 

Railway where no complete breakdown of shareholders by occupation 

exists but information on new share issues possibly reveals more 

as to what the functi.on of the company was expected to be. Given 

a widely held belief at the time that the line would be taken over 

by one of the larger railway companies o~ completion, it is 

unsurprising that one of the largest groups of purchasers of 

Hersey Rai lway shares in 1884 was Great ''''estern Railway share

holders, who were responsible for buying 2,390 shares out of a 

total of 11,513 subscribed for, or 20.76%, which was identical to 

the amount subscribed for by London and North Western Railway 

shareholders.(1) As either of these companies had something to 

1. Mersey RRilway Rec~rds: ,RAIL 475/4 "p. 165 ~21.2.1884). The 
DrBctice of tne maJor rallway companles formlng separate 
companies for constructing new projects, or of supporting 
independent companies involved in such projects, was a common 
one. In the urban railway field alone the examples of the 
Waterloo &: City and Great Northern and City railways are 
obvious ones. Another would be the forming by the Great 
Western Railway of a separate company to build the Severn 
Tunnel. The Hersey Railway was desi~ned to join up rival 
companies and separate dock systems on both sides of the river. 
There was also originally a plan to build a major terminal 
station in Liverpo?l~ which a~ded support to the theory that 
the Great ,Je3tern Rallway, WhlCh had access to Birkenhead but 
not to Liverpool, would take over the company on completion. 
As the Severn Tunnel was also under construction at the time 
it was felt that financi~l problems 0: constructing two major 
tunnels prevented the G.w.~. from taklng a closer interest in 
the Mersey although the G.d.R. had two of its board members on 
the I-Iersey board. In the event such speculation proved false. 
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gain from taking over the Mersey Railway it follows th~t their 

shareholders were not necessarily interested in Mersey Railway 

stock per see Similarly, if investment by shareholders of the 

r-:idland, Lancashire & Yorkshire, Great Northern and r-lanchester, 

Sheffield & Lincolnshire Railways all of which were intended to 

have access to the tunnel are added in, a fllrther 2,950 shC3res 

or 25.6Z;,.0 were accounted !'or. In short, 67.14~~ of the 1884 

share issues subscribed for went to parties for whom the 

investment might have been seen as a way of protecting or 

boosting an existing investment rather than as a potentially 

fruitful investment in its own right. 

Of the remainder only 982 shares of the issue (8.53%) were 

allotted to London subscribers but even this liaS more than the 

931 shares (8.15}~) that went to residents of Liverpool and 

Birkenhead. '1'his lack of local interest was a consistent feature 

of Mersey Railway shareholdin~s for of its paid-up capital in 

1896, some £2~- m. had been raised in London but only £100,000 

in Liverpcol.(1) This wes in marked contr~st to the Liverpool 

Overhead Railway where a substantial amount of the shares were 

taken by local di~nitaries and where almost all the shares were 

subscribed for lOcally.(2) There was therefore no inbred 

reluctance on the part of Berseysiders to invest in local 

railway facilities, especially in view of the importance of 

railway issues for the Liverpool stock exchange. One is 

therefore forced to conclude that the lac~ of local investment 

in the Mersey Railway r~ected doubts about the project's viability. 

1. Railwa~News: vol. LA'VI (1896), p. 286. 
2. c. ~.ox: Liverpool OverhAnd R8ilway, London, 1959. 
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The lock of local interest was in contrast to the Ch~ 

experien~e where despite the high foreign interest, interest 

outside the London area does not appear to have been substantial. 

56.71% of the shareholders were from London and the Home Counties 

and a further 33. 73~~ from the rest of England and 'wales. There 

were only five inhabitants of Merseyside who subscribed which 

was a smaller number than from Paris.(1) Foreign investment 

was substantially higher than that from .Scotland and ',Jales and 

while foreign interest in subscribing to London's underground 

railways increased over the next ten years that in Britain at 

best remained static. 

Compt~red to this foreign interest in the CL:? and later in 

other London lines, foreign investment in American lines was 

minimal. In the case of the r-:anhattan Railway, of 78,000 odd 

shares in 1897 for which details are available, only 90 (O.1qS) 

were obviously held abroad. Somewhat curiously, these were held 

by two British banks, neither of '·,hich held any si~nificant 

securities in British urban railways.(2) The l1anhattan Railway 

at this time had about 1,700 stockholders compared to 751 of 

the CLR in 1895.(3) 

1. 
2. 

3· 

C.L.R.: Shareholders' Address Book 1895, OPe cit. 
Barclays Bank ~td. held 20 shares and the London, City and 
Midland Exchange & Trustee Company held 70 shares. 
Belmont Papers: List of Hanhattan Hailway shareholders. 
e.t.H.: 3hareholders' Address Book 1895, OPe cit. 
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The :Manhattan shareholdin~ patterns reveal very heavy local 

investment in the company. Outside Heh' York City and its 

suburbs there were only 4,139 shares, including the 90 already 

mentioned. Apart from a private holdin~ of 2,230 shares in 

St. Louis these were predominantly institutional, or privately 

held in New Jersey. Indeed, the only other shares held outside 

North Eastern states were 100 held in Savannah, Georgia. Given 

the plethora of financial institutions with offices in New York 

this may not accurately reflect overall holdings but even of 

private holdings only 3,520 shares or 16.~6 of the 21,203 

privately held were not held within New York City. If suburban 

holdings . are included, the proportion of non-New Yorkers having 

any interest in the Kanhattan Railway was almost insignificant.(1) 

In the case of the New Yor~ subway details are available for 

holdings of 7~ InterborouGh Rapid Transit Company bonds in or 

about 1905. Again minimal foreign interest is apparent as is 

geographic concentration of most bondholders in the New York area. 

Some 29.5% of bondholders were New York City residents but these 

held 54.83% (702,886 bonds) of this stock issue. Foreign 

investment was confined to 11 people holding a mere 22,000 bonds. 

(4.26% of bondholders and 1.72% of bonds respectively). The 

majority of these were American citizens anyway in places such 

as Japan, China and the Philippine Islands. Only one person was 

registered fro~ Britain and even then also had an American 

address and only two foreigners were registered on the P~erican 

1. Belmont Papers: li~t of Manhattan Railway shareholders. 
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list. Of the remaininG bondholders, the overwhelming ~ajority 

were fro~ either the North Eastern United States and within 250 

. N Y k ~h' (1) mlles of ew or, or vLlcago. 

In the rest of the U.S.A. 26.74% of total stockholders held 

12.65% (162,200) of the bond issue. vlithin such a broad area 

there were substantial variations ranginr, from just one holder 

with 500 bonds in Oregon to two with 11,000 in Buffalo and seven 

with 36,200 (2.71% of holders and 2.8~G of shares respectively 

and the nearest to an 'ave~age' holding) in California. 

Curiously enour;h, the state with the larr;est number of bond

holders, outside New York, New Jersey and Massachusetts was 

Wisconsin with 13. Conversely, the a~tual number of bonds held 

here was low at 9,900 or only 761.5 per bondholder.(2) 

At this time there were 1580 bondholders of this 7~ issue 

and with a total of 1,281,000 bonds this gave an avera~e holdin~ 

of 811 bonds per person. This waS high for an average holding. 

In Boston in 1Q09 for example the avera~e holdinf, of Elevated 

Railway stock waS just 34 shares and only 9 stockholders owned 

more than 1,000 shares. Boston stockholdings at the time also 

reveal a very high concentration of local stockholders, with 

88% of shareholders, representinr, 8~~ of all shares, livin~ in 

f1assachusetts. ( 3) By 1 q14 this had frown to jU3t over 80/,0 of 

shareholders, or 5,055 out of 5,667. From the rest of the 

1. Belmont Papers: undated list of IRT stOCkholders. 
2 • ibid. 
3. Electric Railway Journal: vol. XXXV (1909), p. 85. 
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United States there we2e 376 stockholders, from Brit&in 21, the 

rest of Europe 12 end one each from Cuba, Asia and Bouth P..merica, 

the latter holding one solitary share.(1) 

The importance of local capital extended to Chicago where 

early elevated projects relied for their initial support on 

'Eastern capitalists' and faced difficulties in raising sufficient 

capital as a result.(2) The pattern that eventually emerged in 

Chicago was of a strong preference for local funds wherever 

possible with an appeal to Europe as a last resort. 'vIi th minor 

modifications this proved to be the pattern for all the American 

urban lines, the one irony in it being that ap;>eals to Europe 

for capital were usually made at a time when capital would not 

be forthcoming, most notably in the example of Belmont attempting 

to elicit funds for the New York subway from Rothschilds in 

London in 1913.(3) 

The one major exception to this was the Hudson and 

Manhattan Railway. This was the only P..merican line where British 

capital ever actually exceeded AmericB....'1 capital but it was also 

the only P~erican line where local interest was minimal, rivalling 

tha t of Liverpool's in the I'Iersey Railway in its apparent apathy. 

This provoked H. J. Kendall, one of the English bondholders, to 

remark: 

1. 
2. 

ibid: vol. XLIII (1914), p. 695. 
H. C. Harlan: Charles Tyson Yerkes & the ChicaEo 
Transportation ~ystem, OPe cit. pp. 157/161. 
Belmont Papers: October 1913. 
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To me it has always been one of the strangest thincs 
that Ne~ Yorkers h~ve been so apathetic towards a 
concern which is of such immense importance to their 
city.(1) 

In spite of this, the English bondholders had been advised that 

no scheme would be acceptable to the Americans which was funded 

wholly by English ~oney.(2) This attitude typified American 

thinking which appears to have been remarkably opposed to foreign 

capital. 

After the e~rly 1890s changing international capital flows 

in any case made the likelihood of further British investment in 

American urban railways renote, British lending in general to the 

United States had been most important in the second and third 

quarters of the nineteenth century and by the end of the century, 

compared to internal savings generated within the American 

economic system it was negligible. This is reflected in the 

absence of any prominent British investment in urban railways. 

Nevertheless, in total terms it was still considerable enough to 

be of benefit to America's o\~ capital exports.(3) 

Thus while British investments in American urban railways 

were insignificant, British investments in America in general 

may have made it easier for Americans to find the capital to 

invest in British urban railways. ~his investnent was not 

confined to Yerkes' takeover of most of the London undercround 

projects but included the establis~~ent by the electrical 

1. 
2. ,. 

Railway News: vol. Lrl (1896), p. 936. 
ibid: vol. LXIV (1895), p. 684. 
S. B. Saul: St~dies in British Overseas Trade, 1870-1Q14, 
Liverpool, 1960, p. 66. 
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manufacturers GEC and ,.{estinghouse of British subsidiaries. 

The \.Jestinghcuse subsidiary, British \.Jestinghouse Electric and 

Manufacturing, was established with £1i m., £i m. of which was 

ordinary share capital, held by the parent company and found in 

America.(1) In spite of the importance of these capital flows 

there is no evidence that the British public favoured American 

capital any more than the American public favoured British 

capital. 

Whether it was welcome or not, the inflm-.r of capital from 

America highlighted the difficulties faced by urban railways in 

raising funds. Given the dominance of local investors in most 

cases it seems reasonable to assu.."'Ile that the less local people 

were prepared to invest in an enterprise, the (~reater the 

difficulties in raising capital would be. However this 

overlooks one important aspect of the raising of capital, namely 

the degree of SQPport forthcoming through underwriting, or 

support from financial syndicates. 

Such support was prominent in America, where bankers 

supplied the necessary funds and skills both for reorganising 

established street railway companies and for financing new lines. 

August Belmont in New York was the most outstanding exa"'Ilple but 

in Boston the investment bankers Kidder, Peabody and Co. allied 

1. Railway News: vol. LXXII (1899), pp. 116, 287. The 
remaining £1 m. of capital was raised in Britain. It 
consisted entirely of 6% preference shares on which 
the American company would guarantee dividends for 
the first two years. 
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with J. P. Morgan & Co. in financing the expansion of the 

Elevated Co.(1) Even the Hudson and Manhattan was able to 

obtain such support, from bankers Kuhn, Loeb. 

Underwriting apart, institutional backinG was much stronGer 

in America. A large number of Bo.::;ton bonds vlere held by the 

Massachusetts Savings Banks and the Manhattan Elevoted listed 

Life Insurance or~anisations amone; its stockholders, including 

one holding of 20,000 shares by the Equitable Life Assurance 

Society. Under New York rer,ulations such organisations could 

only hold stock which was rated as 'first class' and adequately 

covered by earninr:s. Of 78,000 odd Manhattan shores for which 

details are readily available, no fe~ver than 57,018 (72.89%) 

were held by financial institutions.(2) 

Such backing in Britain was much more limited. Of even 

more significance was the apparent lack of underwriters, with 

no investment banking in the usual sense. Issuine; houses were 

preoccupied with foreign loans and the commercial banks were 

unwilling to perform the function of an intermediary.(3) 

One exception to this was the Debenture Corporation, whose 

main function was to assist in underwriting debenture issues by 

guaranteeing the due payment of capital and interest on the 

mortgage debentures of sound companies. In 1888 the corporation 

agreed to guarantee an issue of £200,000 of Mersey Railway 

1. 
2. 

3· 

C. w. Cheape: M8ying p~e Masses. OPe cit. p. 147. 
Bo,~ton Eleva~~d .BJ 1e (.l!'lle no. 252), S~udder Library; 
lRI Paters CElIe ~o. 933), 1913-1915, Gcudder Library; 
Belmon Papers, llst of Manhattan Railway shareholders 
A. K. Cairncross: OPe cit., p. 101. • 
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debenture stock, redeemable in five years. A reflection of 

the conditions in the money market in the mid 1890s i:3 that 

the Debenture Corporation was left with the bulk of this issue 

and that the Mersey Railway was completely unable to issue a 

new loan to repay it. By 1897 the Debenture Corporation still 

had £179,350, excluding overdue inter"st, due for repayment. ( 1 ) 

'dhere institutional backing did exist in Britain, it 

appears to have provided the necessary impetus for private 

investment to follow. This was most notable in the case of the 

1. Railway News: vol. XLV (2.1.86), p. 8. The Debenture 
Corporation was unwittingly a factor in the problems of the 
money murket which were ha~perin~ fund raising for the 
projected new London lines at this time. One of their 
directors was one Jabez Spencer Balfour who at their 
insistence was appointed as a receiver of the Mersey 
Railway in September 1886. Balfour was also a Member of 
Parliament but most significantly was the guiding force 
behind the Liberator Building Society, which suspended 
payments in September 1892 with debts of over £3.2 m. 
This had been inspired by the failure of the London and 
General Bank the previous week with liabilities of over 
£500,000. This was also part of Balfour's empire and the 
two failures formed a record bankruptcy in Britain. The 
crash caused a run on the funds of other buildin~ societies 
but the next largest, the Birkbeck, survived and this 
helped confidence to recover. Northcote Papers: 51/24/22, 
The Economist, vol. L (1892), p. 1387, vol. LI, pp. 386, 
693, 787; ~eport of Official Receiver on London and General 
Bank; Sir E. Ill. Brabrook: Buildine; Societies, London, 1906, 
p. 62 •. 
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Central London Railway where the interest shown by institutions 

such as Rothschilds must have increased the attraction the 

company held for the small investor. This would have been 

boosted by the role of the Exploration Company, which \iaS 

probably also the stimulus for the substantial foreicn interest 

shown in the CLR.(1) 

In spite of the clergymen, widows and occasional pig-keeper 

who invested in the CLR, the wealthy shareholders owned the bulk 

of the capital and directed the investment and in the case of 

some of the other companies, the sarne names crop up frequently 

enough to suggest a similar pattern. 'tlhile the evidence is 

limited, there is an impression that actual interest in urban 

railways in Britain was even less than the unfavourable 

investment patterns reveal, a number of wealthy patrons being 

involved in more than one line. This is clearest in the case of 

the Mersey and City and South London Railways. Charles Grey 

!'lott and Alexander Hubbard who were both I1ersey Railway directors 

joined the Board of the CSLR in 1885 and r'iott subsequently 

became chairman. Mott was also later involved in the Brompton 

and Piccadilly project, while several parties were substantial 

shareholders in both the l'lersey and City &, South London lines. (2) 

1. 

2. 

The Exploration Coxpany was also an important shareholder in 
the General Traction Co. which played a lending role in the 
creation of the Paris 11etr?politan Railway. J. P. l''1cKay: 
Tramways & Trolley~? Ope Clt. Ch. I., Ch. IV. 
'C;jL cifiareholders i j;lnute Book No.1 (Acc 1297/C3L 1/13). 
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This concentration of interest in urban railway projects 

among relatively fevv people may in part explain why the I3ri tish 

pattern for shareholder location does not demonstrate the same 

basic uniformity that is apparent in America, namely a hi~h level 

of holdings within the relevant city and its suburbs and most of 

the remaining stocks held in other major financial or commercial 

centres. 

This basic pattern can be seen most easily in Table17. 

The aim of this table is merely to set out in as cle.r a way as 

possible the major sources of funds for most lines. From this 

table the dominance of local capital and shareholdings is 

immediately apparent, the only notable exceptions bein~ the 

I1ersey, Eudson & ~'Ianhattan and possibly the Lake St. lines. 

Shown in this stylised form the table does overlook certain 

notable features, such as European investment in the Central 

London Railway although in absolute terms this was probably not 

very lar~e in any case - certainly not more than 1~~ of total 

capi tal. 

The table obviously makes no allowances for the relative 

importance of certain cities for certain share issues. The 

overall importance of London as the major British financial centre 

would not unn~turally be reflected in the importance of the 

London ca?ital markets for British issues. The same would be 

true with New York and the United States.(1) In spite of this, 

1. Total bank clearings in Hew York were always greater than in 
the rest of ~he United S~ates put together, i~ 1901 being 
more than tWlce as much ln New York as in the rest of the 
U.S.A. - Bureau of Census: Historical Statistics of the 
United States, OPe cit., vol. II, pp. 1041-2. 



Table 17 

Sources of Funds for Urban Electric Railways, Britain and the U.S.A. 

Financial Centre 

Railvm 

Boston Elevated 

Lake St. (Chicago) 

Other 8hicago lines 

Manhattan Elevated 

Interborough R.T. 

Central London Rly. 

Metropolitan Rly. 

UErtL Group 

Nersey Railway 

Liverpool Overhead Rly. 

Hudson & r·lanhattan R.R. 

Notes 

Boston Chicago Ne\v York London Liverpool 

A 

B? 

A 

B 

B 

B,( 

A 

General 
U.K. 

A 

B( 1) 

A • 
..1-1.. 

B: 

over 8a;6 of capital and/or shareholders located 'wi thin the relevant region. 

55%-8~6 of capital and/or shareholders located within the relevant region. 

General 
U.S. 

* 

B 

*. The Lake St. line was financed by Yerkes and while firm evidence is lacking it is 
prObable these funds came from Philadelphia. 

(1): Prior to reorganisation of the co~pany. 

Sources: In text. 

l\) 

.f::" 
l\) 
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local capital was generally predominant. The importance of 

local funds was greatest in Boston, where the preponderrmce of 

relatively small, local shareholders appears to have been 

encouraqed by the strong re~latory tradtion of the 

r-1assachusetts leeisleti ve. This tradition helped to sustain 

the feeling that 

The ••• system ranks pre-eminently as the most 
complete, efficient and best managed street railway 
property in this country, and it is doubtful if the 
securities of any similar proposition rank as high 
in investment merit as those of the Boston Elevated 
and 'dest End Street RaiL!ay. (1) 

Although small investors played an important role in Boston, 

financial institutions too played a major role. It is here 

that one important difference be~een Britain and l~erica was 

apparent for only in the case of the Central London Railway does 

there appear to have been a broad mix between financial 

institutions, wealthy individuals and the s:nall investor. In 

part this may reflect a lack of information but the much greater 

importance of fina~cial institutions and influential financiers 

in America cannot be overlooked. \·Jhilc this was most apparent 

in New York, where it may have reflected the relative 

sophistication and importance of the capital market, that it 

spread throughout the United States is apparent from Yerkes' 

investments in London, and from the J. P. Morgan syndicate's 

attempts to finance underground lines in London.(2) 

1. 

2. 

Investors' Aqenc~ ReEort, 8.2.1905, Boston Elevated File 
"CElIe 252), ucud er .Llbrary. 
Barker & Robbins: OPe cit. vol. II, p. 84. 
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Thus the change in sources of finnnce demonstrated by 

comparing sources of capital for the Hudson and 11anhattan in 

the late 1880s and the London underGround lines in the ec',rly 

1900s may have reflected much more than chanfoinG international 

capital flows. The increasing importance of outward capital 

flows from America has been noted but if the case of the urban 

rail\vays was any guide the American approach in e;eneral towards 

raising capital showed a much bife:er awareness of "big business" 

needs and methods than was apparent in Britain. Indeed, 

Cairncross has shown that the small investor actually appeared 

to be becoming more important in Britain, at least in railway 

companies, while major issuing houses still showed greater 

concern over overseas investments. 

Nevertheless, the prospects of urban electric railways 

and general economic conditions mu~)t be taken into account. 

The investment required for an underGround line was sUbstantial 

but the low fares that would of necessity be charged made the 

prospect of adequate returns much less likely. \{i th elevated 

railways construction costs were much less and it is no surprise 

that such companies generally found the raising of capital much 

easier. Even in Britain adequate capital could be raised, if 

traffic forecasts were sufficiently promising, as the case of 

the G.L.R. demonstrated. This suggests that investors were 

usually acting rationally, enother factor which may explain the 

overall importance of local investors. It is worth noting that 

locally financed projects generally fared better than other 

ones. As to the argument that American underground lines found 

raising capital less of a problem, the two main lines were both 

backed by the municipal authorities. 
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Apart from the importance of adequate investo-r-knowledr;e 

of likely returns, the capital intensive nature of most of the 

lines made them especiallY susceptible to economic conditions. 

In rough terms the development of the urban railways coincided 

with more general economic expansion especially in America 

where contraction in the mid 18808 was followed by relative 

stability to 1891 and then by uncertainty in the years to 1897. 

The sh3rp recovery from 1897 to 1902 I"laS followed by relatively 

stable growth from 1903 to 1907. Construction of the underground 

railways in New York and Boston vms realised dllrinf, these last 

ten years. 

In Britain, althou~h the stock of money was growing quickly 

after 1887 other indicators did not chanr;e so quickly. From 

1874 to 1895 unemployment averaged 7.2% while from 1896 to 1914 

it was 5. 45'v. The reduction in employment in the mid 1890s w&s 

due in part to a recovery in house building, lNhich may have been 

stimulated by developments in urban transport.(1) Figures for 

trade, railway freight and capital issues all revealed a low in 

1893 which was followed by recovery. This recovery was 

accompanied by increases in the paid-up capital of a number of 

urban railway projects.(2) 

In general the pattern of raising capital for urban 

railways fits into general trends in the capital market, the 

most notable example being the Barinfo crisis which hit the 

1. 

2. 

3. B. Saul: The Myth of the Great Depression, OPe cit., 
pp. 30-32. 
E. l'1. Sigsworth & J. Blackman: OPe cit. p. 75; Do~: 
Railway Returns. 
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Chicago real estate market, the crash in w~ich badly hit 

promotion of elevated railNays there.(1) The crisis also hit 

fund raising for the Hudson & 11anhattan Hailway and did nothing 

to help raise capital for British lines. This crisis alone 

demonstrates the difficulties that the urban railwDYs faced in 

raising capital. 

The pattern that develops in both countries is for such 

organisations to be re~arded very much as marginal investments, 

with some jU3tification, as the next chapter will show. Within 

this concept actual investor patterns even show some similarity. 

Of course, there were marked differences, whether it be in the 

type of investor or his geographical link with the line. 

However, the most interesting pattern is that of institutional 

or syndicated interest in specific lines. The most extreme 

example of this is the case of Yerkes and his friends but in 

Europe the Exploration Co. provided the initial backin~ for the 

CLR, although its interest in the Paris Metro may have been 

curtailed by the European stock market collapse in 1900. 

The problem of findin~ capital did not end with the opening 

or electrification of a line - indeed afterwards it may have 

become more acute. However, the raising of capital in such 

circumstances became directly related to the financial 

performance of the individual company, in terms of the returns 

it offered to investors, and this is the subject of the next 

chapter. 

1. H. Hoyt: OPe cit. pp.159-196. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE RETURN ON THE INVESTMENT IN URBAN ELECTRIC 

RAILWAYS 

Having seen that urban railways were frequently regarded as 

marginal investments, the effect of this on investors and the 

companies can now be examined. The subject is central to the 

overall study for the ability to raise adequate capital was 

important if new cost-reducing technology was to be adopted. 

Thus potential differences in the returns of individual 

companies might explain wider overall differences. In examining 

this, two basic questions arise: firstly, could investors have 

fared better by placing their money in other enterprises and 

secondly, how great a burden in attracting fresh capital were 

earlier financial problems for the companies? A number of other 

factors should also be considered, such as the effects of the 

differences between individual and institutional investment, the 

importance of regional differences in attracting funds and the 

overlying comparisons between the British and American 

situations. Were, for instance, American investors as gullible 

and British investors as rational as was suggested? Were the 

amounts of capital required, for underground construction at 

least, so great as to preclude the possibility of a worthwhile 

return on the capital being achieved? Examination of the 

varying rates of return may also help to explain the large 

outflow of American funds just before the turn of the century. 

It will be shown that, in general, despite evidence to the 

contrary, the urban railways in the United States offered 

investors a better return than average opportunities there and 

that the converse was true in Britain. 
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This situation, which was primarily due to greater feelings 

of security in America, in turn made for easier conditions for 

fund-raising,and therefore continuing investment, but also gave 

rise to serious financial problems in the long-term. The 

apparent paradox of higher returns but lower risk in the United 

States is something that this chapter seeks to explain. In 

Britain, on the other hand, poor financial performance increased 

the cost of electrification and other problems further increased 

the difficulties, giving rise to a poor return on the 

investment. (1) This supports the hypothesis of the previous 

chapter that investors were rational, saw urban railways as 

unremunerative and were therefore unwilling to invest in them 

although deviations from this pattern will also be noted. 

Finally, comparison is made with tramway development. This is 

particularly important, partly because tramways and urban 

railways were competing for funds at the same time but also 

because of the corporate structure of many of the American 

lines, which meant that they were closely involved with street 

railways. 

In England and Wales there was a marked change in railway 

fund-raising patterns towards the end of the nineteenth century. 

The percentage of total funds raised in ordinary shares fell 

from 51% to 36% between 1865 and 1880 and thereafter remained 

fairly steady.(2) This helps in part to explain the very heavy 

1. 

2. 

The term return on investment is used in a general sense. 
Throughout the chapter more specific terms are used as 
necessary and these are defined as they arise. 
G. R. Hawke & M. C. Reed: 'Railway Capital in the U.K. 
in the 19th Century', Economic History Review, vol. XXII, 
1969, pp. 269-286. 
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reliance of the new urban lines on debenture capital - railways 

in general were on the defensive in the capital market and were 

consequently making greater use of fixed interest payment 

methods. As urban railways were certainly not on an equal 

ranking for fund-raising with the larger companies, this must 

have increased the cost of obtaining capital for the new 

companies. vlliether this attracted or deterred investors in 

itself is difficult to assess. 

Quite apart from the relative attractions of all the 

companies, it is difficult to determine whether an individual 

is a risk taker or risk averter and consequently what his 

reactions would be. There is alsO the problem of determining 

investors' knowledge of a particular company. However, it is 

clear that the period in general was not an easy one in which 

to raise capital. 

Although home railway securities appreciated rapidly in 

value in the 1890s, after 1901 the terms on which money could 

be raised deteriorated sharply but this was the time when the 

older urban lines were seeking funds for electrification, the 

newer lines funds for completion and electric tramways funds to 

take away the railway passengers. Fixed interest securities 

may have eased the problem but in turn created a regular burden 

of interest payments and the rate of interest frequently had to 

be higher than average to attract funds which might otherwise 

have gone elsewhere. Thus the District had a debenture issue 

paying six per cent and the CSLR had a five per cent preference 
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issue, both high for their classes.(1) 

The necessity of paying high interest rates to attract 

capital was only one side of the main problem in attracting 

funds, the other being the heavy capital expenditure needed for 

underground railways or for conversion to electric operation. 

Table 18 gives the expenditure per mile figures for the early 

years of this century. The comparisons between the underground 

lines and the Liverpool Overhead are readily apparent. It is 

also apparent that, in spite of the improvements in construction 

techniques, the cost of construction of new underground lines 

waS becoming steadily more expensive, the Mersey Railway, with 

its larger tunnels and its drainage, ventilation and lift 

mechanisms being a rather extreme case. 

In the case of the early lines, a large increase in capital 

to pay for electrification is also noticeable. In the case of 

the Metropolitan, even if the capital per mile in 1908 is 

calculated at the old mileage, there was an increase of £33,213 

per mile from 1901 to 1908. This was certainly not spent on any 

major developments or improvements outside central London and it 

represents the cost of conversion of the Inner Circle and Harrow 

and Uxbridge lines to electric traction, spread over the whole 

system. Admittedly comparison with the L.O.R. is not entirely 

fair as this was a special case; its Parliamentary costs were low 

and for its entire length it ran along the Dock Estate, solving 

problems of land purchase. Funds were raised locally which 

avoided the cost of having a quotation on the London Exchange. 

1. Board of Trade: Railway Returns; listings of capital structure 
of respective railways. 
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TABLE 18: CAPITAL EXPENDITURE PER MILE OF LINE OPEN 

1901 1905 1908 

CSLR £379,410 £373,653 £371,734 

CLR £591,366 £645,256 £560,857 

Mersey £947,703(1) £1,016,626 £1,016,626 

Metropolitan £177,393 £199,548 £361,693(2) 

District £397,835 £496,299 £518,299 

Liverpool 
Overhead £87,777 £61,106 £61,106 

Bakerloo 

~ 
£790,400 

Hampstead Not open £619,625 

Piccadilly £654,440 

GN & CR Not open £693,000 £694,670 

Waterloo & City £303,000 £303,000 

Source: Board of Trade, Railway Returns 

1. From 1894 to 1899 the figure was £649,250 - the 1901 figure 
reflects the raising of capital for electrification. 
In the annual returns sent to the Board of Tra.de, the 
Metropolitan Railway mileage was reduced from 79 in 1905 
to 46 in 1906. However, no allowance was made in the 
capital account for this. 

2. 
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In sharp contrast is the case of the District Railway where 

the capital increased by over £120,000 per mile from 1901 to 

1908. The amount of this that could be directly attributable to 

electrification is unclear, as the mileage of the system was 

increased over the same period but if allowance is made for the 

suburban sections with their much lower construction costs, it 

nevertheless becomes apparent that the cost of the Inner Circle 

section, certainly after electrification, was somewhat higher 

than the cost of building a new 'tube' line. Both the 

Metropolitan and District were guilty of dubious practice in 

their capital accounts over the electrification issue. Neither 

of them wrote off their outdated capital stock from steam days 

but instead simply credited their capital accounts with the 

money obtained from the sale of old steam stock. Consequently, 

from 1897 to 1907 the Metropolitan figures for rolling stock 

increased from £464,000 to over £1 m. while net revenue fell 

from £467,000 to £307,000. Over the same period the 'value' of 

District rolling stock grew from £302,000 also to over £1 m. 

while net revenue fell from £237,000 to £145,000. In contrast, 

some of the money received by the Mersey Railway from the sale 

of old rolling stock was used to pay interest on the New 1st 

Perpetual Debenture issue.(1) Overlooking the specific issue 

here, which was tantamount to 'capital~watering', two 

contrasting factors become clear. Firstly, the railways were 

increasing their capital to pay for electrification, secondly, 

revenue was falling. 

1. The Economist, ~ol. LXVI (1908), p. 323; Mersey Rly.: 
General I1anager s Letter Book, No. XXI (1910), letter 
from J. Shaw to s. G. Sheppard. 
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The increase in capital in the case of the Mersey is even 

more noticeable but misleading. Although the capital per mile 

increased by £367,000 (56.6%) from 1899 to 1908, this was by 

no means entirely because of the cost of electrification. The 

ordinary share capital increased by over £1 m. from 1900 to 

1901 while loan stock rose only by some £150,000 over the same 

period, and by a further £275,000 to 1905. As electrification 

was paid for entirely out of new loan capital and as no new 

ordinary share issue was authorised, it would appear that the 

signing of the electrification contract provoked a degree of 

semi-speculative share buying. The Mersey was exceptional in 

two further respects. The terms on which it raised the money 

to pay for electrification were far from onerous and revenue 

increased as a result of electrification. Thus, not only was 

the company able to cover the 4% interest on the electrification 

capital but in time all the other fixed interest payments 

(although these had by then been written down in value). 

The Mersey was indeed fortunate to find a fairy godmother 

in the form of the Westinghouse company but the problems remained 

for the London lines. Funds were being sought in a declining 

capital market and in competition with potentially more 

attractive investment opportunities. The period after 1900 was 

generally one of retardation in the British economy and it has 

been suggested that a clear order of priorities existed for 

returns on capital. These were firstly foreign investment, 

secondly investment in the staple industries and new industries 
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a poor third.(1) Urban railways would probably rank between the 

second and third of these categories - they were not as yet 

established and their dependence on the young electrical industry 

was a further factor inhibiting investment. The situation was 

complicated still further by the overall pattern of railway 

investment. The period from 1896 to 1904 was one of the two 

most active periods of railway investment in Britain. Profits 

in preceding years had been abnormally high and the stock market 

was still favourable. Passenger traffic increased rapidly in 

the 1890s but fairly slowly in the 1900s. Population, 

especially in urban areas was increasing more quickly in the 

former period and the growth of population and suburbs brought 

increased revenue and offered increased scope for investment.(2) 

Thus the first problem for electrification or construction 

of new lines was that by 1904 the railway investment market had 

passed its peak, but in its peak year of 1901, gross investment 

in the London Underground lines was only £1.1 m. By 1904 it was 

£7.2 m. and remained high for the next two years, although 

declining sharply. The deterioration of the market can only 

have made fund-raising more difficult and therefore increased 

the cost of capital. The second problem faCing the urban 

railways was that the rapid growth of urban centres was also 

stimulating the development of electric tramways. Gross 

1. 

2. 

H. 'IV. Richardson: 'Retardation in Britain's Industrial 
Growth 1870-1913', Scottish Journal of Political Economy 

1965 148. -' vol. XII, , p. 
A. K. Cairncross: Home & Foreign Investment 1870-1913 
OPe cit. pp. 139-141. ' 
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investment in tramways rose from a record £2.5 m. in 1899 to 

£7 m. in 1900. It then stayed at an annual rate of around £6 m. 

until 1906.(1) In short, when fund-raising for both ordinary 

railways and electric tramways was at a peak, work on three 

London projects had either stopped or not started, due to lack 

of funds. While it is unlikely that the new tramways attracted 

funds which might otherwise have gone into the railways, given 

the predominance of municipally financed tramways, their growth 

cannot have improved the prospects for the underground lines. 

In 1898 the London tramways carried 312 m. passengers and 

although this had only risen to 394 m. in 1903, by 1907 they 

carried 586 m. and by 1911 822 m. passengers - a growth from 

1903 to 1911 of 208.6%. In contrast, passenger traffic on the 

urban lines was 127 m. in 1898, 186 m. in 1903, 238 m. in 1907 

and 312 m. in 1911 - a growth of 168% from 1903 to 1911.(2) 

This of course takes no account of the openine of new tubes 

during the period and traffic on industrial lines grew far less 

spectacularly and stagnated for much of the period. Equally, 

the figures for passengers by tram take no account of the growth 

of tramway mileage. 

Furthermore, dividends of tramway companies were usually 

high. A ranking of equity returns between 1870 and 1913 gave an 

average for railways of only 4.33% but for tramways and omni

buses of 8.95%. (u.s. railway returns were 8.41%.) If these 

1. I. C. R. Byatt: :=-T~h.:::..e-i5l~rn=~T.=~~~~~~~=.-1:.!..:9z.1~4, 
oxford University 
pp. 164, 204. 
ibid. p. 217; Board of Trade: Railway Returns. 2. 
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were 'risk adjusted' the disparity was even wider. Dividends 

did not increase at all in the early twentieth century but the 

bulk of extraordinary returns in the tramway sector occurred 

during this period, probably because takeover by local 

authorities was at prices well in excess of those reflecting 

the sector's long term risk characteristics as private 

enterprise. (1) Such action can have done little to enhance the 

attraction of urban railways as an investment. 

While all the urban railways and some of the tramways were 

conceived in the 1890s, when overall population grew by twelve 

per cent, in the following decade the overall growth was only 

10.3%. By itself, this was scarcely a profound difference, 

except that while in the 1890s real wages rose by some eleven 

per cent, 1900-10 saw them fall by six per cent.(2) This 

affected all British railways, on which passenger traffic 

generally stagnated after 1901. 

Although it is an over-simplification to say that this was 

the only factor affecting urban railway performance, it can be 

seen that any decline in net revenue attributable to growing 

surface competition, when combined with the difficulty of raising 

capital initially, would have a detrimental effect on the rates 

of return on the capital. These rates are given in Table 19. 

The figures in the table have been defined as the Rate of Return 

1. 

2. 

M. Edelstein: 'Realized Rates of Return on U.K. Home and 
Overseas Portfolio Investment in the Age of High Imperialism' 
Explora~ions in Economic,History, vol. XIII (1976), p. 301. 
H. W. R~chardson: OPe c~t. p. 129. 
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on Capital Employed which has been calculated by dividing the 

figure for Operating Profit by the figure for average total long 

term funds. The Operating Profit in each case has been defined 

as Total Receipts less Total Working Expenditure and average 

long term funds as paid-up capital (including loan capital) for 

the year. It is readily apparent that if the figures are 

compared with the national average, they are unimpressive. 

Such a comparison emphasises the much higher capital outlays on 

underground railways in particular although even the Liverpool 

Overhead only once managed a return of more than four per cent. 

The deterioration in the returns of the Metropolitan and 

District lines over the period is also apparent. More 

particularly, this decline coincides with the electrification 

of the two lines, and the decline in traffic over the same 

period. The deterioration in the returns of the C.L.R. is 

indicative of this general decline in traffic also, with the 

lower figures after 1905 (excluding 1908) coinciding with 

stagnation in passenger traffic, despite the opening of an 

extension, and a growth in train mileage. It is noticeable 

that the stability present in the average national returns was 

lacking in urban railway returns, even if the average is taken 

of their performance. It would be reasonable to assume that 

thiS fluctuating performance would be at least partially 

reflected in share price movements but this does not appear to 

have been the case. For example, from April 1906 to April 1908 

earnings of the C.L.R. fell by over ten per cent. This was the 

heaviest fall in gross receipts of any London railway company 
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TABLE 19: ANNUAL RETURN ON CAPITAL {:Qer cent2 

CLR CSLR L.O.R. MERSEY MET. DISTRICT UERL National 
Group· Average 

(all UK 
railways) 

1891 1.1 0.55 3.57 3.30 4.31 

1892 1.61 0.80 3.55 3.40 4.17 

1893 1.82 1.70 0.52 3.38 3.21 3.91 

1894 2.10 2.26 0.41 3.48 3.32 4.11 

1895 2.16 3.54 0.66 3.31 3.36 4.17 

1896 1.97 3.48 0.68 3.66 3.39 4.34 

1897 2.23 3.59 0.47 3.74 3.54 4.35 

1898 1.80 4.03 0.57 3.71 3.30 4.25 

1899 1.40 3.95 0.62 3.74 3.31 4.31 

1900 3.78 1.67 3.45 0.56 3.62 2.96 4.06 

1901 4.29 2.23 2.83 0.25 3.18 2.31 3.89 

1902 5.83 3.90 1.96 0.11 3.11 2.63 4.06 

1903 4.43 3.30 2.52 0.14 3.33 1.81 4.07 

1904 4.40 3.29 3.54 0.46 3.10 1.58 4.02 

1905 4.40 3.01 2.84 0.52 2.75 1.24 4.05 

1906 3.98 2.86 1.91 0.66 2.18 0.94 0.36 4.09 

1907 3.39 3.20 2.00 0.78 2.14 1.18 0.76 4.10 

1908 4.72 3.09 1.78 0.81 2.17 1.57 1.99 3.92 

1909 3.14 3.30 1.91 1.10 2.35 1.98 2.26 4.05 

1910 3.15 3.24 2.31 1.29 2.64 2.37 2.36 4.24 

*Baker Street and Waterloo; Charing Cross, Euston and 
Hampstead; Great Northern, Piccadilly and Brompton. 
They were not offi~ia~~malgamated until 1910. For. 
earlier years the lndlvldual results have been comblned. 
For 1906 only the Baker Street and Waterloo was open. 
The Piccadilly line opened in December 1906 and the 
Hampstead line in June 1907. 

Source: Board of Trade: Railwa;y: Returns 

The figures are the Rate of Return on Capital Employed. This has 
been calculated by dividing the figure for Operating Profit by 
the figure for average total long term funds. Operating Profit 
in each case has been defined as Total Receipts less Total Working 
Expenditure and average long term funds as paid-up capital 
(including loan capital) for the year. 
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and was reflected in the 1906 and 1907 fi~res for the return on 

capital. However, alone of all the London railway companies 

from March 1907 to April 1908 the price of C.L.R. stock actually 

rose.(1) The reason for this lay in the forthcoming Franco

British exhibition at Shepherds Bush which was expected to bring 

additional traffic to the line. This it did, receipts rising by 

over £59,000 for the year but by 1909 they had fallen back to 

below the 1907 level. This explains why there should have been 

a sudden improvement in the rate of return but why an exhibition 

of a few months' duration should have had such a marked effect 

on share prices is not easily explained. 

This temporary aberration apart, few lines could demonstrate 

any improvement in the returns, although in overall performance 

from 1900 to 1910, the CSLR certainly improved when compared with 

its first ten years. By 1909 the I1ersey was also showing (by 

its own far from high standards) a marked improvement. Overall, 

however, the figures cannot be said to be satisfactory. Taking 

four per cent as a reasonable objective, this being the figure 

arri ved at by urban tram\vays in providing for adequate 

depreciation, only two lines ever achieved this - the CLR and 

LOR. If, on the other hand, the national average is taken as a 

suitable objective, the only line to achieve it was the CLR, 

which mana~ed it from 1901 to 1905 and again in 1908. For the 

older lines, although electrification may have reduced operating 

costs, the concomitant growth in traffic was not always forth

coming and electrification was therefore a financial burden, at 

1. The Economist, vol. LXVI (1908), p. 829. 
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least until traffic improved. The Mersey case demonstrates well 

the decline in traffic and the recovery after electrification 

but no such clear pattern is discernible in the case of the 

lines forming the Inner Circle. The problem here was that the 

extra passenFers needed to finance the conversion did not 

materialise and the conversion probably cost too much in the 

first place. The figures demonstrate clearly that urban railway 

operation in Britain was at best marginally profitable and that 

a firm control of capital expenditure was essential. 

In the case of the UERL group and the District line, 

allegations of 'capital-watering' were frequent but probably 

unjustified. The truth was nearer to poor supervision of funds 

than deliberate creation of excessive amounts. The Economist 

blamed Yerkes for the problems of these lines: 

He took no account of our local eovernment system. 
He made no preliminary bargain with the local 
authorities or with the railway companies. He had 
not even the sense to acquire tracts of land, 

whose value has been enormously increased by the 
opening of the tubes ••• the ill-success that has 
hitherto dogged the undertaking is due to the 
initial blunders, and certainly not to subsequent 
management. (1) 

Mistakes through lack of foresight were compounded by the 

peculiar problems of London. There were eood geological reasons 

for deep level construction of the tubes but if this made 

construction cheaper, it was at the expense of operating costs. 

For instance, the cost of lifts on the CLR was estimated to add 

8%,or over £16,000, annually to total operating expenses. The 

1. ibid. vol. LXVI, p. 828. 
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deep-level construction had in itself limited the diameter of the 

tunnels, which while reducing construction costs may also have 

increased operating costs. This was the case on the eSLR where 

the tunnels were so small as to be a hindrance to high-capacity 

operations. As a result later lines were built with larger 

tunnels. 

There was also the problem, as in America, of rate assessment. 

While the CLR was paying £32,000 annually in rates and taxes, 

which was equal to one per cent on its common stock, competing 

road vehicles paid nothing towards the cost of street widenine 

and in turn the railway fares were kept low by road competition. 

The deep level of stations, in addition to raising operatinf, 

costs, increased the travelling time for passengers and therefore 

acted as a deterrent to short distance travel. However, in 1907 

some 83% of traffic in central London came from \vi thin a ten-mile 

radius. Buses and trams could compete with trains over such a 

short distance. Interestingly enough thou~h, although the narrow, 

congested streets of London favoured buses, which were also paying 

no rates, over trams, the three largest bus companies lost money 

heavily and combined in August 1908. At the time, the LCe trams 

were showing a six per cent return on capital.(1) Finally, the 

underground railways in London had not been planned on an overall 

basis. In the case of the Inner Circle, the theory of a circular 

railway had in practice failed to provide the kind of 

cOnIDunication required for the central urban area and the system 

was mainly used for east to west (and vice versa) travel on the 

1. Royal Com~ission on 
Electric Railway 
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northern and southern halves. In the case of the new lines 

... the deep level railways as they exist ••• have 
been designed and laid down in accordance with the 
proposals of different promoters, without special 
examination beforehand of the whole problem and 
without continuous control by a single authority ••• (1) 

These various factors help to explain the high capital cost 

of the line and the poor passenger figures which combined to 

result in the disappointing returns on capital. The previous 

chapter showed that the lines initially suffered difficulty in 

attracting sufficient funds and it now remains to be seen how 

investors fared in terms of the returns they achieved. Table 

20 gives the ordinary dividends paid out by electric railways in 

this period. There are of course a number of limitations with 

such a straightforward comparison but it is immediately obvious 

that after 1900 the highest dividends were paid out consistently 

by the CLR. Furthermore, if allowance is made for the dividends 

paid from real-estate profits in the case of the Metropolitan, 

the dividends of that company are even less impressive. However, 

the point about CLR returns is noteworthy, if only because this 

was the company with the most sUbstantial institutional 

investment, suggesting (unsurprisingly) greater knowledge of 

potential returns in such cases. If comparison is made with 

Table 19 a rough correlation between return on capital and 

dividends paid is obvious, except in the case of the LOR. This 

had a deliberate policy of maintaining a far higher Renewal Fund 

than was necessary, to offset the possibility of a capital loss 

1. Royal Commission on Transport in London, Paras. 128, 55. 
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TABLE 20: ORDINARY DIVIDENDS - URBAN ELECTRIC RAILWAYS, 
1891-1914 -

1891 
1892 

1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 

1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 

1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 

1909 

1910 
1911 
1912 

1913 
1914 

CLR 

3(1) 
3(1 ) 
3( 1 ) 

3(1 ) 
3( 1 ) 

2~(2) 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

3 
31. 
3 

3 
3 
3 
3 
2 

CSLR 

9/16 
11/16 
11/8 

13/16 
19/16 
17/8 
21/8 
17/8 

1i 
2 

3-! 
23/8 
21/8 
17/8 
21/8 

21/8 

1t 
1i-

1~ 
15/8 

7/8 
1/8 

Nil 

LOR 

Nil 
Nil 

t 
1i 
27/8 
27/8 

3-! 
3t 
3i-
3t 
1t 
11/8 
13/8 
1t 
Nil 
Nil 

t 
Nil 

Nil 

Metro
politan 

3-! 
3i 
27/8 

2i-
215/16 
35/16 

3t 
3i 
313/16 
31/8 

2-l 
23/8 

1 

13/8 
17/8 
15/8 
15/8 

UERL 
Group 

Nil 
Nil 
i-. 
1~ 

(E'loo)·· 

1 

1 

1 

1-

U.K. 
average 

4.24 
3.98 
3.51 
3.80 
3.95 
4.29 
3.91 
3.67 
3.81 
3.34 
3.05 
3.32 
3.30 
3.26 
3.29 
3.35 
3.31 
2.99 

3.15 

3.48 
3.62 
3.45 

1. Paid out of capital under 1894 Companies' Act. 
2. Paid at this rate for 5 months (opened 1900). 
·not on Hampstead line. 

··1.1/8 on Piccadilly, ~ on Hampstead line. 

No ordinary dividend. was paid by the Mersey or MDR in this 
period. 

Source: BoT: Railway Returns; U.K. average figures from 
C. D. Campbell: 'Cyclical fluctuations in the 
Railway Industry', Manchester Statistical Society, 
1929. 

(LOR stocks were not quoted on the London stock exchange) 
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in the event of a takeover.(1) 

Nevertheless, the policy was not always popular: 

It seems to me absurd that this Company should be 
putting £3,000 annually to the Renewals and the Fund 
now amounting to £50,000. At the same time they 
must be renewing everything that requires renewing 
and not charging this Renewal account at all ••• 
The fact of the matter is that they ought to be 
paying 3% on the Ordinarys instead of 1-;% ••• (2) 

As the table shows, in subsequent years the dividend was increased. 

In spite of this, a general decline in dividends, as in general 

rates of return, is noticeable in the later years. The widespread 

nature of this obviously makes factors other than the cost of 

electrification of note. In turn, the timing of electrification 

must be called into question. For if the economy was in a state 

of retardation, with real incomes falling and low population growth, 

the additional cost of electrification, with the linked difficulty 

of raising more money for it in an unfavourable market, would be 

a severe handicap. This is obviously an ex-pootobservation but 

how far the problems were perceived and the share prices 

discounted in advance, if at all, can be judged from Table 21. 

This shows the annual average of railway share prices on the 

London Exchange. Comparison is given with the share prices of 

the GWR and with an index of industrial share price performance. 

The GWR figures are rot included as a typical example of railway 

share prices but as an example of one of the 'Big Four' railway 

companies. Of the 'Big Four', the GWR was probably the most 

1. 

2. 

The original lease with the Dock Board for the land expired 
in January 1914 and the local authority also had a right to 
early takeover ~f the company's tramway. Mersey Rly.: 
General Manager s letters to Chairman & Directors Book 9 
(March 19'11), letter '113. ' 
ibid. Book 11, letter from George Waddell (director) to 
Joshua Shaw (manager). 
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TABLE 21 : ANNUAL AYEEAGE QE HAlLWAY SHARE PRICES s LONDON STOCK 
EXCHANGE 

GWR Mersey Met. MDR CSLR CLR WIloo Ind. 
& City Index 

1886 138.44 * 40.44 88.1 

1887 136.31 6.5 * 39.13 85.2 

1888 145 3.375 70.13 33.63 87-.9 

1889 156.56 4.375 83.38 34.25 99.6 

1890 164.06 4 78.13 31.25 7 99.7 

1891 159.25 3.2 80.13 29.28 4.38 97.9 

1892 161.94 2.63 89 30.38 2.5 96.7 

1893 159.06 1.75 85.44 28.31 26.5 97.7 

1894 160.63 1.0 83.56 28.88 31.75 101.0 

1895 160.25 0.63 92 28.19 42 111.5 

1896 170.94 0.81 102.44 28.56 43 7.88 7.5 134.9 

1897 173.5 0.88 121.13 28 60.25 9.69 10.44 148.9 

1898 170.69 0.56 130.5 28.78 68.25 10 97.38 148.1 

1899 167.56 0.5 120.5 33.88 66.25 10 106 152.0 

1900 155.81 0.5 102 27.38 62 9.88 98.25 150.1 

1901 139.25 0.56 76.25 28.75 50.75 32.06 92.75 142.3 

1902 137.5 6.94 80.99 31.63 67.75 104 91.25 139.7 

1903 138.88 11.5 86.75 36.63 68.88 102.25 95.5 136.4 

1904 136.63 91.13 36.63 47.5 90 88.5 128.6 

1905 140.25 93.5 37.88 42.38 91.25 90.25 136.4 

1906 133.88 72.25 27.25 41.5 88.5 98.75 138.4 

1907 125.25 46.13 13.25 43.75 71.5 135.9 

1908 121 40 11.75 38.75 70.5 127.7 

1909 121.19 37.5 15.19 29.13 62.75 127.2 

1910 122.31 3 40.56 21.31 31 66.5 138.1 

1911 126.25 3 45.81 27.69 30.25 67.5 144.6 

1912 118.25 5 58.31 40.25 38.13 75.5 144.4 

1913 115.88 49.38 36.94 36.5 77.5 142.5 

1914 115 42.83 28.25 58.33 140.4 

Sources: to 1903 Railway News, 1903-14 The Economist 
Industrial Index - Index Number of Securities -
K. C. Smith & G. F. Horne - London & Cambridge Economic 
Service - mid 1890 = 100. 

·Metropolita~ capital structure was altered in 1888. 
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affected by the general stagnation in passenger traffic after 

1901.(1) 

Consequently, a comparison with say, NER share price 

movements might reveal a substantially different comparison. 

The industrial index is included merely to give a guide to the 

price of alternative investments. No inference is intended 

regarding the relative attraction of these shares with the 

railway shares; the industrial index is included to give some 

indication of confidence and economic performance in general. 

The trends revealed in the table can be seen much more clearly 

in Figure 3. It is readily noticeable that while the trend of 

industrial securities is upward moving, that of the railway 

securities, GWR included, is downward sloping. Some of the 

difference can be accounted for by the base years selected. In 

the case of the industrial index, 1890 was a year of depression 

generally and all the figures are affected by the 'Home Boom' of 

the 1890s. Although it is not shown here, the industrial share 

price index was higher from 1872 to 1875 than in any year from 

then to 1896.(2) This does not hide the fact that at almost any 

time after 1890 industrial securities showed more promise than 

did those of railways. 

The figures for the Mersey Railway and the Waterloo & City 

have been left off the graph, primarily because of their 

incompleteness and limited value.(3) Although the Mersey figures 

1. 

2. 

3. 

The other members of the 'Big Four' were the London & North 
Western ~ly. (LNWR), North Eastern Rly. (NER), and Midland Rly. 
K. C. Smlth & G. F. Horne: Index Number of Securities - London 
and Cambridge Economic Service Special Memoranda No. 37. 
The Waterloo & City dividend was in any case effectively 
guaranteed by the London & South Western Railway. 
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are incomplete, it is apparent that the rise in value to 1903 was 

not maintained in later years. Indeed, the Traction and Power 

Securities Co. had bought £3,000 of Ordinary Stock on the open 

market in 1902 for £162 10s. Ode In February 1907 they 

transferred £1,000 of this for just 5s. Ode Although there was 

a recovery in later years this was very limited, as was the 

market for Mersey Railway stocks in London generally. From 

September 1908 to March 1909 there were 21 transactions in 

ordinary stocks and 25 in preference and all debenture stocks. 

Most of these took place at a substantial discount - up to 95% 

for preference stocks, 5~~ for First Debenture Stocks. Even the 

New First Debenture Stock failed to maintain its value. In 1913 

the Traction and Power Securities Company disposed of £21,600 of 

this stock at only 79~%.(1) 

The general rise in railway share prices in the late 1890s 

is reflected in the Metropolitan and CSLR graphs although this 

could also reflect prospects of electrification of the 

Metropolitan and the improvement in the financial performance of 

the CSLR. Of more significance is the rise in Metropolitan and 

District share values between 1900 and 1905. Admittedly this is 

only small but when compared with the contemporary share price 

movements of the newer lines, is a clear reflection of the 

anticipated financial improvements from the pending electrification. 

However, the most obvious feature of the graph is the marked 

decline in the share prices of the London lines. For the 

1. Me rsey Rly.: .tG~e~n~e;.=riat;l~Ma~nHa~~~rr~~~~~~C~h~a~i;.:rrn~a~n!....!a:!n~d 
Directors, Book 5, Book 17 o. 
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electrified lines this was occurring after 1902. For the older 

lines the pending electrification stemmed the decline but the 

electrification was scarcely completed before share prices of 

those lines also fell. Reference to Table 20 also shows that 

the movements were fairly consistent with those of the dividends, 

which is at least consistent. 

If comparison is made with the GWR figures, the decline in 

value between 1900 and 1914 in terms of points on the scale is 

not significantly different. What is significant is that while 

the GWR shares at least remained above par value, that was not 

the case with the London lines. This is understandable for the 

Metropolitan and the CSLR but the dividends of the CLR, to 1913 

at least, were reasonable, if not outstanding. There are two 

possible explanations for this. Firstly, the poor performance 

of the other London lines may have had an adverse effect on the 

CLR. However, it will be recalled that the CLR had attracted 

extensive institutional investment and the second possible reason 

is that this was in anticipation of better returns than were 

actually achieved. The latter seems the more probable 

explanation, for the Exploration Co. was certainly achieving 

handsome returns from its other interests when it first became 

involved in the CLR.(1) Equally, Rothschilds had interests in 

both the CLR and the IRT in New York and in both cases their 

expectations may have been higher than their realisations.(2) 

1. 
2. 

Investors' Guardian, vo~. LVII p. 274 (February 1896). 
Central ~ondon.RlY.:. L1st of Shareholders; Interborough 
Metropol1tan F1le (F1le No. 738), Scudder Library. 
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Certainly the performance of railways in general in this 

period was none too impressive, for rate of return on paid up 

capital fell from a peak of 4.41% in 1870 to an annual average 

of 3.4~~ between 1905 and 1909. Similarly, as Table 20 shows, 

average railway dividends in the U.K. fell from 4.24% in 1891 

to 3.26% in 1904 and 2.90//0 in 1908. Yet overall from 1870 to 

1913, it has been shown that U.K. manufacturing and commercial 

equity returns fell roughly in the range from six to nine per 

cent annually and from 1888 to 1913 debentures averaged four 

per cent per annum. Somewhat strangely, in fact, the equity 

returns of U.K. railways do not appear to have exceeded railway 

preference returns where the risk element was of course somewhat 

lower.(1) The generally sluggish performance of railways may 

have affected urban railways adversely but Table 20 also shows 

that, once the CLR was opened, its dividend was above average 

until 1909, yet its share prices were below par from 1903 

onwards. Additional explanations must exist, therefore, to 

account for the poor share prices of the London lines, for the 

decline in urban railway share values was too great to be 

explained merely by stagnation in passenger traffic. One 

obviOUS reason was the series of disappointments with the 

successive lines but another factor,. which may also have 

accounted for some of the problem of raising capital, was the 

fear of the lines being taken over by the London County Council 

1. D. H. Aldcroft: 'The Efficiency and Enterprise of British 
Railways 1870-1914', Ex lorations in Entre reneurial 
History, vol. V. (196 -8 , pp. 1 - ; • elsteln: 
'Realized Rates of Return on U.K. Home & Overseas Portfolio 
Investment in the Age of High Imperialism', Explorations in 
Economic History, vol. XIII (1976), p. 291. 
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and brought under the wing of the municipal authority. Demands 

and reco~endations of this nature were frequent and cannot have 

helped to boost confidence in any way.(1) 

2-----

The independent nature of London's transport facilities was, 

however, a serious constraint and in itself must have restricted 

the attractiveness of the city's railways as investments. 

Yerkes' aim when he arrived was to create a unified transport 

system in the same style as his Chicago operations. Although he 

did obtain control of the London General Omnibus Company, his 

plans for unification were only partially achieved with the 

setting up of the 'Common Fund' in February 1915.(2) Although 

there is no clear evidence that the lack of a unified system 

acted as a deterrent to investors, it did produce a notable 

difference to American practice, where only Chicago suffered 

anything approaching the same diversity of management and 

enterprise that was evident in London. In Brooklyn and Boston 

the street railway and elevated systems were unified and the 

effect of this will be shown in due course. In Manhattan the 

Interborough-Metropolitan merger created a unified transport 

service and even Chicago had a more unified system than London. 

1. 

2. 

The Economist, vol. LXV, p. 5; The Royal Commission on 
Transport in London, 1905, recommended the creation of a 
single traffic authority and at council level the Progressive 
Party were frequent advocates of municipal control. 
The member organisations of this formed a centralized 
management and the surplus after revenue liabilities working 
expenses and interest payments was paid into the Fund and 
dividends were paid from ~his on an apportioned basis. 
T. C. Barker & R. M. Robblns: A History of London Transport 
OPe cit. vol. II, p. 199. ' 
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At the same time, however, investment opportunities in tramways 

were far more limited in the U.K. In Birkenhead and Liverpool 

the tramways were municipally financed as was much of the London 

system. It is not clear therefore whether the absence of 

opportunities for investment in tramways encouraged investors to 

turn to railways and buses or whether it created an uncertain 

atmosphere for investment. The latter seems more likely. The 

lack of unification seems even stranger given the continuity of 

interest in underground lines displayed by people such as Charles 

Mott, and described earlier. 

Whatever the reasons for the uncertainty, given its presence, 

and the changing pattern in fund-raising already outlined, 

debentures were presumably a more attractive proposition than 

ordinary shares. The raising of higher proportions of capital 

through debentures appears to have occurred principally because 

of the difficulty of raising adequate ordinary share capital. 

In New York, however, fixed interest capital was raised in 

preference to ordinary shares as a way of boosting underwriters' 

profits - this is explained in more detail in due course. If, 

for railways generally, there was this movement in favour of 

fixed interest investment, it occurred either because of a marked 

decline in dividend payments or (less likely) because of a change 

in attitude by investors who became more willing to forego higher 

dividend receipts in exchange for greater security. Between 1870 

and 1880, for instance, the average investor could have earned 

4.3% in dividends and one per cent in prinCipal from a typical 

portfolio of railway debentures, 4.7~ in dividends and 1.8% in 

principal from railway preference stocks but nearly six per cent 
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in dividends and over 3~% in principal from railway ordinary 

stockS.(1) 

Given the changing pattern of new funds, this situation had 

obviously changed somewhat by 1900 and the growinf, attraction of 

debentures, in their own right, rather than in comparison to 

ordinary shares, is apparent from Table 22. This gives the 

figures (unfortunately incomplete) for the yield on selected 

railway debentures from 1886 to 1914. The national median 

column is immediately noticeable for the steady rise in yields 

over this period. The GWR figures, which again are not meant 

to be 'typical' in any way, display a similar pattern although 

a steady decline to 1895 is also apparent. The pattern is fairly 

similar for both the Metropolitan and District lines but little 

can be said about the other cases. The Mersey was not paying 

dividend3 in any regular fashion and the yield figures are 

therefore meaningless. The movements are shown in Figure 4 

of the Flux Median, GWR 4%, Metropolitan 4~%, District 6% and 

CSLR 4%. The similarities between the stocks in their 

fluctuations are readily apparent. It should be remembered that 

these figures and graphs show the yields on the debentures, that 

is the rate of interest divided by the average market price of 

the stock over the year and therefore the rise in yield indicates 

a fall in market price and unfavourable conditions for the 

companies. Although the trend change between 1900 and 1914 is 

similar for the District to those of the GWR and Metropolitan, 

1. A. K. Cairncross: Home and Foreign Investment, OPe cit. 
p. 230. 
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TABLE 22: YIELDS OF RAILWAY DEBENTURES 1886-1214 

Company ,-'. G\<''R Mersey Met . _.MDR ... CSLR eLR Flux .- Median 

Nominal 4% Rate a 5% 5% 4~% 6% 4% 4% 49'0 

1886 3.35 3.49 4.19 3.59 3.89 3.84 
1887 3.33 3 .. 44- 4.13(2)* 3.54 3.79 3.76 
1888 3.11 3.26 5. 17 ( 2)t 3. 36 3.79 3.80 
1889 3.04 3.13 5.80· 3.19(2) 3.56 3.53 
1890 3.07(1)3.17(1)5.88* 3.28 3.60 3.56 
1891 3.09 3.19 5.88* 3.31 3.62 3.57 
1892 3.00 3.09 6.35* 3.25 3 .. 51 3.44 
1893 2.92 3 .. 01 7 .. 41* 3.14 3 .. 32 3.33 
1894 2.90 2.93 8.33* 3.04 3.20 3.23 3.33(2) 
1895 2.71 2.77 9.76* 2.92 3.07 3.11 3.67(1) 2.77 
1896 2.57 2.61 9.52* 2.73 2.87 2.88 3.01 2~68 

1897 2.62 2.64 7.84* 2.73 2.85 2.86 2.91 2.71 
1898 2.67 2.70 8.33* 2.80 2.92 2.94 2.92 2.84 
1899 2.80 2.82 2.89 3 .. 00 3.01 3.02 3.02 
1900 2.93 2.95 3.05 3.18 3.21 3.23 3.14 
1901 3.00 3.04 3.27 4.03 4.12 3.54 3.54(2) 3.23 
1902 3.01 3.04 8.33(2) 3.37 3.97 4.11 3.52 3.45 3.25 
1903 3.10 3.12 8.00 3.34 3.93 4.02 3.46 3.45 3.41 

(1 ) 
1904 3.19 3.26 3. 43(3) 3.97 3.99 3.42 

1905 3. 17 3.22 (1 ) 
3.34(4) 3.93 3.89 3.41 

1906 3.24 3.32 3.48 4.04 4.08 3.55 
1907 3.38 3.47 3.71 4.65 4.75 3.75 
1908 3.38 3.81 5.33 3.72 
1909 3.43 3.80 4.45 3.78 
1910 3.58 3.82 4.25 3.89 
1911 3.64 3.82 4.13 

1912 3.77 3.93 4.20 

1913 3.83 4.12 4.39 
1914 3.91(1) 4. 10 ( 1 ) 4. 42 ( 1 ) 

/Notes overleaf 
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Notes - 1. Three quotations for year only. 
2. Two quotations for year only. 
3. Interest rate reduced to 4%. 
4. Interest rate reduced to 3~%. 
·nominal rate only. 

Sources: 'Flux Median' - A. W. Flux: 'The Yield of High 
Class Investments 1896-1910', Transactions of 
Manchester Statistical Society (1910-1911), p. 109. 
Other columns - 1886-1903: London Stock Exchange 
list, from Railway News; 1903-1914: London Stock 
Exchange list, from The Economist (much less 
detailed, hence the gaps after 1Q03). 
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the sharp junps reflect uncertainty, initially with the arrival 

of Yerkes and his takeover and later with the financial problems 

of the UERL Group. The high interest paid on the District stock 

is itself a reflection of the problems of that company, 

representing a substantially higher outlay than a 4% rate would. 

It would be helpful if more were known of the performance of the 

CSLR and CLR stocks but it is clear that the other companies, 

Mersey excepted, reflect the national trend of an increasingly 

unfavourable situation in which to raise capital. Conversely, 

the attraction of railway debentures to the investor was growing 

steadily after 1900. Nevertheless, Flux showed that between 1895 

and 1910 the median yield on domestic railway debentures was 

consistently lower than that on Colonial and Indian Securities 

and only after 1907 did the margin narrow.(1) However, the 

difference was never significant, always being less than a full 

percentage point, the biggest margin being 0.96% in 1896. 

Of more importance was the difference between railway issues 

and municipal securities given that these would include securities 

issued for tramways. If the hypothesis that investors are less 

willin~ to invest in non-unified transport undertakings. because 

of the threat of competition is accepted, tramways would 

presumably offer a safer long-term investment than independent 

urban railways. Whether this was actually the case is open to 

conjecture but between 1898 and 1905, the key period for both 

tramway and urban railway investment, the balance in terms of 

yield between the two types of security was very even. As a 

1. A. W. Flux: 'The Yield of High Class Investments, 1896-1910' 
Transactions of Manchester Statistical Society (1910-11), 
p. 109. 
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general comparison, the yield on Consols was increasing fairly 

steadily - from 2.5% before 1898 to 2.0//0 in 1901, 3.0% by 1907 

and 3.4~~ by 1913. 
(1 ) Thus although railway debentures were a 

fairly attractive investment proposition, they were no better 

than municipal securities. In spite of this, it is unlikely 

that urban railways were classified with public utilities such 

as tramways in the way that they were in America and that in 

reality the sources of funds may therefore have been more distinct 

than in the U.S.A. Given the close links in ~~erica, however, 

the point is still worthy of consideration. 

What is apparent is that the returns of the British lines 

were, at best, average. Investors, at least in debentures, were 

probably modestly happy with their returns. On the other hand, 

the Mersey Railway defaulted on its debenture payments for a long 

period and both the District and the UERL Group had to reschedule 

debt payments. The reaction to this last problem was traditionally 

somewhat xenophobic. 

1. 

2. 

Had it occurred in America, the crisis ••• would have 
been speedily solved by the appointment of a receiver 
••• a new company would have emerged with flying 
colours; the investing public would have been fleeced; 
and some great financial magnate would have filled his 
pockets and won Wall Street's admiration as reorganiser 
of the concern. Happily in England we have no liking 
for receiverships, and the cloud which attends an 
unblushing confession of bankruptcy is not easily 
dispelled.(2) 

Before 1898 municipal securities were more attractive but 
after 1905 railway securities produced a marginally more 
favourable yield. ibid. p. 109. 
The Economist, vol. LXVI (1908), p. 828. 
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Mersey Railway debenture holders cannot have felt so sanguine 

about such problems, nor for that matter can District Railway 

shareholders who, like those of the Mersey, received no dividend 

payments in this period. The situation for the companies was 

even less buoyant, as their growing financial problems made the 

raising of new capital increasingly expensive and the decline in 

passenger traffic in London reduced net revenue. 

It is apparent that the actual raising of capital was 

difficult and expensive and it is also apparent that the 

development of the railways took place in conditions far removed 

from the planned creation of a unified system that was needed. 

This was in marked contrast to the American situation, where only 

in Chicago did conditions approach those of London. The 

differences that this meant are notable. Firstly, while British 

lines were regarded as railways per se for investment purposes, 

the American systems were more usually classified as urban 

. t' (1) C . transport organlsa lons. omparlsons were therefore made, 

not with other railway investments but with tramways and other 

public utilities - hence the wish to know more about the 

comparability of railway and municipal securities in Britain. 

This does lead to a slight problem of comparability for while the 

British lines would come well down any ranking by size of railway 

companies, the four American enterprises (assuming the Chicago 

lines to be unified and the Hudson and Manhattan being the 

exception) were in the top five American urban transport 

1. As, for the most part this is what they were, the classification 
is not unreasonable. 
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organisations in terms of gross earnin~s. For June 1912 to 

June 1913 their gross earnings were as follows:-

Interborough Rapid Transit 

Chicago 
(the independent lines were 
consolidated in 1914) 

Brooklyn Rapid Transit 

(Philadelphia Rapid Transit 

Boston Elevated 

$32,497,870 

$30 m. (approx.) 

$24,152,288 

$23,927,179) 

$16,808,909 (1 ) 

Unlike the British companies, with the exception of the LOR 

which operated a small tramway at itsmrthern end, three of these 

concerns also operated the street-car systems in tho~cities and 

the Interborough, through its holding company, was connected with 

the Metropolitan Street Railway.(2) 

Therefore the problem of comparability as regards investor 

preference arises again. Would investors be more likely to 

demonstrate interest in a tramway than a railway or vice versa? 

This is as much a problem of comparability within the U.S. as 

between Britain and the U.S., as the IRT and Chicago systems were 

wholly railway operations. There is, however, another point, the 

absence of a single stock market in the U.S. Again, this is not 

too serious. Admittedly in Britain all the lines, bar the LOR, 

had London stock market quotations but this only left the Mersey 

as a non-London line. In comparison, in the United States the 

problem of geographical mobilisation of capital in this period 

has been shown to have led to regional differences in the rate 

1. Electric Railwa Journal, vol. XLI (30.6.1913). 
2. hose ln rooklyn, oston and Philadelphia also operated 

street railways. 
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of return which tended to reflect differentials in the interest 

rate of short term issues.(1) Thus the average weekly discount 

rate from 1893 to 1897 ranged from a low of 4.854% for New 

England cities to a high of 8.99% for Western cities. Between 

individual cities the ranges were even greater. As the rate of 

interest, naturally enough, tended to move inversely in relation 

to the importance of a city as a financial centre, the variations 

between Boston, New York and Chicago were considerably less than 

for the country as a whole. Nevertheless, they were still 

significant, varying for the same period from 3.83% in Boston 

(the lowest in the country) to 4.41% in New York and 5.74% in 

Chicago. (2) 

From 1870 to 1914 the barriers to short term mobility were 

overcome, or at least reduced by the seeking-out of inter

regional funds, by commercial bank rediscounting and by the 

evolution of a national market for commercial paper. In regions 

with low interest rates, banks and private investors were given 

a powerful incentive to seek more lucrative alternatives. In 

the long-term capital market, however, there is evidence that 

the movement towards a national market did not proceed as far as 

the movement in short-term capital. Indeed, comparison of 

mortgage rates suggests that between 1890 and 1914 progress 

towards a national long-term market may have even been 

retarded. (3) Such a pattern should have meant that Easterners 

1. 

2. 
3. 

L. E. Davis: 'The Investment Market 1870-1914: The 
Evolution of a National Market', Journal of Economic 
History, vol. XXV, 1965, pp. 356-8. 
ibid. p. 359. 
ibid. pp. 370-393. 
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would be more willing to move their funds westwards, in search 

of higher returns. This was the case, even for such 

organisations as railways and tramways. Money moved from Boston 

to finance the Brooklyn elevated and from New York and 

Philadelphia to finance Chicago projects. It would therefore be 

reasonable to assume that, other things being equal, the Chicago 

lines would have to pay higher interest rates on their bond 

capital than say, the Boston Elevated. Whether this was the 

case can be established without difficulty but the reasons behind 

possible differences are somewhat more complex. For instance, 

city financing of subway construction in Boston would in itself 

provide financial guarantees not forthcoming in Chicago. The 

same would also be true in the case of the IRT in New York. 

Given that some investors at least would seek the highest interest 

rates, it would follow that most investors would be less likely 

to put their money into distant projects if the rates of return 

were not better than those available locally. On the other hand, 

a certain number of investors, for a variety of reasons, would 

always prefer to invest locally. Therefore, in the cases of 

Boston, New York and Chicago, the lower the rate of interest in 

the lo~ality, the higher the proportion of local shareholders to 

the total. This pattern fits Davis' theory on levels of 

development. 

In other words, the comparative lack of capital in, say, 

Chicago, would lead to higher interest rates there than in 

Boston. Logically, even though no examples come readily to mind, 

some Bostonians were likely to invest in Chicago because of the 

higher rates but Chicagoans were less likely to invest in Boston, 
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where rates were lower. The major complication in this is of 

course that some investors may have sought security rather than 

high interest rates but the general pattern of eastern funds 

moving westwards but not vice versa appears to hold good. There 

are of course exceptions to this - notably the Californian 

investments in the IRT but by this time, according to Davis, the 

predominant flow of funds was from the North-East and Middle

\.Jest southwards and westwards. The Pacific North-Hest was in any 

case an exception to this overall pattern but southern investment 

in all the lines was minimal, bearing out the overall hypothesis. 

It must now be established how well this model fits the urban 

railway pattern. Was there any noticeable difference in yields, 

dividends or market prices between the companies that could 

reasonably be attributed to the lack of a national market? This 

is difficult to determine with any great exactness, simply 

because of the varying financial fortunes of the companies. 

However, these same vicissitudes, when compared with general 

stock market performance in the period, should help to determine 

the relative attractiveness of urban railways to investors. 

Attempts to compare the overall performance of urban 

railway share prices against, say, an index of general railroad 

or industrial share prices would be unhelpful, primarily because 

of the intensification of the local importance of urban railways, 

vis-a-vis other investments. This gave rise to widely differing 

share price levels at anyone time both between cities and within 

cities. In addition, problems of mergers and capital 

reorganisation make any comparisons even less meaningful. The 

major problems here are the Interborough-Metropolitan merger of 
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1906 and, to a lesser extent, the merger of the Chicago lines 

for which stock was issued in 1911. To try to minimise the 

faults and the limitations, two separate comparisons between 

urban railway and general share prices have been made. Table 

23 is a straightforward comparison of Manhattan Railway share 

prices with an index of common stocks, made until 1898 to try 

to minimise distortions in share price comin~ from electrification 

plans and subway construction. Table 24 uses the same common 

stock index but shows figures for all the urban railways; for the 

Boston Elevated from the year of opening, for the New York lines 

from the year of the Inter-Met merger and for Chicago from 1908, 

which was the first year that meaningful quotations were available 

for all the Chicago lines. In all cases, the urban railway 

figures have been left in their ordinary form rather than made 

into an index.(1) 

As they stand, both tables are somewhat confusing, therefore 

the information has been represented in chart form, with 

Figure 5 which shows Manhattan Railway share price movements 

compared to those of the indices, and Figure 6 which shows 

similar movements for the other lines up to 1914. Examination 

of Figure 5 reveals that after 1885 there are noticeable 

similarities in the fluctuations of overall railroad performance 

and that of the Manhattan in particular. That this is untypical 

can be seen from the following graph. Without wishing to claim 

too much from any ccmparisons, the two worst sectors over the 

1. As the base for the common stocks is 1941-43, there will be 
little point in forming an index as the purpose of the 
tables is merely to give a rough comparison of fluctuations. 



TABLE 22: INDEX OF COHMON STOCK PRICES AND MANHATTAN RAILWAY STOCK PRICES 
1883-1898 

Index of Common Stocks (1941-43 = 100) 

Manhattan Rly. Total Railroad Utilities Industrial 

1883 45.5 56.3 174.4 191.4 22.5 
1884 53.5 47.4 146.8 151.6 20.6 

1885 94.25 46.0 141.4 148.1 21.9 
1886 147.5 53.6 165.7 168.0 24.8 

1887 127.19 55.3 171.1 169.3 26.0 f\) 

1888 87.69 52.0 157.8 169.6 27.0 
()') 
V1 

1889 99.75 53.2 157.0 185.9 32.4 I 

1890 104.5 52.7 158.0 181.4 29.9 

1891 102 50.3 152.2 161.6 28.8 

1892 130.38 55.5 165.8 191.0 31.9 

1893 137.38 47.8 141.5 184.7 26.6 

1894 114.82 43.9 129.5 180.9 24.1 

1895 107 45.3 132.9 192.5 25.0 

1896 93.13 42.3 12Lj-.8 188.4 22.2 

1897 97.38 44.5 130.6 205.5 23.2 

1898 105 50.5 147.1 234.4 27.4 

Sources: Manhattan Rly.: Scudder Library, Columbia University. 
Rest: Coltlles Commission stock price indices, Historical 

Statistics of the U.S. - Abstract, vol. II, p. 657. 



TABLE 24: INDEX OF COMMON STOCK PRICES AND URBAN RLY. STOCK PRICES, 1901 TO 1914 

1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 

Chicago 
Boston Brooklyn I.M.C. (All lines 

average) 

190 (high) 
161.50 
144 
146.25 
155.25 74.26 
153.5 82.57 44.5 
134.88 55.19 21.94 
130.75 53.5 13.38 37.88 
129.63 74.94 18.76 37 
129.38 75.44 19.88 32.38 
127.5 78.19 16.75 43.75 
123.38 85.63 19.13 32.83* 

98.13 88.25 16.51 26.25 

81.75 86.63 14.5 20 

*Chicago common stock issued late 1911 
I.M.C. - Interborough Metropolitan 

Sources: as for Table 6.6. 

Common Stock Index (1941-~3 = 100) 

Total Industrial Railroad Utilities 

78.4 40.0 250.1 278.2 
84.2 39.2 283.7 282.5 
72.1 32.0 247.1 244.8 
70.5 29.2 246.1 241.9 
89.9 41.1 318.5 255.9 
96.4 48.2 340.6 232.5 
78.4 38.4 280.9 173.6 
77.8 37.4 281.8 161.1 
97.1 49.9 347.9 193.9 
93.5 50.2 329.0 190.8 
92.4 48.2 324.3 200.0 

95.3 51.8 328.3 209.2 
85.1 ~5.6 294.8 189.2 
80.8 45.0 273.9 181.4 

f\) 
ex> 
(j) 
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period were utilities, followed by railroads. Sound conclusions 

are hampered by the lack of statistics for New York and Chicago 

in the earlier years but only the Brooklyn company's shares were 

not following a similar downward trend. The untypical nature of 

the Manhattan shares is apparent in that in the following period 

it was the movement of utility share prices which appears to have 

provided the overall model. There is, on the other hand, little 

in common between utility share price movements and those of the 

Manhattan elevated in the earlier period. While one must be 

cautious about deriving too much from this, there is a fairly 

plausible explanation. The Manhattan Railway was controlled by 

the Gould interests, which were heavily involved in railways in 

general. To the extent that the Manhattan company was a part of 

Gould's empire, its share price at anyone time was unlikely to 

openly be affected by general share price movements. On the . 
other hand, the lines in Boston and Brooklyn, some of the 

Chicago lines and the Interborough in Manhattan were either 

integral parts of, or already linked with, street railway 

companies. Therefore it is no surprise that they should have 

more closely reflected the fluctuations in utility share prices. 

What is notable, if comparison is made with Figure 3 is 

that there is very little similarity between the movements of 

share prices of the different companies. This is far more 

marked, however,in the U.S.A. than in Britain. In the latter 

case there is some correlation between three of the London lines 

(the District being the exception) and the downward trend after 

1900 is also evident in the case of the GWR." In America, however, 
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Figure 6 reveals no similarities at all between the different 

companies. This reinforces the idea that local influence and 

capital was more important in these cases and also the fact that 

each company was effectively a transport monopoly in its own 

area. It is no surprise that the performance of some London 

lines should affect others. Equally, in line with Davis' thesis, 

inter-regional differences would lessen similarities which would 

be reinforced in Britain by the existence of a national capital 

market. The only surprise here is the tremendous contrast 

between the Brooklyn situation and that of the IRT. This is 

largely explained by the merger with the Metropolitan street 

railway. Overall, the variations are important for they su~gest 

that the American lines were affected by fluctuations in the 

national economy far less than those in Britain. Accepting all 

this, however, it is also apparent that while the British lines 

appear to have been affected by overall movements in railway 

share prices, the same was true, with the exception of the 

Brooklyn system, after 1901 in relation to the general trend in 

public utility share prices. 

At the same time, the sheer size of these companies, with 

combined gross earnings of $103.5 m. in 1913, is likely to have 

been sufficient to affect the national index of public utility 

share prices, in which case it would be more a case of the 

overall situation reflecting the particular performance of the 

companies, rather than vice versa. Accepting this, the figures 

are still of interest. It is no surprise to see, for example, 

that until 1913 share prices of the Boston Elevated were higher 
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than of any other concern. It is reasonable to assume that this 

must have been very largely due to the exceptional conditions in 

Boston. Low local interest rates, well established local 

financial institutions, careful regulation by the legislature 

and municipal financing of construction all appear to have made 

this probably the most popular utility investment in the country. 

This in turn leads one to ask what level of returns investors 

actually achieved from the companies, and how aware they were of 

other investment opportunities. The Manhattan Railway paid a 

steady six per cent from 1891 to 1896 and the least it paid in 

this decade was 3*% in 1898-99. From 1904 onwards, the dividend 

was guaranteed at seven per cent by the IRT.(1) If stock was 

bought at the 1893 'high' of 174i this would still give a yield 

of 3.4% at then rates of dividend, although the share price did 

drop as low as 100 in that year. However, the average yield on 

all railroad shares for that year was 4.35%. If the yield for 

each year from 1891-2 is calculated, based on the average stock 

prices given in Table 23 then the highest yield was 5.61%, in 

1895. This compares with a mere 3.5% for railroads generally on 

that year and throughout this period, the yield on Manhattan 

common stocks compared favourably with yields of railroads 

generally, as Table 25 shows. (2) However, this pattern altered 

in the years from 1898 to 1903, which may have made leasing to 

the IRT at a guaranteed dividend very welcome. More sigpificantly, 

1. 
2. 

Scudder Libra~y, Manhattan Railway file (file no. 2691.07). 
Yields for ra11road stocks are those of the Cowles Commission 
Historical Statistics of the U.S., OPe cit. vol. II, p. 656. 
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however, was that it was only in 1895 that the yield on 

Manhattan stock was better than the average industrial yield and 

similarly the yield on utility stocks was often more favourable. 

Too much should not be made of this as lack of investor 

knowledge and individual preferences will always mean that 

behaviour does not necessarily appear rational. Certainly, if 

comparison is confined to railroads and utilities, the Manhattan 

figures appear satisfactory. However, the Manhattan could not 

be classed as typical. The payment of seven per cent on its 

stock by the IRT after takeover is sufficient proof of that. 

Add to that the Goulds' interest in it, the geoeraphy of 

Manhattan and the continuous growth of the island and the 

difference between the Manhattan line and the Chicago elevateds 

becomes substantial. 

Comparisons can be made in the later period for Brooklyn 

and Boston but not meaningfully for Chicago, where dividends 

were largely unknown. There is also a comparability problem 

with the IRT. Following the merger with the Metropolitan group, 

the Inter-Met company held almost 9?~ of the IRT stock and the 

dividends on the latter helped the Inter-l'let to pay the interest 

on its bonds.(1) The dividend payments were impressive but how 

far this was due to the needs of the Inter-Met is not clear. In 

the opening year (1904) two per cent was paid, in 1905 8-i% and 

8~% in 1906. This would suggest that the annual payments of 

nine per cent from 1907-10 (which happened to be just sufficient 

1. The exact holding was $33.9 m. out of $35 m. 
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to cover Inter-Met bond interest) was not excessive. In 1911 

10i5~ was paid and in 1912 fifteen per cent. (1) 

The peculiar conditions of the IRT, with an almost moribund 

market in its common stock, make calculating yields meaningless 

but Table 26 gives a comparison of the yields on common stocks 

of the Brooklyn and Boston systems with the Cowles Commission 

figures for the years 1902-14. The differing nature of the public 

utility investment market is apparent in looking at the movement 

of the various columns. The years 1907 and 1913 stand out as 

being periods of uncertainty, and therefore high yields, in the 

all shares, railroad and industrial columns. In contrast, the 

yield on utilities reveals a steady upward movement through the 

period. This trend is far more marked in the Boston case than in 

that of Brooklyn, however. If Tables 25 and 26 are taken 

together, the pattern of utilities yields is seen as declining 

to the turn of the century and increasing thereafter, reflecting 

the increasing disillusionment with utilities as attractive 

investments and also greater municipal control, restricting 

franchises and profits. The yield on railroad shares also 

increased after 1902 in a somewhat uneven but noticeable way. 

Although growing economic uncertainty from 1910 onwards 

noticeably affected the all-share and industrial columns, there 

is no readilynotice~ upward trend in a similar fashion. It is 

highly unlikely that this pattern did not have at least some 

effect at company level. In the case of the Boston line, for 

instance, the steady increase in the yield fails to reveal that 

1. Interborough-Metropolitan File: (File no. 738), Scudder 
Library. 
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while the dividend was a steady six per cent from 1902 to 1913, 

the share price was falling. The dividends did not exceed six 

per cent primarily because under the 1897 Act establishing the 

Company, if the dividend did exceed this level all excess 

earnings would have to be paid to the Commonwealth of 

Massachusetts. The fall in share prices therefore becomes 

interesting. Prior to 1902 dividends paid were 2~% in 1898, 

5~% in 1899, ~% in 1900 and 5t% in 1901. They did not fall 

until 1914, when growing problems led to a reduction to four 

per cent.(1) In spite of the high prices prevailing for shares, 

it can be seen that the high dividends resulted in generally 

satisfactory yields on the shares. Although the yield was 

usually higher than the average railroad yield, it was 

considerably lower than the utilities average and usually lower 

than both the industrial averaf,e and the all shares average, 

reflecting the limited scope of the company for new investors. 

On the other hand, the regularity of dividend payments, the 

obvious local pride in the operation and the opportunities for 

small investors to hold stock, coupled with a high proportion of 

bonds being held by Massachusetts Saving Banks were all factors 

giving stockholders in the company a high measure of security 

which was presumably more esteemed than a slightly higher yield.(2) 

1. 

2. 

Electric Railway Journal, vol. XXXI (1908), p. 95; 
Boston Elevated Rly. l!'iI7: (F~le no. 252), Scudder Libary. 
Savings Banks were restrlcted ln where they could invest 
money-to only what were regarded as the most secure companies. 
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TABLE 25: YIELDS ON COmON STOCKS. MANHATTAN RAILI.JAY COMPARED 
\.JITH CO'wLE8 COrTI-aSSIGN FIGURES 1R92-B 

Manhattan Total Industrial Railroad Utilities Rly. all shares 

1892 4.6% 
1893 4.37 
1894 5.23 
1895 5.61 
1896 4.83 
1897 4.11 
1898 3.1 

4.16% 5.51% 3.77% 5.05% 
5.03 8.12 4.35 5.45 
4.62 6.03 4.17 5.94 
3.97 5.46 3.50 4.99 
4.15 5.56 3.77 4.76 
3.90 5.32 3.47 4.73 
3.72 5.04 3.38 3.91 

Sources: Manhattan Rly. dividend fi~ures given in 
Railway News compared with share price figures, 
Scudder Library file 2691.07. 
Others - Cowles Commission - Yields on Common 
Stocks; Historical Statistics of the U.S., 
Colonial Times to 1957, Statistical Abstract 
Supplement, U.S. Bureau of Census, Washington DC, 
1960, p. 656. 

TABLE 26: YIELDS ON COMMON STOCKS, BROOKLYN & BOSTON LINES 
COf"IPARED WITH COWLES COf"lMISSION FIGURES, 1902-1Q14 

1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 

Boston Brooklyn Total 
El. RT all shares Industrial ~8~!- Utilities 

3.7C}G 
4.17 
4.10 
3.86 
3.91 
4.45 
4.59 
4.63 
4.64 
4.71 
4.86 
6.11 
4.89 

4.79 
7.39 
9.84 
8.61 
5.74 
6.63 
8.95 
9.49 

10.22 
• 

3.71% 
L~.65 
4.18 
3.53 
3.96 
5.38 
4.93 
4.31 
4.84 
4.92 
4.85 
5.37 
5.01 

4.83% 
6.77 
4.83 
3.76 
4.17 
6.16 
4.81 
3.64 
5.33 
5.36 
4.98 
5.71 
5.32 

3.21% 
3.90 
3.85 
3.20 
3.58 
5.21 
4.97 
4.47 
4.63 
4.68 
4.73 
5.16 
4.64 

Sources: As for Table 25. (Scudder Library file 252 
(Boston) and 293 (Brooklyn»). 

*in this year a large quantity of mortgage 
bonds were converted into stock, affecting 
the figures unduly. 

4.03% 
4.60 
4.64 
4.77 
4.67 
4.78 
4.93 
4.57 
5.0l t 
5.28 
5.11 
5.66 
6.06 
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Certainly, few other organisations sold stock at such 

consistently high levels.(1) 

The yields on Brooklyn Rapid Transit stock form a sharp 

contrast with those of the Boston stock. Admittedly the 

significance that can be attributed to such a short run of 

figures is limited but the yields were considerably higher than 

in Boston and also considerably higher than any of the group 

averages. The yields were so consistently high because of the 

peculiar combination of good dividends and comparatively low 

share prices. Significantly, as Figure. 4 shows, alone of the 

urban railways, Brooklyn share prices improved over the period, 

albeit marginally. However, Table 24 also shows that in spite 

of this, the average market price was usually considerably below 

par value, the highest it reached throughout this period being 

94~ in July 1912. Dividends did vary somewhat, from as low as 

three per cent in 1904 to nine per cent in 1913, although after 

1905 they were always over four per cent. Exactly why Brooklyn 

shares sold at such a discount is difficult to explain. It may 

have been due to the organisation of the company, for its assets 

consisted entirely of stocks and bonds of the eight companies it 

controlled and dividends on its own stock were payable only from 

the receipts from the securities of these companies, after all 

its own bond interest had been paid. Of its total mileage of 

238.5, only 63.61 was elevated railway. It could be argued, 

therefore, that the high street railway element in its structure 

1. Boston Elevated Rly. File: (File no. 252), Scudder Library. 
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accounted for the low market price of shares but this was a 

situation similar to that in Boston, where the west End Street 

Railway was leased by the Elevated Company. It is conceivable 

that the Brooklyn organisation suffered simply because the large 

number of subsidiary companies heightened potential feelings of 

reduced security but with an average annual dividend of 5.~~ from 

1905 to 1913 this seems unlikely. The mystery of the low market 

price of Brooklyn shares was only partially solved by a 1909 

report which revealed from an examination of financial operations 

over the years that the company consistently failed to obtain 

satisfactory credit. This meant it was unable to market bonds at 

anything like a satisfactory price, as has been mentioned 

elsewhere. One can only assume that the problems the company 

encountered in selling bonds also made the sale of ordinary stock 

more difficult, although this is unlikely to be a complete 

t
. (1) 

explana lone 

Why the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company should have had credit 

problems is unclear, especially if compared with the favourable 

reports emanating from the Boston Elevated. Indeed, the two 

systems invite comparison because of the apparent similarities. 

Each operated in a district of great congestion but with outlying 

communities where traffic was light. However, while Boston 

traffic primarily originated and was received there, the Brooklyn 

system was important as a tributary for traffic into Manhattan 

1. Between 1903-9 the discount on bond sales amounted to 
$6,401,704 and it was alleged by some parties to be due to 
the low rate of interest (4%) paid on them. Investi~ation 
& Report on B.R.T.Co. Capital Stock, 1909, Scudder Library. 
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and traffic was to some extent restricted by the capacity of the 

Brooklyn bridge. By 1911 only 5.3% of the Boston system was 

elevated railway compared with 11.6% in Brooklyn and the latter 

was also the largest street railway system in terms of track 

milea~e, in the world.(1) In Boston the elevated system was 

largely supplementary to the trams and much of its traffic was 

simply direct transfers, and therefore not strictly fare paying, 

from the trams. In Brooklyn, however, one-third of passenf,er 

earnings came from the elevated railway. The irony is that 

whatever financial comparisons are made seem to favour the 

Brooklyn system. Its gross earnings in 1911 were 4~b greater 

than in Boston, yet its mileage was only 25% greater. Boston 

carried 625,202 revenue passengers per track mile compared to 

932,922 in Brooklyn. The ratio of operating costs to income was 

64.7 in Boston but only 55.3 in Brooklyn. Maintenance costs per 

track mile were marginally higher in Boston, where net earnings 

were 10.1 cents per car-mile compared to 12.3 cents in Brooklyn. 

Nor was this an isolated case. In any year from 1902 to 1914 the 

Operating Ratio was consistently lower for the Brooklyn system 

than for the Boston one, almost always by SUbstantial amounts.(2) 

\fhy then should the market price of Brooklyn stock have been 

so poor? A partial answer may lie in the problems with bond 

issue. The heavy discounts on bond sales would have raised the 

1. 

2. 

Scudder Libary, OPe cit. File 293; Electric Railway Journal 
vol. XXXIX, p. 904. 
Electric Railwa~ Journal, vol. XXXIX (1912), p. 904; 
vol. XXXI (1908 , p. 95; Scudder Libary, OPe cit. File 293. 
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yields of bonds considerably. If it was felt that the rate of 

interest, at only four per cent, was unattractive, such 

discounting would obviously have boosted their appeal. However, 

average bond yields were not very high in this period anyway. 

Up to and including 1913, the highest average yield for 

municipal high grade bonds was 4.2Z0, in 1913, and the highest 

average for railroad bonds was 4.44~~, also in 1913.(1) Even 

with a four per cent rate of interest therefore, the discount 

would not have had to be substantial to give an average yield or 

better. Furthermore, in 1909 $5.4 m. of discount on bonds 

offered since 1903 was written off, which could hardly be 

construed as financial weakness.(2) Therefore, the most 

convincing explanation for the difference in share prices 

between Boston and Brooklyn must lie in the particularly 

favourable conditions for credit that existed in Boston. This 

would not merely be the lower interest rates prevailing there 

but also the tight government control which helped the general 

feeling of security. The only irony in this would be that if 

interest rates were higher in Brooklyn than in Boston, Boston 

investors would rationally invest there rather than in their own 

city.(3) That this was not the case can be explained by already 

cited factors - the importance of small investors in Boston and 

the high sense of security there - plus local feelings in Brooklyn 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Historical Statistics of the U.S., OPe cit. vol. II, p. 656. 
Electr1c Railway Journal, vol. XXXV (1909), p. 156. 
In fact, a Boston company - Farmers Loan & Trust Co. - were 
instrumental in the financing of the first Brooklyn elevated 
line. 
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about outside financing. Whatever the precise reasons behind 

investment, it is clear that investors in both the Brooklyn and 

Boston systems, like those who invested in the Manhattan company, 

could be reasonably satisfied with their decisions. The returns 

achieved, when compared with those of the London lines, are strong 

evidence of the benefits to be derived from investment in lines 

built under close municipal scrutiny with limited, if any, 

competition. These factors were probably paramount in Yerkes' 

decision to invest in London, where despite the widely held 

beliefs about American investment opportunities, such conditions 

of stability were lacking. 

Although the Brooklyn and Boston systems were the two most 

successful urban transport organisations in America, the 

Interborough theoretically provided reasonable returns. Someone 

who bought IRT stock at par in 1902 and sold the Inter-Met 

securities issued in exchange in 1905 could realise an average 

annual return of 31.16%.(1) However, quite apart from the 

limitations of short term trends of more appeal to speculators, 

as already pointed out, the actual market in IRT stock was very 

limited. 

This reflected the fact that the financial structure of the 

IRT was not geared to the interests of small investors but to the 

profits of large financial institutions, Rothschilds for instance 

1. c. M. Latta: The Return on the Investment in the Interborough 
Ra,id Transit Co., Ph.D. (unpublished), Columbia University 
19 5, p. 288. 
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holding 35,000 shares of common stock. Therefore, since the 

market would discount monopoly profits in determining the value 

of the stock, the dividends might as well be kept down and the 

growing profits paid out on a return on new securities. That 

way the underwriters, frequently synonymous with common stock

holders, could also make more money.(1) Although the typical 

investor was very different from the typical Boston stock-holder, 

the IRT itself certainly reflected the faith that the 

institutions placed in it. As already pointed out, the dividends 

of the IRT were usually sufficient to pay the Inter-Met bond 

interest and the seven per cent guarantee on the Manhattan stock 

was being paid out before any dividend was declared. In addition 

to helping the Inter-Met with its financial problems, such a 

steady dividend also gave the underwriters the possibility of 

making a profit on bond issues. For instance, When eventual 

agreement was reached with the city over new subway extensions, 

$170 m. of new bonds were issued. These were expected to be 

underwritten at 96 but any amount in excess of the par value 

(100) and any accrued interest would be shared with the IRT. 

Thus the underwriters, in this case a syndicate headed by 

J. P. Morgan, were given the potential to make a considerable 

profit, at little risk if the dividend earnings are taken into 

account. As the stock was actually underwritten at only 93 by 

Morgans, the net loss to the IRT was substantial. 

1. ibid.pp. 299, 285; Scudder Library, File 738. 
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The returns on capital provide further evidence of the 

strong position of the IRT. Surplus earnings in 1913 were 

equivalent to a return of 18.68% on the capital stock and 16.0~h 

in 1912.(1) The return to the IRT on its own investment had 

risen from 7.91% in 1906 to 15.91% in 1909, although if the 

total return is taken, including investment by the city, the 

figures were slightly less impressive - from 5.64% in 1906 to 

9.23% in 1909. This still compared favourably with the return 

on total capital of 5.4% for the Boston Elevated in 1914.(2) 

The problem with these figures is that they have all been 

computed differently, which makes comparisons somewhat limited. 

The figures in Table -27 ,however, have been calculated in the 

same "vay as the earlier figures for British lines. This 

TABLE 27: RETURN ON CAPITAL ~WLOYED, IRT & BROOKLYN R.T. 
COMPARED, 1908-1912 (figures given are percentages) 

IRT BrooklIn R.T. 

1908 10.57 4.11 

1909 13.11 4.17 

1910 17.37 5.58 

1911 14.68 6.82 

1912 18.71 8.28 

Source: Scudder Library, File 933. 

demonstrates quite clearly not only that the IRT was a highly 

profitable concern, burdened with financing interest payments 

1. 

2. 

Electric Railway Journal, vol. XXXIX (1912), p. 1140, 
vol. XL (1g13);~cudder Library, File 933. 
c. M. Latta: OPe cit. p. 110; Electric Railway Journal, 
vol. XLIII (1914), p.675. 
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on the bankrupt and over-capitalised street railways but also the 

enormous gulf that existed between these two organisations and 

the London lines. The table also calls into question the 

supposed pre-eminence of the Boston company, for its returns on 

capital were declining steadily over this period. 

By 1913 it was experiencing a problem which would also 

become more acute in New York over time. This was the rigid 

provision of a fixed, flat-rate fare in the company's charter, 

which was leading to a deterioration in the company's capital 

returns. In 1888 capital invested for every dollar of gross 

earnings was $2.38, by 1913 it was $6.22; in 1888 for each dollar 

of investment, 8.37 revenue passengers were carried, compared to 

3.09 passengers for the same amount in 1913.(1) In the medium 

term this led to an increasing difficulty in raising capital. 

The company was restricted in the amount of bonds it was allowed 

to sell but was also forbidden by law from selling stock below 

its par value. By 1917 the stock price in the open market was 

only 77 and the only way in which the company could raise money 

was through expensive short-term loans.(2) As a result the 

Boston Elevated was taken into public operation in 1918. The 

Brooklyn R.T. was also in receivership by 1920 and by the same 

year the return on IRT investments was at best minimal (below 

one per cent) if not actually negative. These problems stemmed 

largely from the low, fixed rate fares that were effectively a 

1. 
2. 
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political way of controlling the companies. This was ironic for 

it was the initial local government intervention through franchise 

control, and general overseeing that had done so much to make the 

companies attractive investment propositions. The same political 

control was now a constraint but it had at least helped to achieve 

a short era of prosperity. 

These were the successful American companies, however, and 

many American investors lost money through urban railways. This 

was most notable in Chicago, where the sharp contrasts between 

the returns achieved by the street railways and the problems of 

the early elevateds have already been discussed. It was here 

particularly that the criticisms of American receiverships made 

by The Economist and already referred to, were most justified. 

The problems in Chicago were exemplified by the South Side 

elevated when it went into receivership in 1895. Although the 

south side street railway company owned 51.8% of the elevated 

stock, it had paid nothing for this, whereas many of the remaining 

stockholders had paid between $75 and $115 per share in 1892-3. 

When the company defaulted on the bond interest in April and July 

1895, prior to foreclosure in October, many people were faced with 

heavy losses. The reasons cited for failure bore a close 

similarity to those cited in London ten years later: the company 

was blamed for not using electric traction from the outset, for 

being too slow in buying up land, and therefore paying too much 

for it, and for having spent too much on construction in general.(1) 

1. H. C. Harlan: Charles Tyson Yerkes and the Chicago 
Transportation System, OPe cit. pp. 138, 147, 150. 
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The foreclosure and re-organisation left many stockholders with 

absolutely nothing but similar problems soon became apparent with 

the Lake St. line. This had effectively been allowed to dictate 

its own capital requirements through the use of a 'creeping 

mortgage', which allowed the capital stock to be increased as 

needed up to the level of $850,000 per mile. By January 1895 
. 

the Lake St. line was unable to meet its interest obligations. 

As a solution to the problem the bonded debt was to be written 

down to only 60% of its face value. Slightly surprisingly, an 

overwhelming number of bondholders agreed to this course, mostly 

in the knowledge that the existing mortgage was a poor one. In 

addition, however, some of those deeply involved in the South 

Side foreclosure had been professionally embarrassed by it and 

sought to recoup by being heavy buyers in Lake St. bonds and 

were now faced with a second debacle which they could scarcely 

afford. As the bond interest had to be met to avoid bankruptcy, 

re-organisation and heavy losses, they were left with little 

option but to agree to the re-scheduling.(1) The need for debt 

re-organisation was hardly surprising given that. the total 

capital issued was some $2.79 m. per mile, when the Yerkes group 

estimated that its entire 6.4 mile length should have only cost 

some $3.317 m. 

Such failures were by no means unusual, even though it was 

felt that 

1. ibid. pp. 169, 178-184. 
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To allow investors to infer that they will be 
permitted to enjoy considerable profit if the 
enterprise prove successful, and then to cut them 
off from future enjoyment thereof if the enterprise 
should prove temporarily unsuccessful, by keeping 
the amount of securities to be issued in 
re-organisation down to cost of replacement would 
seem to be of more than doubtful morality.(1) 

Even after re-organisation, however, none of the Chicago lines 

were very successful. The Metropolitan elevated, despite being 

electrified from the start, went into receivership in 1897. 

After re-organisation in 1897, the South Side paid a dividend of 

one per cent in 1899 and then a steady four per cent from 1901 

to 1907. In 1908, whilst advocating the abolition of the five 

cent fare, the company president was moved to remark that 

spectacular dividends and eras of splendid prosperity 
have slowly vanished and the traction shareholder who 
today is receiving five per cent on his money considers 
himself fortunate indeed.(2) 

In the same year, the company paid only i% on its common stock 

and then suspended payments. The 1909 surplus was equal to a 

return on capital of only 2.5~~. Between 1907 and 1910 the 

Metropolitan elevated suspended payments on its preference shares. 

What is remarkable is that despite failure after failure, 

optimism in Chicago remained high. In the early battles for 

elevated franchises, many companies were formed and spent large 

1. 

2. 

F. W. Strauss in Electric Railway Journal, vol. XXXIX (1912), 
p. 159. 
Electric Railway Journal, vol. XXXI (1908), vol. XXXIII (1909) 
p. 1176. 
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sums in unsuccessful attempts to secure their bids, the lines 

when built were grossly over-capitalised, necessitating 

re-organisation, even after which returns were precarious. 

After the many failures, aereement was reached in 1911 over 

merger plans. Not only did this lead to an improvement in the 

price of most stocks but a new note issue, bearing interest at 

5% and made at 98~, was oversubscribed.(1) 

The problems of the Chicago lines again demonstrated the 

value of tight control over capital spending, without which 

capital accounts appeared to mushroom out of control.(2) The 

Chicago system was not the only one, however, to disappoint its 

backers. The prize for the biggest failure, in this period at 

any rate, must go to the Hudson and Manhattan. The project had 

been started before any of the Chicago lines but was finished 

later. There were never any allegations of corrupt or sharp 

practices, which proliferated in Chicago, yet several million, 

dollars were lost in it. Even the corporation which finally 

succeeded in opening the Hudson tunnels and which was one of the 

few urban transit organisations to receive popular press support, 

having bought the first tunnel substantially completed, was 

forced to re-schedule its debts. Yet again this was due to the 

inability of the company to pay interest on its first mortgage 

bonds. The capacity of the line was 200 million passengers 

annually but only 60 million passengers were using the tunnels 

by 1913. 

1. 
2. 

ibid. vol. XXXV (1910~ p. 52, vol. XXXVII (1911), p. 1085. 
These problems were also largely a reflection of initial 
over-building. By 1914, for example, the Manhattan Elevated 
had about the same mileage as the combined Chicago system 
but served only one-third the area and carried twice the 
passengers. 
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Unlike most of the other companies, the Hudson & Manhattan 

was freed from the fixed fare burden as it was classified as an 

inter-state railway. Fares were raised at an early date but it 

was felt that ttey could not be raised further. 

Aside from the load that this would put upon our 
patrons, it might tend to arrest the development 
of New Jersey and to check the growth of business.(1) 

By July 1913 the re-adjustment plan had received the assent of 

98~% of the L8-% mortgage bondholders and 95t% of the preferred 

and common stock owners. Like the Mersey shareholders ten years 

earlier, the feeling was largely that it would merely be a 

matter of time before traffic built up, and that this would 

solve the problem. 

In making conclusions about the rate of return on capital 

there is no fixed model of performance in either Britain or 

America, although certain transatlantic similarities are 

apparent. Firstly, it is apparent that, in this period of study 

at least, by no means all the companies were unsuccessful. If 

the yardstick for success is taken as the ability of a company 

to earn a sufficient rate of return to finance its own 

subsequent development and for investors to earn a 'reasonable' 

return - that is, comparable with what they would achieve 

elsewhere - then the distinctions are fairly clear, even though 

the problems of generating capital were becoming acute for most 

companies by 1914. Lines which would fit this cateeory are the 

1. w. G. McAdoo (President, H&MRR): 
vol. XLI (14.1.13). 

Electric Railway Journal, 
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IRT (ignorin~ its support of the Metropolitan system), the 

Manhattan Elevated, the Brooklyn and Boston systems, the 

Liverpool Overhead, the Metropolitan, the CLR and the CSLR. 

If dividend payments alone are taken, three of the last four 

would probably not qualify but the LOR had a substantial 

depreciation account, the Metropolitan financed its own 

electrification and the CSLR financed its continued expansion. 

If failure is defined narrowly as the inability at some stage 

to meet the burden of interest payments, or the need to 

re-schedule them, or write off capital, then all the Chica~o 

lines, the Mersey, the Hudson & Manhattan and the UERL group 

qualify- If it is taken as inability to pay returns on common 

stock on a regular basis, the District must be added. 

With regard to investment patterns and the returns achieved 

by British investors, it has been noted that British railways 

offered investors low returns in ~eneral - to such an extent 

that Indian railway debentures were probably the only overseas 

railway debenture r,rouping whose realised return fell short of 

British railway debenture returns (mainly because the Indian 

government guarantees acted to reduce the level of risk).(1) In 

general, American railway debenture returns surpassed those of 

the U.K., yet British investors were not significant in American 

urban railway investment, except in one of the early Hudson & 

Manhattan projects. Despite this, as was mentioned in the 

previous chapter, the pattern of British overseas investment was 

1. M. Edelstein: OPe cit. p. 301. 
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changing substantially. In 1870 overseas assets formed about 

33% of U.K. portfolios, by 1913 they were about 45%. More 

particularly, the longest and most marked stretch of overseas 

dominance in terms of higher returns, rather than destination 

of capital, was from 1897 to 1907 - the peak period for raising 

capital for urban railways. Over the whole period (1870-1913), 

however, both donestic and overseas returns were subject to 

secular decline, and this must be borne in mind in judging the 

specific company performances. (1) 

The comparisons between tramways and urban railways in 

Britain are significant, especially when compared with the 

American situation, for it would appear that in both cases 

tramways were a high risk (which may explain the hir,h Brooklyn 

yields) but also a high return investment. Railways in Britain, 

on the other hand, were low risk, although the poor return on 

equity stock helps to explain why they were forced more into the 

fixed-interest securities market. Urban railways appear to have 

been a combination of the worst features of the two - high risk 

but low return. I'luncipali ty and public willing, Yerkes might 

have been more successful if he had taken control of the London 

tramways. 

Although the growth of passenger traffic has not been 

discussed here it is significant that in the case of all the 

'failures' except Chicago, traffic did not meet expectations. 

1. ibid. pp. 285, 309. 
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In comparing the American systems it is interesting that neither 

the Chicago lines nor the Hudson & Manhattan were controlled by 

the municipality as closely as the other lines. In the case of 

the IRT, municipal guidance meant the financing of 

construction of the subway as in Boston, although there the 

elevated was privately financed. In both cases clauses ensured 

that over a reasonable rate of return (six per cent in Boston), 

profits would be shared with the city. This alone was probably 

sufficient to deter speculators of the Chicago variety. The 

further restrictions on raising capital in Boston, while causing 

long-term problems, doubtless boosted confidence initially. 

Significantly, the British lines were neither municipally backed 

nor controlled in anything like the same degree.(1) Whether a 

municipal watchdog in the form of the Public Service Commssions 

in America would have helped to reduce the costs of construction 

is unclear, although municipal financing would undoubtedly have 

helped, if only to the extent of buying ordinary share capital 

and reducing the burden on debenture stock by doing so. 

Alternatively, it may be argued that the problem lay not in 

control of the companies themselves but in control of the 

competition. Significantly again, Chicago was the only American 

case where the elevateds were not connected with the street 

railways on a formal basis. This caused severe problems, notably 

1. Apart, that is, from the City of London helping with finance 
for the completion of the 'Inner Circle'. 
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with the South Side line. Conversely in Brooklyn and Boston the 

systems were public transport conglomerates. Even in Manhattan, 

before the Inter-Met merger, the IRT had control of all the 

elevated and subway lines and traffic volumes were such that 

street railway competition was not a problem although another 

subway company might have been, which was the alleged reason for 

the merger. 

From the investment aspect, two points are apparent. Firstly, 

institutional investors were probably more successful than 

individuals, the major companies in each country for this being 

the IRT and the CLR. Secondly, local investors although with 

some notable exceptions in Chicago, were generally, in terms of 

the lines where the local investment was most significant, more 

successful. This is less applicable in Britain although the 

Mersey and the LOR are two good examples. This therefore tends 

to support the idea that it was imperfect investor knowledge, 

rather than irrational behaviour that explains certain decisions. 

The most notable case is that of Yerkes' investment in London. 

While at the time the decision may have appeared a sound commercial 

judgment, time proved otherwise. Thus although there is no set 

pattern of performance, with the possible exception of the 

Manhattan companies, none of the lines could be claimed to have 

provided a consistently reasonable, let along high, rate of return 

to the investors. 
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CH~ER 6 

THE IMPACT OF ELECTRIFICATION ON RAILWAY OPERATING 

COSTS AFTER 1900 

Given that the profits of the urban railway companies were 

not high enough to enable adequate returns on capital to be made, 

a measure of the costs of operation may help to quantify the 

importance of much of the innovation, particularly the impact of 

electrification. This evaluation of working costs must cover a 

broad field - not simply the overall figures but trends in labour 

costs, the costs of power, additional costs such as lifts, 

pumping and ventilation, the burden of taxation and comparative 

operating costs of competing organisations. 

The first significant comparison between urban operations on 

both sides of the Atlantic claimed that in the mid-1880s London 

underground trains cost 3s. 4d. per train-mile to run compared to 

1s. 9d. for the New York elevated lines although the respective 

costs per passenger were 0.9d. in London and 1.92d. in New York. 

If the cost of the motive power and train service on the New York 

lines had been as great as in London, then receipts would not 

have covered running expenses.(1) However, this chapter is 

concerned less with such comparisons than with overall conclusions 

that could be derived from broad movements in costs. After all, 

if it can be shown that the introduction of electric traction 

had no significant effect on operating costs, then the 

implications for the subsequent adoption of electric traction by 

other railway companies are substantial. Similarly, if it can be 

shown that the burden of taxes was unduly heavy, this may help to 

1. T. C. Clarke in E. B. Dorsey: English and American Railroads Compared, New York, 1887, p. 96~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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explain rates of innovation. Also worthy of note is the 

importance of fares charged. These were fixed by governmental 

restrictions in America and, to a lesser extent, in Britain, 

where competing forms of transport often made permitted fare 

levels purely nominal. Therefore, in both countries, ceteris 

paribus, the effect of fixed fare levels, especially if costs 

were rising, should have been to accentuate the search for cost

reducing innovations. In some respects, therefore, any 

examination of costs is bound to be a review and re-consideration 

of arguments which may have already been postulated. However, 

the broad theme remains unchanged. The companies were in the 

forefront of railway innovation yet frequently were unable to 

cover capital charges. Closer examination of their overall costs 

should help to explain why this might have been the case. In a 

less specific context, Dorsey's general conclusions that English 

railways were considerably less efficient than their American 

counterparts will be qualified, at least in the urban sector.(1) 

The first task in examining overall cost movements has been 

to compare Operating Ratio figures from 1890 to 1913 and these 

are given in Tables 28 and 29. 'Operating Ratio' simply 

expresses working expenditure as a percentage of gross revenue 

at any given time, so that over time a clear indication of 

changes in cost is given. There are a number of limitations in 

its use, most notably that working expenditure is simply a 

generic term covering all items of expenditure, irrespective of 

how they were incurred. Consequently it is difficult to isolate 

1. E. B. Dorsey: op. cit. 
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exogenous factors, such as an increase in taxation, from total 

working expenditure. This means that the statistics cannot be 

used as an accurate measure of efficiency, firstly because the 

price of inputs cannot be influenced by the company and secondly 

because the regional and national variations in input prices make 

its use for comparative purposes limited. Fortunately, the 

relative homogeneity of the input in this case - namely short 

distance passengers - means that the traffic in all cases was 

similar, although no allowance can be made for fluctuations in 

traffic patterns. 

However, in spite of these limitations, and the added one 

that expenditure is not 'quality adjusted' for its impact on 

output or efficiency, the Operating Ratio is useful because its 

use was widespread as a simple tool of analysis and comparison 

and as a convenient means of measuring the effect of changes in 

expenditure. (1) Therefore for both investment and innovation, it 

does at least provide a guide to the relative attractions of the 

different companies, although particularly in the case of the 

American companies it should be borne in mind that methods of 

calculation varied considerably. Taxes were frequently 

substantial and some companies included them while others 

excluded them from calculations. However, as far as possible, 

the figures for anyone company have been calculated on a 

consistent basis. The British figures are from a standard source, 

so this problem does not arise to the same extent. 

1. For a detailed discussion of the merits and drawbacks of the 
use of Operating Ratios see R. J. Irving: The North Eastern 
Rly. Co. 1870-1914, Leicester, 1975, p. 286. 
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TABLE 28: OPERATING RATIOS 2 ENGLISH URBAN RAILWAYS 2 188:2-1212 

Metro- Waterloo 
OLR CSLR LOR Mersey politan !1DR UERL & City GN&CR 

1885 44 48 

1886 68 42 47 

1887 78 43 49 

1888 89 42 47 

1889 84 43 48 

1890 80 43 47 

1891 78 78 43 45 

1892 69 74 43 45 

1893 65 67 82 44 46 

1894 61 70 85 44 46 

1895 61 63 76 47 46 

1896 58 63 76 44 46 

1897 56 64 83 44 46 

1898 56 62 80 45 48 (2) 

1899 57 63 79 46 48 (2) 

1900 59 58 67 81 48 50 63 
1901 54 56 73 89 51 57 53 
1902 52 44 80 94 52 53 47 

1903 53 49 76 93 50 56 48 

1904 53 48 76 80 49 58 48 75 
1905 53 48 80 79 52 63 48 52 
1906 56 47 79 75 58 74 (85)'" 48 50 

1907 58 45 78 72 58 68 66+ 51 51 
1908 50 48 80 72 58 61 55+ 57 53 
1909 60 45 77 63 56 54 49+ 52 53 
1910 57 47 73 58 52 49 47 50 51 
1911 58 47 70 54 53 47 46 49 50 
1912 56 50 67 52 54 42 42 46 51 
1913 58 62 62 55 57 48 43 (2) 58(1 ) 

Source: Board of Trade Railway Returns 

·Baker St. & Waterloo Rly. only. 
+Average of constituent companies. 

(1)Six months working only. 
(2)Figures for these yearsmt calculated separately 

overall London & South Western Railway figures. 
from 
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TABLE 29,: OPBRATli~G RATIOS'i 1 j.\l'1BRICAN URBAl'J RAIU,AYS, 1892-1914 

Kanhattan loR.T. Brooklyn BOoton Chicago Chicago Chicago Hudson & 
Elevated Sub-.'iay R.T. ::;;l. ( •• 1 

>;) .... lue :.~ . ','/ . hot. J.i<:<nha.ttan 

1892 55 

1893 56 

1894 60 

1895 63 

1896 65 

1897 65 85 

1898 66 72· 56 

1899 66 70· 

1900 61 55 67* 

1901 59 68 

1902 58 66 69 

1903 45 60 69 

1904 41 59 70 

1905 43(1) 60 68 

1906 42(1) 56 69 67 49 

1907 47 51 59 69 69 46 50 

1908 52 49 60 67 70 50 51 79 

1909 54 37 58 65 68 50 50 71 

1910 52 36 57 64 67 51 51 53 

1911 52 41 55 65 51 44 

1912 53 41 54 69 48 44 

1913 53 42 53 66 49 46 

1914 53 37 55 64 48 46 

NOTE: The actual financial years of the different companies started 
on different dates. The figures given are for the financial 
year ending in the particular year, unlike the English fi[Ures 
which are all based on calendar years. 

·the first elevated lines opened June 10th 1901. These 
figures are for street railway operations only. (The 
Boston Elevated was incorporated in 1897.) 

(1)figures for all I.R.T. operations (subway and elevated 
combined) • 

Sources: Railwa~ News, Electric Railwal Journal, Scudder Library. 
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If comparison is made with the tables in the previous 

chapter showing Rates of Return on Capital, it will be seen that 

the relationship between this and the Operating Ratio is not 

usually a particularly strong one. This should not be 

surprising as, theoretically at least, the link between capital 

and operational costs should be minimal. Of far greater interest 

in the tables is the variation in long-term trends. Admittedly 

these will be influenced by changes in the tax burden or business 

cycle fluctuations but they are nevertheless useful for giving at 

least a rough guide to the impact of electrification upon 

operating costs. In this respect the Mersey Railway was clearly 

the most successful innovator. After the opening year, the ratio 

never dropped below 74% under steam operation but by 1912 it was 

down to 5~b. However, the initially slow decline in the ratio 

after electrification in 1903 suggests that the medium term growth 

in traffic was of possibly greater significance than electric 

power although there is no doubt that the latter begat the 

former. Allowing for the limitations of comparison this is 

significant for not only was the long term reduction in the ratio 

the largest but the proportionate growth in passengers following 

electrification was also the greatest. Compare the other three 

examples - the Metropolitan, District and Manhattan Railways. 

On the Mersey, passenger traffic after electrification rose 

80.0~G to 1913, on the Metropolitan 7.3~fo, the District 24.2~fo 

and the Manhattan Elevated 8.66% (to 1914). 
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Leaving aside the reasons for such ~rowth the varying 

positions are largely borne out by movements in the Operating 

Ratio.(1) The Metropolitan's was extremely stable up to 1900 but 

then increased noticeably, if not significantly. The District 

followed a similar pattern although its overall position showed 

greater improvement than that of the Metropolitan. The Manhattan 

position cannot be explained so concisely. The variations in 

business confidence are apparent in the movement through the 

1890s. Equally apparent is the marked drop following 

electrification in 1903.(2) Once electrified, however, the trend 

on the Manhattan appears to have been upward once again. 

Two qualifications must be made to this hypothesis. 

Firstly, there are no figures for the Brooklyn system prior to 

electrification, secondly, limited though they are, the figures 

for the Chicago South Side suggest a dramatic impact on operating 

costs after electric traction was introduced in 1899. Further 

analysis of passenger growth and costs obviously has to be 

undertaken but if the overall evidence shows that it was the 

growth of traffic that led to any reductions in costs then clearly 

this has significant implications for the value of innovations. 

Equally if traffic is actually growing but operating ratios 

remain high, this would have implications for operating practice, 

unless increases in revenue are absorbed by higher taxation. 

One important problem with this is the relationship between 

1. Although it may be noted that an 8~'o increase could not 
possibly be put down merely to cyclical fluctuations. 

2. This can be compared with the British lines where the 
initial impact of electrification led to a deterioration 
in the ratio, usually because train frequencies were 
increased to attract more passengers. 
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revenue and increase in expenditure on an annual basis. This is 

particularly important in the U.S.A. where the cost-of-living 

index rose from 78 in 1890 to 80 in 1900 and to 100 in 1913, 

while transit fares were in all cases maintained at the uniform 

rate of five cents.(1) This was a particular grievance of the 

companies, the wholesale price of steel rails rising from ~17.63 

in 1898 to $30 in 1914 and the average price of a ton of coal 

from $3.55 to $5.32 over the same years.(2) Although the British 

lines did not face such a restrictive policy, in practice road or 

ferry competition made the situation worse. Thus as late as 1919 

the Metropolitan was still charging fares set in 1883 and in some 

cases even lower than the then approved levels.(3) Such 

restrictions obviously affected the Operating Ratio, particularly 

in the U.S.A. where the flat-fare and widespread use of free 

transfers from tram to train in Brooklyn and Boston meant that 

new extensions, while increasing operating costs, might generate 

little in the way of extra revenue. Such problems obviously 

merit more detailed analysis of the relationship between local 

politics and urban transport. Nevertheless, the figures would 

suggest that there was a 'trade-off' situation. The Boston 

Elevated had consistently one of the worst ratios of any line in 

Britain or America, yet the attraction of its shares for 

investors has already been noted. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

u.s. Bureau of the Census: Historical Statistics of the 
U.S., Colonial Times to 1970, Bicentennial Edition, Part 1, 
Washington DC, 1975, p. 212. 
ibid. p. 208. The impact of wage increases is examined 
later in the chapter. 
London Traffic Conference 1919 - Acc 1297/MET 10/382. 
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This apparent paradox is also clear in at least some other 

cases, the relationship between falling costs and passenger 

growth being much more difficult to prove in the case of the 

'new' lines - that is, those electrically worked from the outset. 

A good example of this is the Liverpool Overhead. Traffic grew 

by 72.8% from 1894 to 1904, while the Operating Ratio 

deteriorated. Admittedly there are some year to year 

similarities in the fluctuations but passenger traffic alone 

could not account for this as the longer term trends show. Two 

other possibilities are worthy of discussion, both of them 

linked. Firstly, the peak year for receipts prior to 1913 was 

1903, although the actual train mileage run was higher in 1901 

and then in every succeeding year. This could be accounted for 

either by the workings of the business cycle alone, 1903 also 

being the peak year for passengers prior to 1912, or more likely, 

by the additional effects of competition from electric tramways, 

forcing the company to reduce its fares and introduce faster 

trains, which were conceivably more expensive to operate. The 

proportionate variations in receipts suggest that what tended to 

occur was the permanent loss of short distance passengers to the 

tram services. Such results, approximate though they are, 

clearly challenge the hypothesis that an increase in passengers 

led to a reduction in costs. In principle it is successful but 

in practice only while the railway companies have some degree of 

control over fares. 
(1) 

1. One aspect worthy of further research would be analysis to 
determine whether there was any relationship between the 
Operating Ratio and the building cycle. The Merseyside case 
sug~ests that there was not, for while operating improvements 
may have boosted housing development indirectly, evidence of 
a direct relationship is lacking. 
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However, the results of the CSLR bear a much closer 

relation between passenger variations and the operating ratio, 

as do those of the CLR, the UERL, the Ne,\.; York Subway and the 

Chicago elevated lines. This certainly supports the argument 

that the railways were more successful at increasing the overall 

number of passengers than they were at reducing the 

proportionate cost of carrying passengers and the LOR experience 

lends further weight to this. In other words, without exception 

the companies were sales maximisers rather than profit maximisers 

but more than this, over time they were unsuccessful at reducing 

the cost per head of passenger carrying. To establish such a 

hypothesis, more information than mere operating ratios is 

needed, not least to establish that innovations were capacity 

increasing, rather than cost reducing. If this can be shown to 

be the case it may be possible to establish that costs, while 

rising with inflation or through increased taxation, were rising 

more because of declining efficiency. 

This can be examined initially through train size and 

service frequency. Yerkes once remarked that it was the 

'straphangers who pay the dividends' and this was later reiterated 

by Speyer of the UERL.(1) In marked contrast, the Mersey, which 

has been shown to have been one of the more successful lines in 

reducing costs, had in 1913 a rush-hour seating capacity of 

10,000 passengers per hour yet carried only some 6,600 passengers 

per hour at peak density. Although this does not rule out the 

1. Dictionary of American Biography, vol. XX, 1936, pp. 609-611. 
'straphangers' were standlng passengers. 
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possibility of standing passengers on one or two trains during 

the period, the average loading of trains throughout the day was 

only 21% of capacity.(1) Such a situation arose largely through 

the desire to provide as frequent a service as possible to 

attract passengers. The question is, how typical was it? The 

Waterloo & City Railway had made an early attempt to keep costs 

to the minimum in 1899 when five single cars were introduced for 

off-peak working and all the other companies operated longer 

trains during peak hours than tit other times.(2) 

To try to gain a better overall comparison, an attempt has 

been made to compare the actual peak hour operations of various 

lines in 1908 with ideal conditions by seeking to establish the 

optimum train length in numbers of cars, using an existing 

formula. (3) Firstly it is assumed that the total cost of 

operation on an annual basis will be equal to the total costs 

of operation plus the annual costs of permanent way, buildings 

and other structures (capital) such that 

TRC = TROC + SR (1) 

where TRC is total annual costs, TROC is total annual operating 

costs and SR is total annual structural costs. For optimum 

train length 

1. 

2. 

3. 

bTROC 
bn = + ~ (2) 

Joshua Shaw: Notes on the Mersey Railway, paper read to 
Liverpool Engineering Society, 1.12.1915. 
A. A. Jackson & D.F. Croome: Rails Through the Clay, 
London 1962, p. 52. 
This is a simplified version taken from J. R. Meyer 
J. F. Kain, M. Wohl: The Urban Transportation Probiem, 
Cambridge (Mass.), 1965, p. 173, Appendix A. 
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number of cars in a train 

constant for additional costs, such as 

rental of joint stations, additional 

terminal facilities, etc. (which may not 

be constant but the model is simplified). 

Next it is taken that 

~TROC 
.s;-n = VI.V rcn'2. (3) 

where 

VI = 

v = 
r = 

c = 

and 

where 

k 

g 

annual wage costs of a train crew 

maximum peak hour passenger volume 

number of round trips one train can make 

in one hour 

seating capacity of one car 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

CRFn,i 0 k.g. 

Capital Recovery Factor, such that 

the capital cost is spread over 

n years, at interest rate i where 

i(l + i~n 
(1 + i) - 1 

(4) 

annual construction cost of stations 

per foot (which varies depending on 

station size) 

car length in feet 

number of intermediate stations 
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= CRF n ,i 0 k. g. + (3 

The equation is not entirely satisfactory. Because of the 

employment of gatemen to open and close carriage doors wage costs 

are a variable unit depending upon the length of the train, so 

these have been calculated on the annual costs of a train crew 

based on maximum peak hour operation, plus an extra allowance of 

2~/o for additional costs such as lift operators and porters, the 

cost of which cannot be accurately assessed for individual trains. 

With the Capital Recovery Factor, the cost has been spread over 

fifty years. This should perhaps have been shorter for the New 

York Subway and would have been for the Boston calculations. 

However, in Boston all the subway tunnels were owned by the city 

and annual rental paid by the elevated company. In most cases 

this was 4i% of the total construction cost for a varied number 

of years depending on the particular line but in the case of the 

East Boston tunnel, for which the calculations have been made here 

it was /8% of the revenue from traffic through the tunnel plus one 

cent for every passenger.(1) In this case, the equation has been 

modified to 

W.V = O.OO375R + V (6) 
rcn2.. 100 

where 

R = total annual receipts 

1. Boston Elevated Rly: 
Metropolitan Boston, 

Trans ortation :in 
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In all cases the rate of interest used has been the prevailing 

rate of interest payable by the company on bonds or loan stock at 

the time of construction. Figures for waf,e rates were based upon 

the Board of Trade Earnings & Hours Enquiry - VIr - Railway Service 

of 1907, giving information for Electric Railways as a group, with 

weightings based upon the actual rates paid by the Metropolitan 

and District Railways in the same year. The remaining figures 

were taken from a wide variety of sources.(1) Some difficulty was 

caused by the construction costs, which varied sif,Dificantly. 

However, as the final cost was the actual burden, rather than 

estimates, this has always been used, based as far as possible on 

the average construction costs of a station for the particular 

company, although in one or two cases estimates have been made, 

based upon comparable figures elsewhere and overall costs. A 

problem also arose with the figures for rush-hour traffic. These 

should be based on the equivalent hourly flow of passengers at 

the busiest time of day, which was usually the period 5.30 p.m. 

to 5.40 p.m., rather than the actual passenger volume in the 

~ush-hour, as the former figure should determine the capacity of 

the busiest trains. In most cases the difference between the two 

1. Apart from figures in the Board of Trade Railway Returns and 
the Electric Railway Journal, these include: Joshua Shaw: 
Notes on the Merse Railwa , OPe cit; Charles M. Jacobs: 

he udson 1ver unnels of the Hudson and Manhattan Railroad 
Com~any, Minutes of the Proceedings of the Institute of civil 
Eng1neerS, vol. CLIV, 1909-10; W. B. Parsons: Diaries; 
Parshall & Hobart: Electric Railwai Engineering, London 1907; 
Scudder Library: files on IRT and oston Elevated Companies. 
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figures is marginal and the latter figure has generally been 

used, most notably for the London figures. The effect of this 

will be to marginally reduce the given optimum value for n. A 

greater problem arose with the Inner Circle in London and the 

New York Subway, where branch lines affected the figures 

considerably. Of all the lines, the figures for the Inner 

Circle are probably the least reliable. 

In New York the problem was to some extent overcome by 

weighting the value of traffic on the various branches, which 

produced reasonable results, with the notable exception of the 

figure for the 180th St.-Atlantic Avenue express service. The 

major problem here is that due to a lack of information about 

services between Brooklyn and Manhattan, this has been assumed 

to be the only service between the two boroughs although other 

services did exist. This undue influence is further widened by 

it being the only service over the full length of the Lenox 

Avenue branch. The overall result is therefore inaccurate. 

This is a general problem in varying degree for figures A to E 

inclusive for the New York line. To try to obtain more accurate 

figures calculations were made for the 96th St.-Brooklyn Bridge 

section only, which carried some 50.2~~ of all subway traffic at 

the time.(1) Although this appears to have been successful for 

the local trains, the figures were arrived at by weighting the 

overall figures on the basis of the ratio of the total number of 

1. Arnold Report on New York SUbwa~ Traffic, Electric Railway 
Journal, vol. XXXIII, pp. 188-1 5. 
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passengers boarding the train to the number of seats provided. 

As the express trains were used by longer distance passengers 

going beyond 96th St. or Brooklyn Bridge, the length of express 

trains has been underestimated although it would be more accurate 

for an express service operating only between these two points.(1) 

No account has been taken either of passengers transferring from 

local to express services at transfer points although to some 

extent this should be incorporated in the figures asfue express 

service figures have only been calculated on the basis of actual 

express stations. 

The only other note concerns ~. This varies enormously 

from line to line. In the case of the Mersey Railway it comprises 

the rental of space at Rock Ferry station, which was not owned by 

the company, amounting to £4,260 annually. In contrast, for the 

Hudson & Manhattan it comprises the CRF annual cost basis of the 

Hoboken and Church St. terminals, the total cost of these being 

£532,000.(2) For the New York subway it includes, where 

applicable, an estimated cost for the run-round facilities at 

Brooklyn Bridge station. It was also used rather arbitrarily, 

where for instance figures for station construction costs seemed 

excessively low, to try to give as true an estimate as possible 

of the annual capital costs on a comparable basis. 

1. 

2. 

ibid. The average length of trip in 1908 was 2.08 miles by 
local train and 5.52 miles by express train. 
Mersey Rly: Board Minutes, 1908, RAIL 475/10 p. 280· 
C. M. Jacobs, Ope cit. p. 45. ' 
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The results of the calculations are given in Table 30 •. 

Accepting the problems of running incomplete cars, if all the 

figures are rounded up, the Mersey Railway clearly becomes 

exceptional, even thou~h this is partly due to the incompleteness 

of the figures. The running of single cars on the Waterloo & 

City Railway in off-peak periods has already been noted. The 

most unfavourable conditions of all are not given in the table 

as they were those of the Metropolitan Elevated in Chicago, where 

the off-peak flow of around 4,000 passengers per hour jumped to 

36,000 per hour, necessitating a chanf,e from two-car trains to 

five-car trains, at double the normal frequency.(1) Although the 

figures in Table ,0 may slightly over-estimate optimum train 

size as the maximum flow usually lasted for perhaps a five minute 

period only, two basic patterns can be discerned; of railways with 

over-capacity in their peak hour operations and those where 

capacity was a problem. 

With the exception of the City and South London and the 

Central London lines, all the London lines clearly had space 
(2) . 

available in peak hour trains. Admittedly spare capacity was 

not of Mersey Railway proportions but in most cases opportunities 

did exist for reducing the length of trains and a similar 

situation existed on the Hudson & Manhattan. In marked contrast 

are the New York Subway figures where, if the short-distance 

1. Electric Railway Journal, vol. XLIII (1914), p. 532. 
2. Complaints on the UERL about overcrowding were not uncommon 

but these were both a reflection of the reluctance of 
Londoners to stand and of the higher occupation of the 
centre cars in trains, these being nearest to platform 
entrances. A. A. Jackson & D. F. Croome: OPe cit. p. 138. 
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TABLE 30: COMPOSITION OF PEAK HOUR TRAINS, 1Q08 

Line 
Optimum Number 

of Cars per Train 

Mersey Railway 

Baker St. & Waterloo 

Charing Cross, Euston & Hampstead 

GN, Brompton & Piccadilly 

Inner Circle 

Central London Railway 

City & South London 

New York Subway: 

A. 

B. 

C. 

137th St.-Brooklyn Bridge 
local 

145th St.-Brooklyn Bridge 
local 

242nd St.-South Ferry 
local/express 

D. Dyckman St.-South Ferry 
local/express 

E. 180th St.-Atlantic Ave 
local/express 

local average 

express average 

F. 96th St.-Brooklyn Bridge local 

G. 96th St.-Brooklyn Bridge express 

East Boston Tunnel 

Hudson & Manhattan (1909 figures) 

1.372 

4.299 

3.911 

4.763 

4.86 

6.799 

9.606 

9.244 

7.982 

17.542 

8.202 

11.589 

9.56 

8.42 

2 

4.804 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

~ 
) 
) 

~ 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Actual Number 
of Cars per Train 

5 

6 

5 

6 

6/7 

7 

5 

local 8· 

express 9· 

1 

6 

·express trains were shortly afterwards increased to 
ten cars at peak periods. 

Sources: see text. 
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Broadway branch figures (137th St. to Brooklyn Bridge and Dyckman 

St. to South Ferry) are ignored, the 10\01 figures here being 

partly due to the difficulty of assigning accurate weightings in 

any case, peak hour capacity was clearly insufficient. The 

figures for the CSLR and East Boston tunnel suggest a similar 

situation but in the case of the latter it is largely a reflection 

of the low fixed but high variable capital cost for the elevated 

company. The CSLR figures reflect that company's long-standing 

problem of reduced tube (tunnel) size and capacity compared to 

other London lines, a five car CSLR train not having the same 

capacity as a similar size UERL one. 

If the CSLR is ignored, for the reasons just outlined, then 

it becomes apparent that the most profitable companies in terms 

of Operating Ratios were those operating nearest to the optimum 

level, although it must be emphasised that this is only a guide. 

Many factors affected overall profitability but clearly the more 

nearly a company could match the needs of the public to its own 

capabilities, the more effectively it was being operated. 

This serves to re-emphasise the differences between over

capacity and spare capacity for these conditions would have an 

important bearing on future investment and innovation. Depending 

on the company, further investment should have taken one of two 

forms - either to increase capacity or to reduce costs. Bearing 

in mind however, that the companies were sales maximisers rather 

than profit maximisers, it is quite conceivable that further 

investment may not necessarily have been cost effective. In fact 

it is suggested that close control of costs in most cases came 
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second to capacity improvements, even where these were not always 

needed. A n~~ber of railway mana~ers at least were probably 

quite content, provided that the Operatinr, Ratio stayed fairly 

constant from one year to the next, and as long as most interest 

payments were made or at least as long as progress in that 

direction could be seen to be made. Obviously this is a 

considerable generalisation and an attempt will therefore be made 

to support it. If reference is made again to Tables 28 and 29 

in the crudest sense it will be seen that excludin~ Chicago, in 

nine out of fourteen cases the lowest Operating Ratio occurred in 

later years, and in a further two instances ~ the Metropolitan 

and CLR - it stayed relatively constant over long periods, except 

for occasional aberrations. Notwithstanding the crudeness of the 

calculations therefore, at first sight there would appear to be 

an overall improvement but much of this was accounted for by 

traffic growth, as already stated. In theory, for any line 

operating at less than optimum capacity, any increase in 

passengers should have improved the overall ratio and up to a 

point this would be the same for capacity increasing innovation, 

where the costs would come from the capital account. In effect 

provided funds were available, investment would frequently take 

place without detailed calculations of the financial benefits. 

More particularly, even investment to improve capacity or extend 

subways or elevated lines may not have had any significant effect 

on costs per see The Boston Elevated for instance found that 

while passenger revenues for the entire system including the 

street railways rose by 81.4Z0 from 1897-8 to 1912-13, not only 

waS this typical of experiences elsewhere but none of the 

additions to facilities had had any effect on the normal growth 
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of business.(1) While without such additions the congestion of 

the system would have hampered any traffic growth, from the point 

of view of net financial results the change was for the worse. 

However, while this was applicable elsewhere, it was most 

noticeable in Boston where the heavy burden of fixed charges, 

reflected in the comparatively high Operating Ratios, was combined 

with longer rides made possible by the new facilities and the 

extensive free transfer system between trams and trains. In 

Boston there was also a need to invest to maintain the capacity 

of the system in line with traffic growth. 

This was not necessarily the case elsewhere and indeed it can 

be asked what electrification achieved in terms of overall 

operating costs. If the Operating Ratio is taken as a guide, in 

some cases at least its effect appeared to be marginal. 

Therefore a more rigid comparison is necessary and at the same 

time an attempt will be made to provide accurate comparisons of 

the costs of operation between different electric railways. 

Table .30 is of only limited use in this respect as the figures 

in Table 31 clearly reveal. Each mile of track on the New York 

Subway was used about three times as effectively for moving both 

cars and passengers as was the case with the London tubes and 

there were also three times as many passengers moved each year on 

the subway as were handled on average on each single track-mile 

of all the Chicago elevateds. However, while London had the 

lowest number of passengers per single track-mile and the highest 

1. Financial Aspects of the Relief of Confestion b~ the 
Construction of Subwa s and Viaducts, ~lectricailway 
Journal, vol. XLII 1 13 , p. 813. 



TABLE 31: COMPARATIVE TRAFFIC FIGURES OF SELECTED LINES, 1908· 

Single Passengers Track Car-Miles, Total Line miles Total Passengers per single 
operated track-mile 

IRT Subway 69.9 44,005,211 200,415,050 2,870,172 

Manhattan Elevated 90.66 64,584,611 282,870,540 3,120,125 

London Underground 167.3 32,728,130 160,000,998 958,762 
(all tube lines) 

Chicago Elevated 150.53 39,264,008 147,267,113 981,780 

·Figures are based on IRT results for year 
ending 30.6.08, London figures for first 
six months of 1908 doubled and four Chicago 
elevated lines for 1907. 

Passengers 
per 

car-mile 

4.56 

4.38 

4.90 

3.75 

Source: Arnold Report on New 
Journal, vol. XXXIII 

Electric Railway 

\).I 
\).I 
..t:=-
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mileage, its passenger per car-mile figure was the highest. Such 

results clearly indicate that whatever the overall problems of 

these lines due to over-optimism at the planning stage, in day to 

day operation their performance was respectable, although it has 

to be accepted that rush-hour conditions were more favourable in 

London than elsewhere, as far as this target is concerned. It 

also must be remembered that a high passenger per car-mile figure 

could be the result of the lack of an adequate service although 

there is no evidence that this was the case in London. 

Usual comparisons of costs of operations are expressed in 

terms of car-miles or train-miles run annually but in this case, 

owing to the difference in capacity of the rollin~ stock of 

various companies, such figures are of only limited value. 

Similarly, a seat-mile comparison could be objected to because of 

wide variations in seating capacity between different lines. To 

overcome these difficulties, costs have been expressed in terms 

of foot-miles run, these being the annual car-mileage multiplied 

by the length of a car available for passenger use.(1) Costs of 

power generation and distribution can also be reduced to a unit 

cost per train, so that a functional relationship is obtained for 

the cost of operation, such that 

1. 

c = (c + r + m + x) K + R + 0 
d 

J. B. Sparks: Electric Railwat Costs, Times Engineering 
supplement, London, 6.3.1912;lectric Railway Journal, . 
vol. XLI (1913), p. 1061. While an interesting calculation 
it was never widely adopted, subsequent calculations 
reverting to ton-miles and seat-miles. 
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total cost of running trains per effective 

foot-mile 

average cost of electricity per kilowatt-hour 

interest per kilowatt-hour 

[= interest on investment in electric traction ] 
annual kilowatt-hour delivered to trains 

maintenance costs per kilowatt-hour 

increase in cost per kilowatt-hour due to 

distribution loss 

kw.hr. delivered to trains annually 

interest on capital 

operating and repair costs, including driver's 

pay 

effective foot-miles run per annum 

This calculation takes into account only the actual costs of 

operation; the figures refer only to the plant and energy used 

for the trains and do not include any allowance for station 

lighting, ventilation or lift working. These costs were 

significant, 1~~ of the power generated on the CLR being used for 

lift operation and a further 1Zlo for station lighting.(1) 

Precisely because these additional costs are ignored, however, 

the calculations give a closer comparison between actual train 

operating costs for the different companies. Nevertheless, the 

idea of effective foot-miles travelled is not perfect as no 

account is taken of varying car capacities, the narrow width of 

CSLR cars severely restricting the effective space available for 

1. C.L.R.: Miscellaneous Reports, 1Q02, Acc 1297/CLR 4/1. 
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passengers for instance, without this being fully shown. A 

number of other difficulties exist, mainly in the statistics. 

Both the Brooklyn and Boston systems made no clear distinction 

between power used by trains and power used by street-cars. The 

Brooklyn system, like the North Eastern Railway in Britain, 

bought almost all of its power from outside suppliers, whereas 

the other systems met most of their needs themselves.(1) The 

only other system to buy sUbstantial amounts of power was the 

Chicago group, some 28% of its requirements being purchased from 

Commonwealth Edison. The other lines sold varying amounts of 

power that they produced to other users.(2) 

Consequently the figures are of limited value as they do not 

give a full comparison between the different companies, although 

they do give a reasonable idea of varying operating costs. Full 

details of the figures used in the calculations and the results 

obtained are given in Table 32. A comparison over time would be 

of considerably more use as this would give an indication of 

improvements or otherwise in performance. IIowever, even as they 

stand the figures give a reasonable guide to differing 

performances. The figures probably somewhat underestimate the 

actual operating costs as the effective foot-miles run in all 

cases has been calculated on a generous basis. More problematical 

is that, of necessity, the figures for operating costs for the 

London lines, with the exception of the Metropolitan, are from 

different returns to those for foot-miles and the operating costs 

1. New York City: Public Service Commission, First District, 
Returns. 

2. Electric Railway Journal, vol. XXXVII (1911), p. 1085. 



TA.BLE ;2~, ELECTRIC RA.ILWAY OPERATING COSTS IN EFFECTIVE FOOT MILES RUN 

(a) Figures used for calculations. 

CLR(1) CLR(2) MDR UERL CSLR IRT Met. 

c = 1.542c. 0.76d. 0.648d. 0.648d. 1.054d. 0.885c. O.69d. 

r = 0.034 0.017 0.005+ 0.005+ 0.02 0.05 0.002 

m = 0.04 0.02 0.015 0.015 0.023 0.06 0.02 

x = 0.048 0.023 0.02 0.02 0.074 0.03 0.021 

K = 10450000 11209029 73223466 50855779 5854451 44000000 36316800· 

R = ~~72250 £14866 £23637 £29750 £14100 $460350 £68751 

0 = $148500 £34500 £76626 £66571 £18321 $1714630 £104582 

d = 206380000 297798912 871904480 504777921 195168660 1804213733 841033256 

(b) Results obtained for C (Operating costs per effective foot-mile) 

CLR(1) CLR(2) MDR VERL CSLR IRT Met 

0.192c. 0.031d. 0.058d. 0.069d. 0.035d. 0.268c. 0.032d. 

Notes: 

Years. London lines - 1913-1914, lRT 1908-1909, except that CLR(1) is 
expressed in dollars and cents (as is IRT figure) and is for 1910-1911. 
Figures for K are based on an estimate of 97% efficiency in power generation, 
except for the CSLR (93%). 

/overleaf 

\>I 
\>I co 



+Figures for c for MDR and UERL are based on Lots Rd. power station cost, 
interest charees for both are based on electrification costs. 197,10 of power generated ~hence K may be overstated). 
Assuming existing carria~es were converted for use as trailer cars. 

\>I 
\>I 
\.0 
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in these cases have been rather understated. (1) With the 

exception of the figures in column (1) however, all figures have 

been calculated on the same basis and so are roughly comparable. 

The most surprising thing about them is the relatively low 

figure for the CSLR, which was the oldest line after all. This 

is probably explained by the year - 1914 - by when the CSLR had 

been absorbed into the London Electric Railways Group and its own 

power station closed.(2) It does not explain why the MDR and 

UERL operating figures should have been so much higher, however. 

Even though the figures are only a rough guide, the IRT figure is 

sufficiently lower to suggest a clear operating advantage, 

relative to the other lines. 

While it is unlikely that this problem applied to American 

lines to the same extent, problems with statistics prevent a 

clear answer. The difficulties with the Boston and Brooklyn 

systems have already been outlined but Chicago possessed a system 

which should have been readily comparable. However, in 1911 the 

unified system was recorded as consuming 168 m. kilowatt-hours of 

electricity. Admittedly Chicago had a record of a higher per 

capita electricity consumption than any other city in the world, 

but this figure appears to be on the high side.(3) Although 

annual car-mileage in Chicago was higher than for the London 

1. 

2. 
3· 

For instance, if an attempt is made to compare the CLR figures 
for consistency, the first figure expressed in pence is three 
times the second fi~re, yet overall operating expenses were 
only 23~~ higher in the first period. :> 

UERL: Miscellaneous Records. Acc 1297/LER 4/1. 
Electric Railwa~ Journal, vol. XXXVII, p. 1085; UERL: 
lIDerican Tour 1 29, report, Acc 1297/UER 4/81. 
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lines (excluding the Metropolitan), in 1914 total consumption by 

the London lines was only 153.9 m. kw. hours. If the 8.15 m. 

units for lift operation are deducted, the difference is too 

great to be accounted for merely by differences in car-mileage.(1) 

The Chicago system used on average 3.6 kw. hours to propel, light 

and heat one elevated car for one mile, the approximate cost of 

energy being some five cents per mile. The District Railway in 

1906 estimated the comparable cost as 1.810d. but more relevantly 

consumed only an estimated 2.793 kw. hours of electricity per 

car-mile. Over a two year period (1911-1912) directly comparable 

with the Chicago figures, the Metropolitan figures for current 

consumption per car-mile varied between a minimum of 2.69 kw. 

hours and a maximum of 3.09, still way below the Chicago average.(2) 

Admittedly C~icago winters were much more severe than those in 

London but this could hardly account for such a great difference. 

While of interest for comparative performances, the figures 

from Table 32 give little weight to the underlying hypothesis 

that companies were only concerned about costs as a proportion 

of receipts, rather than in their own right. This was the case 

with British railways generally, the Operating Ratios of which 

were deteriorating fairly steadily down to 1914. Admittedly this 

was not necessarily a true reflection of a decline in efficiency 

for it was partly the result of a rapid rise in working expenses 

in relation to gross earnings. Overall they rose 116.6;b and 7~~ 

respectively. However, while the majority of British trains were 

1. UERL: Operating figures for 1914, Acc 1297/LER 4/1. 
2. Traffic StatistiCS, Acc 1297/MET 4/1, Acc 1297/MDR 4/3. 
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loaded no more heavily in 1900 than in 1880, the situation after 

1900 was even more difficult for the urban railways. How far 

this position was eased by the adoption of electric traction is 

not easy to assess although in cost terms the dif'ference between 

steam and electricity was probably overstated. That the Mersey 

Railway gained most from electric traction is apparent but it is 

equally apparent that the bulk of such gain arose from indirect 

rather than direct benefits. On the Mersey Railway the 

comparative operating costs per ton-mile were 0.344d. for steam 

traction and O.254d. for electric traction.(1) Such a difference 

is respectable but if the wages element is removed the figures 

are O.267d. and 0.2243d. respectively.(2) In aggregate terms, 

around 4~G of the savings in costs realised from the introduction 

of electric traction was attributable to reductions in staffing 

levels. This of course does not invalidate the argument for 

savings in costs through electric traction but it does suggest 

that, even taking into account the higher productivity of electric 

trains, about which there was no dispute, in cost terms alone the 

difference was not so great. A number of objections spring 

readily to mind. Firstly, ton-mile costs are not necessarily the 

best way of measuring productivity, as already explained and if 

in the case of the Mersey train-mile costs were taken instead, 

the difference would be considerably more marked. Secondly, no 

account is taken of associated cost reductions in ventilation, 

1. 

2. 

Joshua Shaw: Notes on the Mersey Railway, OPe cit. The 
figures are the averages of the last three years and first 
three years of the respective modes. 
Joshua Shaw: The Eaui ment & Workin Results of the Merse 
Rly. under Steam and under . ectric Traction, roceedings of 
the Institute of Civil Engineers, 1909. ) 
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or the growth in traffic directly attributable to the improved 

conditions. Total cross river traffic grew from 14.35 m. in 

1892 to 17.6 m. in 1902 and 25.2 m. in 1912. The railway share 

in each year was 59.19%, 31.65% and 59.63% respectively, electric 

traction commencing in 1903.(1) Clearly electric traction 

enabled the railway to recover its earlier market share, if not 

increase it. However, flimsy though the evidence may be, this 

helps to support the theory that management was more concerned 

with traffic rather than costs. Electric traction was seen as a 

way of stimulating passenger growth and financial analysis of it 

was rudimentary at best. 

While the f-lersey , with its steep gradients, was seen as an 

ideal case for the early introduction of electric traction, if 

the special charges for pumping, ventilation and lifts are 

excluded from overall figures, its operating costs even in steam 

days were not significantly greater than those of the Metropolitan 

or District lines. For 1893, these were 37.6d. per train mile, 

35. 4d • and 34.4d. respectively. However, the locomotive expenses 

showed a more noticeable contrast, being 13.99d. per train-mile, 

9.61d. and 8.4d.(2) Clearly this formed a substantial proportion 

of overall running costs - 37.21%, 27.15% and 24.4c;~ - which 

would be significantly reduced under electric power. Equally 

clearly, there was scope for improvement in other areas. The 

possibility of substantial reductions in costs attributable to 

higher labour productivity through electrification has been 

hinted at but how near was this to reality? 

1. 
2. 

Joshua Shaw: Notes on the Mersey Rly., OPe cit. 
Northcote Papers: Comparative Statement of Working Expenses . . . 
1893. -
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Ideally, some form of production function is needed to 

measure the growth (if any) of labour productivity but of equal 

concern here is an assessment of the total proportion of 

operating costs going in wages. There can be no doubt that the 

remuneration of staff was becoming a growing problem in the years 

down to 1914. This was particularly marked in America, where the 

fixed fare levels, coupled with the increased capital for line 

extensions, was leading to conflict, which in the case of the 

Boston Elevated was marked by a bitter strike in 1912.(1) A 

rough indication of the problem is given by the percentage of 

value of net output going in wages. In Massachusetts, this was 

47.~~ in 1899, falling to 46.7/0 in 1904 and 45.67~ in 1909 but 

rising to 50.4% in 1913. Although the short-term variations 

differed, the overall pattern for the United States as a whole 

was the same - from ~4.o//o in 1889 to 48.4% in 1899, 50.3% in 

1909 and 52.19b in 1919.(2) Irrespective of whether a similar 

pattern actually occurred in urban transit systems or not, such 

movements generally would obviously create pressure on the 

systems, in the form of higher staff turnover or increased labour 

unrest. Given that fare levels were fixed, an increase in 

revenue could only come about through a growth in traffic, which 

in turn would necessitate higher labour productivity, an increase 

in staff or labour-saving innovation. 

1. 

2. 

Electric Railway Journal, vol. XXXIX (1912). The strike 
lasted for 3 weeks from early June. 
W. G. Hoffmann: The Growth of Industrial Economies 
Manchester, 1958, p. 7. ' 
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Of all the companies, the general problem of labour 

remuneration was most severe for the Boston Elevated, where the 

further burden of high taxation levels reduced still further the 

surplus available for paying returns on capital. There was no 

doubt that the payment of adequate returns was considered more 

important than increasing wage rates. It was felt that 

It is not the duty of the company to meet demands of 
employees for increased pay by foregoing the payment 
of an interest return ~n the reasonable capital value 
of the property. It is the capital outlay which 
creates the property that furnishes work for the 
employees and, in connection with that work, provides 
service for the public.(1) 

However, the 1912 strike was not ostensibly over wage levels but 

over union recognition and the reaction was generally hostile. 

It was claimed that most of the strikers had been employed for 

only one or two years although, as will be shown in the case of 

New York, this could still have meant the majority of employees, 

and a large number of strike breakers were brought in. The 

strike in fact failed and some two hundred jail sentences, 

varying in severity from three months to one year were passed.(2) 

That wage rates may have been a catalyst of the strike action is 

Suggested by the fact that minimum wages were increased only one 

week before the outbreak of the strike, which meant that the 

highest wage rates had risen 3~6 over the previous ten years.(3) 

1. Electric Railwa; Journal, vol. XLI (1(13), p. 878. 
2. Electric Railway Journal, vol. XXXIX 1912). 
3. ibid. 
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That the strike, the wage increase and a reduction in the 

working day from ten hours to nine hours in 1913 all failed to 

solve the problem is apparent from the setting up of an 

arbitration board and the granting of union recognition in 1913. 

That this was necessary is apparent from the fact that of some 

9,700 employees in 1913, over 7,000 were union members. (1) The 

arbitration board rejected suggestions that the work in 1913 was 

more arduous than it had been in 1897, claiming that improvements 

in conditions such as enclosed platforms, seats for motormen, 

improved methods of fare collection and more efficient equipment 

very nearly offset factors such as the introduction of larger 

cars, operation of faster schedules, increased traffic and more 

generalorders.(2) These findings in themselves suggest that the 

company was in fact trying to operate more efficiently, largely 

trying to meet increased demands and that these attempts were 

meeting with opposition from the operating staff. Although 

comparisons with wage rates in other industries in the Boston 

region were rejected, it was noted that several other street 

railways in the district paid higher rates and the board felt this 

situation should have been reversed.(3) 

Of greater significance were comparisons between changes in 

cost of living and in wage rates. Between 1897 and 1913 the cost 

of living had increased by about 24%, between 1903 and 1913 14% 

and between 1908 and 1913 &~. Although it was accepted that wage 

levels had kept pace with this, there was no evidence as to the 

1. 

2. 
3. 

Report of Arbitration Board on Boston Elevated Railway, 
Electric Railway Journal, vol. XLIII (1914), p. 170. 
ibid. 
ibid. 
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adequacy of wages in 1897 and the cost of living only determined 

the wages of the lowest paid and skilled workers should have been 

paid in proportion.(1) The dissatisfaction felt at failure to 

achieve this was clearly reflected in the high labour turnover as 

some forty per cent of car-operating staff left the company every 

year and this high total was reflected in a steady increase in 

the number of street car accidents.(2) 

The problems the company faced with capital and taxation 

burdens were noted but the board considered that 

if the Elevated company is to furnish all the 
improvements demanded by the community they ought not 
to come out of the pockets of the men, that the men 
are entitled to fair and adequate wages ••• and that 
it is for others to decide whether the company is to 
be gradually bankrupted, whether the passengers are 
to pay more, or whether the community as a whole is 
to come to the rescue of the situation.(3) 

Although the hours of work had been reduced in December 1913, 

there was stillavery large body of men who might be on duty for 

up to sixteen hours, which the arbitration board considered 'an 

almost intolerable hardship'. The overall recommendations of 

the Board therefore were for a substantial wage increase - over 

fifteen per cent in most cases - but spread over two years, with 

reductions in hours and improved overtime payments.(4) This 

ruling had an immediate adverse effect on the company's finances, 

the dividends being reduced from six per cent to four per cent 

per annum in 1914. Even this failed to solve the problem and' in 

1918 the Boston Elevated system was taken into public ownership. 

1. ibid. 
2. ibid. 
3 ibid. 
4: ibid. p. 174. 
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This was prompted as much by the problems of raising new 

capital and meeting existing capital charges and the taxation 

burden as by increases in wage rates. Indeed, it is not 

unreasonable to suppose that the problems of raisin~ new capital 

limited the introductioh of labour saving technology and the 

fi~ht against increasing wage rates was a result of this. 

However, the Boston system was by no means the only one to face 

staff problems. In the first nine months of 1912 4,904 new 

employees were enrolled by the Interborough organisation in New 

York and 5,276 left the company. This was equivalent to a 

complete change of rank and file personnel every seventeen 

months and, as in Boston, was leading to a high accident rate. 

Of equal concern was that a very high percentage of the staff 

withdrawals were compulsory, due to dishonesty.(1) 

The IRT's approach to the problem differed from that of the 

Boston Elevated. ~~ile the latter after initial strong 

opposition accepted unionisation of-its workforce, the former 

adopted a paternalistic approach. Theodore Shonts' reaction to 

the high labour turnover was that 

1. 
2. 

The more one studies the general labor situation, the 
more firmly convinced one becomes that we are vergin~ 
on a moral and economic awakening to the great need 
of improving social conditions as a means of 
heightening the degree of labor efficiency now 

t 
.. <.2) 

ob a1n1ng. 

Belmont Papers, Box 4. 
ibid.: letter to Frank Hedle 
Interborough .etropolitan 

Shonts, 



Belmont had been aware of the general trend for some time as 

from 1908 onwards, through the offices of the National Civic 

Federation he campaigned vigorously for proper provisions for 

workmen's compensation. In this he was assisted by Shonts and 

although between them they received praise for their enlightened 

attitude, they were both strongly anti-union and their campaign 

for employees' relief and insurance was undertaken primarily for 

reasons of self-interest.(1) Belmont was well aware that the 

cost of training new employees was becomin~ an increasingly great 

burden, as was that of accident compensation, the growth of which 

largely reflected the employment of inexperienced staff. The 

theory behind employee insurance was that this would help to tie 

staff to the company, thereby reducing the labour turnover and 

increasing overall efficiency. That the IRT was not a 

particularly beneficent employer, however, is revealed by 

Belmont's complaints about the possible construction of a 

competing subway by the city. He complained that it was well 

known that 

City operated companies work their men the shortest 
hours, pay them the highest wages, (and) employ an 
unnecessary number.(2) 

The publicity Belmont and Shonts gained nationally for the concept 

of employee insurance could therefore be interpreted as an attempt 

to reduce the unacceptable labour turnover by improving conditions 

but doing so at minimum cost to the IRT company. Nevertheless, 

the company were unable to avoid the burden of increasing labour 

1. ibid. 
2. ibid. letter from Belmont to Hedley, 29.5.13. 
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charges and, like the Boston Elevated, increased wage rates 

substantially in 1912. These increases were to cost $230,000 

in the first year.(1) As with the Boston system, they were graded 

to provide higher wages for longer service and greater experience. 

Whereas the Boston system was consolidating these grading 

structures, however, the IRT was expanding them, in an obvious 

but not particularly successful attempt at reducing staff turnover. 

Significantly, the rates for motormen were scarcely increased, the 

major sectors to benefit being guards and cond·uctors. (2) 

The significance of these patterns lies in the clearly 

defined trend of overall operating costs movements in relation to 

income. It was argued earlier in the chapter that manaeement was 

not over-concerned with costs, provided they did not rise above 

certain levels. Unfortunately, the rigorous provisions of five 

cent fares and free transfers meant that costs as a proportion of 

income would inexorably rise unless steps were taken to control 

th It was also argued that most of the American lines saw em. 

innovation as capacity increasing, rather than cost reducing. 

Therefore crews were expected to work harder in reflection of this 

but a result of the improved working conditions campaigned for by 

Shonts and Belmont was legislation for shorter working hours. In 

Boston the maximum working day was set at nine instead of ten hours 

from January 1913, with wage rates to be unaffected.(3) That working 

conditions and rates were determined to some extent exogenously is 

clear from the high labour turnover. However, it is also clear 

1. Electric Railway Journal, vol. XXXIX (1912), p. 946. 
2. ibid. 
3. ibid. 
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that wage rates were not regarded as a problem until 1911 or 

1912, largely due to the changing social conditions, and it was 

only when this bec~e apparent that manar,ement became truly 

conscious of the finer details of wage costs. 

This applied to workshop staff as much as to operating staff, 

although in the workshops there was more obvious scope for 

increasing capacity through attempting to reduce the time equipment 

was out of commission for overhaul or repair. Alterations in wage 

levels reflected both this and the shortage of suitably skilled 

workmen. This was particularly so in New York, where the IRT 

introduced new forms of wage payment to increase wages and 

attract the services of skilled men.(1) This was attempted by the 

adoption of piece work and bonus payment systems in the workshops, 

which was a practice adopted by other American lines. Its 

adoption was usually considered beneficial. On the Hudson & 

Manhattan for instance, following the adoption of piece rates, 

the average output of car cleaners rose from 82~ to 1213 cars per 

day and average painting costs fell from ~25.29 per car to 

$19.70 per car.(2) This Was as much a reflection of the company's 

need to have as much stock available at anyone time as possible 

as of its desire to reduce costs. Indeed, certain of the 

practices adopted on the Hudson & Manhattan, while possibly 

reducing the time a car spent out of service, increased maintenance 

costs unnecessarily. ~ost notably, because of the practice of 

1. ibid. p. 576, Piece Work & Bonus Systems in the I.R.T. Co. 
ShODS. 

2 1'bid. vol. XXXVII, p. 1097 • • 
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doing as much repair work as possible while cars were being 

inspected, labour costs for inspection, at over 0.5 cents per 

t " 1 h" h (1) H k car-mile were compara lve y 19. owever, wor shop staff on 

the Hudson & Manhattan were comparatively well paid, averaging 

$2.29 per day in 1914.(2) This compared favourably with IRT 

rates and the low overall maintenance costs justified such 

expenditure. 

An attempt must be made, however, to ascertain how well the 

wage rates on the elevated railways compared with those in 

similar occupations. The prevailinf, rates in Boston in 1912 were 

$612 per annum for motormen, ~510 for brakemen and $561 for 

guards. As the national avera~e annual earnings for all grades 

of street railway workers were U674 in the same year, these rates 

t "(3) If "" were clearly no exceSSlve. comparlson lS made with steam 

railroads, the difference is even greater, for average annual 

~721 (4) Th " earnings here were ~. ese comparlsons would tend to 

suggest that wage rates in Boston were held down to maintain 

dividend payments. Of greater interest, however, is that while 

the highest wage rates on the Boston system increased by 3~b from 

1902 to 1912 the national average increased only by 17;G, yet was 

still higher than the top Boston rates.(5) 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 
5· 

As a rough comparison, power costs for the subway in New York 
were about 2.3 cents per car-mile and train crew costs about 
0.8 cents per car-mile. 
ibid. Maintenance Costs on the Hudson & Manhattan R.R., vol. 
XLIV (1914), p. 159; vol. XXXIII (1909), p. 374. 
This average included car cleaners and labourers. 
U.S. Bureau of Census: Historical Statistics of the U.S., 
OPe cit. part 1, p. 168. 
ibid. 
ibid.; Electric Railway Journal, vol. XXXIX, p. 946. 
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For the most part, elevated railway workers were not paid as 

highly as ordinary railway workers. While in 1910 average 

earnings for the latter were $14.07 per week, only motormen on 

elevated lines regularly received higher earnings, although senior 

categories of conductors on the IRT did receive more. Even if 

comparisons are made with street railways, elevated workers were 

not noticeably better paid. National average earnings for street 

railway workers were $681 in 1910, while for transit workers in 

New York on the IRT and Brooklyn systems they were $684.33.(1) 

In Boston, of uniformed staff (i.e. train workers) only brakemen 

did not receive this figure, sugf,esting that rates in New York 

were actually lower, even though Boston rates were lower than 

many in the region. Whether, therefore, rates in New York 

reflected the greater availability of labour in the city, or 

merely the high labour turnover, is difficult to determine. 

Although the average rates were not significantly above those in 

street railways it is worth pointing out that the averar,e rates 

for street railway workers compared very favourably with those in 

other industries. Again in 1910, the annual average for all 

industries excluding farm labour was $630 and for manufacturing 

only $558. Even for steam railroads, the average was only 

$677.(2) These comparisons do not say much, however, for the 

overall proportion of skilled workers to total workers was higher 

1. 

2. 

Historical Statistics of the U.S., OPe cit. part 1, p. 168, 
Electric Railway Journal, vol. XXxv, p. 127; Averages for 
the Brooklyn and IRT systems are based on weighted averages 
of earnings, based on 60 hrs./week, 51 weeks/yr. 
U.S. Bureau of Census: Historical Statistics of the U.S., 
OPe cit., part 1, p. 168. 



for street and elevated railways than for other organisations. 

As a simple example, the vast armies of porters, shed cleaners 

and other unskilled grades present on steam railroads were almost 

totally lacking on street railways. In the above comparisons, 

this is not a factor as calculations have been based on the 

rates paid to skilled urban railway workers only. Thus the 

rates paid by the urban railways appear less favourable although 

if the earnings of motormen only are compared, the differences 

are substantially in favour of the railways. Nevertheless, 

staff turnover was very high and given Shonts' and Belmont's 

anxiety about this, it cannot have been confined to unskilled 

grades. 

Ideally, in calculating the cost of wage payments to the 

companies, an attempt should be made to calculate the cost of 

training new staff and an allowance should also be made for the 

cost of accident compensation. However, given the relative wage 

rates in the street railway industry, where the quoted figures 

are national averages, not New York or ea~coast averages, it 

is reasonable to assume that upward movements in urban railway 

wage rates occurred very largely in response to external 

pressures. In Boston at least there was a severe constraint -

the difficulty of earning enough to pay capital charges - but it 

is suggested that these difficulties arose, in part at least, 

because of management's failures to keep a close enough control 

of costs. Keeping down wages was an easy option, at least until 

1910. 
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This suggestion contradicts the generally held view that 

labour was scarce, and therefore expensive, in the United States 

although the findings must be qualified by the close involvement 

between the large street railway concerns and the rapid transit systems 

which may have significantly affected the average wages given 

in census reports, from where some of the figures have been taken. 

In Britain, given the lack of any close link between street 

railways and the rapid transit systems, one would expect sharper 

distinctions to emerge between the three broad sectors of steam 

railways, urban electric railways and tramways. 

Preliminary comparisons confirm this. In 1907 the average 

actual earnings of engine drivers for all non-electric railways 

in Great Britain were 45s. 11d. per week while the average actual 

earnings of electric railway motormen were, depending upon method 

of payment, either 41s. 9d. or 38s. 10d. per week.(1) Similar 

differences existed for other comparable occupations, such as 

guards although these were classified differently on most urban 

lines. Only in two occupational groups were rates of pay higher 

for urban electric lines - signalmen and Platelayers.(2) In both 

cases the differences can be explained by the considerably more 

arduous traffic conditions, particularly for platelayers, as most 

of the work was done in restricted conditions and unsocial hours. 

1. 

2. 

Board of Trade: Earnin s & Hours En uir 
Service 190 , p. XXV11. he 1 ference 1n rates 1S ue to 

e vary1ng classifications - the lower figure is the average 
for '6 day workers', the higher that for 'other workers'. 
ibid. 
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Contrasts in earnings were highlighted by the different 

methods of calculating wage payments. On non-electric lines the 

great majority of the labour force were classified as 'six day 

workers' so that they were paid overtime for Sunday working. On 

electric railways it was common practice to pay by the hour or 

by the day, rather than weekly rates, with no allowance being 

made for Sunday working. This practice was similar to that 

followed in the U.S. In other respects, such as provision of 

free uniforms, paid holidays and limited provident schemes, 

practice in Britain and America was generally similar.(1) The 

actual wage.rates were substantially less in Britain than in 

America but that of course was common practice and if comparison 

is made with other industries, the relative standing was about 

the same. 

For example, rates of pay on tramways, as in the U.S.A., 

were close to levels paid on the electric railways. The most 

noticeable difference was in rates paid to motormen. Although 

the highest paid were in London, only exceptionally were their 

earnings higher than 36s. per week. In 1904 weekly rates paid 

in East Ham were from 33s. to 35s.(2) In other grades, however, 

differences were less noticeable and it is incidentally worth 

pointing out that the difference between the wages of a motorman 

and a tram driver was much less than between a motorman and a 

1. 

2. 

ibid. Holidays were generally three to seven days annually, 
for about 6~G of the workforce. 
Board of Trade (Labour Department): Abstracts of Labour 
Statistics in the U.K., various years. 
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railway engine driver. Even in a provincial city like Sheffield, 

tramcar conductors could earn from 25s. 1td. to 27s. 11d. per 

week, which compared favourably with similar grades on electric 

railways. (1) Although there is strong support for the claim that 

the municipalisation of tramways in Britain led to higher wa~es 

being paid than would otherwise have been the case, in much the 

same way that August Belmont objected to the city buildinf, a new 

subway in New York, this does not explain why the difference 

between wages paid on urban railways and on tramways should have 

been so similar in both Britain and the U.S.A. Given the 

similarity, it is reasonable to assume that wa~e rates on urban 

railways were largely set by tramway wage rates, without (at 

least before 1910) any conscious attempt to attract the most 

skilled men by significantly higher rates. This would help to 

explain the high labour turnover in New York although the rapid 

population movement and generally fluid nature of the American 

labour market are other factors to be taken into account and the 

lack of concern for close overall cost control. Only when the 

annual cost of training and accident compensation became 

significant were steps taken to alleviate the situation. 

The importance of tramway wage rates is given credence by the 

position of railway wages relative to national average wage levels. 

The American figures quoted are proportionately similar to the 

1907 U.K. figures of an annual national average of £71 and urban 

railway average of £74. By 1913-14 the national average was £77 

1. ibid. 
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and the railway level had risen in line.(1) In some respects, 

however, the British companies were ahead of the American lines 

in attitudes to employees. The District was second only to the 

North Eastern Railway in Britain in deciding to recognise and 

negotiate with the trade unions. Notwithstanding apparent 

hostility in America to unionisation, Yerkes negotiated with the 

footplate unions over the issue of electrification and manning. 

The unions were anxious to retain two men in the cab, while the 

company wanted one man, at reduced wages. At this time - 1904 -

District men worked a seven day week for 8s. per day. A 

compromise was reached, with existing men being paid around the 

same level, and new men receiving a lower wage.(2) In the some 

way that this was ahead of negotiations in Boston with the unions, 

the Metropolitan's paternalist approach preceded that of the IRT. 

When the company moved its sheds and workshops to Neasden in the 

1880s, houses were built for employees at low rents. As in the 

later case of the IRT, the company had its own interests at heart, 

its chairman (Edward Watkin) finding that 

'experience is that we gain indirectly a great benefit 
by practically improving the comfort of the people 
whom we emplOy,.(3) 

In another important respect there was a difference between 

the two countries. 'Whereas piece-work and bonus systems of 

payment were being steadily adopted by the American lines, in 

1. 
2. 

E. S. Hobsbawm: Industry & Em£ire, London, p. 167. 
Barker & Robbins: History orondon Transport, OPe cit. 
vol. II, p. 315. 
ibid: vol. I, p. 290. 
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1907 out of 6,951 electric railway workers in the U.K., only 

eleven were piece-workers.(1) This contrast supports the 

hypothesis made earlier in the chapter that while American lines 

should, on the whole, have been concerned with increasing capacity, 

for the British lines reducing costs was a more important 

objective. Different rates of growth of traffic meant that while 

the American lines needed as much as possible of their equipment 

in use during rush hours, such a need was less pressing in 

Britain. r1uch of the new innovation adopted more extensively in 

America than in Britain reflected this. For instance, in 1913 

the Hudson & Manhattan introduced 'baking enamel' in painting work 

which reduced by 75% the time occupied in carriage painting. This 

enabled the company to have a coach varnished between the morning 

and evening rush hours, and it was prepared to pay higher wages, 

through piece-work, to ensure that this could be achieved.(2) It 

would also appear from this that the British companies did not 

experience the same difficulties that the American ones did in 

obtaining satisfactory labour. If this was the case, it would 

tend to reinforce traditional arguments about American and British 

labour in general, especially in the context of the performance of 

the two economies prior to 1914. 

While it is being argued that passen~er growth had greater 

significance for cost reductions than did innovation, there was 

one important cost which was usually rising steadily but about 

which the companies could do little, if anything. This was 

1. Board of Trade: Earnings & Hours Enouiry, VII, OPe cit. 

2. 
p. xxvi. 
Electric Railway Journal: vol. XLI (1913), p. 241. 
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taxation, the burden of which varied enormously from line to 

line. At one extreme was the Boston Elevated, which under its 

1897 Act of Incorporation was to pay ~8% of gross earnings to the 

Commonwealth and in addition had to pay heavy rentals on the city 

built subways that it used. In 1Q10 the combined outgoings on 

rentals and taxes, excluding rental of the street railway lines, 

was 77/0 more than the amount paid in dividends.(1) At the other 

extreme, the IRT was exempt from paying taxes on the subway. 

Although the British companies sometimes felt that the burden 

of taxation upon them was excessive, for the most part the American 

lines were taxed considerably more severely. This was in many 

respects a reflection of public disquiet over early franchises and 

company organisation, as a result of which excessive taxation 

assessments were made, supposedly in partial recompense. This was 

particularly so for the Manhattan Elevated, whose 1880 losses 

excluded taxes of $650,000. Unsurprisingly, the company asked for 

a re-assessment but the requested level of five per cent on net 

earnings or two per cent on gross earnings would be considered 

almost unbearable in future years.(2) This changing attitude 

reflected the impact of taxation with regard to other costs and 

the ability of a company to pay an adequate return on its capital. 

In prosperous times, taxation could be tolerated and endured, as 

a way of demonstrating the responsible nature of a company but 

when the dividends were in danger, complaints about excessive 

1. Elevated 

2. of the State of New 
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taxation soared. Strictly speaking, taxation ought not to be 

regarded as a working cost, as it gives no direct indication of 

the efficiency or otherwise of a line but if it can be shown that 

there was insufficient concern with the long-term burden of 

taxation, it will surely lend support to the overall argument 

about cost control. 

The main issue therefore is whether or not the tax-assessment 

of a company could be regarded as reasonable, and what advantages 

and benefits the company mi~ht obtain in return for payment of 

taxes. In making this assessment, the precise form which the 

taxation took must be considered, for the Boston method, whereby 

a fixed proportion of gross receipts was taken, was exceptional. 

Although the Manhattan company had pleaded to be levied in the 

same way, like most other companies it was assessed upon the 

physical value of its property and any notional franchise value 

was excluded. Unsurprisingly, the tax authorities would attempt 

to levy taxes in line with the inflated value the property had 

acquired through 'capital-\vatering'. Equally unsurprisingly, the 

company objected.(1) Nevertheless, grievances could be legitimate, 

if excessive. Whereas, for example, the subway in New York was 

exempt from taxes, the Hudson & r-lanhattan :in return for being 

granted a perpetual franchise, paid taxes to both New Jersey and 

New York, which in 1912 amounted to some $500,000.(2) Given that 

in the city streets it took a form identical to the subway and 

that unlike the subway it received no financial aid from the city, 

this was somewhat harsh. 

1. in the matter of 
of the anhattan 

2. ~~~~~::;.;:;..;:..:.:..;;~...;;J~o:..:::u:.:rn~a~l : vo 1. XLI, 14 January 191 3. 
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All too often, however, complaints about the tax burden were 

a way of hiding unsatisfactory operating results, or explaining 

poor dividends. The Brooklyn system for example claimed that 

between 1893 and 1913 its tax burden rose 33ry/o.(1) While such a 

figure may be accurate, it is largely meaninf,less given that the 

entire structure of rapid transit companies in Brooklyn altered 

enormously in those twenty years. More significantly, it 

complained that in 1899 it was paying $2,900 in taxes daily, or 

one dollar for every $3.62 that went to the stock and bondholders.(2) 

Possibly its most justifiable grouse was that from 1902, when the 

system became more or less fully consolidated, to 1913, there was 

a 135.6% increase in its tax charge, while total passenger 

earnings grew only 90.35~~, from $·12.3 m. to $23.4 m. (3) Similar 

complaints were made by other companies but in the case of 

Brooklyn, despite the actual increase in taxes, as a proportion 

of total operating earnings they rose only from 5.94% in 1Q02 to 

7.2~~ in 1913. The impact on total earninFos therefore was no 

worse than the rise in maintenance costs, from 13.8% to 16.1% of 

earnings, over the same period.(4) Certainly taxes totalling 

six to seven per cent of total earnings were far from 

insignificant being in money terms $0.74 m. in 1902 and $1.75 m. 

in 1913 but equally they were not so great as to provide a 

disincentive to reductions in overall operating costs. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 

Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. File, File no. 293, Scudder Library. 
ibid. 
ibid. Comparative Statistics for the Fiscal Years ending 
30 June 1Q02-13 inclusive. 
ibid. 
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The position in Boston was somewhat different, taxes there 

almost certainly proving more burdensome but again the position 

must be placed in context. Firstly, the very security provided 

by the regulations imposed by the city almost certainly led to 

over-investment in rapid transit there. The Cambridge subway 

link, which opened in 1912, represented an investment equal to 

$1,400 for every house in Cambridge. The intereRt chargesalone 

were equal to twelve million single fares annually and the entire 

taxable value of all the property in Cambridge was only ~ times 

the railway investment.(1) Unlike the other subways in Boston, 

whjch were built by the city and rented to the company, the 

Cambridge subway was built by the elevated company itself. Had 

it been built as an isolated venture, there can be little doubt 

that it would have joined the Mersey and Hudson & Manhattan lines 

in its unsuccessfulness. As it was, the interest burden brought 

problems for the company, which were blamed on the increase in 

labour costs and unacceptably high taxation. In 1914, the 

Arbitration Board in its report blamed the company for having 

signed a wasteful and extravagent contract for construction of 

the Cambridge Link, which contributed unnecessarily to its final 

costs.(2) Construction of the subway meant that by 1917 the 

company was unable to obtain the additional capital necessary 

for new lines and other improvements but significantly, no good 

case was made for the necessity of such extensions. The 

permanent investment of the elevated company rose from t25.3 m. 

in 1897 to $116 m. in 1916. This was an increase of 35o//v but 

1. Electric Railwa; Journal: 
2. Electric Railway Journal: 

vol. XXXIX, 1912, pp. 782-789. 
vol. XLIII, 1914, p. 171. 
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the population of the area served grew only 5~1o and revenue 

passengers only 1119G in the same period.(1) The system was 

subsequently taken into public control, largely because, apart 

from an inability to pay capital charges, adequate current 

maintenance and depreciation allowances could not be earned.(2) 

This situation could be blamed on the tax burden only insofar as 

this was part of the overall city regulatory system, which 

induced the company to indulge in expensive and unjustifiable 

new lines. The relative consistency of the Operating Ratio 

figures in Table 7.2 (which include taxes) support this, although 

the comparatively high figures (by American standards) do reflect 

a higher than average tax burden. 

Up to a point, conditions in Boston exemplified the pitfalls 

that might occur through over-optimistic expansion without 

sufficient regard to cost. In 1897-8 the passenr,er revenue of 

the street railway lines was $8.96 m. and this had increased by 

1912 to $16.27 m. Such an increase of 81.42'}~ could certainly 

not be regarded as excessive and would tend to sugr,est that none 

of the several additions to the unified rapid transit system in 

Boston had accelerated the normal growth of traffic.(3) Against 

this it could be argued that without many of the additions, 

physical constraints would have restricted the 'normal' growth 

but as far as net financial results were concerned, the position 

1. 

2. 

Report on Financial Condition of Boston Elevated to 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 1917, File 252, Scudder Library. 
Boston Elevated Rly.: Report for 4 years under Public 
Operation, Boston, 1922. c. s. Sergeant: 'Financial Aspects of the Relief of Congestion 
by the Construction of Subways & Viaducts', Electric RAilway 
Journal, vol. XLII (1913), p. 814. 
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in Boston was aggravated by expansions, due to both the heavy 

burden of fixed charges and the extension of lines under a 

universal fare constraint. 

At first glance, the very low operating ratio of the subway 

in New York tends to support those who argued that the burden of 

taxes was frequently excessive. Undoubtedly this was a bonus for 
~ 

the IRT but before making any conclusions, the very different 
~ 

operating circumstances of the subway must be borne in mind and 

even if the company had had to pay taxes, the Operating Ratio 

would still almost certainly have been lower than it was for any 

other company. Probably the most convincing argument against 

taxation in America, however, was that the railway lines 

contributed directly to land values, and therefore tax income, 

to a substantial degree and that to the extent that taxes hindered 

further expansion the long term tax receipts were restricted. 

Unfortunately, in no case does the existence of high taxes appear 

to have been the sole factor inhibiting expansion. 

In Britain, as in America, taxes tended to arouse strong 

emotions but for a slightly different reason. AdmittedlY,it was 

not infrequently felt that the actual burden of the taxes was 

excessive and caused problems although again this was usually 

expressed as the inequity of denying shareholders their rightful 

returns. The Central London for instance was paying £32,000 per 

annum in taxes in 1906 and this was equivalent to an extra one 

per cent on ordinary stoCk.(1) In 1892 the Metropolitan and 

1. The Economist: vol. LXV (1907). 
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District lines between them were paying some £80,000 on rates, 

taxes and government duty, amounting to between 4.7d. and 4.9d. 

per train-mile for each company. To give a comparison with 

American figures, the rates as a proportion of receipts were 

seven per cent for the Metropolitan and 6.72 per cent for the 

District. For the Mersey Railway in the same year the 

proportion was 3.64%, although this may have reflected an 

inability to pay any more.(1) Deciding whether these rates were 

'fair' or not is difficult. Although the cost of under-utilised 

lifts on the MerseyRailway was only 2.735G of receipts, the 

rental it paid for using Rock Ferry station and the toll for 

using other companies' lines to enter the station amounted to 

8.9?/o of receipts.(2) For the most part, expenses are not 

directly comparable with American figures, being compiled 

differently but it is noticeable that compensation for damages 

was a negligible sum - not more than 0.0~6 of operating costs. 

Assessing the remtive tax-burden in the two countries is 

therefore difficult, although the limited evidence suggests that 

if measured as a proportion of receipts, British taxes were not 

lower than American ones, as was claimed although accident costs 

were certainly a lot lower.(3) Given that in 1893, both the 

Metropolitan and the District (but not the Mersey) gave more in 

taxes than they spent on either track maintenance or carriage 

and wagon maintenance and repair, the taxes were not 

.. ·f· t (4) 1ns1gn1 1can • 

1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 

w. M. Acworth: 'Railway Economics', Economic Journal, vol. II, 
1892; Northcote Papers: Com arative Statement of Workin 
Ex enses. Half-Year ended • 
Northcote apers: ibid. 
Electric Railway Journal: vol. XLI (1913), p. 193. 
Northcote Papers: OPe cit. 
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However, the major complaint about taxes in Britain was not 

over the amount paid but over what was considered to be the 

unfair advantage given to competitors. Muncipal facilities such 

as tramways and river boats were aided from the rates by the 

London County Council. The 1905 Royal Commission had suggested 

that a similar policy could be adopted with respect to the 

construction of new railways, as it was felt that re-housing in 

the central area involved a heavy loss to the rates, and the 

construction of new houses in the suburbs would be cheaper and in 

other ways preferable.(1) Little carne of this suggestion and it 

was in any case of only marginal concern to the urban railway 

companies for whom even the tramways were not a major threat, 

given their limited extent.(2) The real threat in London was 

felt to come from buses, which encountered few regulations and 

paid minimal rates and taxes. Although it is not directly 

relevant to the operating costs of railways, the growth of motor 

bus operations in London is of interest, given the criticisms 

made of British entrepreneurs. For while automobile usage in 

the U.S.A. soared, to the extent that by 1919 the number of cars 

in New York City alone was about equal to the total for England 

and Wales, in the same year there were very few motor buses in 

the U.S.A. Where motor buses did exist, they were usually 

confined to routes along the main thoroughfares such as 5th 

Avenue in New York, where street railways were restricted and 

1. Royal Commission on Transport in London, 1905, p. 104, 
Para 216. 

2. In London in 1908 there was one mile of tramway to 20,000 
inhabit~ts, compared to ratios of 1:5,000 in Glasgow, 
1:3,000 ln Manchester and 1:2,500 in New York. - Electric 
Railway Journal: vol. XXXII (1908), p. 771. 
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fares were often twice those charged by the street railways. As 

a result, bus travel raised passengers into a different social 

category. (1) Had the same restrictions existed in London, bus 

travel may well have followed similar lines. However, the 

liberal nature of regulations and the lack of tramways meant that 

bus travel boomed. As early as 1908 the Underground was facing 

noticeable competition, most of it from small companies which 

were confidently expected to go out of business because of the 

high rate of depreciation on buses, for which insufficient 

allowance was made in the accounts. Most bus companies were also 

losing money, despite the liberal nature of regulations.(2) 

The comparative nature of bus development in the two 

countries would suggest that where conditions were favourable, 

British entrepreneurs were capable of exploiting new markets and 

neW technology. Of more direct relevance, it also provides a 

further insight into the comparative operating conditions of the 

railways in London and New York. In New York, the subway fare 

was five cents, buses charged double that. In London, the narrow 

congested streets were so favourable for the growth of bus 

companies that the railway companies found the fareS they could 

charge limited by the competition. Bus competition obviously 

affected short distance traffic more severely, where the 

additional time-involved .in descen~ing to deep level stations 

WRS a further disincentive to taking the trains, and BritiSh 

railway managers were not very interested in short-haul business 

1. 

2. 

F. Pick: 'Traffic & Politics in America, 1919, with some 
impressions of New York', UERL staff visit to USA 1919 
report, Acc 1297/UER 4/79. ' 
Electric Railway Journal: vol. XXXII (1908), p. 65. 
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in any case.(1) In New York, the fixed-fare structure nat~ly 

meant that short-haul traffic was more popular with railway 

management. 

Objections to short-haul traffic in Britain stemmed 

originally from the main-line railway companies, who regarded 

even suburban traffic as only marginally profitable. This 

attitude was largely shared by the American main-line companies 

but the urban railway companies reacted very differently. In 

the U.S.A., the Manhattan Elevated was always reluctant to 

indulge in 'pioneering work' into the undeveloped suburbs and 

many of the problems of the Boston Elevated in future years 

stemmed from the adoption of such a policy. In London, such a 

policy was pursued actively, the underground system extending 

far out into the suburbs, in an attempt to acquire long-distance 

traffic. To a certain extent such a policy was also the case 

with the Liverpool lines, the Mersey Railway electrification 

having a marked effect on traffic going beyond that company's 

termini. Although the company was permitted by the Railway 

Clearing House to levy a considerable supplement on the normal 

short-distance fare through the tunnel, in practice this was 

never done, due to the competition from the ferries. Therefore 

longer distance traffic was actively sought as a moans of 

alleviating this.(2) Even the LOR sought to benefit from long 

distance traffic, with through services on to the Lancashire and 

Yorkshire Railway.(3) 

1 • 
2. 

3 

ibid. p. 1484. 
When the Bill for electrification of the Mersey Railway was 
passed in 1900, a Bill approving electrification of the 
adjoining Wirral Rly. was also passed. Had the Wirral Rly 
been electrified the Hersey Rly. would have been able to • 
operate throu~h train~ to the holida! resor~ of New Brighton 
and to West Klrby, WhlCh was slowly developlng as an upper
xlass residential area. 

r' Dn TIS? T' p spegl Ou?*sod BnPh'AY OD cit 
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These substantially different approaches to the object of 

seeking new traffic, and thereby maximising sales, should have 

been reflected in the overall cost structures of the different 

companies. There is, however, no very satisfactory way of 

measuring any differences. The limitations of Operating Ratio 

statistics have been referred to more than once but even allowing 

for such limitations there are no readily obvious patterns. Two 

areas worthy of further analysis therefore are the actual growth, 

if any, in passenger traffic, which has already been mentioned, 

and specific economic conditions which may have adversely 

affected costs. 

Of relevance to any growth in passenr,er traffic is a change 

in the size of the population served by a line or ~roup of lines. 

In this basic relationship lay the expansion towards the suburbs 

of almost all the lines, in most cases in advance of the 

population, which followed when the transport facilities were 

available. American research suggested that the increase in 

traffiC was approximately equal to the square of the population 

increase. Although figures varied considerably, for practical 

purposes in no cases was the growth as slow as a direct ratio 

between earnings and population.(1) The same report sought to 

quantify the cost-effectiveness of investment in new transport 

facilities, with reference to the cost-reducing effect that such 

new investment might have and highli~hted the cost-reducing impact 

1. 'Arnold report on Pittsburgh rapid transit', Electric RailwaI 
Journal, vol. XXXVII (1911), pp. 257-61. 
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of subways compared to other facilities. As a rule of thumb 

guide, it was felt that, due to the expected cost reductions, 

if subways increased the annual earninGs of rapid transit 

operations by $10 m., this would justify capital expenditure of 

$70 m. On the other hand, new surface lines increasinF, annual 

earnings by the same amount would justify only half that level 

of expenditure - ~35 m. The same report er:1phasised th.a t to be 

viable propositions subways should earn each year at least ten 

per cent of their initial costs.(1) Although a somewhat rule of 

thunb approach, this figure is useful as a guide to relative 

performance. 

Of greater relevance to operating cost figures, however, is 

the claim for the proportional relationship between population 

growth and traffic earnings. In the report this relationship 

(with minor variations) was found to hold for all the relevant 

cities. Given past growth of these cities and assumin~ that 

management was aware of population trends, it is reasonable to 

deduce that in all but the most extreme cases the natural 

population increase would boost earnin~s. Therefore, other 

things being equal, cost fluctuations would be of IffiS importance, 

provided that is that any increases in operating costs were less 

than projected increases in earnings. As long as traffic could 

be expected to grow in such a proportion, concerted attempts to 

reduce costs would be of less importance. Obviously a threshold 

level would apply where the cost of new facilities would have to 

1. ibid, Electric Railway Journal, vol. XT~I (1910), p. 82. 
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be taken into account but for the most part these would affect 

capital, rather than operating, charges. Only in exceptional 

circUTIstances could an increase in traffic be possibly expected 

to increase operating costs, especially when unit costs could be 

made more easily divisible through multiple-unit operation, as 

has been shown. Equally, as the report on Pittsburgh pointed out, 

innovations designed to cope with growing traffic tended to have 

the effect of reducing unit operating costs - otherwise they 

would not have been introduced. 

The hypothesis of the ratio between earninr,s and population 

growth appears at first sight a reasonable one. Figures for 

population and traffic on 3rd Avenue, New York in the late 

19th century showed a population increase of 0.36 m. between 

1878 and 1890 and traffic growth of 75 m. This is rather less 

than the square of population growth but relates to Third Avenue 

only. From 1891 to 1914, however, the traffic on the Manhattan 

Elevated grew from 215 m. passengers to 311 m., which was far in 

excess of the square of population growth, however measured.(1) 

This is a very crude analysis, given that neither 1891 nor 1914 

are particularly representative years. Traffic declined 

substantially in following years, picked up at the turn of 

century, then increased rapidly after electrification~ but this 

is enough to suggest that population growth alone was not a 

sufficient guide to future earnin~s, except in the long run, 

1. Traffic figures ar~ those lis~ed ir; Railway News and Electric 
Railway Journal whlle populatlon flgures are from Bureau of 
the Census, Historical Statistics, OPe cit., part 1. 
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whereas operating costs were of short term importance. This is 

supported by evidence from elsewhere, although it does not 

invalidate the claim that population growth was relevant as an 

indicator of expected earnings. After all, in theory, even with 

a flat-fare revenue system, as long as prices were stable long

term passen~er growth should have led to some reductions in cost 

as a proportion of total earnings. 

In most cases, at least in America, Operatinr, Ratio figures 

tend to support this, although no conclusions can necessarily be 

derived from this. However, a comparison of the larger transit 

companies in America outside Manhattan showed that while there 

was no definite trend in earnings in a car-mile period there was 

an evident relationship between earnin~s and expenses.(1) 

Although this study was primarily concerned with street railways, 

the Boston and Brooklyn results included the elevated railway 

figures. A contrast between the two systems is readily apparent. 

Whereas car-mileage increased steadily each year up to 1910 (the 

last for which figures are given) on the Brooklyn system, there 

was a significant cut-back in Boston after 1907. The most 

noticeable effect of this was a jump in gross-earnings from 

26 cents per car-mile in 1906 to 28 cents in 1908. Although this 

caused a noticeable fall in the expenses attributable to power 

and transportation, the effect on overall operating expenses was 

less noticeable, a fall of 0.4 cents per car-mile in 1908 being 

negated by a similar increase in 1909. Up to a point, the 

1. Electric Railway Journal: vol. XXXVII (1911), p. 259. 
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increase in earnings is precisely what would have been expected, 

as a reduction in car-miles operated would lead, initially at 

least, to increased car-loadings. The evidence on costs, 

however, would suggest that except for power costs, which did 

show a noticeable decline, reducing these was more difficult.(1) 

Bearing in mind the complaints voiced by the Boston 

organisation about high taxes, the low rate of growth of traffic 

and fixed fares, it is noticeable that both power costs and 

general operating expenses, on a car-mile basis, were higher in 

Boston than in any comparable city. If comparison is made with 

Brooklyn alone, gross earnings were higher there and expenses 

lower, yet there was no major difference in the amount spent by 

ei ther company on maintenance and repair work. (2) A large amo 11nt 

of the differences must be accounted for by the higher passenger 

density of the Brooklyn system, enabling fixed costs to be spread 

over a higher car-mileage. Nevertheless, some of the cost 

differences were too substantial to be accounted for by this 

alone. The Brooklyn system which it may be recalled bought its 

power from outside suppliers, had fairly consistent repair and 

power costs, which apart from a slight increase in 1907 were 

declinin~ slightly from 1905 onwards, and quite sharply after 

1908. Although the Boston system also managed to reduce these 

costs after 1908, they still averaged nearly 12 cents per car

mile in 1909, by when they were under nine cents in Brooklyn.(3) 

1. ibid. 
2. Electric Railway Journal, vol. XXXIX (1912), p. 904. 
3. Electric Railway Journal, vol. XXXVII (1911), p. 259. 
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Indeed, the Brooklyn company managed to reduce its overall 

operating expenses sienificantly after 1905, in sharp contrast 

to the Boston system. 

Both systems, however, reveal a similar pattern between 

costs and earnings, the only noticeable difference beine that 

the decline in earnings in Brooklyn started in 1906, one yeAr 

after costs began to fall. This serves to support the idea that 

management was not over-concerned about costs. As gross earninf,s 

rose, so operating expenses tended to rise in proportion but 

where there was a dramatic change in one, the other also chanr,ed. 

This was far more noticeable in Brooklyn than in Boston, where, 

at least in the short term, a reduction in costs accompanied a 

rise in revenue. Even this serves to emphasise the point, 

however, in the overall context. Operating expenses were 

consistently higher in Boston than in Brooklyn and to this had 

to be added higher taxes and the subway and street railway 

rentals. At the end of 1908 the capital stock was increased 

from $13.3 m. to $19.95 m. and the desirability of a successful 

issue could well be seen as the stimulus behind the perceptible 

efforts at improving operating costs.(1) Although the necessity 

of securing adequate return on capital was undoubtedly important, 

this cannot be used to mask the financial position. After all, 

even after this increase in capital, the total capitiisation of 

the Boston system was only $120,000 per mile, compared to 

$213,800 in Brooklyn, where gross earnings per mile in 1905 were 

1. Boston Elevated Railway file, File no. 252, Scudder Library. 
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$27,808 but $28,137 in Boston.(1) 

The comparative car-mile figures would sur,eest, given this 

evidence, that the much higher density of traffic in Brooklyn 

was an important factor, or in other words, the level of service 

in Boston was not justified by the traffic. In defence of the 

management in Boston, it has to be admitted that the stron~ 

regulatory conditions were a factor. Minimum levels of service 

were laid down for off-peak services in the franchise conditions, 

as were staffing levels for trains, many of whom were supernumerary 

as a result of improvements in carriage design.(2) 

In Brooklyn, on the other hand, earnings rose rapidly after 

1902. As with the Manhattan Elevated, the Chicago lines and the 

Mersey Railway, electrification appears to have been important 

here. Significantly, the opening of the elevated railway in 

Boston had a much less noticeable effect, the annual average 

growth in passenp;er traffic in the three years after opening 

being only 4.23 per cent.(3) In Brooklyn, the rise in earnings 

was immediately significant, being accompanied by a slight 

reduction in car mileage and fall in costs. From then on, 

however, earnings rose steadily, as did car-mileage and, to a 

lesser extent, costs. Taken over the full period (1902-1910) the 

overall trend in costs was marginally downwards but not by more 

than would be expected a s a result of the steady introduction of 

new equipment and operating techniques. In short, as .long as 

costs were kept within a reasonable proportion, there was no 

1. ibid. 
2. ibid. 
3. ibid. 
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great concern about their levels. Although the evidence may be 

somewhat limited, therefore, the experiences in Brooklyn and 

Boston tend to support the idea that as long as certain profits 

constraints could be met - namely the payment of dividends and 

interest, with a small surplus, sales maximisation was the major 

objective of the respective managements. 

Both companies, however, along with others, display similar 

characteristics at identical times - rising earnings, falling 

costs - that the performance of the economy as a whole in the 

period must be analysed for any likely effects. 

From 1902 to 1907 - a period of traffic growth for all the 

U.S. elevated lines, not just those in Brooklyn and Boston - the 

economy in general was in a period of industrial growth. 

Immigration was high, as was manufacturing output and the volume 

of railroad traffic and net national product was growing 

vigorously - five per cent from 1902 to 1903, then by 23 per 

cent (at constant prices) over the next three years, rising from 

t273 per capita in 1902 to $349 per capita in 1907. Prices also 

rose, however, by 6.3 points from 58.9 to 65.2.(1) These 

conditions are reflected in the performance of all the companies 

at this time. The cost of materials was rising but not as 

quickly as the volume of traffic, While electrification in all 

cases had had a beneficial effect on operating costs and even the 

Chicago lines were able to pay something to their stockholders. 

Just as important was the fact that in almost all cases capacity 

1. M. Friedman & A. Schwartz: A Moneta~ History of the United 
States, Ope cit. p. 153; Bureau of te Census: lhstorlcal 
Statistics of the United States, OPe cit. part 1, pp. 200, 224. 
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limitations were proving a burden. Although sales-maximising 

organisatior.s would seek to increase their capacity in any event, 

in most cases the companies were encouraged, persuaded or even 

ordered to do so by the respective Rapid Transit Commissions. 

Any anxiety about increasing costs and a slowing down in the 

growth of revenue had not yet therefore manifested itself. 

Conditions altered somewhat with a sharp drop in output and 

employment following the banking panic of October 1907. From 

1908 the economy experienced a sharp rebound, with a cyclical 

peak reached in January 1910. This was followed by a protracted 

but mild recession, lasting until January 1912 after when a sharp 

rise in wholesale prices preceded a brief expansion which 

terminated in 1913.(1) The price index rose sharply from 1908 to 

1909 but this was cushioned by price falls in two of the most 

important product groups for the railways: fuel and lighting, 

which covered power costs, and metals and metal products. The 

comparisons are given below in Table 33., 

The differences in the three columns help to explain why 

costs for most systems could fall in the period from 1907 to 

1909. This price fall helped to hide the fact that the high 

annual growth rate of traffic had now eased considerably and that 

income had, as a result, reached a plateau. This was in large 

measure hidden in the Operating Ratio figures which showed a 

slight decline over the years. It is significant, however, that 

concern over costs was only becoming significant in the last few 

1. Friedman & Schwartz: op. cit. pp. 173-4. 
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years before the outbreak of war, as the implications of operating 

expanding transit empires, when earlier revenue growth rates could 

no longer be taken for granted, began to be fully realised. 

In Britain, the Operating Ratio figures would suggest that, 

the Mersey Railway excepted, electrification did not have as 

beneficial an effect on costs as might have been expected. 

Overall, there is certainly no discernible difference between the 

ratios in either country taken collectively. Furthermore, 

excluding the Boston elevated in its worse years, the Hudson & 

Manhattan in its early years and the Chicago South Side, the 

individual Operating Ratios were consistently below the average 

for railroads in the U.S.A., although not always better than 

street railway performance.(1) If one excludes the two Liverpool 

companies (although after 1908 the Mersey could be included) the 

same could generally be said of the British companies. What is 

more, for all the qualifications which have been rightly made 

about the value of Operating Ratios as a measure of comparison, 

in both cases the difference between the average performance of 

urban railways as a group and the national average of 64 in the 

U.S.A. and 62 in the U.K. for the period 1900-1912 is remarkably 

similar.(2) In the broadest view, this might sU~Eest that 

operating conditions in the two countries were similar, 

especially if differences could be accounted for by economic 

1. 

2. 

General Managers' Association of Chicago: 'Railway Statistics 
of the U.S.A.', Electric Railway Journal, vol. XXXV (1910), 
ibid; Board of Trade: Railway Returns. 
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TABLE 33: ~rlOLESALE PRICE INDICES (1926 = 100), U.S.A. 

Year All Fuel & Metals & 
commodities lighting metal products 

1902 58.9 51.8 91.0 

1908 62.9 53.7 86.3 

1909 67.6 51.6 84.5 

1910 70.4 47.6 85.2 

1911 64.9 46.7 80.8 

1912 69.1 51.4 89.5 

1913 69.8 61.3 90.8 

1914 68.1 56.6 80.2 

Source: Bureau of the Census: Historical Statistics of 
U.S. Colonial Times to 1~20, OPe cit. part 1, p. 

TABLE 34: WHOLESALE PRICE INDICES 1900-1914 (1900 = 100) 

Year 

1900 

1902 
1903 
1904 

1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 

1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 

1914 

Source: 

A. Coal & Metal 

100 
76.1 
74.1 

70.9 
71.3 
78.3 
86.9 

78.5 

73.6 
76.6 

74.7 
84.9 
92.5 
86.7 

Prices B. Total Prices 

100 
96.4 
96.9 
98.2 

97.6 
100.8 
106.0 

103.0 
104.1 

108.8 
109.4 
114.9 
116.5 
117.2 

B. R. Mitchell & P. Deane: Abstract of British 
Historical Statistics, p. 4'16. 

200. 
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conditions. However, as shown, the evidence does not really 

support such a view and any similarity in operating performance 

is more likely attributable to the traffic conditions of urban 

railways, which were similar. 

Gi ven ihattre aver~ operating ratios were not significantly 

different, greater analysis of British economic conditions might 

help to explain firstly the limited success of electrification 

and secondly why different operating conditions did not yield 

widely dissimilar results. For strict accuracy, some 

calculation must be made for the higher cost of operating deep

level undergrounds where lighting, ventilation and lifts 

increased operating and maintenance costs. For the sake of 

simplicity, however, this will be ignored as it will be assumed 

for average figures that maintenance costs of elevated railways 

offset this. The very high (for America) figures for Boston are, 

in part, a reflection of the much higher costs of operating in 

its narrow streets and subways than elsewhere. If economic 

circumstances were adverse in the U.K. at specific times, this 

might explain why urban railways were running at spare capacity 

and why electrification did bring problems, initially anyway. 

For British railways in general, it is interesting to note that 

after increasing sharply in 1900 and 1901, working expenses 

thereafter ceased to rise and displayed much greater stability 

up to 1912.(1) In particular, despite coal prices allegedly 

1. R. J. Irving: 'The Profitability & Performance of British 
Railways 1870-1914', Economic History Review, vol. XXXI 
(1978), p. 60. 
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remaining high, significant economies were achieved in the costs 

of locomotion and traffic costs. Evidence has also been produced 

to show that train-miles per employee increased over this 

period.(1) However, most of the improvements were made in goods 

traffic, with passenger train milea~e increasing more quickly 

than passenger journeys and receipts per passen~er train nile 

reaching a low between 1906 and 1909.(2) 

This must be borre in mind in considering urban railway 

operations, although conditions were rather different. Of 

possibly greatest interest is the movement of prices around the 

turn of the century, given that this was claimed to have affected 

the District Railway'S decision to electrify, and given the 

supposedly high coal prices. Although after 1902, the Board of 

Trade \'/holesale price index was generally rising, the coal and 

metal price index (in which coal had by far the largest weighting) 

remained way below its 1900 level until 1914. (3) Table 34 gives 

the performance of the two indices in the period. The 1QOO price 

of coal was in no way representative of earlier coal prices, or 

of prices in following years. Such an increase may therefore have 

acted as a stimulus for electrification, although this was far 

from bein~ the only cause. The significant years, however, are 

in the period from 1905-1909. There was an enormous expansion in 

the transport facilities in London, at a time when prices were 

1. 

2. 
3. 

H. Pollins: Britain's Railways: An Industrial History 
Newton Abbot, 1971, pp. 100-1. 
R. J. Irving: OPe cit. p. 61. 
B. R. Mitchell & P. Deane: Abstract of British Historical 
Statistics, OPe cit. p. 476. 
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rising again. In 1906 and 1907 national output peaked and real 

wages were rising but these were two of the worst years for the 

British urban lines, although actual passenger figures increased 

in line vii th economic conditions. ( 1 ) Passenger figures for the 

District were a record high in 1906 and for the Metropolitan were 

at their highest level since 1899.(2) Despite having risen, real 

wages were still below the level of 1902-1903 - even money wages 

were no higher - and although fares were unchan~ed, for the most 

part electrification should have reduced working costs. In fact, 

for the Inner Circle lines expenditure continued to rise at about 

the same level as the general price level, (considerably more for 

the District) while receipts fell for the Metropolitan, despite 

increased traffic, and in other cases failed to match the growth 

in traffic. For other lines in London there is no clear trend but 

it is interesting that the pattern displayed on the older lines 

should have followed that displayed by railways nationally, where 

managers were still 'struggling with the concept of the railways 
. ., (3) 

as a pub11c serv1ce • 

Perhaps this should not be too surprising given the evidence 

about lack of proper financial control by British railway managers 

during this period, except that the District, even after Yerkes' 

1. 

2. 
3. 

C. H. Feinstein: Economic Journal 1Q61, p. 384 ~ives Net 
National Income (current prices) as £1,704 m. (1904) 
£1,776 m. (1905), £1,874 m. (1906), £1,966 m. (1907): 
£1,875 m. (1908). For wage figures see Mitchell & Deane, 
OPe cit. p. 344. 
Board of Trade: Railway Returns. 
R. J. Irving: OPe cit. p. 63. 
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takeover, does not appear to have made many radical changes. 

Admittedly much closer controls were adopted before 1914, the 

UERL pioneering in this as far as the urban railways were 

concerned. However, the available evidence highlif,hts the fact 

that American management was similarly not over-concerned with 

costs, until the constraints became considerably more telling. 

There was, however, a basic difference. In all cases, the 

American lines were charged, by the respective Rapid Transit 

Commissions, with maintaining certain levels of service as a 

public obligation and in addition were usually operating at or 

near full capacity in peak hours. Traffic was growing fairly 

steadilY and in such conditions continuing investment was 

necessary. Although this investment had a marginally beneficial 

effect on costs it did, in the long-term, increase the burden of 

capital charges and only then did anxiety about costs manifest 

itself. In Britain, conditions were very different. Firstly 

both Liverpool and London had a far more developed urban 

transport network for their population sizes than any of the 

American cities, with the possible exception of Boston. As the 

transport system was not unified, the benefits of short term 

traffic were lost to other operators and this encouraged the 

building of lines out to the suburbs. Such lines were far less 

of a drain on capital than the tunnels in the city centre and 

showed more potential for long-term traffic prospects. They 

were also rational long-term developments, given the spare 

capacity that existed in most cases. However, partly because of 

public opposition and partly to encourage the increase in traffic 

that was needed, extravagant levels of service were provided 
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although probably the best example of this was the Mersey Railway, 

rather than any London line. Over time, as in America, closer 

attention was paid to financial accounting but the failure to 

achieve this sooner undoubtedly had a detrimental effect on the 

returns paid on capital. 
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APPENDIX 1. COMPANIES EXAliINED IN THE TEXT 

A. LONDON 

1. The Metropolitan Railway 

Opened on 10th January 1863 with an initial capital of 

£1.4 m. this was an 'underground' railway, immediately below 

street level, constructed by digging up the street, making a 

tunnel and then replacing the street. The con~estion this 

caused was one reason why later London lines were constructed 

at a much deeper level. Initially the line ran from Paddington 

in the west to Farringdon St. in the east but was subsequently 

extended from Paddington to South Kensington where it connected 

with the Metropolitan District and from Baker St. to Aylesbury, 

which was reached in 1892, and beyond. Ultimately it stretched 

for some 60 miles from Baker St. in a north-westerly direction 

but the major proportion of traffic was carried over the 'Inner 

Circle' section in thebeart of London this being the only 

underground section. The first electric service, from Baker St. 

to Harrow and Uxbridge started from 1st January 1905, followed 

by the Inner Circle in July 1905. By 1905 paid up capital was 

£15.7 m. 

2. The Metropolitan District Railway (MDR) 

In 1864 a Joint Parliamentary Committee evolved proposals 

for a circular transport link in Central London. Three Acts of 

July 1864 resulted in the MDR. Initially this was a line from 

South K,ensington to Westminster Bridge. Close links were 

established with the Metropolitan Railway, the intention being 

for the latter to operate the MDR, hence the construction of the 
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line from Paddington to South Kensington. However, after J. S. 

Forbes became Managing Director of the ~IDR in 1871 and Edward 

Watkin Chairman of the Metropolitan in 1872, relations between 

the two companies were characterised by mutual animosity largely 

because of the personal antipathy these two individuals held for 

one another. The MDR was further affected by the 1866 financial 

crisis following the crash of Overend, Gurney & Co. This hit 

railway promotion in general very badly but especially the MDR 

whose leading bankers also failed. As a result, a high 

proportion of MDR capital was raised through fixed interest 

stock and this proved to be a severe burden in future years. 

The original section of line was opened in 1868, but like the 

Metropolitan extensions were put in hand - southwards to 

Wimbledon and westwards to Hammersmith. The animosity between 

the two companies reached such a level that over a short length 

between High St. Kensington and South KenSington duplicate lines 

were built. 

The original intention was for the MDR to build a line 

eastwards from Westminster to join up with the Metropolitan 

again, forming a continuous line to be known as the 'Inner 

Circle'. Completion of the Inner Circle was not forthcoming 

until 1884 and then only after the City of London contributed 

£0.8 m. Despite this, the companies each had to subscribe £2.5 m. 

to the construction cost of £1 m. per mile. The project was a 

failure in that the additional passenr,ers needed to pay the 

capital costs failed to materialise and the completion of the 

Inner Circle signalled the end of conventional urban railway 

construction in London. 
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The MDR section of the Inner Circle was electrified at the 

same time as the Metropolitan section, in July 1905, although 

teething troubles delayed the complete electrification by 

several months. By this time the paid up capital of the MDR was 

£12.4 m., and it operated over twenty-five route miles of track. 

3. The City and South London Railway (CSLR) 

This was the first of the 'tube' lines, making full use of 

recent developments in tunnelling practice to construct a 

railway several feet below ground level. By doing so it was 

hoped to keep the cost of construction down. Although the line 

was originally planned for cable haulage, the decision to adopt 

electric traction was made prior to opening and it thus became 

the first underground electric railway in the world. In a 

further attempt to keep costs down the diameter of the tunnels 

was kept considerably below standard railway size and this posed 

a severe constraint in limiting train capacity and therefore 

overall passenger capacity. Opened on 4th November 1890, with an 

initial capital of £0.81 m. at the date of opening, the line was 

initially three miles long running from London Bridge to 

Stockwell, with extensions opening to Clapham at the southern 

end in 1900 and Angel (Islington) at the northern end the 

following year. A further extension was opened to Euston in 

1907 bringing the length of the route up to eight miles. 

4. The Waterloo and City, the Central London and the Great 

Northern and City Railway 

The next 'tube' to open after the CSLR was the Waterloo and 

City which ran from Waterloo main line station to ~ank station 

in the financial area of the City. It opened in 1898, its main 
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function being to provide a link for commuters into the City 

from Waterloo station which was south of the river. Because of 

this, the capital was guaranteed by the London and South Western 

Railway which brought the commuters into Waterloo. Traffic was 

always light by other urban railway standards and the line was 

wholly absorbed by the LS~ffi in January 1907. In sharp contrast, 

the Central London Railway (CLR) occupied a major traffic route 

through the City and in financial terms was the most successful 

'tube' line in London, opening on 30th June 1900 and with an 

initial capital at the opening date of £2.85 m. 

Originally six miles long but extended to seven in 1908, the 

line ran west to east under Oxford St. and other main 

thoroughfares from Marble Arch to the Bank. It was subsequently 

extended at the western end to serve the exhibition site at 

White City, and from the Bank to Liverpool St. at the eastern 

end in 1912. The line's success lay chiefly in the areas it 

served (the main shopping and financial districts as well as 

fashionable residential areas) although technical improvements 

compared to the early CSLR design helped to reduce operating 

costs. 

The Great Northern and City, like the Waterloo and City was 

intended to provide a direct link from a main line railway 

company (the Great Northern) to the heart of the City. The GNR 

went further than the LS'dR in that it encouraged the promoters 

of the line to construct a railway with full size tunnels so 

that its trains could run through to the City but its enthusiasm 

for the scheme then faded and died. The line opened in 

February 1904 but was never profitable. 
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5. The Underground Electric Railways of London Group 

All the 'tube' lines so far mentioned were considered by a 

Parliamentary Joint Select Committee in 1892 which was set up 

primarily to consider whether such lines could successfully be 

operated by electricity, whether or not they ought to be linked 

with existing railways (it was eventually agreed that the choice 

was between small-bore tubes and no lines at all) and over 

ownership eventually passing to the London County Council. 

The Committee also considered two other schemes - the 

Baker St. and Waterloo and the Charing Cross, Euston and 

Hampstead Railways, of which the latter was to be cable worked. 

Capital was not forthcoming for either of these two schemes 

although work did start on the BS&W but stopped at the end of 

1900 when its major backer failed. The same problem afflicted 

a third scheme - the Great Northern, Piccadilly and Brompton 

Railway. These three schemes remained dormant until 1902 when 

control of them was acquired by the Chicago tramway tycoon 

Charles Tyson Yerkes, who obtained control of the District 

Railway (MDR) at the same time. Yerkes did not live to see the 

opening of any of the lines, none of which were financially 

very successful. At first the lines were operated individually, 

full integration not coming until 1910 (as London Electric 

Railways). By 1914 the CLR and CSLR had also been taken over 

by the group. 

Dates of opening: 

Baker St. and Waterloo (BS&\V) 

GN, Piccadilly and Brompton 

Charing Cross, Euston & Hampstead 

30 March 1906 

15 December 1906 

22 June 1907 
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Length: 

BS&W ~ 4 miles, Piccadilly - 8 miles, Hampstead - 9 miles 

For the most part, the lines served central London although the 

Hampstead line served the northern suburbs and what were then the 

green fields immediately north of Hampstead Heath. Very roughly, 

this line ran in a northerly direction through the city from 

Charing Cross, the Piccadilly crossed the city from north-east 

to west at Hammersmith and the BS&W ran from Waterloo to Charing 

Cross, then to the west of the Hampstead line to Baker St. 

Initial capital at date of opening was £3.2 m. for the BS&W, 

£5.9 m. for the Piccadilly and £4.95 ID. for the J{ampstead line. 

London's population Pattern - a general note 

In 1907 the population of the London County area was 4.8 m. 

and that of the 19.2 square miles of this comprising the central 

area was 1.5 m. Even at this date Greater London spread over a 

much larger area, including almost all of Middlesex and parts of 

four other counties. This total area covered 688 square miles 

and had a population of 7.2 m. The only urban lines serving any 

parts of this large suburban area were the Metropolitan and MDR, 

although future extensions were all in these regions rather than 

in the central area. The greater proportion of urban railway 

mileage was still confined to the 19.2 square miles of the 

central region which relative to the rest of the city was 

heavily criss-crossed with underground lines. Thus they served 

not only the resident population of that region but commuters 

arriving at main line stations such as Paddin~ton, Euston, 

Kings Cross and Waterloo, many of Which were inconveniently 

situated at some distance from the city proper. As a rough 
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comparison the central area of London was the same size (in 

square miles) as Manhattan Island in New York but the population 

of the latter at 2.2 m. was very nearly 50% greater. The spread 

of urban lines in London was also very uneven. The central area 

north of the river was heavily developed in this respect while 

almost all development to the south was left to the main line 

railway companies. This development did not follow any set 

pattern - instead one fairly confined area of the city was over

developed in this respect while huge areas elsewhere were ignored. 

B. LIVERPOOL 

1. The Mersey Railway 

Opened in 1886 with paid-up capital at the time of opening 

of £2.56 m. this was a tunnel under the River Mersey from 

Liverpool to Birkenhead. The line was the world's first deep

level underground railway, and the only such one ever operated by 

steam locomotives. The steep gradients necessitated the use of 

what were then the most powerful passenger traffic locomotives in 

Britain. The cost of necessary ventilation, pumping and lifts at 

stations combined to help the line become the first in Britain to 

switch from steam to electric operation which started in May 1Q03. 

The line developed as an urban railway almost by accident. The 

original intention of the promoters had been to link up all the 

various main-line companies on either side of the river, larGe 

freight traffic between the docks being anticipated. The line 

would also enable the Great Western Railway to run through main

line expresses from Liverpool to London. In the event, the costs 

of construction meant that the planned links were neVer completed 

and less than a year after opening the company was placed in 
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receivership, this being hastened by the death of the contractor, 

who had provided much of the capital. 

The foul conditions in the tunnel meant that passenger 

traffic dropped alarmingly, although the presence of the tunnel 

contributed to the growth of cross-river traffic and the 

development of commuting suburbs. After electrification, this 

pattern was accelerated and the subsequent growth in traffic 

eventually led to dividends being paid on ordinary shares. 

Although two distinct urban centres were initially linked, this 

was not unique as it also occurred in some cases in America. 

When completed the line was just under four miles long making it 

the shortest of the lines in the study. 

2. The Liverpool Overhead Railway 

Opened in March 1893 with initial 

capital of £570,000 , this was the first electric elevated 

railway in the world and the only elevated railway in Britain. 

Initially it was intended to use steam power, but the decision to 

change was taken in 1891, reducin~ estimated construction costs 

from £585,000 to £466,000 and the consequent very low initial 

capital cost of £570,000 permitted regular dividends to be paid. 

Like the Mersey Railway this was not an urban railway in the 

strictest definition. It ran for some seven miles alonf,side 

Liverpool docks, its function being to improve passen~er movement 

and thus reduce congestion in the area. The resident population 

of the region was small, although a large suburban population 

waS served by both termini. 
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C. NE\.J YORK 

1. The Manhattan Elevated 

A number of underground schemes for New York City had all 

been rejected by the legislature before approval was given for an 

experimental elevated project which commenced working in 

December 1867. Initially cable worked this proved a failure and 

from April 1871 steam working was introduced and the company was 

reorganised as the New York Elevated with a capital stock of 

$10 million and plans to build 160 miles of elevated railway. 

The company was joined in the 1870s by the Metropolitan Elevated; 

the two were then reorganised and lnsed to the f1anhattan Elevated 

Railway Company, control of which was obtained, after a strug~le, 

by the financier Jay Gould. 

The company operated elevated railway lines along several of 

the main Manhattan avenues, extending northwards into the Bronx 

as the city expanded in that direction. Thus, the company served 

practically the entire population of what was at that time the 

City of New York (Brooklyn, Queens and Staten Island did not 

become boroughs of the city until 1898) ans was the only urban 

railway in the city. 

The system was electrified in stages between 1902 and 1903, 

by when its capital stock \vas $48 million. From January 1903 the 

entire Manhattan Railway Company was leased by the Interborough 

Rapid Transit Company. 

2. The Interborough Rapid Transit Company (IRT) 

Incorporated 6th May 1902, with an original capital of 

$25 million, all in common stock, this was the operatinr.; company 

for the New York subway, the first section of which opened on 
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27th October 1904. Electrically operated from the outset, the 

Rapid Transit Subway, as it was known, ran immediately below 

street level through rock for the most part, from Brooklyn to 

southern Nanhattan (this section was not the first to be opened), 

then northwards through Manhattan, the line dividing at 96th 

Street, one section continuing to the northern tip of Manhattan 

Island, the other serving the Bronx. The intention was to provide 

as comprehensive a service as possible to the city. A major 

expansion was agreed upon but none of this was opened by 1914. 

The subway differed from the British lines in that the 

capital for construction was provided by the City. As the 

operating company, the IRT provided the trains and leased the 

subway from the city, the lease being arranged to run for a set 

period of years and to include an element for a sinking fund to 

pay the construction cost. The line was constructed on a more 

substantial scale than the British lines, not only in takin~ 

almost standard size trains, but also in beinr, equipped with four 

tracks, for both 'express' and 'local' services. 

In January 1906 the IRT merged with the Metropolitan Street 

Railway Company creating a transit monopoly holding company in 

Manhattan known as the Interborough Metropolitan Company. 

3. The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company (BRT) 

This was not primarily a railway company but a street

railway (tram\'iay) system. By the turn of the century Brooklyn 

had the greatest tramway mileage of any city in the world. 

Indeed, Brooklyn was synonymous with street-cars to the extent 

that its baseball team were known as the 'Trolley Dodgers'. 
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As late as 1893 the street railways had largely been in the hands 

of fairly small, independent companies. By 1914 almost all 

rapid transit operations in the region were controlled by the 

BRT; for practical purposes consolidation had been achieved by 

1902, the BRT having been formed as a separate entity in 1898. 

Although most of this was in street railway form, some fairly 

short sections of elevated railway were opened in Brooklyn from 

1885 omvardS. By 1890 there were about eie;hteen miles of elevated 

track and shortly afterwards all the elevated companies were 

acquired by the BRT. The system was electrified in 1902-3 and 

expanded steadily, so that by 1910 there were about seventy-one 

miles of elevated track. Most of the mileage radiated from 

central Brooklyn, there being a link across the Brooklyn Bridge 

into Manhattan. 

4. The Hudson and Manhattan Railroad (II & MRR) 

There were strong similarities between the H & ffi~R and the 

Mersey Railway. Both were under-river tunnels, the intention of 

the promoters of the Hudson lines being to provide a link between 

Manhattan and New Jersey. When work started in 1874, as in the 

case of the Mersey, all cross-river traffic was carried by 

ferries. The legal and financial problems were such that work 

proceeded only very intermittently and by the mid-1890s was 

completely abandoned. In 1901 a new company was formed which 

finally succeeded in completing the tunnel, and in constructing 

a second one, providing links from Hoboken and Newark in New Jersey 

to mid-town and down-town Manhattan. This company had an initial 

capital of $6 million although by the time operations started in 

1908, some $70 million had been spent. Although the difficulties 
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of completion are of interest these are not related to this work, 

and the H & tffiR is of only secondary interest. 

D. BOSTON 

1. The Boston Elevated Railway 

The Boston Elevated Railway was incorporated in 1894 and 

three years later leased the West End Street Railway Company which 

operated all the streetcar lines in Boston. Thus, as in both 

Brooklyn and Manhattan, a transport monopoly was created. It 

worked in close co-operation with the city authorities. To ease 

congestion the latter constructed a number of subways in the city 

for both trams and trains which were leased by the elevated 

company. The elevated company built all new street railway and 

elevated extensions at its own expense, the first elevated section 

opening in June 1901. Paid up capital at this time was 

$13.4 million. 

The outcome of this relationship was that Boston (with a 

population of 1.3 million in 1910, the smallest American city to 

have a fully fledged rapid transit system) had, for its size, 

undoubtedly the best and most extensive system. This was 

reflected in annual journeys - by 1907 Bostonians made 500 trips 

by public transport annually per head, the next hi~hest figure 

being 406 in New York. The basic philosophy was to build elevated 

railways with stations fairly widely spaced, out into the suburbs. 

From the relatively few stations tramway routes radiated, offering 

an integrated service. 

The geographical nature of the city, scattered as it was 

arouhd Boston Bay, further encouraged the building of subways to 

connect what were otherwise isolated suburbs. 
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E. CHICAGO 

In contrast to other American cities, the elevated systems 

in Chicago were not amalgamated until fairly late - 1911 in fact. 

For the size of the city (both in area and population), they were 

also rather late in being opened, this beinf, largely attributable 

to politi.cal factors. A further remarkable feature was that some 

of theM initially used steam locomotives at a time when the 

success of electric power had been proven, althou~h they were 

also among the first lines to change to electric power. 

1. The Chicago South Side Railway 

Opened in late 1892, in time for the 1893 Columbia Exposition, 

this line had an initial capital stock of $17.5 million, 

$~5 million of which was in bonds. 

It was an elevated railway running from the southern edge of 

the city centre to Jackson Park, where the World Fair was held. 

The line was less than ten miles long - the disproportionate 

capital was a feature of other lines in Chicago but also 

reflected the anxiety of the promoters to have the line completed 

in time for the Fair traffic. Shortly after the Fair ended the 

company's problems became apparent; a receiver was appointed in 

October 1895 and the line was sold in September 1896, for 

$4 million. Electrified in July 1898 the line was the first to 

adopt the multiple-unit system of control. In 1900 the total 

population of Chicago was just under 1.7 million, only a small 

fraction of whom had easy access to the South Side Elevated. 
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2. Lake Street Elevated and Northwestern Elevated 

As with the South Side line, the only capital readily 

available was highly speculative in nature, and development took 

place in an atmosphere of instability. Although the initial 

capital was only $1 million, by the time of opening in November 

1893, this had swollen to over $10 million in stock and $6 million 

in bonds. Serving West Chicago, the line was electrified in 1896. 

The initial problems of the Lake Street line were r,reater 

even than those of the South Side. By 1894, however, a group 

thought to be connected with C. T. Yerkes had acquired control of 

it and electrified it. This group also controlled the Northwestern 

Elevated. This, too, suffered problems. Serving one of the least 

populated parts of the city, it remained in a half completed state 

for two years after August 1896 before being eventually completed 

and opened in 1900. 

3. Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railroad 

Opened in May 1895, this was the first electric elevated 

railway in the U.S.A., running for some twelve miles into the 

west side of the city. Although this area was well developed 

residentially, over-capitalisation and competition from the Lake 

Street line combined to help to send the line into receivership 

in January 1897. 

4. Other Chicago Lines 

Prospects for all the Chicago elevateds improved in 1897 

when the Union Loop was opened. This enabled the trains of all 

the individual lines to run into the heart of the city and its 

opening had a dramatic effect on property values in the area. 
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Although major backing came from the Lake Street/Northwestern 

interests, the other companies also had access to the line. 

Chicago had one more elevated - the Chicago and Oak Park 

line. Like the others, this spent much of its time in 

receivership and subsequently merged into the Northwestern 

Group (although the lines in this group continued to operate as 

independent concerns until all the Chicago lines amal~amated). 
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APPENDIX 2 

TABLE 1: PASSENGERS CARRIED BY BRITISH URBAN HAILi.JAYS 1891-1q13 
(in millions) 

CLR CSLR LOR Mersey Metro- rmR UERL 
Eolitan 

1891 5.2 8.3 75.1 39.2 
1892 6.0 8.5 74.2 39.5 
1893 6.2 3.8 7.5 72.2 38.6 
1894 6.7 6.5 6.5 74.5 40.8 
1895 6.3 7.2 6.9 73.7 40.9 
1896 6.7 7.7 7.3 76.2 41.1 
1897 6.8 8.7 7.2 79.7 L+2.6 

1898 6.9 9.4 7.2 78.8 41.1 
1899 6.9 9.7 7.5 80.0 41.5 
1900 14.9 9.2 10.3 7.6 77.1 40.4 
1901 41.1 12.9 10.8 7.1 70.9 39.0 
1902 45.3 19.1 10.5 5.9 72.0 44.0 
1903 44.9 18.2 11.4 7.3· 74.3 49.0 
1904 44.9 17.6 11.2 9.2 74.4 50.7 
1905 44.7 17.3 11.2 9.8 75.9* 53.2· 
1906 43.1 18.1 11.0 10.6 78.7 60.1 9.8 
1907 36.9 20.8 11.2 11.2 76.9 48.4 55.2 
1908 41.9 21.5 10.5 11.4 81.0 56.2 84.0 
1909 38.4 22.5 10.1 11.6 80.0 60.3 94.4 
1910 40.7 23.5 10.5 11.9 82.7 64.6 95.6 
1911 37.6 2Ll-.4 11.2 11.9 80.6 70.1 99.3 
1912 34.1 22.7 12.2 12.6 78.9 74.5 97.2 
1913 3L~.4 21.1 13.2 13.2 81.5 7L~. 7 95.7 

*electric working introduced 

All figures exclude journeys by season ticket holders. The 
impact of these varied. Season ticket journeys would add 
about 7.5-8.75 million annually to Metropolitan figures, 
about 3 million to MDR figures, 1 million to Mersey figures 
(after electrification) and about 0.5 million to CSLR figures. 

Source: Board of Trade, Railwa;y: Returns 
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APPENDIX 2. 

TABLE 2: PASSENGERS CARRIED BY URBAN HAIJMAYS IN NEW YORK 
1891-1913 (in nillions) 

1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 

~ 
Manhattan El. IRT Subway Broolyn RTo Hudson &. Manhattan 

215.1 
219.6 
196.2 
188.1 
182.4 
183.1 

183.8 
194.1 
215.3 
248.6 85.3 

98.1 
286.6 16.2 117.2 
266.4 116.2 132.0 
257.8 149.8 155.7 
282.9 182.6 197.6 
273.8 221.0 200.9 4.4· 
276.2 238.4 206.2 14.2+ 
293.8 296.0 226.1 42.8+ 
301.4 276.7 224.2 50.9+ 56.7 
306.3 303.0 228.6 58.1 
306.8 327.5 234.3 60.6 

~ Figures obtained are calculated on basis of proportion 
of total earnings attributable to elevated lines. 

* First four months of operation only (25.2.08 to 30.6.08). 
+ Year ended 30th June. 
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QUEENS 

Map 1: Rapid TrRnsi t R<:',i1Nay 
Lines in New York, 1912 
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Map 3: The Boston Elevated System, 1912 
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immediately apparent. This was the terri tory of suburba,n 
lines of the main line railway companies. 
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A NOTE ON SOURCE MATERIAL 
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the Middlesex Records Office of the Greater London Council holding 

all the records relating to London's railways. However, the amount 
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in London is limited. 
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New York and Boston came from comprehensive reports and 

correspondence in the files of the Scudder Library in Columbia 

University. Columbia University also holds the correspondence of 

William Barclay Parsons, which provided information on the 
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New York Public Library. 
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Papers and Municipal Documents. The latter are particularly 
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urban railway development. 
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